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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation traces the life and times of William J. Flynn (1867-1928) as a 
means of understanding popular attitudes toward anarchism and terrorism, as well as 
expectations for protection from these forces, at the dawn of the twentieth century.  Flynn 
was constantly at the nexus of law enforcement, serving as jailkeeper in the New York 
County correctional system; as agent, regional director, and national director of the U.S. 
Secret Service; and as director of the Bureau of Investigation.  He also led a creative 
literary life, penning memoirs of his cases as novels and newspaper serials, and writing 
stories and editing a detective fiction magazine after his retirement from government 
service.  Drawing on theories of popular culture of Russel Nye, as well as concepts of 
power and discourse of Michel Foucault, this study examined Flynn's literary works, 
historical documents from the Secret Service, Bureau of Investigation, and U.S. Railroad 
Administration, and popular dime novels to capture public perception of anarchists and 
expectations for protection from the terrorist threat.  Anarchists were portrayed generally 
as unclean and often of foreign origin, while counter-anarchists appeared as capable, 
sharp-witted, affluent men and women.  Temporality forms an important aspect of the 
study, demonstrating that Flynn's counterterrorist approach, as well as expectations for 
protection from terrorist violence, were rooted in elements of time.  In a period when 
most detective work was financed by private individuals, Flynn built an identity for 
himself as a competent public official, and more importantly through his work and 
writings established the federal government as the primary entity capable of meeting the 
demands of protecting American citizens in the early twentieth century.  Following 
retirement, Flynn continued his literary endeavors, always blurring the line between fact 
and fiction, generally cloaking his own adventures, all worthy of dime novels themselves, 
with a veneer of fiction.   
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INTRODUCTION 

In December 1919, in response to a nationwide string of terrorist mail bombings, 

the United States government deported 249 suspected anarchists on the Buford, 

nicknamed the Soviet Ark.  Among the deportees were infamous anarchists Emma 

Goldman and her compatriot and erstwhile lover, Alexander Berkman.  As preparations 

for boarding the Buford proceeded, Berkman singled out one individual in the crowd of 

law enforcement officials.  According to the New York Times account:  "'Oh, it's you, Mr. 

Flynn,' [Berkman] said, sarcastically.  'Well, we're coming back some day, and when we 

do—' a curse—'we'll fix you.'"1 

Rather than singling out U.S. Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer, who had 

essentially declared war on American anarchists, or young J. Edgar Hoover, the up-and-

coming Bureau of Investigation agent typically credited with the raids and roundups 

leading to the deportation, Berkman identified one man who stood out from the crowd:  

William James Flynn.  Through his relentless work in the U.S. Secret Service as agent, 

regional chief, and national director, as well as head of the New York Police Department 

detective bureau, and now as the director of the fledgling Bureau of Investigation, Flynn 

became a towering presence in U.S. law enforcement, and earned the ire of anarchists, 

                                                 

 

 

1 "249 Reds Sail, Exiled to Soviet Russia," New York Times, December 22, 1919. 
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counterfeiters, and other criminals across the country.  Flynn was uniquely prepared to 

deal with the rise of anarchoterrorism in America at the dawn of the twentieth century. 

From the vantage point of the twenty-first century, as the shadows of the 

9/11/2001 attacks loom largely in public memory, it is important to remember that radical 

terrorism is not a new phenomenon.  Groups bold enough to attack innocent members of 

the general public, seeking to achieve political ends or to exact revenge for real or 

perceived wrongs, have existed since the birth of the United States.  Fear of such attacks 

and apprehension of their perpetrators are elements woven over time into the fabric of 

American culture and thought. 

For this dissertation, I will apply a variety of theoretical and methodological 

approaches to extract the social and historical significance of the works of William J. 

Flynn, early agent and leader of the U.S. Secret Service and later the Director of the U.S. 

Bureau of Investigation, the forerunner to the Federal Bureau of Investigation.  As 

outlined below, little has been written about Flynn, who led a high-profile career in law 

enforcement as the country's premier anarchist chaser in the early years of the twentieth 

century, and, prior to that, as the leader of several successful investigations that resulted 

in convictions of renowned counterfeiters.  Although he was recognized by the U.S. 

Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer as the best in the field of counterterrorism, Flynn 

was not always successful.  He led investigations of terrorist attacks in 1919 and 1920 

which were ultimately inconclusive and unsuccessful.   

This dissertation examines American culture associated with terrorism at the 

dawn of the twentieth century, using the life and literary work of William J. Flynn as 
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framework.  While it includes biographical information about Flynn's life, it is not a 

biography in the traditional sense.   Instead, my work seeks to capture and contextualize 

Flynn's life within contemporary American culture along the lines of "cultural biography" 

as defined by Elizabethan scholar Carole Levin: "...the interplay between an important 

historical figure and the aspects of culture that shaped that figure's life, and in turn the 

impact of that life on the cultural milieu."2  Drawing on a wide variety of sources, 

including dime novels, detective stories, newspaper accounts and historical archives, I 

argue that in straddling the line between fact and fiction, Flynn used emerging mass 

media to develop an image of the federal government as the entity best suited to respond 

to violent terrorism, as well as an image of himself as the physical manifestation of that 

governmental power.  In doing so, Flynn bolstered the bold self-image of Americans as 

capable of responding to the terrorist threat.    

Flynn was described by one interviewer as being a quiet man weighing about 250 

pounds, with keen blue eyes and a "bull-dog grip – He never lets go."  The same 

interviewer noted that when he was appointed Second Deputy Commissioner in the New 

York Police Department, one source revealed that "Lawbreakers in general, and the 

terrorist foreign class in particular, didn't like it one bit."3  Elsewhere he is described as 

about six feet tall, broad-shouldered and light on his feet, "with his black derby, heavy 

                                                 

 

 

2 Carole Levin, The Heart and Stomach of a King; Elizabeth I and the Politics of Sex and Power 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2013): xiii. 
3 "William J. Flynn," Metropolitan Magazine (April 1911): 72-74. 
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cigar, cropped mustache, and pithy Irish expressions."4  Though he could be swift and 

decisive, he did not claim any superhuman detective abilities for himself, stating 

numerous times that it was just persistent "steady hammering" that got the job done.  He 

was modest and self-effacing.  Following a successful investigation, he avoided credit, 

instead announcing that "Our office did it," winning the hearts of the agents and officers 

who worked for him over the years.5  Through decades of service in law enforcement, 

Flynn was able to claim boldly:  "I have known most of the great lawbreakers of that 

period."6 

Throughout his career, in addition to fighting crime on the streets, Flynn turned to 

the pen to describe terrorism and the efforts by law enforcement to thwart it.  His 1919 

memoir, The Barrel Mystery, described the anarchism of an Italian group that ran a multi-

state counterfeiting network, and his 1920 book The Eagle's Eye offered a semi-

fictionalized rendering of the efforts of the Secret Service in thwarting the work of 

German saboteurs in the years prior to the U.S. entrance to the first World War.  Flynn 

took other opportunities to recount and fictionalize his exploits, editing a weekly 

detective magazine from 1924 until his death in 1928.  In both his memoirs and his 

fictional works, Flynn revealed his internal struggles with and recommendations for 

                                                 

 

 

4 "William J. Flynn, Long of the Secret Service, is Dead," New York Herald Tribune, October 15, 
1928.   
5 "Not a Halo of Glory but a Cessation of Crime, Flynn's Aim," New York Daily Tribune, 
December 18, 1910. 
6 William J. Flynn, "My Life in the Secret Service" (1 of 6), Flynn's (October 4, 1924): 387. 
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identifying the most appropriate means of infiltrating and stopping criminal and terrorist 

groups.   

Flynn’s literary works offer insights into people and organizations described as 

terrorists.  Who were they?  What methods and strategies did they employ to undermine 

existing power structures?  What were their motivations?  On the other side of the issue, 

who were the counterterrorists? And what were the expectations of Americans regarding 

their protection from the anarchoterrorist threat?   

Drawing on the fictional and autobiographical works of Flynn, as well as 

contemporary historical and literary sources, we will explore American attitudes toward 

the fight against terrorism.  Of particular interest will be the expectations that emerge 

from more popular sources, including newspapers, magazines, and the much-heralded 

dime novels.  These and other texts will inform our understanding of contemporary 

perceptions of a world that was changing, not only due to rapid technological advances, 

but also due to the rupture caused by groups seeking to upend American society 

altogether. 

This dissertation will contextualize perceptions of terrorism in the 1910s-1920s by 

close readings of Flynn's memoirs, The Barrel Mystery and The Eagle's Eye, as well as 

his public statements about anarchist attacks of 1919 and 1920, his late-in-life reflections 

on decades of counter-anarchist service, and his writings in the detective fiction 

magazines which he edited.  In doing so, the following questions will guide research:  

How did Flynn portray terrorists/anarchists and their violent activities?  How did 
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"America's greatest anarchist hunter," as described by U.S. Attorney General A. Mitchell 

Palmer, perceive the threat and propose to eradicate anarchism?   

The central contention of this study is that as the nineteenth century slipped into 

the twentieth, and as anarchoterrorist violence proliferated, expectations regarding 

protection against the anarchists began to shift.  As evidenced by close readings of dime 

novels and other contemporary popular sources, this expectation began to rest more 

firmly on the shoulders of the U.S. federal government.  Though his most prominent 

cases remained unsolved, William J. Flynn contributed to the federalization of 

counterterrorism through his staunch defense of the Bureau of Investigation and of the 

Secret Service, which he had headed earlier in life.   

Some definitions are in order.  While works on terrorism often devote lengthy 

sections to defining the subject, this study will examine the topic in broad and simple 

terms:  Terrorism represents violence undertaken to achieve political ends.  As Edwin 

Bakker and others have demonstrated, the quest to define terrorism has spawned 

thousands of articles, book chapters, and even full-length books and databases.7  

Anarchism refers to a philosophy that seeks the removal of all forms of compulsion and 

control, echoing the words of Italian anarchist Luigi Galleani:  anarchism "implies the 

non-existence of authority…it means the freedom of the autonomous individual—all 

                                                 

 

 

7 Edwin Bakker, Terrorism and Counterterrorism Studies: Comparing Theory and Practice 
(Leiden, The Netherlands:  Leiden University Press, 2015):  41. 
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individuals—within the free society."8  By itself anarchism does not constitute violence, 

as anarchists may believe that anarchy will evolve organically from capitalism without 

violence.  However, many anarchists, including Mikhail Bakunin and Peter Kropotkin, 

and later Johann Most, advocated the use of "propaganda by the deed," or violence to 

usher in a state of anarchy.  For this reason, generally within this study I will separate 

anarchism and anarchoterrorism to distinguish between those who simply advocate for 

anarchy and those who would employ violence to achieve it.  Having said all this, as we 

shall see later, at least in dime novels, anarchists were assumed as a matter of course to 

be anarchoterrorists, prepared at any time to engage in violence.   

As further evidence of Flynn's ability to transcend the thin line demarcating fact 

and fiction, it is important to point out that in addition to being the author of fictional 

works, he also appeared in at least two novels by other authors.  In On Secret Service, the 

narrator takes down several cases recounted by "Bill Quinn," retired chief of the Secret 

Service and obvious stand-in for Flynn, with one of the tales being the story of 

uncovering German plots during World War I.9  Here Flynn was portrayed as slowing 

down due to an injury obtained during a counterfeiting raid on Long Island, yet still 

sharp-witted with an exhaustive memory.  In the 2011 novel The Death Instinct, Jed 

                                                 

 

 

8 Luigi Galleani, The End of Anarchism? Trans. Max Sartin and Robert D'Attilio (Orkney, UK: 
Cienfuegos Press, 1982): 9. 
9 William Nelson Taft, On Secret Service (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1921): 1; Ann 
Larabee, The Wrong Hands: Popular Weapons Manuals and their Historic Challenges to a 
Democratic Society (New York: Oxford University Press, 2015): 48-49. 
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Rubenfeld, creating a fictionalized account of the manhunt for the 1920 Wall Street 

bombers, was less kind to Flynn, portraying him as a vain blowhard and unintelligent 

bureaucrat with a penchant for self-aggrandizing press conferences and overly militaristic 

forms of address.10  More recently, Flynn appeared in the 2013 film No God, No Master 

played by David Strathairn.  Sadly, an episode of the PBS series American Experience in 

an episode entitled "The Bombing of Wall Street" failed to mention Flynn at all, instead 

focusing on the role of J. Edgar Hoover.    

The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were tumultuous times 

punctuated by radical activities.  In his seminal work on this period, historian Robert H. 

Wiebe described a period of turmoil, crisis, and the fragmentation of society.11   

Describing the "incendiary radicalism" of the time, Nell Irvin Painter observed that in an 

era characterized by suspicion of foreigners, "some un-American entity was trying to 

overthrow the government by force."12  Anarchism was a powerful ideology that 

dominated American culture throughout this period, finding increased traction in the 

aftermath of World War I.  Many of these activities revolved around labor unrest, 

especially as corporations like Carnegie Steel, US Steel and the Morgan Bank grew larger 

and larger and their CEOs richer and richer, while conditions for common workers saw 

                                                 

 

 

10 Jed Rubenfeld, The Death Instinct (New York: Riverhead Books, 2011): 136-139. 
11 Robert H. Wiebe, The Search for Order: 1877-1920 (New York: Hill and Wang, 1967):  44, 
79, 286-287.   
12 Nell Irvin Painter, Standing at Armageddon:  The United States, 1877-1919 (New York: W.W. 
Norton and Company, 1987):  359. 
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little improvement.  The targets of anarchist violence, including President William 

McKinley, who was gunned down at the Pan-American Exhibition in Buffalo in 1901 by 

self-proclaimed anarchist Leon Czolgosz, were those who held political and financial 

power, and various political figures across Europe.  Historian Richard Jensen has 

described the assassination of several world leaders, including Russia's Czar Alexander II 

in 1881, as well as the Prince of Wales (unsuccessful) and Italy's King Umberto of Italy, 

both in 1900.13     

Anarchism focused on action; it also represented a war of ideas.  One of the early 

American anarchists was Johann Most, a German immigrant and strong proponent of 

"propaganda by the deed."  Most's efforts were later joined by Alexander Berkman and 

Emma Goldman, two individuals and erstwhile lovers who became anarchist leaders in 

their own right.  Over decades, Berkman and Goldman had multiple run-ins with the law, 

were incarcerated for long periods, and were active in promulgating anarchist thought.  

Their writings and activities are well documented, and they set the stage for the chaos 

that erupted in 1919 and 1920.  Then, as now, terrorists committed highly visible acts in 

order to garner attention for their cause.  As Margaret Scanlan has argued:  "Part of the 

                                                 

 

 

13 Richard Bach Jensen, The Battle Against Anarchist Terrorism: An International History, 1878-
1934 (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2014): 18, 185-187.  
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point, of course, is the symbolic relation between terrorists and the press; bombs sell 

newspapers."14   

According to both Berkman and others like Italian anarchist Galleani, acts of 

violence, including assassinations and bombings, should be targeted toward industrialists 

and capitalists who increased their own wealth without easing conditions for the working 

poor. Such acts, they claimed, while distasteful to most of the public, were necessary in 

order to incite others in the population to revolutionary action.15   

On June 2, 1919, bombers detonated devices in seven US cities, including New 

York, Boston, Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Patterson (New Jersey), Washington, D.C., and 

Philadelphia.  Then Acting Director of the Bureau of Investigation William J. Flynn led 

the investigation.  Though many leads emerged in the case, and Flynn sought to infiltrate 

Galleani’s inner circle and his network that extended throughout the eastern US, progress 

was slow.  In an attempt to avoid risk of alerting suspects, Flynn kept details of his 

investigation, which included dispatching undercover agents to Italy to infiltrate the 

Galleani organization in Italy, tightly under wraps. Despite his best efforts, Flynn was 

never able to find adequate evidence to pin the bombing on the Galleanists, and the crime 

remained unsolved.16 

                                                 

 

 

14 Margaret Scanlan, Plotting Terror: Novelists and Terrorists in Contemporary Fiction 
(Charlottesville, VA:  University Press of Virginia, 2001): 80. 
15 Steven J. Shone, American Anarchism (Chicago:  Haymarket Books, 2014): 146.   
16 Federal Bureau of Investigation.  "1919 Bombings."  FBI Philadelphia Division.  
https://www.fbi.gov/philadelphia/about-us/history/famous-cases/famous-cases-1919-bombings 
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In 1920, as historian Beverly Gage has argued, terrorism took a different turn with 

a bombing at the corner of Wall and Broad Streets in New York City.  According to 

Gage, this represented a transformative moment in the history of radical violence because 

while the Morgan Bank received damage and bank employees were among the wounded, 

those affected were primarily the working class individuals on the street at the time of the 

bombing.17   

The key scholar in the field of studies in American anarchism is Paul Avrich, 

historian at Queens College, City University of New York, from 1961-1990.  A study of 

the terrorist activities of early Anarchists, as well as of those who sought to stop them, 

would be incomplete without a thorough review of Avrich's arguments and work.  A 

Russian historian by training, he authored several books on the anarchist movement in the 

United States and Russia.  Prominent works include:  His books are often quoted as 

important works in illuminating the experience, rhetoric, and lives of early Anarchists.  

Avrich listened closely to surviving anarchists, recording their memories and using them 

in his scholarship.18  Avrich's works thoroughly address the entire period of post-

Reconstruction America, beginning with Haymarket Square incident of 1886 through the 

turn of the century.   

                                                 

 

 

17 Beverly Gage, The Day Wall Street Exploded: The Story of America in its First Age of Terror 
(New York:  Oxford University Press, 2009): 165. 
18 Brozan, Nadine.  "Paul Avrich, 74, Historian of Anarchism, is Dead."  New York Times (24 
February 2006):  http://www.nytimes.com/2006/02/24/nyregion/24avrich.html?_r=0   

http://www.nytimes.com/2006/02/24/nyregion/24avrich.html?_r=0
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Avrich’s work is part of a larger and growing body of scholarship about terrorism 

more generally. This study draws on hundreds of sources that represent the intersection of 

the various fields involved, including the general history of the late nineteenth and early 

twentieth centuries, terrorism and counterterrorism studies, crisis communication, and the 

literature of terrorism.  Several of these, including the seminal works of Wiebe, Painter, 

and Jensen, have already been mentioned.   

This study stands on the shoulders of many scholars who have worked at the 

intersection of terrorism and culture, including Jeffory Clymer and Beverly Gage.  

Clymer's Duke University doctoral dissertation, titled "Propaganda by the Deed": 

Plotting Terrorism in American Literature and Culture, 1870-1920, was published in 

1998.  Later revised into a monograph, America's Culture of Terrorism: Violence, 

Capitalism, and the Written Word, Clymer's work examines the culture of the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries through discourse associated with terrorism in 

literature.  By studying terrorism as a discursive act, Clymer explores terrorism as a 

communicative act which sends both intended and unintended messages from those 

responsible.  Clymer further lays the groundwork for the literary study undertaken in this 

dissertation by examining the "classics" of early terrorist literature, including Jack 

London's The Assassination Bureau, Joseph Conrad's The Secret Agent, the novels of 

Thomas Dixon, and The Princess Casamassima by Henry James.  The key argument 

Clymer makes focuses on the concurrent rise of industrial capitalism and organized 

terrorism, the inherent anticapitalist nature of the anarchoterrorism of this period, and the 
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role of the nascent mass media in providing a voice for the masses of workers facing 

inequalities generated by industrial expansion.19 

  Beverley Gage's study of the 1920 Wall Street bombing, The Day Wall Street 

Exploded, is a thorough and comprehensive exploration of one of the most shocking 

terrorist attacks that had occurred on American soil up to that point, as well as the 

attendant investigation and manhunt to find the perpetrators, in which William J. Flynn 

played a major role.  Gage reviews the early activities of the key anarchists of the day, 

including Emma Goldman, Alexander Berkman, and Johann Most, outlining their 

philosophies and main writings.  She also introduces the primary players on the 

counterterrorism side of the equation, including William J. Flynn, former United States 

Secret Service Director and now Director of the nascent Bureau of Investigation, and the 

main focus of this dissertation; A. Mitchell Palmer, U.S. Attorney General, driven to 

excessively sharp response to the radical threat by keen political ambitions; William J. 

Burns, the flamboyant private investigator who consistently criticized Flynn's 

investigation and was ultimately chosen to replace him as bureau Chief; and J. Edgar 

Hoover, erstwhile Library of Congress employee and early director of the General 

Intelligence Division's antiradical organization.  These personalities, as well as the 

clashes and competition that arose between them as the events of 1919-1920 unfolded, 

                                                 

 

 

19 Jeffory A. Clymer, America's Culture of Terrorism: Violence, Capitalism, and the Written 
Word (Chapel Hill, N.C.: University of North Carolina Press, 2003): 5-8. 
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make the study of these events fascinating.  Finally, Gage introduces and discusses the 

driving issues of the day, including the goals, methods, and spread of anarchoterrorism; 

issues of jurisdiction and the inevitable clash between federal and local officers in 

response terrorist attacks; as well as long-term effects of the bombings and investigation 

on anarchist networks and the IWW.  Perhaps most importantly, Gage's thorough use of 

archival material and extensive bibliographic notes make her study invaluable as a 

stepping-off point for further investigation of this period and the events, personalities, 

and issues that shaped it.20     

This study follows the pattern of Karen Halttunen's classic study of nineteenth 

century middle-class culture, Confidence Men and Painted Ladies.  Drawing on a variety 

of "conduct-of-life" manuals and other sources that would likely have been in the hands 

of middle-class Americans, Halttunen posited that in a nation characterized by social 

chaos and class fluidity, identity anxiety was widespread, leading to a fear that both men 

and women were "on the make" in pursuit of improved social status.  To combat being 

perceived as a shallow confidence man or painted lady, conduct manuals advocated 

emphasized the importance of sincerity in fashioning an aura of gentility.21  This 

dissertation draws on the descriptions of anarchists and of their counter-anarchist foes in 

dime novels, one of the most widely-consumed media forms in American history, to 

                                                 

 

 

20 Gage 45-48, 318-321. 
21 Karen Halttunen, Confidence Men and Painted Women: A Study of Middle-class Culture in 
America, 1830-1870 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1982): xviii, 192-193. 
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capture public anxiety related to anarchists in the early twentieth century.  In doing so, 

we explore how the prime counter-anarchist, William J. Flynn, crafted an identity of 

absolute competence to take the helm of America's fight against terror.         

Naturally there are many other scholars who have written on the subject of 

terrorism.  For example, Michael Burleigh's Blood & Rage: A Cultural History of 

Terrorism provides a comprehensive and inclusive overview of terrorism around the 

world throughout history.  Beginning with Irish Fenians, Burleigh continues by 

examining Russian Nihilists and other revolutionaries (many of whom surface elsewhere 

in this dissertation in the exploration of dime novel villains), the philosophical nexus of 

anarchism among Russians and Italians in 19th century Europe, and the long history of 

unrest in the Middle East, including the Islamic Revolution.   The book outlines some of 

the foundational issues in terrorism studies, including the ever-present question among 

perpetrators of what constitutes a victory or success, the difficulties of stemming the 

flood of fresh recruits to the terrorists' cause, whatever it may be; and the complications 

associated with returning society quickly to something approaching normalcy following 

an attack.22   

There is no biography of William J. Flynn.  As a result, much of the material by 

him and about him will be treated as primary material.  One resource that does include 
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substantial biographical information is The First Family by Mike Dash, a history of the 

origins of the Mafia in America.   While not scholarly, the book does contain references 

to hundreds of original sources, including interviews with Flynn's descendants, and paints 

a vivid picture of the tempestuous times in which Flynn lived and worked.  Beginning 

with the so-called "barrel mystery," the subject of one of Flynn's early memoirs and one 

of his most famous cases, and a key moment in the history of the American Mafia, Dash 

also addresses how Flynn's rise to leadership in American counterterrorism, his tactics, 

and how he gained popularity during his World War I efforts to uncover German 

sabotage plots in the United States.23   

In the field of terrorism studies, two scholars stand out:  Walter Laqueur and 

David Rapoport.  Laqueur's work, notably The Age of Terrorism and A History of 

Terrorism, addressed both the historical roots as well as contemporary manifestations of 

terrorism, and helps us situate the rise of terrorism as a feature of the modern world.  

Exploding such myths as the ideas that terrorism is a recent development and that it could 

be readily solved through policies reducing the basis for the terrorists' grievance, Laqueur 

argued that 1) terrorists target democratic governments specifically in order to undermine 

authority, and that 2) democratic governments often are unable to respond to terror 

threats until there is a vital clear and present danger that galvanizes the larger population.  
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Improvements in bombmaking options, particularly the appearance of dynamite in the 

mid-nineteenth century, turned terrorism from a rarity centered around assassination of 

heads of state, to a tool of destruction capable of killing hundreds and reaching thousands 

through emergent mass communication channels.  Utilization of these new technologies 

transformed terrorists from simple assassins to innovators and "super-entertainers."24 

UCLA political science professor David Rapoport's lifetime of seminal 

scholarship on terrorism deserves its own treatment.  The author of many works that have 

come to be regarded as classics in the field of terrorism studies and founder of the 

primary terrorism studies journal, Terrorism & Political Violence, Rapoport has created 

much of the structure used to analyze and understand both the historical and 

contemporary iterations of terrorism.   In articles such as "Before the Bombs There Were 

the Mobs," Rapoport argued that terrorism, in one form or another, has been a part of the 

American tradition since the earliest settlers came ashore in North America.  The Sons of 

Liberty lashed out at the oppressive British Stamp Act, the Ku Klux Klan represented a 

desire to resurrect Confederate soldiers who could kill blacks, and Radical Republicans 

demonstrated to show that Southern states were being oppressed and treated as a defeated 

nation rather than reconciling.25  Most famously, Rapoport's "Four Waves of Modern 

Terror" identified a paradigm for studying the history of modern terrorism.  His "first 
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wave" of "creating a doctrine," which included the Anarchists' method of using terrorist 

activity to communicate specific political messages, is the main subject and period 

covered in the present study.  Including the so-called "Golden Age of Assassination," this 

early period of modern terrorism saw the use of terror as a strategy rather than an end in 

itself, the rise of dynamite in terrorist activities, and the use of other emerging 

technologies to further the international Anarchist cause.26  

A more recent offering on the current state of terrorism studies is Edwin Bakker's 

Terrorism and Counterterrorism Studies: Comparing Theory and Practice.  With 

appointments at Leiden University and the International Centre for Counterterrorism and 

a popular massive open online course (MOOC) with the same name as his book, Bakker 

is well-suited to a general overview of all aspects of the current state of terrorism studies.  

Through tracing the history of modern terrorism through four (and possibly five) 

successive waves, Bakker sets the stage for discussing assumptions about both terrorism 

and counterterrorism, surveying current trends in thought and practice, and suggesting 

further avenues for research.27   
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A number of works detail the history of terrorism in America, notably the work of 

J. Michael Martinez and Joseph T. McCann.  Both scholars argue that not only is 

terrorism not a new phenomenon on the global stage, but it is not even new in a relatively 

young country such as the United States.  Tracing American terrorist activity from Utah's 

Mountain Meadows Massacre in 1857 through the attacks on the World Trade Center and 

the Pentagon on 9/11/2001, Martinez argues that terrorist activities are ideologically 

driven and that terrorists rarely have a full understanding of the full impact of their 

actions.  Further, his analysis demonstrates the difficulty of studying a phenomenon 

where each side is convinced that the other is undermining a way of life.28  Similarly, 

McCann's work explores American terrorism, expanding beyond political assassinations 

(Abraham Lincoln and William J. McKinley) to visit numerous events that will color the 

analysis of this study, including the 1910 L.A. Times bombing, the 1919 anarchist 

bombings, and the September 1920 Wall Street bombing, the latter two of which brought 

William J. Flynn to the national stage as a prominent anarchist hunter and counterterrorist 

expert.  Noting that the anarchists who will occupy much of our attention here came from 

various backgrounds--some communists, some pro-union, some just anti-organization, 

some with no identification at all with a particular group, organization, or movement--

McCann argues that "...it is important to recognize that terrorism is not a uniform 
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phenomenon and counterterrorism is not a 'one size fits all' process. Each individual or 

group must be understood and confronted based on the unique nature of the threat it 

poses."29  This sentiment will guide our research and provide encouragement to strip 

away layers to expose the reality beyond shallow stereotypes. 

A primary focus of this dissertation is the idealization of counterterrorism, 

including shifting expectations of those who fight terror in its many forms.  However, 

there are few full-length treatments of counterterrorism.  In this subfield within terrorism 

studies, the work of Martha Crenshaw stands out.  Crenshaw deftly defines the key 

challenges in counterterrorism:  the difficulty of distinguishing between success and 

failure, the wide variety in purposes and methods among terrorist groups (and resultant 

need to employ a wide variety of responses to counter), and the complex issue of 

attribution.30  These challenges were exponentially more difficult in the early days of 

anarchoterrorism in which William J. Flynn worked and sought to prevent and investigate 

attacks.    

Finally, to accentuate the international nature and reach of terrorism, the 

preeminent source is Jensen, The Battle Against Anarchist Terrorism.  While arguing that 

"It is very little exaggeration to say that anarchism was the terrorism of the era between 
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the years 1878 and 1934,"31 Jensen also tears away at the popular misconception that all 

anarchists were terrorists and vice versa.  Rather, "Few anarchists became bomb-throwers 

or carried out violent acts. Moreover, not all the alleged 'anarchist' terrorists were 

anarchists."32 Jensen examines the history of modern global terror, tracing the roots of 

late nineteenth and early twentieth century terrorism to the anarchist thought of Peter 

Kropotkin and Mikhail Bakunin, including Kropotkin's infamous call for "propaganda by 

the deed."33  Noting the rise of British detectives in anti-anarchist activities and the 

emergence of such popular fictional heroes as Sherlock Holmes,34 Jensen also describes 

an "anarchist mystique, that powerful image of the dangerous, political anarchist, either 

demonic or justifiably vengeful, constructed by the mass media, fearful authorities, the 

public, and the anarchists themselves."35  It is the creation of this "anarchist mystique," as 

well as the mystique of the heroic anti-anarchist, that drives this study.   

Writing in 1977, Laqueur stated that "Literature as a source for the study of 

terrorism is still virtually terra incognita."36  While this assessment may have changed 

somewhat over the intervening forty years, in some ways literature is only just beginning 

to capture the attention of scholars as a means of understanding terrorism.  Princess 
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Cassamasima, The Secret Agent, and The Assassination Bureau Ltd. have been discussed 

and reviewed by Clymer and others as representative of early terrorism literature, but 

contemporary popular literature such as dime novels and The National Police Gazette 

have been largely overlooked.  According to Laqueur, literature may be profitably used to 

study the internal thought processes and motivations of terrorists, provided that readers 

maintain an understanding that there is no one-size-fits-all description of a "typical 

terrorist."37   

Russel B. Nye was a pioneer in promoting the academic study of popular culture.  

Acknowledging the significant influences of mass media and communication theory on 

popular culture studies, as well as principles borrowed from cultural anthropology, Nye 

stated: "We are not afraid of it any more, and we know how to find meaning and value in 

it."38  Further decrying the traditional divisions of approaches into elite and highbrow 

versus popular and lowbrow cultures, and lamenting the significant proportion of cultural 

production left out by such divisions, Nye continued: 

"I have never quite understood why, if a Ph.D. settles down with a Scotch 
and soda to read Ross MacDonald…it's sophistication, whereas a tool-and-
die maker from Oldsmobile who watches Mannix on TV with a can of beer 
is automatically a slob.  Whose values are the more genuine?"39 
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Ultimately, according to Nye, the study of popular culture hinges on the question: 

"What is it used for?"40  This study follow's the same line of inquiry, questioning the 

intentions of media producers, including William J. Flynn, and what they sought to 

accomplish and communicate, as well as the multiple meanings and messages potentially 

received, understood, and modified by the reading public. 

By interrogating a wide range of texts from Conrad's The Secret Agent to the 

poetry of Ciaran Carson, Houen explored issues of identity, including the difficulties of 

identifying and locating oneself amid the divergent voices; the mediating factors that 

interplay between terrorism and textuality; and the performativity of terrorist violence, 

leading to questions of how terrorism is used, and by whom, to send specific anticipated 

(and some less anticipated) messages and build or develop specific images or identities.41   

By contrast, Randall explores the very visual and visceral nature of terrorist 

attacks, focusing on the events of 9/11/2001, but certainly applicable to the emergent 

photographic technology that captured the remnants of attacks in 1919 and 1920.  He 

decries the difficulty of language in capturing that visceral reaction to such violence, 

contending that "not only has a certain kind of realist fiction generally failed to identify 

and describe the 'wounds' left after the attacks but that furthermore other more hybrid 

forms have helped to reveal the profound difficulties of representing such a visually 
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resonant, globally accessible and historically significant event."42  Randall also discusses 

at length the rise of conspiracy theories following the 9/11 attacks, fueled by the 

increased accessibility of and to the Internet.  These conspiracy theories, he argues, 

gained traction by reflecting "a postmodern uncertainty concerning 'grand narratives' and 

and a sense of individual and social unease with contemporary politics."43  Like these 

conspiracy theories, ideas about 19th and early 20th century anarchoterrorism were 

fueled by the newly accessible publications such as the dime novels, which (like the 

democratic information jungle of the Internet) represented an "alternative" literature of 

terror.   

Violent anarchists, spreading terror through "propaganda of the deed," represented 

one of the largest domestic threats to safety and security in the United States.  Beginning 

with the Haymarket Square incident in 1886, which resulted in the public execution of six 

suspected anarchists, the "anarchist wave" hovered near the surface of public 

consciousness through 1920, when a bomb detonated outside J.P. Morgan's bank on Wall 

Street took the lives of 38 individuals and injured hundreds more.  The early twentieth 

century saw the rise of organization of law enforcement activities designed to thwart 

terrorist activity, and officials, including William J. Flynn, were required to interact with 

the press in order to tell the story of their investigations.  Sellnow and Seeger studied the 
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theories associated with preparing for, responding to, and recovering from disasters, 

emergencies, and other crises.44  Drawing on news framing theories, this study will 

analyze both the portrayal of the 1919 and 1920 bombings in the popular press, as well as 

the story that Flynn and others attempted to tell about the perpetrators and the quest for 

justice.   

Terrorism, in short, is nothing new in American history, stretching far into the 

past beyond 9/11, and because of terrorism's pervasive impact on societies around the 

world, terrorism studies have come to constitute their own field of scholarship. But there 

is more to its breadth and depth and depth of American terrorism that, with aid of 

American Studies scholarship, can be added to what we already know.    

A core part of the debate that has consumed and continues to occupy much of the 

American Studies world is the validity of examining works of literature, especially 

popular literature, as representative of the zeitgeist of a particular era or people.  One of 

the founding fathers of the American Studies discipline, Henry Nash Smith codified this 

discussion in his analysis of dime novels, in which he argued that while dime novels were 

seen as "entirely subliterary" and written on a "near-juvenile level," they contributed to 

building persona for figures such as Buffalo Bill that were "so accurate an expression of 

the demands of the popular imagination that it proved powerful enough to shape an actual 
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man in its own image."45  This interplay of fact and fiction characterizes Flynn's 

professional career.  

The debate over the efficacy of studying literature as a lens to history continues to 

more recent times.  Notably, Stephen Greenblatt's approach, called New Historicism, 

strikes a chord with many scholars and will serve as a major inspiration for this study.  

By Greenblatt's own admission, New Historicism is not a single theory, but more of a 

package of practices applied by scholars to both literary and historical sources.  Core 

aspects of Greenblatt's approach include expanding the definition of texts to include any 

and all artifacts, both literary and non-literary, written and otherwise; the use of the 

anecdote, which Greenblatt addresses as any artifact which may, through careful and 

thorough investigation and exploration, yield valuable information regarding the culture 

of which it was a part; and a firm and unyielding resistance to monolithic theoretical 

systems, tending rather to examine the social understandings and boundaries inherent in 

the text with appropriate linkage to contemporary historical documentary support.46   

William J. Flynn's life and literary work brings together the quintessential 

American Studies subjects of history, literature, and culture. Conceptually, my study 
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draws on multiple strains of theoretical inquiry, including the thought of Michel Foucault, 

John Durham Peters, crisis communication theorists, temporal approaches to literary 

analysis, and Stephen Greenblatt. This multifaceted method is appropriate to the complex 

(and often messy) overlap of disciplines that constitute the field of American Studies.  

This study draws on thought and theory from historical, literary, and communication and 

media studies perspectives.  

In important respects, my analysis of dime novels and William J. Flynn's memoirs 

and fictional works as well is driven by ideas about temporality.  Studies of temporality 

look beyond time as mechanically measuring seconds, minutes, hours and days to the 

way human lives both shape and are shaped by time-related processes,47 including how 

different times or timebound phenomena are granted significance.48  While there is no 

single theorist that represents temporality studies, a focus on temporality reveals much 

about the culture, attitudes, and expectations of both authors and their reading publics.  

Cindy Weinstein outlines many ways of studying a literary work or a historical document 

through the lens of temporality, including paying special attention to time-related words 

and phrases, historical context given within the text for each event, the sequence of 
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events, time-measuring instruments (clocks, chronometers), and any descriptors noting 

the passage of time.49  Studying the literary realism in novels from 1850 onward, Maria 

Damkjær noted the "temporal dynamics" that permeate fictional worlds, including the 

temporal significance of eventlessness, stable households, and the rise in popularity of 

serial publications.50    

Why study time in conjunction with literary and historical sources?  As historian 

Stephen Kern argues, time is an appropriate mode of analysis, as it is "comprehensive, 

universal and essential,"51 and such analysis inevitably reveals a plurality of temporal 

relationships.  Temporal analysis applied to various texts can tease out cultural mores, 

thoughts, and expectations related to individuals' own perceptions of time.  Time may be 

represented in both literary and historical works as linear, nonlinear, or cyclical, and close 

reading can remove traditionally clear demarcations between past, present, and future to 

address a convergence of all three, with the nexus of the present expanded to occupy the 

recent past as well as the onrushing future, which may be fixed or fluid.52  Scholars such 
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as Craig Bourne and Robin Le Poidevin analyze the "possible worlds" that emerge from 

fiction, emphasizing two alternative modes of interpreting temporal progression: one (the 

"A-Theory" of time) in which time does flow and perception of past, present and future 

are completely subjective based on the individual's relationship to an event; and a second 

(the "B-Theory") in which times does not flow at all, but rather events and our distances 

to them are fixed.53  Temporality study also examines temporal disjunctions, or events 

which rupture the natural relationship between humans and time.54  James Gourley 

applies this lens of temporality to literary works dealing with terrorism, focusing on the 

more contemporary works of Don De Lillo and Thomas Pynchon, exploring in the 

process such concepts as societal perceptions of time, the nature of urban versus rural 

temporality, time and death, and the connection between time and individual identity.55  

Terrorist attacks certainly represent worthy objects of this type of temporal analysis, with 

past actions affecting present plotting to either commit or thwart violent incidents 

potentially affecting the lives of many people in a fluid future. 

Also important to my investigation into Flynn’s significance is the work of French 

philosopher and historian Michel Foucault. His work, which deals largely with the ways 
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in which ideas thrive and change in society, is particularly apt for a field such as 

American Studies that is dedicated to studying the ebb and flow of large ideas.  

Foucault's most well-known works, including Madness and Civilization, Discipline and 

Punish, The Order of Things, The Archaeology of Knowledge, and Power and 

Knowledge, are legendary and appear regularly on reading lists in fields from history to 

literature to American Studies.  His work in these and other books place his thought 

firmly in the arena of literary criticism and the violence inherent in terrorist action.  As 

Margaret Scanlan has argued, "No theorist...is more central to understanding the relations 

of terrorists and novelists than Michel Foucault."56 

  Several of Foucault's works play special roles in this study.  First, The Order of 

Things is especially important with its analysis of the fine line separating order and 

disorder, as Foss, Foss, and Trapp have described it, "how a society reflects upon 

resemblances among things and how differences among things are mastered, organized 

into networks, and sketched out according to rational frameworks."57  Foucault traces the 

way that "norms, rules, and signifying totalities" are disrupted and people "think other 

things in a new way."58  As terrorist violence increased in the late nineteenth century, 

people could well feel (and fear) that societal order was disintegrating before their very 
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eyes.  Next, the companion volumes The Archaeology of Knowledge and Power and 

Knowledge further expand our understanding of the important role of discontinuities 

rather than traditional historical affinities for more orderly understandings, and the way 

that cultural codes are displaced and transformed.59  Foucault's rich exploration of 

knowledge, power, and the illuminating capacity of discontinuity provides an appropriate 

backdrop to examining terrorism and the general public's expectations of 

counterterrorism.  Counterterrorism is rooted in knowledge, including both a knowledge 

of how terrorists act and react.  Both terrorism and counterrorism involve a power 

struggle over the ability to destroy and protect human life in pursuit of political goals.   

Noting Flynn's lifelong career in law enforcement, beginning in New York's 

prison system, the Foucault work with the most obvious connections to this research is 

Discipline and Punish, Foucault's wide-ranging exploration of the history of prisons, 

surveillance, societal control, and the origins of the field of criminal justice.  Though 

nominally a history of penology, like The Archaeology of Knowledge, Power and 

Knowledge, and The Order of Things, this book is a study of the evolution of much larger 

ideas, using changing modes of control of inmates within prisons as a metaphor for the 

control exercised by the state over society in general.  With the police located along with 

prisons as tools of "disciplinary power," Flynn's career was deeply embedded in these 
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"mechanisms of coercion" and "procedures of domination."60  His methods, like 

Foucault's discussion of "judicial torture," included violence and interrogation, and 

through personal participation in late-night raids of illegal gambling halls and other crime 

centers, he increased the stature of the state's ability to act as an all-seeing Panopticon to 

observe and control citizens' behaviors. 

My study will also draw on communication theory to address the patterns of crisis 

management related to terrorism.  As the director first of the Secret Service and later of 

the nascent Bureau of Investigation, William J. Flynn was called the "greatest anarchist 

hunter" by the Attorney General and was well suited to meeting the challenges of his day.  

As a high-ranking law enforcement officer, he was also tasked with responding publicly 

to the mail bombings of 1919 and the Wall Street bombing of September 1920.   

To analyze these events from a media studies perspective, we will utilize the 

relevant conceptual framework of news framing theory.  News framing theory will help 

to account for the manner in which the New York Times, Washington Post, and other 

media outlets described and presented these violent actions, as well as measures 

undertaken to capture the perpetrators and prevent further violence, to the reading public. 

Recognizing that "the way a situation is explained or framed has a direct impact on how 

audiences perceive it," news framing theory "focuses on the rhetorical portrayal of life's 
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events."61  Framing theory will also provide the lens through which we study the story 

that Flynn attempts to craft in order to maintain legitimacy in the fight against terror, 

carefully scrutinizing acceptance or denial of responsibility and the ways in which 

spokespersons move conversations toward minimizing offensiveness and taking 

corrective action.62  This is especially enlightening following the 1920 bombing, as the 

investigation stretched on into weeks, months, and years without any progress.     

I further extend the use of communication and media studies by examining 

Flynn's post-retirement memoirs and later writings in light of the media history thought 

of John Durham Peters and Susan J. Douglas.  Key themes in Peters' work include the 

ideas that all inquiry is communication inquiry and that communication and historical 

studies naturally converge.  Like historians, Peters asks about inherent biases in 

documents, about the "unknowable past" that leaves us confused now because it was 

confusing at the time it was happening, as well as the "unnoticed background" that hovers 

just out of view of the document itself, while also asking questions about the way that 

texts survive to be examined by scholars.63   

The object of Douglas's study is the elusive audience of those who consumed 

historical media objects.  She recommends close reading in order to tease out the 
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"common sense," the obvious but often unstated assumptions which would have been 

expected of readers.  She also advocates triangulating to supporting documents, looking 

at each turn for "shards of audience response," evidence of prevailing discourses and 

contradictions thereof, and the intertextuality of cross-text infiltration.64   

Both these scholars light the way for study of the work of William J. Flynn during 

the latter years of his life, following his abrupt dismissal in August 1921 as leader of the 

Bureau of Investigation and chief investigator of the Wall Street bombing.  In early 1922, 

Flynn began a series of written reflections on his life's work that were published and 

reprinted widely, primarily in mass distribution newspapers such as the New York Times 

and Washington Post.  Then, beginning in 1924, Flynn launched a series of detective 

fiction magazines, which continued until his death in 1928 and beyond.  Reflecting on 

each of these media types, this study will examine the origins of each relevant 

publication, dive into the texts in search of prevailing discourses and their challenges, and 

map the "unnoticed background" and inherent biases that appear in various forms.   

As indicated earlier, I draw on Stephen Greenblatt and New Historicism.  As a 

literary critic and humanities professor, Greenblatt would almost certainly not consider 

himself an American Studies scholar.  However, his New Historicism practices, which he 

refers to as "culture of poetics," cross the aisle between the disciplines of history and 
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literature in ways that American Studies scholars have been attempting since the field's 

emergence in the mid twentieth century.  New Historicism locates works of literature in a 

web of historical scaffolding which both captures their intrinsic internal meaning and 

significance, but also links to other works of literature as well as historical sources to 

depict an era or a movement in ways unreachable by one discipline in its own.   

Several approaches distinguish the New Historicism approach, including its 

attitude toward texts and textuality, its focus on anecdotes, and its resistance to 

monolithic overly generalized systems of thought.  First, Greenblatt advocated for a much 

broader approach to texts than was historically present among literary critics, who tended 

to focus on traditional literary texts.  The New Historicism method shared much with the 

textual approach of anthropologist Clifford Geertz, who advocated treating artifacts as 

texts that could tell their own stories, including physical objects as well as literature 

typically seen as non-evocative of a period or people, where "literary and nonliterary 

texts circulate inseparably."65  Released from any attachment to a predetermined literary 

canon, scholars could turn their analytical gaze toward any writings, expanding beyond 

the works of the dominant wealthy (and predominantly white) classes to include people 

of all stations and statuses.66   
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With Greenblatt, my study argues that texts not only absorb the values and 

contexts of the time period in which they were produced, but that they also shape the 

culture of which they are a part.67  Close reading of the texts we will explore here, 

including dime novels and contemporary articles in popular magazines, reveal how the 

texts both absorbed and shaped the larger culture.    

My study also differs somewhat from Greenblatt's New Historicism in several 

ways.  First, in some senses, because, according to Greenblatt himself, New Historicism 

is "a practice rather than a doctrine, since as far as I can tell...it's no doctrine at all,"68 it 

lacks extensive theoretical underpinnings.  Essentially, beyond its advocacy for stretching 

the limits of textuality beyond an arbitrary literary canon, there are not many "principles" 

associated with it, and so it may be difficult to distinguish between so-called New 

Historicism and plain historical research and inquiry.  The latter may simply be the 

former, dressed up in historical robes.   

Second, this study does not begin with a literary text, nor does it purport to link 

particular literary texts, instead stepping outside the literary canon altogether without 

circling back except tangentially. Instead, it begins with various texts, both traditional 

and nontraditional--dime novels, newspaper articles, public pronouncements--and then 

draws on the work of William J. Flynn to provide contextual historical scaffolding.   
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Finally, Greenblatt's "touch of the real," evinced by sustained analysis of a narrow 

and discrete text, will be achieved, but by sustained review of multiple sources, including 

memoirs, magazine articles, and public statements as recorded by the press and tethered 

to frontline counterterrorist activity by the presence of William J. Flynn. Additional 

sources will further contextualize Flynn's work and help us approach a picture of general 

expectations for protection from and prosecution of terrorists and anarchists in the late 

19th and early 20th centuries.   

A word is in order about my primary sources. This dissertation will make use of 

many primary sources in telling the story of changing American expectations for 

counterterrorism. The central archival sources are the works and words of William J. 

Flynn.  These include two novel-length and partially-fictionalized memoirs, The Barrel 

Mystery and The Eagle's Eye, both originally serialized in newspapers.  Flynn appears as 

a character, often with speaking parts, in newspaper coverage of the letter bombings of 

summer 1919 and the Wall Street bombing of 1920.  Many articles appearing in 

newspapers and magazines of this period were penned by Flynn himself, while others 

offer quotes given to the press.  Points where Flynn's words were captured by journalists 

represent the emergence of the craft of official storytelling about terrorism.  Following 

the inconclusive 1920 bombing, he wrote several reflections for publication, and worked 

on a weekly detective story magazine until his death in 1928.  Held on microfilm at only 

a few university libraries, these magazines demonstrate that there is greater flexibility in 

fiction to offer subtle expressions of regret or remorse.  Such textured laments can be 

readily anticipated in the reflections of an officer, charged as Flynn was with the 
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protection of the people, who was unable to do so or to resolve the complex bombing 

case of 1920. 

The literary context in which Flynn wrote is important to understand, and beyond 

Flynn's own writings a number of unconventional sources will be utilized.  Michel 

Foucault's literary analysis led him to unexpected places, including the "dark web" of the 

archives, examining grant proposals and bureaucratic files to capture discursive 

formations.69  Likewise, in addition to proto-pulp mystery magazines and Secret Service 

agent daily reports, this study examines power relations and portrayals of anarchists in 

dime novels.  Few publications captured the public imagination as did the dime novels 

that were published from 1857 on.  Originally published by the Beadle brothers, over 

time variety increased dramatically.  Thanks to more widespread availability of public 

education, an increasingly literate public clamored for additional reading materials.  

Thanks to developments in printing, reading materials (including dime novels) were 

printed more cheaply than ever before.  And thanks to more reliable and cheaper mailing 

options, dime novels and other publications were able to be distributed more readily than 

ever.  Of the thousands of dime novels published, this study will examine closely those 

that deal directly with anarchists, including The Secret Service and Nick Carter Weekly.   

Because Flynn was regularly called upon to provide expert personal testimony in 

various government hearings, his statements can be found regularly in many government 
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reports and transcripts. To better understand Flynn's investigations of the 1903 and 1910 

counterfeiting investigations, I will explore the literature detailing the history of the U.S. 

Secret Service.  Though many secondary sources have been published in this area, I will 

be most interested in the records of the Secret Service, which are held at the National 

Archives in College Park, Maryland.   

The New York Times and the Washington Post, as well as other historical 

newspapers, help capture contemporary coverage and framing of terrorist events and 

investigations.  As a prominent law enforcement official with local, regional, and national 

appointments in his long career, Flynn appeared frequently in newspapers, from his early 

days as a Secret Service agent to national standing as head of the Bureau of Investigation.   

I also use the American Periodicals Series, a digital archive available through Longwood 

University's fabled Greenwood Library.  This archive contains a wealth of information 

from hundreds of American periodicals from colonial times through the 1920s.  

Additional memoirs, such as those of anarchist leaders Emma Goldman and 

Johann Most, will also be featured, along with philosophical works of Mikhail Bakunin 

and Peter Kropotkin.  Flynn also appeared as a character captured by the public 

imagination in such channels as radio plays and early films, making him an early 

multimedia star.   

This dissertation opens with a chapter that sets the context for the rest of the 

study, drawing on contemporary newspaper, magazine, and U.S. Census records, as well 

as Flynn's later memoirs of his early years to paint a picture of the political and social 

atmosphere of New York City, which became the backdrop for most of Flynn's 
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professional activities.  Immigration, as a key contributor to this metropolitan 

environment, will be discussed, including its impact on creating xenophobic attitudes 

which also added societal stress.  After a discussion of baseball, masculine identities 

generated through leisure and sport, and Flynn's involvement in these activities, the 

chapter shifts to review of Progressive Era prison conditions and reforms, focusing on 

Flynn's first employment in law enforcement as jail keeper at the fabled Ludlow Street 

Jail, a stepping-stone to his lifelong career fighting crime. 

Chapter Two will delve into the history, organization, and practices of the United 

States Secret Service, William J. Flynn's professional home for over 25 years and the 

foundation of his widespread fame as a detective.  Utilizing recollections of fellow 

agents, National Archives documents, and Flynn's own memoirs, typical Secret Service 

cases will be described, culminating with the Lupo-Morello counterfeiting case, which 

proved to be Flynn's big break onto the national law enforcement stage and exemplified 

the ubiquitous, disruptive, and even anarchistic efforts of counterfeiters to undermine the 

stability of American society.  

Chapter Three will explore the style, content, and history of dime novels in 

greater depth, interrogating numerous dime novels to begin addressing our research 

questions.  As will be discussed, temporality is a major mode for exploring literature, and 

is especially appropriate when studying terrorism because of the limitations on time 

presented by the prevention, detection, and investigation of specific events.  Analysis 

centers on the "received themes" a la Greenblatt which emerge in the fictional portrayal 

and methods of anarchists, as well as on the counter-anarchist heroes such as Nick Carter 
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and Old King Brady who, like Flynn himself, worked to prevent terrorist attacks and 

capture the perpetrators.   

For a brief interlude, after rising to the post of eastern regional director of the 

Secret Service, William J. Flynn stepped away from federal service and worked as 

Second Deputy Commissioner and head of detectives with the New York Police 

Department.  In Chapter Four, the history and attempted reforms of the NYPD will be 

outlined, including the well-known 1894-1895 Lexow Committee investigation into 

police corruption, the work of Theodore Roosevelt as President of the New York City 

Board of Police Commissioners from 1895-1897, Flynn's recommendations for police 

reform, and Flynn's service as an investigator on the Curran Committee, also tasked with 

examining police corruption, in 1912.     

Chapter Five depicts William J. Flynn, in full stride as counterterrorist-in-chief, 

foiling German espionage plots while serving as head of the U.S. Secret Service from 

1912-1917 and as the wartime chief of detectives for the U.S. Railroad Administration 

from 1918-1919.  Drawing on key works in the development of anarchist thought, this 

chapter introduces the important anarchist thinkers, especially those who advocated 

"propaganda by the deed," including Mikhail Bakunin, Peter Kropotkin, and Johann 

Most, as well as the highly effective anarchist-evangelists, Emma Goldman and Elizabeth 

Gurley Flynn.  Flynn's pseudo-memoir of wartime adventure, The Eagle's Eye, will be 

analyzed closely, focusing on Flynn's frequent blurring of fact and fiction, and on his 

portrayal of Imperial German agents as terrorists seeking to attack innocent Americans. 
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Chapter Six examines Flynn's public comments on the anarchist attacks of 1919-

1920 in light of crisis communication theories of news framing theory.  Questions 

addressed in this portion of the study will be prompted by the work of Greenblatt, which 

probes such issues as:  "What are expected boundaries within the text?..What are the 

responses of other characters?...Upon what social understandings does the work 

depend?"70  Both Flynn's explanations of the progress of his investigation, as well as the 

lack of success thereof, and the related public news reporting will be examined.  

Contemporary rhetoric will be tied to swagger that often accompanies public 

pronouncements related to terrorism. 

Finally, Chapter Seven will continue the work of scaffolding by visiting Flynn's 

reflective memoirs and his work as editor of a series of weekly detective story magazines, 

as well as his authorship of a series of stories about the fictional detective Peabody Smith.   

Offered following the end of his public law enforcement career, these writings shed light 

on how Flynn perceived the ongoing threat of anarchoterrorists, and add texture and 

perspective to the questions regarding public perceptions of terrorism as well as public 

expectations of those tasked with fighting the threat.  Additional texture may be teased 

forth from Flynn's writings in the detective magazines, also generally conceived of as 

popular literature and often neglected as cultural texts.   
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CHAPTER ONE                                                                                                     

"DETECTIVE FEVER":  PRE-SERVICE YEARS, 1867-1897

In an interview later in life, William J. Flynn stated:  "All my life I have been a 

detective."  Despite the mockery of friends who attempted to dissuade him from pursuing 

a career in law enforcement, Flynn said, nothing could cure him of "detective fever" he 

felt as a youth.1   

Introducing the historical context into which William J. Flynn was born and 

during which he worked and thrived, it is difficult to assign monolithic truths and trends.  

America in the second half of the nineteenth century and first quarter of the twentieth 

century was in a high degree of flux, with millions of people flowing from rural to urban 

environments and witnessing revolutions in transportation and communication 

technologies that radically altered the landscape that had remained essentially unaltered 

for centuries.  The world seemed to grow smaller by the minute.  As such, it is a perfect 

case to invoke the thought of Michel Foucault, who avoided universals entirely and saw 

society as constantly in a flux driven by shifts in power relations.2  Like Foucault, we 

proceed with this study looking particularly at the power inherent in relationships, 
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between individuals and more importantly between organizations, government agencies, 

and between fictional characters and their real life counterparts.   

Though his later life and exploits are well documented in public archives, 

newspapers, and popular media sources, we know little about Flynn's early years prior to 

joining the federal service as a Secret Service agent in 1897.  With large Irish populations 

throughout the boroughs of New York, Flynn was a common family name, making 

information on William J. Flynn difficult to trace and verify.  William Flynn was a 

popular name as well, appearing as officers of the New York Police Department, City 

Council members, and prison wardens.  Obituaries and FBI sources marked Flynn's birth 

as November 18, 1867 in New York City.3  A more descriptive note is found in a later 

article in which the author, seeking to uncover the great detective's past, mentioned that 

"Flynn is a New Yorker of Irish antecedents, born over on the west side of town near the 

New York Central car tracks."4 

From brief references in obituaries and later biographical summaries, we know 

that as a youth, Flynn attended New York public schools.5  Beyond this, we know little.  

A close analysis of U.S. and New York state census records reveal that his parents, 
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Michael and Elizabeth were married in Manhattan in February 1867.6  Born in Ireland 

about 1845, Michael was identified as a butcher or slaughterhouse worker in the 1870 

and 1880 U.S. census documents, while Elizabeth was born in New York of English 

antecedents.  While the meat industry was not a glamorous occupation, the Flynn family's 

residential addresses indicate that they never lived in the high Irish concentration 

neighborhoods around Five Points often associated with poverty conditions, instead 

living on the West Side in Manhattan's Ward 22, and later east of Central Park.7  Flynn 

was the oldest of four children.      

Before his lifelong law enforcement career took flight, Flynn worked as a 

plumber and a tinsmith on Manhattan's West Side in his 20s.8  He married Anne E. 

Mackey in 1895, and quickly started a family, which grew to include three sons:  Wilmer, 

Gerard, and Elmer; and three daughters: Veronica, Jane, and Kathleen.9  As one writer 

noted, however, the early trades in which he worked "did not appeal to his later humor."10  

His obituary in the New York Herald Tribune recalled an interview in which Flynn, 

referring to his early work as a tradesman, asked himself: "What's the use of doing 
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something you aren't in love with?...I got tired of working so hard and seeing my men do 

the same. I might have been a promiscuous plumber had I stuck to the job, but I'm glad I 

followed my bent and became a detective."11 

His big break, and the springboard to his law enforcement career, came in 1895 at 

the age of 27, when he was appointed a jailkeeper at Ludlow Street Jail by recently-

elected New York County Sheriff Edward J. H. Tamsen.  A holding place for both local 

and Federal prisoners, Ludlow Street Jail provided Flynn his first lessons in dealing with 

New York's criminal elements, as well as in the complexities of multi-agency 

operations.12   

This chapter sets the stage for Flynn's life story.  Before venturing on to dime 

novels and detective fiction, the essential texts of this study, we follow the admonition of 

Greenblatt, who insisted that to understand a text, scholars must first understand the 

historical context that produced it.13  Because, with just a few brief exceptions, Flynn 

resided in New York City throughout his entire life, we begin to assess the historical 

context by painting a picture of the New York of his day.  Understanding the 

environment and context, the political and economic life of New York City, is a key to 

understanding the development and life of William J. Flynn. Then, because of numerous 
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references to his love of baseball and his own career in the fledgling American sport, we 

discuss the contours of baseball in New York in the late nineteenth century.  Finally, we 

approach Flynn's lifelong service in law enforcement by examining the status of prisons 

in the United States, concluding with what is known about the Ludlow Street Jail and 

Flynn's experiences there.   

New York City 

The nineteenth century witnessed a steep increase in urban populations 

throughout the country.  New York and other urban centers emerged as focal points of 

power, with an image of near-invincibility.  Millions flocked to these areas seeking their 

fortunes, believing they would be protected by a social safety net.  However, crimes such 

as kidnapping and counterfeiting were rampant and made it clear that urban environments 

could not be equated with safety and security.  Police corruption and increasing 

lawlessness made New York unsafe for American citizens as public space came to be 

seen as vulnerable and destructible. 

It is beyond the scope of this project to paint a full picture of everything 

happening in New York during Flynn's lifetime, roughly spanning from the end of the 

Civil War through the Roaring Twenties.  However, Flynn's story centers in the great 

metropolis, described by historian Joanne Reitano as "the center of America's late-
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nineteenth-century modernization."14  He was born and raised in New York City, married 

and raised a family there, and died at his home there.  With few exceptions, most of his 

life's work took place in New York City. In short, Flynn's story is a part of the fabric of 

New York history.  The political corruption, poverty, and progress that occurred there 

impacted his life and that of his family members. 

Theodore Roosevelt calculated that New York's population was approximately 

800,000 in 1860, more than doubling by 1890, and totaling over three million including 

suburbs.  According to Roosevelt, the decade of the 1860s, in which Flynn was born, 

formed "the worst decade in the city's political annals."15 The key player in this 

corruption was Tammany Hall boss William M. Tweed, whom Roosevelt described as "a 

coarse, jovial, able man, utterly without scruple of any kind…[who] organized all of his 

political allies and adherents into a gigantic 'ring' to plunder the city."16 

 Following the Civil War, Boss Tweed cast a long shadow on New York and left 

an indelible imprint not only on its politics but on its physical face as well.  William 

Marcy Tweed was a real estate mogul and entrepreneur, and came to dominate state and 

local politics, ruling with absolute power and an iron fist.  Through numerous backroom 
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deals, Tweed built a network of local politicians beholden to him for their positions and 

livelihood.  More importantly, he purchased the devotion of voters by circulating money 

to popular public causes, including parks and improved housing.  Tweed's Ring, centered 

on Tammany Hall, effectively ruled New York and dictated the results of popular 

elections. 17   

Though Tweed's actions were certainly self-serving, they did not preclude 

improvements throughout New York.  While working to make New York a better place, 

he never missed a chance to make a profit.  In the 1870s, New York extended and saw a 

construction boom that was evident even in outlying areas like Brooklyn, with lower 

costs for low- and middle-income families.  And while he inflated construction costs in 

order to line his own pockets, these improvements brought paved streets and 

electrification to many neighborhoods.  He also pressed for developments along the 

waterfront, which not only helped his own personal bottom line, but also improved water 

traffic and commerce for the citizens of New York.18   

Tweed's empire began to unravel in July 1871, when the New York Times 

published a series of articles exposing the corruption of the Tweed Ring.  At the same 

time, cartoonist and satirist Thomas Nast rose to prominence, publishing challenges 
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mocking Tweed's authority and calling on authorities to check Tweed's power.  The tide 

took a marked turn when, in 1871, Tammany forces under Tweed's control were unable 

to prevent violence and death in the Orange Riots between Protestants, seeking to 

celebrate historic Protestant victories with a parade, and the Catholics who opposed them.  

A Committee of Seventy was formed to investigate Tweed's business dealings.19  One 

outcome of Tweed's long reign in New York was that it spurred reforms designed to 

improve government and reduce corruption.20 

Eventually arrested and duly convicted, Tweed did serve time in prison, first at 

the Tombs and later at Blackwell's Island, ultimately landing in Ludlow Street jail, where 

William J. Flynn would begin his law enforcement career years later.21  Receiving 

preferential treatment, Tweed was often allowed to leave imprisonment to visit cronies 

and family.  On one of these excursions, he escaped, making it all the way to Spain via 

Cuba, until apprehended by identification with Nast's artwork.  Tweed was returned to 

Ludlow Street jail, where he died on April 12, 1878.22   

Then, as now, the increasingly urban environment of New York City was 

characterized by high crime rates, especially around the areas of the docks long the rivers, 

where criminals frequently took advantage of sailors ashore on leave or newly arrived 
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immigrants.23  Criminal behavior was often attributed to Civil War veterans down on 

their luck and to others hit hard by difficult economic times, though clearly 

counterfeiting, embezzling, and other complex crimes were also rampant.24 

This period is called the Gilded Age for good reason, and Roosevelt noted the 

stark divide between rich and poor:  "The greedy tyranny of the unscrupulous rich and the 

anarchic violence of the vicious and ignorant poor are ever-threatening dangers."25  The 

so-called "robber barons," including well-known names such as J.P. Morgan, Cornelius 

Vanderbilt, Andrew Carnegie, and John D. Rockefeller, ruled the city.  The nation's 

largest corporations and its wealthiest millionaires seemed to congregate in New York.26   

Even as crowded conditions in tenements deteriorated and millions languished in 

poverty and homelessness, consultant Ward McAllister assisted members of New York's 

upper echelons in cultivating refined habits and hosting "charming and agreeable" social 

events.  Though he insisted on remaining in a modest home himself, McAllister taught 

his businessmen acolytes to leave rough manners and language at the office and 

challenged those seeking to run with the jet set:  "If you want to be fashionable, be 

always in the company of fashionable people."27  McAllister's descriptions of the earnest 
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devotion to specific wines and obsession with proper posture, greetings, and arrival and 

departure times at social gatherings, underscored the profound disconnect between New 

York's economic haves and have nots. 

At the other end of the socioeconomic spectrum, it became apparent that reforms 

were needed in order for the great metropolis to progress and prosper.  Writing in 1872, 

Charles Loring Brace described the wretched state of those living in New York's fabled 

tenements, noting thousands of homeless and thousands involved in criminal activities, 

and tens of thousands who lived a raw, hand-to-mouth existence, subsisting on daily 

wages, "who behold the gilded rewards of toil all about them, but are never permitted to 

touch them."  Foreseeing much of the labor-related violence that was to come, Brace 

prophesied that with alcoholism and outright begging rampant among the poorer classes, 

without adequate legal oversight and social control, "we should see an explosion from 

this class which would leave this city in ashes and blood."28   

Photographer and newsman Jacob Riis advocated for improved care for the poor 

by disseminating information about their plight.  Arriving in the United States in 1870, 

Riis bounced from job to job in Pennsylvania and New York until landing a position as 

police reporter for the New York Tribune.  Here Riis wrote about the slums, becoming 

widely known as well for his often harshly realistic photographs of street children.29  
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Using the latest photography technology, he roved the streets, capturing candid, 

unprepared shots whenever possible.30  His work became the clarion call for reforms in 

caring for the poor in New York Society.  Riis described the "ramshackle structures" 

located in "back alleys, stable lanes, and hidden byways...a maze of narrow, often 

unsuspected passageways," with tenements built atop one another.  Riis lamented that the 

greater the efforts, the less progress seemed to be made, ultimately recommending full 

demolition of slums and tenements for "radical benefit."31   

Consumer activist Helen Campbell wrote of the deplorable conditions of New 

York's children, focusing on factory girls and the young boys called newsies.  She 

observed children as young as eight years old packed tightly into a small, poorly-

ventilated space with a dozen others stripping feathers for three dollars a week, as well as 

children in similar circumstances making envelopes for three and a half cents per 

thousand.32  Many young girls were required to care for siblings and assume all 

household duties as their mothers were required to work outside the home in order to 

survive.  Factory girls frequently bore the marks of their employment, losing fingers in 

the spinning and sewing machinery.33  Newsies, the original "street rats," grew up among 
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the tenements begging and stealing, "...their faces old from constant exposure as well as 

from the struggle for existence."34 

Some reformers raised questions and demanded change.  Henry George, candidate 

for New York mayor in 1886, emerged as a voice speaking in behalf of the poor.  In 

books such as Progress and Poverty, George detailed the despicable conditions of 

millions throughout the city.  Particularly adamant about exorbitant rents, George called 

for immediate increases in taxes on landlords in order to free up capital for entrepreneurs 

to pay workers.35  He further prophesied that the woes of New York's poor would spread 

throughout the rest of the country if not adequately met.36  Though increasingly popular 

due to his tireless efforts George lost the mayoral race, defeated by Abram Hewitt, who 

characterized George's supporters as ignorant, violent anarchists and communists.37   

The difficulty of making one's way financially in New York during this period 

was underscored by testimony given by express driver Thomas B. McGuire before the 

Senate Committee on Relations Between Labor and Capital.  McGuire decried the 

constant necessity of bribing various officials in order to win protection from politicians, 

declaring that "...everything is against a man going into the express business in a small 
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way."38  His testimony before the committee repeatedly railed against monopolies, banks, 

and big business, including when asked how the wealthy get their money, to which he 

responded:  "...class legislation, national banks, railroad monopolies, telegraph 

monopolies, Wall Street gambling, horse racing, keeping gin-mills, and all the 

etceteras."39  Complaining of the corruption of the existing political system, McGuire 

bemoaned the fact that "...the system of bribery is so complete that it is impossible, and if 

anybody believes in political action and tries to carry it out, he will have the papers of the 

City of New York hounding him as a 'socialist' or a 'communist.'"40 The senators on the 

committee naturally bristled at McGuire's blatant accusations, calling his claims 

mistaken, misguided and unjust.  McGuire simply shrugged, testifying that if the senators 

on the committee had lived as he lived, and had seen what he had seen, they would be of 

the same opinion. 

One response to the widespread poverty of the 1880s was the rise of labor 

activism and unions.  Led by Samuel Gompers, unions sought concrete improvements for 

working people, including better hours and working conditions.  Gompers raised funds to 

support thousands of workers when the Cigarmakers' Union went on strike in 1877.41  

Led by the Central Labor Union, New York celebrated America's first Labor Day on 
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September 5, 1882.  Repeated labor strikes, such as those by streetcar workers, typically 

culminated in anti-labor police descending upon demonstrators and breaking up the event 

using brutal force.  This anti-labor sentiment extended and developed into a general 

stereotype of all activists as socialists or anarchists.42 

Not all was gloom and poverty, however.  New York in the late nineteenth 

century was a time of rapid progress on many fronts.  The nineteenth century, with 

increasingly widespread access to public education, witnessed a rise in literacy and an 

explosion in printed materials, including newspapers and dime novels.  Harper's Weekly, 

Scribner's, and the National Police Gazette appealed to these new readers.43  Dime 

novels, published by Erastus Beadle and later others, taught young readers the ropes of 

living in the great metropolis.44  More will be said of dime novels later, including Flynn 

as both dime novel-style author and real-life hero.45    

In 1877, Alexander Graham Bell demonstrated his telephone with calls to 

Brooklyn and New Jersey, originating in Manhattan.  Soon telephone poles and wires 

would change the landscape of the once-bucolic city.  Edison's workshop in Menlo Park, 

New Jersey, generated several inventions through this period, including incandescent 

light in 1879.  Initially available primarily to the massive mansions of moguls such as JP 
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Morgan, the wonder of electricity soon spread throughout New York City, lighting the 

streets, public buildings, and eventually individual homes.46    

The architectural face of New York began to change throughout this period as 

well, bringing it to resemble something a 21st century time traveler might recognize.  

Central Park, originally opened incrementally beginning in 1858, saw improvements and 

renovations in the 1870s.  It is intriguing to imagine Flynn wandering the park, perhaps 

attracted to the P.T. Barnum animals that were quartered there.47  Hosting bullfights since 

the 1880s, Madison Square Garden became a venue for more formal (and respectable) 

events.  German-born John Augustus Roebling was chosen to design the Brooklyn 

Bridge, spanning the East River between Manhattan and Brooklyn and (for its time) the 

longest suspension bridge in existence.  After a tragic accident and Roebling's death, his 

son Washington A. Roebling finished the job in 1883, a monumental work 13 years and 

five months in the making.48  Elsewhere in the city, with real estate growing tighter, 

expansion began to proceed upward.  With the development of elevators, buildings grew 

taller.  Carnegie Hall opened in 1891 and the 17-story Waldorf-Astoria Hotel opened in 

1897.49 
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Another notable New York landmark, the Statue of Liberty, also took its place 

during Flynn's youth.  As a gift not from the French government but from the French 

people, the statue's design and construction were financed entirely from private 

donations.  Along with thousands of other New Yorkers, Flynn may have heard public 

readings of Emma Lazarus' famous sonnet, The New Colossus, including the well-known 

lines, "Give me your tired, your poor,/Your huddled masses, yearning to be free."50  

Written to inspire donations in the massive fundraising effort led by Joseph A. Pulitzer, 

the famous poem may have motivated young Flynn to contribute to the cause.  We don't 

know if Flynn was present for the extensive festivities at the statue's dedication in 1886, 

but if he was, he would have seen local, state, and national luminaries including New 

York Mayor William R. Grace, governors, Cabinet members, a delegation from France, 

and President Grover Cleveland.  He would also have been thoroughly soaked due to the 

torrential downpour at the dedication ceremonies.51  

Economically, the period of Flynn's youth was characterized by a boom-and-bust 

instability, with one financial crisis following another with brief intervening periods of 

stability and prosperity.  The famed Panic of 1873 resulted, among other reasons, from 

overextended speculation in the railroad industry, triggered when finance giant Jay Cooke 

and Company's inability to cover railroad loans launched a domino-like toppling of 
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financial institutions and railroads and caused unemployment and homelessness to soar.52  

Hard on its heels followed similar periods of financial crisis in 1890 and 1893, caused in 

part by overextended lending and failed crops.   

An ongoing epic battle between labor and capital occupied headlines and hearts 

throughout this period.  The campaign for an eight-hour workday stretched at least as far 

back as 1865, with each generation of politicians and labor unions struggling to find 

balance between capital and labor.  In 1867, a law was passed allowing an eight hour day 

but noting extensions if "by mutual consent."53  Languishing in the protracted depression 

after the Panic of 1873, railroad workers went on strike in 1877 starting in West Virginia.  

The strike soon became more widespread, especially as the profit-hungry railroads 

slashed wages.54  Conditions were notably terrible in the garment industry, culminating in 

the well-known Triangle Waist Company fire in 1911.  This fire pitted opportunistic 

capitalists against factory girls who, in absence of adequate exits, jumped to their deaths 

to escape the fire.  Sadly, the companies won in the courtroom.55   

Johann Most arrived in New York in 1882, invited to the city because of his 

radical anarchist writings by those seeking an end to the oppression of the poor by the 

ridiculously wealthy.  Though not personally a violent man, Most advocated for 
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"propaganda by the deed," calling for the use of dynamite to unseat entrenched power by 

violence.  One of his early disciples, Emma Goldman, would likewise assume a 

leadership role in inspiring the overthrow of organized government.  Most, Goldman, and 

anarchists like them, bent on propaganda by the deed, inspired violence in the 1880s, 

including the infamous May Day 1886 incident which led to a massive nationwide strike, 

violence and death in the streets of Chicago, and the conviction of eight anarchists and 

hanging of four.56   

One crusading reformer, whose reach extended to include all New York and 

beyond, was Anthony Comstock.  Described by Burrows and Wallace as a "mutton-

chopped one-man vice squad," Comstock attacked obscenity in any and all forms, 

including medical texts, and sought to ban abortion and all forms of birth control.  Under 

his relentless barrage of moralistic attacks, thousands of "obscene" books and pictures, as 

well as contraceptive devices, were banned from public consumption.  Many New 

Yorkers agreed with Comstock that the metropolis had become too corrupt, too 

licentious.57  With minstrel shows and other lurid entertainments, areas such as the 

Tenderloin district, located northwest of Madison Square, were considered dangerous sin 

zones.58   
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In his memoir, Frauds Exposed, Comstock emphasized the sense of high moral 

mission to clean the city of corruption.  Responding to complaints about "a most 

disgusting and obscene exhibition that was given by beastly women," Comstock, 

unwilling to allow impressionable younger men to participate, selected trustworthy 

officers to accompany him on the crusade.  This task proved difficult, as the local police 

had been allowing the display to persist in the backyard of the precinct for years.  

Comstock's mission to destroy the "hell-trap for the souls of our youth" led to a raid in 

which, though he felt to shrink from the difficulty of the job at hand, he "humbly and 

earnestly prayed for grace to do [his] duty, and then [he] went forward."  In doing so, he 

spent neither more nor less time in the house of ill repute than was necessary to secure 

sufficient evidence to charge the proprietress with "keeping a disorderly house" and the 

performers for "indecent exhibition."  In recounting these exploits, Comstock lamented 

that even though there was sufficient evidence to bring a conviction, the courts dismissed 

the case because "it was the duty of the courts to protect the police," and the local police 

chief, who had so long turned a blind eye to the neighbor's crimes, would be implicated.59   

Other reformers and organizations sought to ameliorate the conditions of the poor.  

Founded by Charles Loring Brace, the Children's Aid Society sought to improve the 

condition of homeless children by moving them out of New York City to foster homes in 
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the Midwest, where many were adopted and rescued through a proper, safe upbringing.  

Writing in 1896, reformer Helen Campbell lauded the work of the Children's Aid Society 

and its capacity to help the homeless children of New York find new homes and "under 

the new influences grow into an honored citizen."60  The Salvation Army, founded in the 

United Kingdom, assumed a mission of providing food and necessities to the needy along 

with spiritual guidance and uplift.  These organizations, then as now, engaged in 

considerable hand-wringing, concerned that those receiving charity might become reliant 

upon it and then refuse to work.61 

One often-overlooked reformer appeared in the form of Colonel George Waring, 

appointed following the 1894 Republican sweep of municipal government as head of the 

Department of Street Cleaning.  A former major during the Civil War, Waring imposed 

order and stringent regulations to improve conditions of New York's streets, which he 

described as "almost universally in a filthy state" prior to his appointment.  In addition to 

garbage in the streets, he noted that "The sewer inlets were clogged with refuse," perhaps 

a boon to young married plumber William Flynn.  Finally, Waring observed rampant 

crime as well as impenetrable clutter due to unharnessed trucks and wagons blocking 

thoroughfares.62   
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Immigration 

New York's defining characteristic and overarching social issue through this 

period was, perhaps above all else, its status as a destination for millions of immigrants.  

Fleeing the great Potato Famine, over two million Irish came to the United States 

beginning in the 1840s.  Numbers steadily increased from year to year, with less than 

100,000 immigrants passing through Castle Garden near the New York Battery (the 

forerunner to the immigration entry point at Ellis Island) in the 1860s, but nearly 700,000 

arriving in 1881 alone.  When Castle Garden closed in 1892, it was estimated that some 

7.7 million individuals came through its gates between 1852 and 1892.63  Until the 1880s, 

immigrants were primarily from western and northern Europe, but as time passed, those 

from central and southern Europe came fleeing political unrest in their home countries.64   

From the perspective of Theodore Roosevelt, New York society had improved 

with time.  Noting that over 60% of immigrants in 1860 were Irish, he claimed that the 

tide had turned increasingly toward Eastern Europeans and that "Italians, Poles, 

Bohemians, Russian Jews, and Hungarians--both Slavs and Magyars--continually 

arrive."65  Ever the optimist, Roosevelt stated that "We are better, not worse off than we 

were a generation ago," and that despite being unaccustomed to democratic self-
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government, the "enormous mass of immigrants...have as a whole become good 

Americans and prospered wonderfully."66 

It is important to remember that the immigrants, even those from the same regions 

and countries of Europe, were not a monolithic mass, and that they brought with them 

existing animosities and rivalries.  For example, the 1880s saw an influx of Italians from 

southern Italy, including Sicily.  Rather than being embraced as fellow countrymen, these 

southerners were scorned by those who had arrived some years prior from northern 

Italy.67  In 1890, the federal government assumed immigration authority and closed 

Castle Garden, transferring the entry point to Ellis Island effective January 1892.68 

Irish immigrants, from whom Flynn was descended, gravitated toward the 

garment industry, many women finding employment as seamstresses.  Adept at equine 

work, men excelled at driving trams and buggies.  Flynn's father was a butcher, leading 

us to believe that perhaps with this skill he was able to improve the socioeconomic status 

of himself and his family.  As to residence, while many Irish immigrants found their way 

to the Five Points area, Irish were somewhat "less densely concentrated," finding space 

throughout the city and less likely to create ethnic subdivisions along the lines of Little 
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Italy and Little Germany neighborhoods.69  Flynn's family experience bears this out, as 

they lived at various times on both the west and east sides of Central Park. 

Life for immigrants in New York was not without the potential for upward 

mobility.  Riis wrote specifically about Irish immigrants, noting that second generation 

Irish often rose from positions as hod-carriers to bricklayers, perhaps even to attain 

political office as aldermen.  According to his observations, the Irish immigrant 

demonstrated "characteristic versatility" and adapted to any condition, proving "The 

Irishman is the true cosmopolitan immigrant."  Echoing the Social Darwinist thought of 

the day, Riis extolled the benefits of hard work, including links to economic 

improvement: "The poorest immigrant comes here with the purpose and ambition to 

better himself and, given half a chance, might be reasonably expected to make the most 

of it."70  In so saying, Riis mirrored the sentiment of Theodore Roosevelt, who wrote that 

all of New York's social ills could be overcome if each citizen "will with manly honesty 

and good faith do his full share of the all-important duties incident to American 

citizenship."71 

As the American economy fluctuated in the late nineteenth century, so did waves 

of immigration.  When times were less than prosperous, immigration would dwindle to a 

trickle, later exploding as the economic environment improved.  While midcentury 
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immigration was centered on those from western Europe, the 1880s and beyond saw a 

shift toward arrivals from southern and eastern Europe, including Italy and Hungary, 

many of whom arrived singly rather than as families.  Along with Chinese, these later 

immigrants, many struggling with learning English, were scorned as unable to be 

assimilated into America's melting pot.72 

Baseball 

In a New York Times interview given in 1910, as he transitioned from federal 

service to head of the New York Police Department's Detective squad, Flynn was asked 

about his recreations. His response:  "'Well,' said Flynn ruminatively, 'I used to play 

semi-professional baseball.'" Confessing that he was still a fan, Flynn stated: "Whenever I 

can sneak away to a game I do it. I never miss a league game if I can help it." 73  In his 

obituary in the New York Herald Tribune, it was noted, along with his other numerous 

accolades, that he "played professional baseball."74  These references lead us to explore 

the degree of Flynn's involvement in baseball. 

Despite numerous attempts to uncover the founding mythologies, baseball's 

origins are somewhat shrouded in mystery.  Debates raged throughout this period (and, in 
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fact, to the present day) over the roles played by early baseball pioneers such as Abner 

Doubleday.  The so-called "Doubleday Myth" arose after Albert Spalding formed a 

commission in 1905 to investigate baseball's origins.  Under the chairmanship of A.G. 

Mills, the commission interviewed many who had participated and worked with early 

teams and clubs.  In the midst of the investigation, a mining engineer submitted testimony 

that he had seen Abner Doubleday produce a diagram of a baseball field in Cooperstown, 

New York.  While many argued against this story and it is a hotly debated point to this 

day, the Mills Commission accepted the testimony and concluded by identifying 

Doubleday as baseball's founder and Cooperstown as the land of its nativity.   

Known frequently in the early years as town-ball, the emerging sport of baseball 

had exploded by 1867, the year of Flynn's birth.  Hundreds of clubs of all skill levels 

stretched along the east coast, west to Chicago, and throughout the Midwest.  During this 

period following the Civil War, teams were open to people of all socioeconomic and 

racial groups, and included both male and female players.  Reflecting on his play during 

the early years playing for several teams around the turn of the twentieth century, 

outfielder Davy Jones recalled:  "The players were more colorful, you know, drawn from 

every walk of life, and the whole thing was sort of chaotic most of the time, not highly 

organized in every detail like it is nowadays."75 
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Indeed, chaos seemed to define the sport during the years when Flynn was 

growing up and likely watching the game develop.  Baseball was less organized, and 

certainly less commercialized.  The game was primarily for recreation, exercise, and 

fraternal fun.  For the most part, players had "real" jobs elsewhere, which were on hold 

during baseball season.  Jones himself planned to enter law school.  Having been cut off 

by one girlfriend's parents for his profession as a baseball player, he noted that attempting 

to make a living playing baseball was not seen as entirely respectable by some members 

of the public.76 

Baseball's fraternal atmosphere was not to last, however, as Jim Crow practices 

and other social mores led to separation of leagues by race and to the dominance of an 

all-male array of the most popular clubs.77  To combat charges that grown men should 

not be engaged in playing a children's game, especially as paid professionals, those 

involved in baseball developed a broad agenda to portray the game as masculine and 

healthy.  The late nineteenth-century cult of masculinity was rooted in fears that living in 

the growing urban and industrialized environments led to physical degeneracy.78  Partly 

rooted in the shifting religious opinions that declared leisure play no longer immoral, 
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many emphasized the importance of character values, such as honesty, hard work, and 

collaborative team work that were developed by playing baseball.79 

It is highly likely that Flynn, a product of New York's schools and a fan of the 

sport from his youth, was exposed early on to a growing body of baseball-related 

literature.80  While it is not possible or necessary to touch on these in any comprehensive 

fashion for the purposes of this study, it is useful to note just a few.  For example, 

Spalding's Base Ball Guide and Official League Book, published in Chicago from 1878 to 

1940, provides a rich window on the debates over developing points of baseball doctrine, 

from fly ball and foul policies to expectations for decorum to curb a growing tendency 

toward rowdyism at games.  While William J. Flynn is not mentioned in Spalding's, John 

A. "Jocko" Flynn's baseball career is documented.  In 1886, the only year that Jocko 

Flynn pitched in the major leagues, his team, the Chicago White Stockings, won the 

championship.81   

Another prominent publication centered on baseball was Beadle's Dime Base-Ball 

Player, published annually by Beadle and Adams from 1860 to 1881.  Originating in his 

native New York City, Flynn would likely have been interested in this affordable and 

widespread publication.  (More will be said about the work of Beadle and Adams and 
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their pioneering dime publications later in this study.)  The 1881 edition, the final year of 

publication, included new rules, tips, schedules, and statistics.  It also showed the 

multiplicity and variety of baseball leagues, with references to an Intercollegiate league 

and a Long Island Amateur Association, the latter formed as an association of six clubs 

and designed to be something like the National Association of the 1860s.   

While the Long Island association's games were "a very attractive series of games 

which were free to the public and were witnessed by a large concourse of spectators at 

every match," the same issue of Beadle's noted that with the formation of the 

Metropolitan Club in the fall season of 1880, professional play had, following an 

"interregnum," returned to New York City.  The 1881 entry demonstrates the conflict 

between a desire for and willingness to support higher-quality games played by capable 

professional players, and "the old air of crookedness" that grew up around professional 

players in previous years.82  As commercialization crept into the game, and the gambling 

spirit led to game-related betting, suspicions of throwing games for personal profit 

became more and more widespread.   

New York was a center for the development of baseball.  Sports historian Melvin 

Adelman has argued that as America's greatest city, New York "set the tone and direction 

for the development of sport nationally," in areas such as horse racing, rowing, billiards, 
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and pedestrianism, but most importantly in baseball.  Formally assembled in 1845 with 

written rules, the New York Knickerbockers are considered the first fully operational ball 

club.  Though it would not remain the case, the original Knickerbockers players were 

firmly middle class, from various occupations.  Contrary to the assumption of many that 

they were wealthy men of leisure, Adelman argues that these early players were working 

class.  Players formed into numerous clubs in the New York area, with the four core clubs 

being the Knickerbockers, the Gothams, the Eagles, and the Empires.  Of the varieties of 

baseball that sprang up throughout the country, the "New York game" with its rules and 

practices tended to dominate.  These rules included demands for decorum and respect on 

the field, including total silence while playing.83   

Everything changed in 1869, when the managers of the Cincinnati Red Stockings, 

having been roundly drubbed in previous seasons, made the decision to hire all salaried 

professional players.  Not only did this "outsider" club shatter New York's baseball 

dominance, but it also instituted one of the ongoing conflicts in baseball.  The entire 

period of Flynn's early years was marked by contention over the balance between 

amateurism and professionalism in baseball.  As early as the year of his birth in 1867, 

sources indicate that many fans longed for the "good old days" before baseball had been 

both professionalized and commercialized.84   
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Noting the myriad organizations which grew up during these early years 

demonstrates other conflicts within the sport, and further blurs the divisions between 

amateur and professional play and between the players and club owners.  From 1857 to 

1870, the National Association of Base Ball Players provided a regular forum for players 

to gather and discuss rules, schedules, and other aspects of the game.  However, over 

time, this primarily amateur association lost its power to control the development of the 

game, and it was supplanted by the National Association of Professional Ball Players, 

also known simply as the "National Association."85 Both these early associations were 

comprised of individual players, a practice which would change with the formation in 

1876 of the National League of Professional Base Ball Clubs, the first national 

confederation at the club level.  One last-ditch attempt to unite players occurred in 1885 

with the National Brotherhood of Base Ball Players.  A players' union originating with 

the New York Giants, the Brotherhood attempted to negotiate with the reigning National 

League, challenging such policies as players' salary caps.  The Brotherhood peeled away 

several clubs to form the short-lived Players' League, which only lasted for the 1890 

season.  The preeminence of the club as the dominant unit was further solidified when the 

American League of Professional Base Ball Clubs was formed in 1901, and the two-

league system which has lasted to the present day was firmly in place.86   
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Alas, despite the burgeoning field of baseball as a subfield of sports history, very 

little information is available about Flynn's career.  Calling baseball "my first love," 

Flynn wrote later in life that he pitched and also played first base for the Arlingtons, "a 

well-known semi-professional team that had its home grounds in Weehawken."87  

Searching in the Society of American Baseball Research database revealed a few 

references to Arlingtons games in the 1870s, which Flynn may well have attended but 

would have been too young to play. 88  New York newspaper archives reveal many 

references to games played by the Arlingtons, but often fail to include the team roster, 

making it difficult to confirm Flynn's participation.  

The above discussion demonstrates the blurry nature of the amateur-professional 

axis, where, as Goldstein has stated, "men played baseball not as professionals or 

amateurs, but as both."89  It is perhaps in these vague terms that Flynn played the game.  

We certainly see many of the ideological aspects of the game apparent in Flynn's later 

life, beginning with the way in which he seemed, like early professional baseball players, 

to "revolve" from organization to organization, following the invitation which appeared 

to provide the greatest opportunity.  Additionally, in his public persona as invincible 

crimefighter, Flynn assumed the aura of masculinity and strength that accompanied the 
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game.  Toughness, character, and the ability to work as a member of a team were 

attributes that served him well throughout his career.   

Ludlow Street Jail 

The New York County Jail, located on Ludlow Street in New York City, was 

William J. Flynn's first foray into the law enforcement field.  Foucault saw prisons in 

general as an "apparatus intended to render individuals docile and useful, by means of 

precise work upon their bodies."90  As a jailkeeper, Flynn was deeply involved in this 

work of coercion and domination, moving inmates within the facility and accompanying 

them at designated times for exercise in the fresh air outside. 

In 1896, during the period when Flynn worked as a keeper there, humorist Edgar 

Wilson Nye wrote a short story describing a night as a "guest" at the Ludlow Street Jail.  

He explained that visitors could take trains to the facility, or they could choose to 

expedite the process by committing crimes and then being formally escorted. He went on 

to wryly applaud the security and quiet there compared to the crime and cacophony just 

outside the prison walls in the streets of New York City.91 
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In reality, the prisons of the United States and specifically those located in New 

York were no laughing matter.  As New York County Jail, Ludlow Street Jail, was, 

according to the sketches in New York as It Was, compiled in 1876 by John Disturnell, 

"where non-resident debtors and others are detained for trial. This prison contains 87 

cells, or rooms, mostly for debtors."  In addition, Ludlow was also detention point for 

both local and federal prisoners under investigation.92   Edgar Wilson Nye described 

Ludlow as looking "somewhat like a conservatory of music," noting that this impression 

quickly dissipated upon passing beyond the prison's heavy front doors.93  An article in 

Harper's Weekly described Ludlow's imposing physical presence: 

Ludlow Street Jail is situated at the corner of Ludlow Street and Essex 
Market Place, New York City, and was finished in June 1862.  It is built of 
Philadelphia brick ornamented with New Jersey free-stone trimmings.  It is 
90 feet square, and about 60 feet high, and is lighted by means of two 
horizontal rows of ten windows each.  The upper windows are probably 30 
feet in height, of proportionate width, and were it not for the presence of 
formidable iron bars before the sashes the stranger, in passing by, would be 
apt to conclude that the structure was a Friends' meetinghouse, or an old-
fashioned Methodist church.94 

As both county and federal facility, Ludlow Street Jail incarcerated convicted 

local felons, other local cases where the accused was unable to post bail, and federal 

prisoners being held pending investigation.  The number of prisoners housed at Ludlow 

varied from time to time.  For example, as John Fox, a former Sheriff's Deputy, became 
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new warden of Ludlow Jail, 23 prisoners were incarcerated on the first day of 1894.95 In 

August 1895 there were 61 total prisoners, presided over by a warden and seven 

keepers,96 and just a few months later in November, there were 36 total prisoners, split 

evenly between Federal and local inmates.  According to Sheriff Tamsen, while Ludlow 

should have been receiving 75 cents a day for the maintenance of Federal detainees, it has 

been at least three years since any payment had been received from the Federal 

government.97  Similarly, New York City was obliged to pay 17 cents a day for local 

prisoners.98 

Among the crimes represented in Ludlow's cells designated for local prisoners 

were embezzling,99 fraud,100 failure to pay alimony,101 forgery,102 breach of promise of 

marriage,103 slander,104 murder,105 failure to pay debt,106 and liquor smuggling.107  The 

most common crime for which Federal prisoners were held at Ludlow was counterfeiting, 
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which led to involvement of the Secret Service,108 but larceny and facilitating illegal 

immigration were also represented, which in turn drew action by the U.S. Marshals.109    

Ludlow's floor plan was L-shaped, with an open courtyard at the center, bounded 

on the other sides by a tenement building and the Essex Market Police Court Prison.  

Following the infamous July 4, 1895 jailbreak of the Post Office bandits, of which more 

will be discussed later, officials examined Ludlow more carefully, calling it "one of the 

weakest prisons in the United States."  A New York Times article expressed concern about 

the unprotected courtyard, which was left without any watchman or oversight at all 

during the night hours, and about the practice of securing the prison keys by placing them 

under the Warden's pillow at night.110  Another article bemoaned the "notoriously bad" 

food given to those prisoners unable to afford preferential treatment and called Ludlow 

Street Jail "a disgrace to the city" due to gross mismanagement.111  

William J. Flynn, identified as a Republican, was appointed a keeper at Ludlow 

Street Jail by New York County Sheriff Edward J. H. Tamsen in March 1895 at a salary 

of $1,000.112  While few details about Flynn's work at Ludlow have survived, we do have 
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considerable information about the jail itself.  Ludlow Street Jail stood in good company, 

with the historic New York prisons of the Tombs, Sing Sing, and Blackwell's Island 

looming as examples of typical contemporary detention facilities.  Though much smaller 

than these more notorious prisons, Ludlow Street Jail was similar in many ways, and 

examining conditions throughout the prisons of New York sheds light on the conditions 

at Flynn's first law enforcement job. Writing in 1874, Tombs warden Charles Sutton 

attributed the weight of historical precedence to detention facilities for convicted 

criminals, calling jails and prisons "among the earliest institutions of New York...they 

existed a century and a half before the State, and were recognized in the most ancient 

charters."113 

The New York City Prison, commonly known as "the Tombs," was a subject of 

nineteenth-century fascination, spawning many books, memoirs, and tell-alls.  Disturnell 

wrote that the Tombs was the "principal building," including approximately 150 cells, 

with space for court proceedings, as well as a courtyard protected on all four sides by two 

stories of the building constructed of solid Maine granite.  The center court was for 

recreation and executions.114  Another such memoir was the dramatically titled The New 

York Tombs Inside and Out! by former Tombs Chaplain John Josiah Munro.  

Sympathetic to the plight of the inmates by reason of his ecclesiastical training and 
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pastoral role at the Tombs, Munro was undoubtedly biased in reporting prison conditions 

and abuses.  For example, he began his memoir by referring to "the grim old Tombs 

Prison," followed in short order by railing against the conditions in the Boys' Prison, 

where, he said, profanity, theft, and smuggling ruled the day, as well as the illicit 

importation and sharing of "blood curdling dime novels."115  Though he acknowledged 

the presence of some kindly and civilized keepers, Munro called out "grafting abuses, 

common assaults, whiskey and dope smuggling and other unseemly conduct of the 

Tombs officials," including refusal to allow prison inspections, while noting preferential 

treatment given to wealthy inmates capable of paying bribes to their prison guards.116  

Finally, the food, according to Munro, included moldy bread and "stinking chowder" 

capable of killing a man.117  Even if only partly true, these contemporary descriptions 

depict the Tombs as a dark and unsanitary place. 

Certainly many of Munro's descriptions were exaggerated, but as they align with 

descriptions of other contemporary prisons, there is likely considerable accuracy to his 

words.  Writing in 1874, former Tombs warden Charles Sutton observed that the Tombs 

had experimented periodically with a number of work projects, including "Carpet-

weaving, the making of shoes, saws, files, chains, barrels, furniture, hats, toys, clothing, 
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cutlery, harness hardware, small castings, machinery, and almost every variety of 

mechanics."118  Sutton was even more sanguine about the sanitary situation, claiming that 

conditions inside the prison were more tolerable than the tenements housing like numbers 

of people outside the prison walls.  As for prison discipline, Sutton noted that while 

historically discipline was forced by means of whipping with occasional water tortures, 

most of these methods had been outlawed by state legislature by the mid-nineteenth 

century.119 

Disturnell's description of the state penitentiary located at Blackwell's Island as 

"an immense stone edifice" leaves the reader with a distinct impression of 

impenetrability, as it was four stories high with a tower.  He added that Blackwell's Island 

was approximately 1.75 miles long, located in the East River at about Eighty-eighth to 

Eighty-third streets, and that it included a charity hospital, several specialized hospitals 

and clinics, and a lunatic asylum. Disturnell went so far as to recommend that readers 

tour the island:  "It is kept in perfect order, and is well worthy a visit."  Typical terms of 

incarceration at so-called "Damnation Island" were three months to one year, with the 

most common crimes being assault and battery and petty larceny.  Inmate work 

assignments included "tailoring, shoe-making, chair-making, stone-breaking, and the 

building of sea walls" in addition to housekeeping duties within the prison.120 
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The spirit of progressive reform, evident in other areas such as welfare reform, 

had reached New York prisons around the time Flynn began his employment as a keeper 

at Ludlow Street Jail in 1895.   A Harper's Weekly article echoed a familiar refrain in 

these calls for reform, including urging officials to take Sing Sing and Auburn prisons 

offline because they were "no longer fit for human habitation…[and] its condition was 

hopelessly bad" and creating better conditions in a new replacement facility because 

"Men condemned to imprisonment should not be incidentally condemned to typhoid or 

tuberculosis."121   

Reformers seemed split on the issue of prison labor.  On the one hand, 

"wholesome employment" tended to help inmates develop work skills and more positive 

commitment to society.  At the same time, unions opposed prison labor, seeing cheap 

prison-made goods as an economic threat to the livelihoods of working people.122  

Complaining of the extensive fiscal resources required to support the prison system, one 

article responded to proposed legislation banning prison labor, prophesying that without 

its civilizing influence on convicts, "the prisons shall become festering masses of disease, 

idiocy, and every form of physical and moral decay."123 
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As an example of progressive prison practices, the Elmira Reformatory, 

authorized by the state legislature in 1867 and opened in 1876, offered several 

developments designed to speed the recovery of those incarcerated within its formidable 

walls.  Whereas at larger institutions such as Sing Sing or the Tombs, both containing 

hundreds of prisoners, Elmira insured that each convict received appropriate attention, 

including harsh discipline and strict obedience, passing through the front gates into "a 

place of punishment, of discipline, of toil and hardship."  At the same time, Elmira 

offered indeterminate sentencing, a relatively new phenomenon where, through good 

behavior and mitigating circumstances, inmates could earn early release or parole, 

another Progressive Era prison development.  While conditions were still difficult and 

uncomfortable, bedding was clean and adequate, and food was nutritious.  Inmates' days 

also included opportunities for education, with instruction offered in over 34 trades.  A 

Harper's article claimed that nearly 82% had been "permanently reformed," a high level 

of success for the period.124 

Reforms made their way eventually to the larger prisons, however.  Even at state-

operated Sing Sing, located along the Hudson River north of New York City, we learn 

that inmate accommodations were referred to mostly commons as "rooms" rather than 

"cells."  Sing Sing also offered many educational opportunities for inmates, including 
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classes taught by fellow convicts under the direction of the prison Chaplain.  Introducing 

basic literacy skills, the classes not only provided "intense relief to the tedious monotony 

of their existence," but also kept "alive in the minds of the inmates the impulses toward 

an honest and orderly mode of life."  These purposes were also achieved through the 

formation and maintenance of a prison library, whose books were widely used, and the 

deprivation of which was utilized as form of punishment for prison rule infractions.125 

Noting the designation of inmates as boarders or felons, Nye accurately captured 

the social disparity within Ludlow's walls.  While the "average, or non-paying inmate" 

was clothed in prison uniforms and forced to work in the yard or clean rooms within the 

prison walls, "paying boarders" purchased access to better accommodations and food, and 

"wear good clothes, live well, have their cigars, brandy and Kentucky Sec all the 

time."126  While almost certainly an exaggeration for dramatic effect, the prolonged trial 

of Sheriff Tamsen revealed that the more well-to-do inmates were indeed allowed to 

secure preferential treatment during the course of their stay.  As a Harper's article 

described the arrangement, prisoners with sufficient funding secured preferential 

treatment, and were "housed there rather as distinguished guests than as prisoners."127 
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It is difficult to sort through often contradictory reports of the quality of the food 

and accommodations at Ludlow Street Jail.  An 1868 Harper's Weekly article noted that 

the food was not bad, but definitely "wholesome and pleasant," and that accommodations 

were "healthy and comfortable."  With two inmates per cell, Ludlow also offered 

opportunities for playing cards, checkers, and other games with fellow inmates. Of the 

soup served in the prison, Nye wrote: "This soup has everything in it except 

nourishment."128  Three days a week inmates were given "at dinner a potato containing a 

thousand-legged worm."129  According to the New York Times, sanitation at Ludlow was 

lacking, with water designated for cleaning mixing freely with wastewater, sewage 

leaking visibly from pipes, and a constant odor of sewer gas.130  On the other hand, some 

prisoners were anxious to maintain their Ludlow Street residence.  Transferred from the 

state insane asylum in Buffalo, Edward Field expressed satisfaction with the move to 

Ludlow, "where he could have more liberty and 'society' than at the asylum."  Likewise, 

Daniel Clarke, convicted on charges of contempt of court and failure to pay his debts, 

openly expressed his feelings that though he was free to leave Ludlow, he preferred 

remaining as a "voluntary prisoner," a status which he had enjoyed for over two and a 
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half years.131  Clearly this ambivalence about conditions at Ludlow indicates that the 

reality was somewhere in the middle. 

Suicide was not uncommon at Ludlow Street Jail.  In 1888, "accomplished 

swindler" Henry Benson, while incarcerated at Ludlow, jumped to his death from an 

upper floor. Assisting with the autopsy, Dr. Jenkins suggested that Benson had not 

intended to end his life, but rather to simply break sufficient limbs to earn removal to a 

hospital, from which escape would be much easier.132  In 1894, just prior to Flynn's 

appointment at Ludlow, a 40-year-old Italian counterfeiter became despondent following 

a visit from his wife and hanged himself using his belt in his own cell.133  During Flynn's 

tenure at Ludlow, at least one suicide occurred, committed by a German inmate formerly 

employed as an actor in the role of Indian doctor with Buffalo Bill's "Wild West Show," 

who knew that when transferred to the penitentiary at Blackwell's Island his head would 

be shaved and he would thus be deprived of his livelihood.134  Unnamed in press reports 

of the suicide, Flynn may have been the unidentified keeper who found the former actor 

dead in his cell. 

It is likely that Flynn learned while working at Ludlow Street Jail many of the 

traits and skills that served him well throughout his law enforcement career.  On one 
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occasion, a prisoner attempted to attack the Warden James P. Archibald while being 

escorted between floors.  Thinking quickly, Archibald swiftly unholstered his weapon 

and defuse the situation with the help of his revolver.135 

We imagine that, as a well-educated young man, Flynn is likely to have read 

newspapers and stayed abreast of current events, particularly in the area of law 

enforcement.  Two cases centered at Ludlow, involving embezzlement and 

counterfeiting, may have captured his interest and attention and drawn him toward 

employment in the New York penal system.   

First, Samuel Seely, a former bank bookkeeper, was accused of stealing about 

$254,000 from his former employer and, when unable to pay the bond, was delivered to 

Ludlow Street Jail in December 1894.  After firmly refusing to discuss his case, he 

divulged a story of deception and betrayal, in which he had been duped by a swindler 

who took advantage of an honest accounting error and used it to extort thousands from 

Seeley.  He fled New York and was apprehended in Chicago.  Ultimately, Seely pleaded 

guilty in U.S. Circuit Court and thus avoided a prolonged trial.136   

Second, the case of counterfeiter Russell B. Hoyt may also have sparked Flynn's 

imagination and his interest in police work.  Like many federal prisoners, Hoyt was 
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arrested and then held at Ludlow Street Jail as the investigation of the case proceeded.137  

Unfold it did, quickly expanding the circle of those involved to involve his brother and 

several others, all incarcerated at Ludlow.  Though no evidence was found to indicate that 

any of Hoyt's bogus currency ever made it into circulation, U.S. Secret Service Chief 

William P. Hazen publicly stated that Hoyt's capture "was the important that has ever 

been handled by any administration of the Secret Service."138  As the case came to trial, 

Hoyt's brother Lorenzo, described in one New York Times article as "a promising-looking 

yokel," sold out his partners in crime, confessing that his brother and the others were the 

masterminds behind the counterfeiting scheme.139  Ultimately both Hoyt brothers were 

returned to Connecticut, where they were arrested, to stand trial for their deeds.140  

Presaging Flynn's fame as a Secret Service agent specializing in cracking down on 

counterfeiting, these and other cases may have provided the impetus for Flynn to accept 

his appointment at the Ludlow Street Jail.   

Politically, November 1894 was a time of sea change, with a nationwide sweep 

for Republicans and others fed up with longstanding rule by Tammany Hall, capturing 

governorships, mayoralties, and Congressional seats across the country.  New York was 

no exception.  "Tammany Overwhelmed" trumpeted an Election Day headline from the 
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New York Sun.  Noting that Republican and former Vice President under Benjamin 

Harrison Levi P. Morton had been elected governor of New York, the same front page of 

the Sun reported Republican wins in New Jersey, Ohio, Delaware and elsewhere, as well 

as new Republican majorities in New York's state legislature and federal delegations.  A 

Democratic Party official from Ohio, where the party also suffered heavy losses, pointed 

the finger of blame at President Cleveland, stating: "He started the financial panic last 

summer, and the Democrats have been losing ever since."141 

Riding the Republican wave that fall was former school commissioner Edward 

J.H. Tamsen.  Born in Hamburg, Tamsen campaigned as a Republican for New York 

County Sheriff against the corruption and excess of Tammany Democrats, who had long 

held prominent offices throughout the country, but especially in New York.  Writing in a 

special 10:00 AM election edition of the New York Evening World, Tamsen declared: 

"This is a victory of the people. They voted this time, not the politicians. It is a proof that 

the better element of this city is in a majority and believes in honest government of city 

affairs."  He claimed that the victory was due in part to the German vote opposing 

Tammany power, and promised as that demographic's representative that he would do his 
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best and use "honesty and competency" as his guideposts in determining appointments in 

county law enforcement positions.142 

A few days later, the Sun reported that public opinion anticipated many German-

American appointments under newly-elected German-born Sheriff Tamsen's watch. 

Though he had campaigned drawing on the non-partisan approach of the anti-Tammany 

Committee of Seventy, Tamsen was now in a position to dispense more patronage than 

many other positions in local government, including Under Sheriff, deputy, assistants, 

clerk, and messenger positions, as well as all the warden, physician, guard, and driver 

positions at Ludlow Street Jail.143 

Though we are not certain exactly how long Flynn was employed at Ludlow 

Street Jail, we do know that soon after his March 1895 appointment as a keeper, the jail 

including Sheriff Tamsen and several of Flynn's fellow keepers were embroiled in a 

scandal that appeared daily in New York newspapers for the better part of a year and a 

half.  Flynn's life would have been impacted regularly, with multiple rounds of testimony 

and evidence collected regarding the practices and policies instituted by Tamsen and his 

subordinates.   
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On July 4, 1895, "it was Independence Day with a vengeance at Ludlow Street 

Jail."  Three prisoners--Henry Russell, Charles Allen, and Joseph Killoran--having been 

incarcerated at Ludlow since May 31, slipped past one keeper, threatened another, took 

the prison keys, and "walked out of the Ludlow Street Prison like stage villains," to quote 

one headline.  The three escapees, originally arrested for stealing over $5,000 in postage 

stamps from the Hoboken, New Jersey Post Office, were never seen again.  Called a 

farce, a comedy, and a burlesque in the press, this prison escape exposed numerous 

weaknesses in both the facility and its practices.144  Among these were allowing prisoners 

to purchase places at the Warden's table, play poker, drink whiskey, speak 

inappropriately with female staff, receive unauthorized visitors, and other acts of 

"deviltry."145 

Almost immediately, Warden Henry F. Raabe, who was sleeping in his quarters at 

the back of the prison at the time, "was made the scapegoat" for the July 4 escape by the 

three Post Office robbers, responsible along with keepers Schoen and Schneer.146  Schoen 

and Schneer not only mocked as "rotund and benevolent Falstaffs," but also mocked as 

Germans, with keeper Schneer called "Herr Schneer" and Sheriff Tamsen referred to as 

"a good-natured Teuton."147  Further, in the wake of the prison break, the former 
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occupations of Ludlow appointees repeated in derision: Warden Raabe as a former 

barber, Keeper Schoen as a tailor, and Schneer as a plumber.148  While we have no direct 

evidence of Flynn being involved in this crisis, it is certain that he fit the profile of a 

Ludlow jailer with a working-class background as a plumber.  For him and for the others, 

positions at the jail were opportunities to rise above the drudgery of more menial labor. 

The July 4 escape also launched a series of interactions between law enforcement 

agencies that must have been educational to someone new to the field, as Flynn was at 

this time.  In addition to prison personnel, the New York Police Department was almost 

immediately involved, responding to the initial calls for help from Schoen and Schneer 

who had been locked in a room by the escapees as they departed Ludlow.  U.S. Postal 

Inspectors returned to the case, having conducted the investigation that led to their arrest 

in May, and Secret Service, who made the initial arrests, also joined the chase.  Finally, 

the U.S. Marshal also conducted an investigation, rounding out a wide-ranging cast of 

characters in a true multi-agency effort.149  Observing these exchanges, which proceeded 

haltingly at best, must have been eye-opening for young Flynn, whose career would 

involve working for and leading several of the organizations involved.  Especially in 

response to terrorist attacks in 1919 and 1920, Flynn must have often reflected on these 

early experiences in interagency cooperation. 
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Multiple investigations ensued to determine whether Sheriff Tamsen was 

responsible for the prison break.  Though indicted on charges of both incompetence and 

gross negligence,150 Tamsen battled on for the rest of 1895 through the end of 1896, 

continuing to operate Ludlow Street Jail even in the midst of chaotic conditions, making 

necessary appointments and speaking regularly to representatives of the press.151  The 

investigations were relentless, for if determined to be a misdemeanor, Tamsen could 

return the Sheriff's office, but if a felony, he would be removed.  It must have stung 

Flynn as Tamsen was attacked viciously and repeatedly for undiscriminating 

appointments to Ludlow Street Jail positions of "men who proved to be grossly unfit and 

incompetent."152 

Ultimately, following grueling trial procedures and numerous interrogations, 

Tamsen was exonerated.  In December 1896, Governor Levi P. Morton issued an order 

dismissing all charges against the Sheriff.  Reviewing the charges and testimony against 

Sheriff Tamsen point by point, Governor Morton argued that Ludlow's difficulties arose 

due "almost exclusively to the conduct of his subordinates."153  Defending the Sheriff's 
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good faith efforts at finding competent men to fill roles in the jail, Governor Morton 

stated: 

It seems that in making appointments he not only examined applicants 
personally but made diligent inquiry among their acquaintances concerning 
their qualifications, and it is quite clear that he undertook to appoint only 
such persons as were possessed of good character, intelligence and fitness 
for the responsibilities which would devolve upon them as officers of the 
jail.154 

According to his obituary in the New York Times, as a jailkeeper at Ludlow Street 

jail, "Flynn made the most of his opportunities to learn the characters and working 

methods of the counterfeiters and other Federal offenders in his care.  Whether he always 

nursed a longing to be a detective or whether the desire grew through these contacts, he 

sought a job with the Secret Service and obtained it in 1897."155  Indeed, what Flynn 

experienced in terms of bureaucratic upheaval, heavy scrutiny by the press, interagency 

cooperation (or lack thereof), and, perhaps most importantly, the mind and behavior of a 

wide variety of criminals, laid the foundation for a lifetime of public service.   
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CHAPTER TWO                                                                                                              

"MIGHTY LEGEND":                                                                                                 

SECRET SERVICE EARLY YEARS, 1897-1910 

From near total obscurity as a jailkeeper at the infamous Ludlow Street Jail, 

William J. Flynn emerged as an employee of the United States Secret Service in 1897, 

handpicked and recruited by Chief John E. Wilkie himself.1  By one account, his wide-

ranging exploits had earned him an identity as a "mighty legend."2  As an agent, he was 

responsible for cases involving counterfeiting, gambling, smuggling, and corruption.  

Soon elevated to a regional manager at the Secret Service Pittsburgh office, Flynn 

demonstrated sufficient skill in finding and convicting criminals that he was further 

promoted to head of the service's Eastern Division, with headquarters in New York.  In 

this role, he was second only to the national director in Washington, D.C.3  It was 

through his dogged efforts in these early years that he developed his identity as a great 

detective, and began to commingle his own image with that of the Secret Service.  
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Indeed, one obituary, demonstrating the close alignment of Flynn as the embodiment of 

the Secret Service as a whole, could not separate his name from that of the agency he 

served: 

"In twenty years with the Secret Service…there developed a mighty legend 
around William J. Flynn.  His activities against counterfeiters, smugglers, 
diplomatic enemies, bombers, and wartime food hoarders, brought a halo 
around his name and the words Secret Service."4 

In these early years, Flynn developed his trademark work ethic and dogged 

persistence, and went on to build a name for himself in the American law enforcement 

world.  Typically in the Secret Service office in Pittsburgh by eight or nine each morning, 

Flynn often worked late on stakeouts and special investigations, and usually spent several 

hours in the office on Sundays and holidays.  Aside from one day when he was afflicted 

with the "bilious colic" and a week when moving his family from New York to 

Pittsburgh, he rarely took leave of any kind.5  As he traversed the countryside around 

Pittsburgh, he often found himself stuck in a small town for the night, or barely catching 

the last train and, arriving in the early morning hours, heading straight to his office.   

Most importantly for our purposes, Flynn's first order of business each day was 

completing his official daily report of activities and expenses for the previous day, thus 

leaving a blow-by-blow account of all his work.  These daily reports represent an 
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invaluable window to the past in the spirit of Greenblatt's emphasis on capturing a "touch 

of the real" through anecdotes.6  Essentially, Flynn's daily reports are anecdotes, 

revealing information about his life and work and the culture of which he was a part. 

Secret Service 

When John Wilkie, William J. Flynn's boss and predecessor and Chief of the U.S. 

Secret Service from 1898 to 1911, learned that his own son Don had applied to work as 

an operative, he was livid.  Wilkie had worked for over a decade to keep the agency non-

political and to introduce a system of hiring agents based on abilities and experience, 

rather than by personal and political connections.  In particular, the elder Wilkie scouted 

for men who were linguists, bankers, and who had business background.7  Flynn would 

have been part of this wave of individuals chosen for their experience. 

The 1862 Legal Tender Act standardized denominations, styles, and basic designs 

of currency.8  It also authorized enforcement, but did not specify an agency.  As one of 

his final official acts, Lincoln authorized the formation of the Secret Service the day he 

was shot.  William P. Wood, the first Chief of the U.S. Secret Service, took the oath of 

office on July 5, 1865, appointed by Treasury Secretary Hugh McCulloch and known for 
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his friendship with Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton.9  Though he gave few guidelines 

for agent behavior or protocol, Wood was notable for creating a central database of 

criminals involved in counterfeiting and other criminal activities, in reality the first time 

this kind of tracking had been done on a national scale, something of a revolution in law 

enforcement.10   

John Wilkie, who invited William J. Flynn to apply for an open position as special 

operative with the Secret Service, served as Chief for 14 years, leaving the office in 1912 

to be succeeded by Flynn.  He began the practice of addressing the press regarding his 

annual reports and answering questions, often turning some of the Service's challenges 

into opportunities.11  He further expanded the organization, eventually establishing 11 

field offices in addition to the headquarters in Washington, D.C.12  In 1871, the Assistant 

Chief position was created, stationed in New York City.13 

In the early years, agents often had little or no relevant training, sometimes even 

hired because they had criminal backgrounds themselves.  Don Wilkie almost boastfully 
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proclaimed:  "I did not study detective work...not even a correspondence course!"14  It 

was a tumultuous time establishing the Secret Service as an effective police force.  Some 

agents were not entirely honest or law-abiding themselves.  On the other hand, agents 

were often former policemen.  There was a fluidity to employment with the service, with 

many agents joining after working elsewhere for agencies such as Pinkertons, then going 

on again to open their own private detective agencies.     

As to methods, young Don Wilkie denied that the Secret Service used "false 

whiskers, trick mustachios, reversible coats, blue glasses, or what-have-you," claiming 

that "For such props you must go to the cruder sort of mystery yarns."15  However, it does 

seem that disguises were not off the table as means of tracking criminals.  Wilkie himself 

admitted that "Dealing with the tougher types, one must of course look seedy and 

disreputable," which included not shaving, not tending to personal hygiene, and not 

changing socks or underwear.16  Another early agent, Harold C. Keyes, wrote of donning 

a thorough disguise to infiltrate a group of would-be presidential assassins:  "I went to my 

room and got into my old clothes: a pair of heavy corduroy trousers, much soiled and 

worn; a pair of coarse shoes purposely whitened with plaster until they resembled those 

worn by a mason's helper; a checked shirt, multicolored bandana tied around the neck; 
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corduroy coat, badly worn; the whole outfit being topped off by an old felt hat drawn 

well down over the eyes."17  Tracking another group of counterfeiters, Keyes said:  "I 

discarded my respectable clothes, substituted the attire of a factory hand, and took a room 

in the poorer section of the city."18 

There was no shortage of action.  Agent Keyes described much of his work as 

crawling around on rooftops, eavesdropping, dealing with explosives, and copying 

documents.19  During the Spanish-American War, the Secret Service was tasked with 

intelligence work along with the famous Pinkertons Agency.20As we shall see, Flynn's 

work involved seemingly endless amounts of reporting and paperwork, punctuated by 

occasional bursts of heartstopping excitement.  Fistfights, brutal interrogations, stakeouts, 

and high-speed chases using horses, teams, and eventually motorized vehicles, 

characterized his relentless pursuit of criminal elements. 

Part of the Secret Service's mission was educational.  In his 1934 memoir about 

his time in the Secret Service, Agent Don Wilkie recommended that school children be 

educated in money matters, including identification of counterfeit coins and currency, 

stating flatly:  "Public ignorance, there you have the reason for the counterfeiter's 

trade."21  In September 1899, Flynn was asked by Operative (and former Secret Service 
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Chief) William P. Hazen to return to New York to investigate passing of counterfeit bills 

and coins on the Brooklyn Heights Railroad, and to train conductors in identifying 

counterfeit money.22   

Johnson argued that the courtroom was a key venue for the execution of this 

educational mission, a place where Secret Service men were able to instruct the public 

about the absolute need of maintaining integrity of the national money supply.23  A key 

role of Secret Service operatives at this time was serving as witnesses in various trial 

proceedings.  In October 1899, Flynn traveled between New York and Philadelphia to 

take the stand and testify in multiple cases.24 

Originally the Chief was a sort of "chief detective," the greatest among equals, 

and engaged actively in investigations, largely ignoring administrative or organizational 

matters.  Over time, successive chiefs championed the right of Secret Service agents to 

make arrests, conduct their own investigations, and execute their own searches.25  

William J. Flynn was the first to take the title of Director, rather than Chief, signaling 

greater commitment to organizational stability.   

During the Cleveland administration, the Secret Service moved into presidential 

family protection, unauthorized by Congress.  William P. Hazen, Secret Service Chief at 
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the time, was demoted to Operative status for this unauthorized action.26  But the idea 

caught on, eventually becoming one of the Service's prime assignments. 

References are often made to the "long arm of justice," and the history of the 

Secret Service demonstrates how long the arm could be.  Flynn's dogged investigation of 

counterfeiters and extortionists Lupo and Morello continued for nearly a decade.  Keyes 

described in his 1927 memoir how he captured one counterfeiter by surveilling his 

girlfriend/secretary, then tailing her across the Atlantic on a steamship.27  In yet another 

case, Keyes nabbed a counterfeiter by moving the U.S.-Canada boundary marker toward 

the U.S. so that the suspect thought he had passed into Canada where the pursuing 

officers had no jurisdiction. 28    

By Flynn's own account, he had long desired to become not only a detective, but 

an agent of the U.S. Secret Service.  It was in his blood.  "Once a detective, always a 

detective," Agent Don Wilkie wrote.  Then, with no little creepiness: "After I left the 

Secret Service I would occasionally shadow an utter stranger in the street for sheer 

pleasure in the game I had once played in deadly earnest."29 
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Counterfeiting 

Though it threatened the economy and American society, many were drawn to the 

romantic notions associated with counterfeiting.  Flynn himself was drawn to his life's 

work in the Secret Service through a fascination with counterfeiting:  "The type of 

criminal that interested me most was the counterfeiter...I think it was the romance of the 

counterfeiter's life that made me lean toward this branch of criminology.  Not the least of 

the queersman's fascination lies in the fact that he goes ahead knowing well that he 

cannot continue for long without being caught."30 

In undermining the economy through devaluation of currency, threatening the 

well-being of shopkeepers, and promoting an ethic of obtaining money with minimal 

personal effort, the widespread counterfeiting problem was bad for the country and 

represented a variety of anarchism.  From the perspective of national leadership, 

economic development rested heavily on all people accepting the authenticity of the 

currency.31  Reveling in the exploits of famed counterfeiter William E. Brockway while 

incarcerated at Ludlow Street Jail, Flynn learned that chaos occurred when even trained 

bankers could not differentiate between genuine bills and Brockway's work, and the 

bedlam that erupted at banks when Brockway's bills were presented.32  With trust shaken 
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in the money supply, citizens were less likely to engage in commerce.  At the micro level, 

counterfeiting was also bad for shopkeepers and individuals, who stood to lose their 

personal reputations and potentially their businesses if accused of passing counterfeit 

notes, not to mention embarrassment and jail time.33   

With a large geographic area comprised of headstrong individual states with 

diverse interests, developing a system of currency and coin for the new nation was a tall 

order.  Particularly after Andrew Jackson rejected the charter of the Second National 

Bank, states each assumed the role of money printing, in turn contracting out to private 

currency printers.  This period around mid-century was the counterfeiter's heyday, 

characterized by the "free banking system," in which so-called "wildcat banks" could 

easily launch operations based largely on speculation, not tied to hard currency in the 

bank's vaults.  Without the requirement to guarantee their currency, these banks did little 

to protect their integrity; with no uniform currency and no enforcement, chaos ensued, 

with fruitful opportunities for counterfeiters to ply their handiwork on the streets.34 

In the words of A. Barton Hepburn, Comptroller of the Currency of the State of 

New York from 1892-1893, the Civil War was a "Rubicon," during and after which 

additional power was given to the federal government, including over the national money 

system, that it did not have previously.  As a recognized authority on currency and the 
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state and national money systems, Hepburn's description of the state of American banks 

at the dawn of the War Between the States applies to most of the century:   

"Great dissimilarities in the laws governing banks in the several states 
precluded uniformity, security, or safety.  There was no central place of 
redemption, hence most notes were at a discount, varying with distance 
from the bank of issue.  It was estimated that there were 7,000 kinds and 
denominations of notes, and fully 4,000 spurious or altered varieties were 
reported."35  

Though naturally New York City emerged as a center for printing and distributing 

counterfeit money due to its place as communications and transportation hub, there was 

no single geographic hub for counterfeiting.  Consequently, Agent Flynn found himself 

traveling in many other cities throughout the region.  Generally, production took place in 

rural areas, often utilizing large remote farmhouses and barns to hold printing presses, 

personnel, and supplies.  Flynn was often in hot pursuit using wagon and team, following 

suspects into the backwoods, uncovering counterfeiting supplies hidden in caves and 

holes in the ground.36  While we have some evidence of distribution of bogus coins and 

currency at rural county fairs, for the most part distribution occurred in urban areas.  

As Hartsfield has argued, the late nineteenth century witnessed a trend toward 

professionalization throughout American society following the Civil War, including 

among law enforcement personnel.  Even as police and others improved methods of 
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detection, criminals extended their own tactics and creativity.  The key difference 

between criminals and other professionals, Hartsfield argues, lay in the level of risk:  for 

the individuals on the wrong side of the law, "wealth was always within his grasp, but so 

was complete failure and imprisonment. The fascination of Americans with this figure 

during these years is closely tied to this quality of risk.  He became a symbol of both 

America's promise and danger."37  Ironically, then, these forces that sought to destroy the 

fabric of American life by attacking the foundations of its economic and banking 

systems, also captured a special place in the hearts of many.  Even Flynn, as mentioned, 

was motivated to join the Secret Service in part because he was enamored of the romance 

of the counterfeiter lifestyle. 

As criminals, counterfeiters came from diverse economic, ethnic, and professional 

backgrounds.  Among many others, Flynn prosecuted Italians and found them to be more 

active and successful counterfeiters than other ethnic groups.  But he also investigated 

Polish, Irish, and Syrian counterfeiters.38  Secret Service agent Don Wilkie ranked ethnic 

groups' counterfeiting ability beginning with Italians for their "familiarity with modeling 

in plaster," followed closely by "Races of English-speaking descent...with the Germans 
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and Irish ranking third and fourth."  He also acknowledged the Chinese tendency to work 

with counterfeiting of gold.39 

Flynn was relentless in upholding and enforcing the law and did not shy away 

from arresting individuals most would find unlikely to be criminals.  Soon after arriving 

in Pittsburgh, he arrested an 11-year-old Italian boy who had scoured silver material from 

a battery, applied it to pennies, and then attempted to pass them off as 10-cent pieces.40  

Counterfeiting operations ranged from individuals working in remote farmhouses, to 

large urban networks employing hundreds of individuals for each task.  Like the 

enterprising 11-year-old coin pusher, counterfeiters seemed to assume the attitude that 

even little operations could sometimes make it as big, so why not try?  In fact, 

counterfeiting often provided a good side job for otherwise honest people who justified 

their actions based on the fact that so many others engaged in it.41 

Counterfeiting was an attractive side job, even for those with steady incomes.  

"Well-to-do farmer and bridge contractor" Thomas Imler was arrested by Flynn for 

counterfeiting in June 1900.  Representative of such reports of the period, the 

Philadelphia Inquirer's headlined trumpeted:  "Contractor Charged with Shoving the 

Queer."42 
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In fact, in some instances being well off could be an invitation to accusations of 

counterfeiting, if neighbors could not readily ascertain the source of one's income.  In 

Wilkinsburg, Pennsylvania, a railroad inspector tipped Flynn off about a family that 

seemed to always have sufficient money despite lacking steady employment.43   

Individuals engaged in counterfeiting for myriad reasons.  Though typically the 

prime objective was to get rich quickly, occasionally there were diversions from this 

standard narrative.  For example, in August 1906, Flynn arrested Captain George R. 

Boynton, who used his counterfeiting equipment to make bogus Venezuelan currency and 

attempt to bankroll a rebellion against dictator Cipriano Castro.  Perhaps because 

conditions in Venezuela were less than ideal, Boynton responded to the call for his return 

to stand trial, and, once convicted, "smiled unconcernedly as he went off to the Kings 

County penitentiary."44 

Not all counterfeiters were hands-on or personally involved in the production of 

bogus bills and coins.  For example, the mid-century counterfeiter Frederick "Fred" 

Biebusch was more of a "capitalist" who saw counterfeiting as an investment.  Lacking 

the specific skills himself, Biebusch purchased printing supplies and equipment, paper, 

and arranged for space for operations and production, then went on to hire those who 
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knew what they were doing.  He was also adept at avoiding capture and jail time by 

bribing officers who came to arrest him.45   

The counterfeiters that crossed paths with William J. Flynn demonstrated the fact 

that this crime had a high recidivism rate, and that they wasted little time in resuming 

their crimes as soon as they could.  For example, William H. Tarrant, sentenced to the 

Pennsylvania Western State Penitentiary for six years and eight months on counterfeiting 

charges, was released on December 25, 1899, only to be arrested again January 12, 1900 

following a tip from a local woman who thought he looked suspicious.46   

Most counterfeiters had some specialty.  Many excelled at engraving intricate 

scripts and signatures, which was something of a gateway skill to more advanced 

counterfeiting techniques.  Others were adept at landscapes, portraits, or historical 

scenes.47   

One counterfeiter worthy of note was William Brockway, with whom Flynn 

became acquainted during his time working as a jailkeeper at Ludlow Street Jail.  In 

McCabe's thorough history of the technology of counterfeiting, most of the counterfeiters 

designated as famous "bad boys" are treated with a half-page or so.  On the other hand, 

Brockway, arguably the most famous counterfeiter of his time, captures 12 full pages.  
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By Flynn's account, Brockway was charming and his stories engaging, to the extent that 

the admiring young jailkeeper had to remind himself that he was dealing with a criminal. 

Born in 1822 and raised by an adopted family, Brockway later found employment 

in a printing firm contracted by the state to print currency.  He stealthily ran a lead plate 

through the press, capturing the inscription of the bank note designs.  This first crime was 

just the tip of the iceberg, as Brockway built a career throughout the Northeast, pushing 

his forged bills in larger cities and leaving behind him a string of fake names, false 

identities, and sham marriages with abandoned brides.  While working in Ludlow Street 

Jail, Flynn grew quite close to Brockway and relished the stories that he told, admitting 

that most of them were probably "pure fiction."  Brockway related to young Flynn his 

early exploits, including his extensive studies in chemistry at Yale.  48 

Brockway slipped in and out of custody, always working deftly with investigators 

by offering bribes, leads, and partial confessions.  An 1867 opinion piece in the New York 

Times demanded a Congressional investigation after witnessing that William P. Wood, 

first Chief of the Secret Service, stood by Brockway's side in court as "volunteer 

counsel."  Wood's employment of the notorious counterfeiter as an informant was not 

appreciated by the Times writer, who questioned "the peculiar relations of the 

Government to the counterfeiters of its currency."49   Brockway was finally caught in 
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1895 and sentenced to ten years in prison.  Following his good-behavior early release in 

1904, Brockway apparently relinquished the counterfeiting trade, dying a wealthy man in 

1920.50   

Counterfeiting was not a victimless crime, and immediate victims were also a 

diverse lot.  Counterfeit pushers typically targeted small shops, especially those run by 

immigrants, in hopes that limited language or social skills would preclude identification 

of the phony bills.  Such targets could not afford to be arrested or put on trial.  In July 

1899, Flynn traveled to McKeesport, Pennsylvania, to investigate the shoving of 

counterfeit bills in Italian barbershops.  A few days later, he was back in Pittsburgh, 

conducting a search and stakeout of an Italian-owned fruit stand reporting counterfeit 

bills.51  A Syrian counterfeiter arrested by Flynn bragged about his ability to push bogus 

bills among all kinds of people, including Hungarians.52  Many immigrants, new to the 

U.S. and its currency, were caught unwittingly in the counterfeiting network as they 

unknowingly passed on bogus bills they had received.  Usually such individuals were 

shown leniency, such as an intoxicated Irishman who was fined and discharged, though 

he had counterfeit dollars on his person at the time of his arrest.  Apparently drunkenness 
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was a mitigating factor, proving that the suspect didn't really know or fully understand 

what they were doing.53 

With the standardization of currency through the 1862 Legal Tender Act, the 

counterfeiting of other related materials became an issue.  The bill included a prohibition 

of "flash dollars," copies of genuine bills appearing in advertisements, toys, or even as 

candy.54  With this in mind, Flynn investigated the Actual Business College for using its 

own form of currency or scrip, and began a dialogue with the U.S. Attorney, who 

ultimately determined that the internal college cash was fine.55  Flynn found Confederate 

States notes still in circulation, being used, and even being counterfeited.56 In yet another 

case, Flynn investigated a tip that a seal of the Russian Consulate General had been 

stolen.57   

Tarnoff has argued that the standardization of currency was about more than just 

bills.  This new level of control, as well as enforcement in the form of the Secret Service, 

represented a "new kind of nationhood," a federal influence in the daily lives of American 

citizens that it did not have previously.58  Following the war, when the federal 

government's authority to print money was called into question, the Supreme Court ruled, 
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in Hepburn's words, "that giving the legal tender quality to paper was a sovereign power, 

exercisable in time of peace as well as in time of war, in the discretion of Congress."59 

Several pieces of Civil War-era legislation significantly changed the landscape of 

the U.S. monetary system.  First, in a major step increasing federal power, the Legal 

Tender Act of 1862 gave the cash-strapped Congress the authority to print money to pay 

government obligations.  The 1863 National Bank Act took this a step further, stipulating 

that American money could only be produced by the federal government.  Johnson links 

the assertion of federal authority over the money system as part of "a continual process of 

state building," with the next step being the creation of an agency tasked with 

enforcement.60  As Flynn traversed the Northeast, he was a vessel for this "state 

building," representing the federal government and penetrating into the daily lives of 

Americans.   

The authority of the federal government over producing currency and coins 

expanded during and after the Civil War.  A major step in this process was the creation of 

the Bureau of Engraving and Printing.  During the war, as funds became scarce, the 

Treasury Department was authorized to issue "Demand Notes," which were outsourced to 

a private printing company and could be exchanged for coins.  The department was fully 

recognized by its current name in 1874 and, in subsequent years, was tasked with printing 
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passports and commemorative postage stamps, as well as bonds and other financial 

documents.61  True to form, counterfeiters took to counterfeiting these as well, along with 

travelers checks.62  The Bureau was resistant to mechanization of any kind, using human-

powered rotary presses until World War I, when workforce shortages forced the 

introduction of expanded automation.63 

Typically, currency counterfeiting was done with a die, a thin piece of soft metal, 

usually steel or copper, about the size of a bill.  In earlier times, the etching was done by 

setting a genuine bill on the soft metal and using a knife or other tool to punch through 

and create an impression of the bill.64  By the end of the 19th century, most die were 

created using mechanical engraving techniques, with acid used to deepen the etchings on 

the metal.  In a process called Intaglio printing, ink was added into the troughs of these 

etched printing plates, and paper was run through a press.  Later counterfeiters began to 

use more advanced techniques for impressing the currency image on metal, including 

photolithography, which involved the use of photographic negatives, and photoengraving, 

which utilized chemicals, heat, and light to burnish the bill image on the metal surface, 

which was in turn used for duplicating currency.65   
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Paper, ink, and presses were vital supplies for counterfeiters.  Even as the federal 

government added security measures to its own printing processes, such as watermarks 

and the inclusion of colored silk fibers, criminals matched step for step.  Due to their 

effectiveness in giving linen-based paper an aged, used appearance, counterfeiters also 

ran a booming rag-collection industry, gathering rags, cleaning them, and sorting by age 

and color, finally being cut into appropriate sizes.66  Ink, usually oil- or zinc-based, was 

tested for opacity, density, and strength, with many colors utilized.  Matching genuine ink 

tones was often a challenge, as demonstrated in Flynn's investigation of Lupo and 

Morello when informant Antonio Comito was sent to New York City to find supplies for 

mixing a more accurate coloring.  Finally, the most common press used by counterfeiters 

was a simple roller press, in which paper is rolled through and, under pressure, takes on 

the image from the ink resting in etched troughs on a metal plate.67   

An important step in the counterfeiting process was the aging of the fake bills.  

Shopkeepers were suspicious of new notes, leading counterfeiters to go to great lengths to 

artificially age their bills.  In The Barrel Mystery, Flynn noted that almost as a distraction, 

some of the bills he confiscated had been dipped in coffee "to give them the appearance 

of having been handled, thus tending to cover up whatever crudity might otherwise 

appear."68 
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As government printers improved their processes and procedures, creative 

counterfeiters found innovative ways to get the job done.  For example, one notable case 

involved a counterfeiter who, shying away from the advanced technology available for 

the enterprise, printed bills on bond paper, dipped them in weak coffee to give them an 

aged look, then placed his bills atop genuine bills and traced the design for accuracy.  On 

the other hand, many counterfeiters sought out the latest in copying and printing 

technologies.  In March 1900, Flynn arrested one Claude C. Kimball for the "making of 

counterfeit paper money by the use of a specially constructed camera."69  Though it is 

assumed that most counterfeiters learned the trade by personal interaction and oral 

traditions, newspaper accounts of operations could be very detailed and, to an extent, 

instructive.  A July 1898 Washington Post article, for example, discussed in some detail 

how the accused counterfeiters mutilated genuine bills slightly, piecing together new bills 

in a type of low-tech Frankenstein-style counterfeiting scheme.  The Secret Service 

operatives assigned to the case claimed they had heard of this method finding success 

abroad, and suspected involvement of foreigners.70  In yet another related crime, Secret 

Service operative Keyes described a case where men "washed" and resold cancelled 

document stamps which were required on every steamship ticket.71 
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Counterfeiting of coins was no less important.  As the California Gold Rush 

increased the gold market, a system of mints was established across the country.  As with 

currency counterfeiting, the molds for coins were stolen, reproduced, and shared among 

counterfeiters.  Earlier Secret Service efforts had led to a decrease in coin counterfeiting, 

but as the Service turned its attention in the latter nineteenth century to curbing bogus 

currency production, coins made a comeback.  A widely-used method was to make an 

impression of a genuine coin on a piece of soft metal, which could then be modified into 

a usable mold, into which molten metal could be poured to create the coins.  As a young 

agent, William J. Flynn was involved in an investigation that uncovered "a new device in 

counterfeiting":  a copper die.  An article in the New York Tribune noted that "Molds for 

counterfeiting are ordinarily made of plaster of paris, and there is almost invariably some 

flaw in the coins thus made...Coins in the copper mold, however, are much more perfect 

as to detail."72    

In a common scenario, small businesses received a direct mailing, called a "green 

goods letter," offering counterfeit bills at a price, typically 25-35 cents on the dollar.  

Desperate for cash, would-be distributors wrote counterfeiters and asked for samples, 

receiving genuine bills in response.  However, after sending payment for their order, such 
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individuals were often swindled, receiving an empty box or a package filled with 

sawdust, giving rise to the term "sawdust swindling."73    

In some cases, an organization was sufficiently large that it encompassed 

production and distribution, and possessed the means to launch multi-state distributions 

through an order given "by telegraphing in cipher."74   But this was not typical.  

Generally, the distribution side of the counterfeiting operation was divided into wholesale 

and retail arms, along with the "pushers" and "shovers" who got the false money into 

circulation.  At the wholesale level, a dealer sold counterfeit money to regional or local 

distribution groups.  Wholesalers competed fiercely for exclusive distribution rights for a 

given area.  Smaller retailers, in turn, told to the street-level shovers.  If part of a larger 

organization, a "boodle carrier," whose role was to deliver counterfeit notes from the 

dealer to the shovers, might be involved.   

The typical distribution of counterfeit bills, executed by Lupo and Morello as well 

as many others, was to use the bills in "poorly lit shops" and in establishments run by 

immigrants unlikely to be interested in involving the police, exchanging bad money for 

good.75  Using the fake currency, shovers exchanged their fake money when they 

proceeded to make a small purchase, such as a newspaper or coffee, receiving full-value 
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genuine money in change.76  One of Brockway's accomplices, a woman known variously 

as Countess Simone, Mrs. Harkness, and Sarah the Shover, purchased a $250 shawl with 

a counterfeit $1000 bill and walked away with $750 in real money.77  Another shover 

with whom Flynn became acquainted at Ludlow, nicknamed Lame Sam, stealthily carried 

wads of counterfeit bills in a hollowed-out cane.78  Normally, shovers worked in groups 

of two or three, with one member waiting outside a shop as a compatriot attempted to use 

the bogus bill inside.79     

Flynn's first case after joining the Secret Service involved a counterfeiter 

nicknamed "the Sausage Man."  Flynn recognized the Sausage Man's tenacity, stating 

"...the conscientious counterfeiter does not understand the word quit.  That's his trouble.  

This accomplishes his downfall."  Flynn was on the chase for the Sausage Man after he 

received counterfeit bills that felt greasy to the touch.80  According to fellow agent Don 

Wilkie, the Sausage Man earned his moniker because he frequently passed fake bills in 

delicatessens, buying small amounts of meat products and leaving with genuine money in 

change, moving on after he had worked in one area for a short while.81  The Sausage 

Man's strategy of pushing counterfeit bills in delicatessens and counting on proprietors to 
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not recognize the fake bills, worked well, and he became a legend throughout the 

Northeastern United States. 

Counterfeiters often set up shop in the mountains or other remote locations, far 

from the probing eyes of neighbors or law enforcement officials.  As we shall see, Flynn's 

investigation of the famous Lupo and Morello case involved a remote farmhouse outside 

Poughkeepsie, New York.  Earlier in his career, during his time in Pittsburgh, Flynn 

uncovered many an operation in "the mountain barrens" where shovers distributed their 

wares at the local county fair or in small fruit stands and other shops.82     

The quality of product varied widely.  In some cases, counterfeiters were almost 

praised for their handiwork.  In the case of the 1899 Inognoli bust, no less a luminary 

than Secret Service Chief William Hazen himself said that the counterfeits were not only 

good, but that they were the "most dangerous moulded bogus coins he ever saw."83  On 

the other hand, tracking a gang that distributed their counterfeit coinage at a local county 

fair, "The coin made by the gang was a poor counterfeit and its spuriousness easily 

detected."84  Indeed, the Secret Service often walked a fine line in its communication 

regarding the quality of counterfeit money.  

The complexities of the court system required Flynn and his fellow Secret Service 

operatives to be closely involved in order to ensure that justice was served.  Flynn's work, 
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and that of many Secret Service agents of the time, centered around working with the 

legal system.  The first stop, once an individual had been arrested for counterfeiting, was 

a hearing in the U.S. Commissioner's Court, in which a judge considered the evidence in 

the case and decided whether it justified being presented to the grand jury, and, if the case 

was to continue, at what level to set bail.  At this hearing, the U.S. Attorney walked a fine 

line, presenting sufficient evidence to continue the case, without tipping the government's 

hand and sharing all the evidence in its possession. Typically, the defense moved for 

dismissal due to lack of evidence or sought low bail.85 

The Commissioner's Court was but the first step, and many potential obstacles 

stood between this hearing and the actual trial itself.  Once bail was posted, the accused 

had many opportunities to slip away, including by giving up counterfeiting equipment, 

names of contacts, or identifying distribution agents in the system.  The accused often 

forged letters from political leaders and others attesting to their innocence.  Agents, 

including Flynn, consulted frequently with prosecutors to discuss the case's background, 

review evidence, and seek opinions, all in hopes that fewer cases would be dismissed.  

Occasionally, operatives seeing that a case was tilting toward dismissal would secure new 

warrants and re-arrest targets as they left the courtroom.  Lastly, during sentencing, 

operatives worked with judges to stop the practice of freely issuing pardons.86  
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Reviewing the quarterly reports of arrests included with Flynn's messages to Chief 

Wilkie in Washington, D.C., it appears that many of those arrested on counterfeiting 

charges were soon released, with the most common reason being lack of evidence.87 

By his own reports, Flynn was closely involved in shepherding cases through this 

legal obstacle course.  In the case of Cyrus Miller, whom Flynn had arrested following a 

dramatic chase using a horse drawn team, when the suspect confessed to his crimes, the 

U.S. Attorney leaned toward suspending the sentence.  Flynn argued forcefully that 

"unless some of the counterfeiters were punished it would continue on the increase" and 

that if Miller were to be released and returned to his home in Garrett, Pennsylvania, 

"without being punished, some of the citizens of that town would be rather disappointed."  

Flynn continued his argument with the judge himself, who felt that if Miller were 

sentenced to serve time in the penitentiary, he would likely return to counterfeiting.  

Flynn pointed out that Miller was acting purely out of desperation, that he was "caught 

red handed and could not do otherwise," only confessing when he had no other choice.88  

Not all interactions with those in the legal system were contentious, however.  In April 

1900, Flynn met with the Pittsburgh District Attorney to discuss the counterfeiting cases 

he intended to try in the upcoming court term, indicating a level of partnership and 

collaboration between the Secret Service and the law.89 
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By the time Flynn entered the Secret Service, like Frederick Jackson Turner's 

famously premature declaration of the end of the frontier, many pointed to a near-total 

collapse of counterfeiting in the U.S.  Johnson's survey notes a "stark decline" in 

counterfeiting as the 19th century wore on.90  A contemporary Washington Post article, 

drawing on a Philadelphia Record report, noted that "thanks to an efficient Secret 

Service...Counterfeiting is on the decline because most of the counterfeiters are in 

prison."  The article further suggested that if other laws were as "inflexible and as 

certainly enforced as have been the Federal laws against counterfeiting...Crime would be 

on the decline everywhere."91  Trumpeting the work accomplished by his father, himself, 

and fellow agents, Secret Service operative Don Wilkie claimed that "no counterfeiter or 

group of counterfeiters can make a killing from the manufacture of fraudulent paper 

money.  The Secret Service has done too thorough a job for that to happen.  In that field 

its success has never been equaled by any detective force anywhere."92  However, while 

all this high praise for the Secret Service is certainly warranted, from Flynn's record and 

workload it is obvious that there were still plenty of counterfeiters to go around.   

While Flynn's typical strategy was months of surveillance followed by a thrilling 

rush of arrests and interrogations, he took leads wherever he could find them.  In January 

1900, for example, Flynn took custody of one Thomas Hagerty.  A repeat offender with 
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several crimes, including robbery and counterfeiting, Hagerty had created copper molds 

for use in counterfeiting and sent them to a friend for safekeeping while he served a 

prison sentence.  When he tried to sell the molds, suspicion was aroused when he offered 

the bars for less than the supposed value.  The copper was examined, Secret Service 

called, and Flynn soon arrived to take custody.93  

Flynn's Work:  Early Years 

Besides a few newspaper articles referring only to "Agent Flynn," William J. 

Flynn appears in the archives of the U.S. Secret Service as a "special operative" riding a 

train from New York City to his new post in Pittsburgh on July 5, 1899.  The transfer 

represented a dramatic moment in the young agent's career in law enforcement.  After 

less than two full years as an agent in New York, Flynn was assigned as the senior agent 

in an active field office.  His specialty was the central task assigned to the entire Secret 

Service: tracking, arresting, and ensuring conviction of counterfeiters.  Though it is 

almost certain that he was a successful agent in New York, William J. Flynn had much to 

learn in Pittsburgh as he squared off against counterfeiters and moonshiners.94   

One of the most common tasks assigned to Flynn in these early years was to 

escort suspects to New York City to appear in District Court.  In one notable and 
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doubtless challenging case in October 1898, Flynn was assigned to bring in a fellow 

Secret Service agent, Agent Mayers, arrested for attempting to interfere with a 

government witness in a diamond smuggling case, from Poughkeepsie.  Coverage in the 

New York Times claimed that the fellow agent was attempting to bribe the government 

witness.95  Though Agent Mayers was ultimately charged only with disorderly conduct (a 

municipal offense), accompanying a fellow agent, bound for arraignment in New York, 

speaks to Flynn's integrity and commitment to duty.   

While Flynn's special assignment and talent was counterfeiting, the Secret 

Service's charge to protect the currency of the United States extended to other modes of 

protection of government funds.  In October 1901, for example, under the headline 

"Government Money Bag Robbed," Assistant Treasurer Conrad N. Jordan notified "Chief 

Flynn" that $5,200 had been stolen from a government shipment from Buffalo to New 

York City.96 

Flynn's typical work process was established within a few days of arriving in 

Pittsburgh in July 1899.  Leads came in from various sources, but one case demonstrates 

the usual progression.  First, intelligence was received, in this case from a local police 

officer, that an individual was passing counterfeit notes on Italian shopkeepers in the 

area.  Flynn went to Commissioner Lindsay to swear out a warrant for the suspect's 
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arrest, then gave the warrant to the U.S. Marshal to serve.  He then met with the U.S. 

Attorney for authorization to further investigate the case and begin gathering evidence 

before the commissioner's review.97   

From the beginning, Flynn's area of specialization was counterfeiting.  In May 

1899, the New York Times noted that, working with Agent Owen Owens, Flynn arrested 

six men for counterfeiting following months of close surveillance.  The arrest involved 

several Italian counterfeiters, including Sisto Incognoli, all of whom had bogus coins on 

their immediate person.  Like many such arrests, the initial capture led quickly to a raid 

on the counterfeiting plant headquarters, in this case a house where Incognoli's family 

members and fellow counterfeiters were hiding out with extensive tools and equipment.  

The Incognolis' protestations that some of them had just arrived from Italy, and should 

therefore be shown leniency, fell on deaf ears.98 

The case of the Incognolios' counterfeiting operation demonstrates that even after 

convictions and jail time, counterfeiting was an attractive proposition.  In August 1902, 

Flynn was in Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, again arresting several Italians for 

counterfeiting.  This operation, also run by Sisto and Joseph Incognolio, taught Flynn the 

importance of thorough searches of the premises: Molds and other equipment for 

counterfeiting were found buried in a nearby cave.99 
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Much of Flynn's time was occupied receiving and following up on leads and tips 

from informants.  Not long after his assignment began in western Pennsylvania, he 

received a tip that bogus coins were being used in a gas meter in Pittsburgh.  His follow-

through involved contacting the gas company auditor for further information.  When the 

auditor claimed no knowledge of the incident, Flynn then had to retrace back to his 

informant and demand clarification.100  Informants carefully planted within or close to 

criminal organizations developed elaborate systems for signaling when crime was afoot.  

For example, one of Flynn's restaurant-based informants would very deliberately wipe or 

not wipe his hands on his apron to signal whether or not the suspect had bogus coins in 

his possession.101  Many tips regarding counterfeiting arrived in the form of circular 

letters from headquarters identifying bad bills which had been observed in the national 

money supply.102   

Even while engaged in other assignments, Flynn was drawn into assist with other 

cases because of his expertise.  While in New York investigating counterfeit coin passing 

in the public transportation system, Flynn also spent several nights staking out an area of 

livery stables after a female informant reported hearing suspicious noises like a printing 
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press.  After the stakeout and obtaining what they felt was sufficient evidence, Flynn 

obtained a search warrant and led several other agents in storming the building.103 

Flynn was no stranger to subversive work in order to capture and convict 

criminals.  An article in the Somerset (PA) Herald detailed the arrest of a counterfeiter in 

Garrett, Pennsylvania, in which Flynn and a fellow agent, Thomas F. Berriman, were 

dispatched to investigate reports from local farmers and shopkeepers of counterfeit coins 

in circulation.  Careful of prevailing rural distrust of the federal government, the two 

agents checked in to a local hotel and announced that they were in the market for 

purchasing coal land.  From the farmers who quickly gathered, they learned of 29-year-

old miner Cyrus F. Miller and raced to his home "in hot pursuit."  Search of Miller's 

home revealed crude plaster Paris molds and other supplies indicating he intended to 

make more fake coins.  The paper described a tender scene which may have pulled at 

Flynn's heartstrings, noting that as they arrested Miller and took him away, there was "a 

very affecting scene...his family evidently loving him devotedly," with Miller assuring 

the officers that "this was his first offense, and would be his last."104 

Counterfeiters, it seems, rarely acted in total isolation.  Flynn became adept at 

interrogating those he arrested, pressuring them to betray others engaged in criminal 

activities.  In April 1901, Flynn arrested Sam T. Mahon for making and distributing 
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bogus nickels.  Though initially unwilling to confess, under intensive questioning by 

Flynn he "admitted his guilt and implicated others."105  Flynn knew how to brandish 

threats as well, telling Cyrus Miller that "unless he gave up the moulds I would arrest his 

entire family."106  Though likely a bluff, it prompted Miller to provide information about 

the location of the counterfeiting molds.  Finally, Flynn was not opposed to stepping out 

of procedural and even legal bounds to extract information from a suspect, noting that in 

course of tracking one individual who had already given statements to the authorities, 

"during the evening I visited several saloons to accidentally meet Culver, and learn if he 

cared to say anything further."107 

October 1899 found Flynn testifying in a counterfeiting case in Philadelphia.  

Compounding the difficulty of the case, the lawyers in the counterfeiting plot were in 

turn themselves found guilty of bribery and conspiracy, and John Wilkie himself, head of 

the Secret Service, was called to the stand to testify as well.  Wilkie was joined not only 

by Flynn, but also by agent William J. Burns.108  Like Flynn, Burns was a rising star in 

the Secret Service due to his record of successfully-concluded cases.  This was not the 

last time that Flynn would cross paths with Burns, who would loom especially large 
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during the investigation of the September 1920 Wall Street bombing, and ultimately find 

his way to become Flynn's successor as head of the fledgling Bureau of Investigation. 

Identifying suspects and confirming identities took time and collaboration with 

other agencies.  Hubert Hoffman, arrested for counterfeiting in McConnelsburg, 

Pennsylvania, was also thought to be a suspected murderer wanted in West Virginia.  

Before arresting Hoffman, Flynn waited while a West Virginia sheriff traveled to 

Pennsylvania to identify the suspect, ultimately determining that it wasn't the man.  Flynn 

was then free to take Hoffman into custody and continue with counterfeiting 

proceedings.109  In another instance, Flynn sent a woman who had gotten a counterfeit 

note into an Italian shoe repair shop "to take a look at the Italians there."110 

Agent Flynn's days were filled with a nonstop barrage of counterfeiting cases.  

Having captured photographers, stonemasons, and bridge contractors, Flynn's arrest 

docket is a testament to how appealing counterfeiting was to many as side income.111  

Numerous others with unidentified occupations were arrested as well, with one 

Philadelphia Inquirer article noting that Flynn "brought a rich capture of counterfeiters to 

town today," fresh from their operational headquarters in "the mountain barrens," in 

September 1900.112  Counterfeiting operations broken by Flynn and his associates 
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involved paper currency, as well as nickels, ten-cent pieces, and other coins.113  In these 

cases, Flynn became adept at extracting confessions through interrogation, as well as 

forcing his prey to implicate others.     

In 1901, William J. Flynn was recalled to New York City and appointed by Secret 

Service Chief John E. Wilkie as Head of the service's Eastern Division, which, according 

to Mike Dash, "made him the most important agent in the country outside 

Washington."114  Flynn thrived in this position, continuing his campaign against crime 

throughout the eastern states, but especially in his home, New York City.  It was during 

these years that Flynn, according to one obituary, "established his reputation as a great 

detective by his many captures of counterfeiters and other criminals, and as a first-class 

lawyer by his thorough preparation of his cases, which brought an unusually large 

number of convictions."115  Through his relentless pursuit of criminals, he also 

established the Secret Service as a federal organization sufficiently capable to withstand 

the forces of terrorism that would undermine American life and society.   

The content of cases in Flynn's position was similar to what he had been doing 

previously: counterfeiting, escorting important witnesses or criminals, and other crimes 

and adventures.  This period saw Flynn's most prominent case, the arrest of Ignazio Lupo 
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and Giuseppe Morello, Italian counterfeiters bent on destabilizing the American economy 

through a process of terrorism and extortion.  Flynn's penchant for deep thought and 

review of cases and his evolution as "steady hammer" came to fruition during this period.   

In locations remote and urban, Flynn led raid after raid against suspected 

counterfeiters, with his personal involvement catching the eye of watchful superiors in 

the Secret Service.  Outside Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania, he and agents descended 

"heavily armed" on a house occupied by Italian counterfeiters.  Subsequent searching 

revealed molds and other counterfeiting tools in a nearby cave.116  Extending his reach 

even beyond the United States, Flynn arrested Captain George R. Boynton for 

counterfeiting in August 1906.  Undeterred by an initial dismissal, Flynn persevered with 

the case, taking it to a federal court where a grand jury found ample evidence for 

prosecution.  Boynton, who had counterfeiting supplies to make bonus Venezuelan 

currency in order to bankroll an uprising against the current government , responded by 

returning to the U.S. to stand trial, where he was convicted and later sentenced to six 

months hard labor.117 
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Flynn's Big Break: Chasing Lupo and Morello 

As is often the case with crime networks and terrorist organizations, obtaining 

sufficient evidence to arrest and convict the frontline operators is easy, while gathering an 

airtight case against the bigger fish can be a monumental challenge.  In the case of 

capturing infamous Italian counterfeiters Lupo and Morello, William J. Flynn 

demonstrated unflagging resolve by waiting nearly seven years to bring the men to trial.  

He spent this time in constant searching and surveillance, waiting patiently until 

sufficient evidence had been accumulated before striking, practicing his "doctrine" of 

"steady hammering."118  Flynn's pursuit of Lupo and Morello is a study in the type of 

extensive research and relentless investigation required to bring down a vast terrorist 

network.  Flynn's work placed the Secret Service before the public eye as the best 

qualified agency to pursue those bent on destroying democracy.  It is with good reason 

that this notable case, according to a 1917 University of Wisconsin masters thesis, "won 

for him his spurs in the service."119 

The case that made Flynn's name a household word and cemented his reputation 

as a detective began with the predawn discovery of an unidentified dead body, crammed 

into a wooden barrel, on Manhattan's East Side in April 1903.  At first the case, afterward 
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called "a detective story in a class by itself,"120 had little to do with Flynn and his work, 

which at this time was more focused on chasing the infamous counterfeiters Ignazio Lupo 

and Giuseppe Morello.  But soon after the discovery, as Flynn reviewed newspaper 

reports of the lack of progress by the NYPD Detective Bureau, he determined to visit the 

morgue and get involved.121   

Flynn's involvement would ultimately lead not only to identifying the body, but to 

arresting and convicting notorious counterfeiters Ignazio Lupo and Giuseppe Morello.  

Flynn would proudly and publicly recount his role in solving both crimes at least twice: 

first, in a series of articles in the Washington Post from April to June 1914; and again in 

extended form in a full volume, The Barrel Mystery, published by James A. McCann 

Company in 1919.  Though not well-remembered today, it makes sense that he would 

attempt to capitalize on this then-well-known chapter in the history of American crime, 

counterfeiting in general, and New York City.   

In his 1914 memoir, Flynn mocked "false whiskers and rubber boots" as 

belonging more to the theater than to real-life police work.  Even as the Washington Post 

hyped his articles, promising that he would "divulge for the first time the very ritual of 

the [Black Hand] society, the secret ceremonies they hold, and the way in which they plot 

murder and execute their schemes," and claiming that "several mysteries which have long 
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baffled the police of big cities will be cleared up," Flynn downplayed drama.  He outlined 

his "doctrine and advice" in two simple words: "Steady hammering."122  For Flynn, 

though he often related his experiences publicly years later, the spotlight was secondary 

to solving crimes and making the country safe.  And though speed, as we see in Flynn's 

other adventures, was often of the essence and crucial to swift resolution, his seemingly 

slow and methodical approach often outlasted those lacking his patience and 

perseverence.   

The criminals in this key case, who may also be branded as anarchists, were 

Ignazio Lupo and Giuseppe Morello.  Before they launched their counterfeiting careers in 

the United States, they had already amassed significant criminal experience in their home 

country, Sicily.  Morello, convicted in 1884 of counterfeiting and swindling in Sicily, 

was later also convicted for murder, prompting a swift departure and escape to the U.S.  

Lupo, nicknamed "the Wolf," had likewise been convicted of murder in Sicily and fled to 

the U.S., via Canada.  According to a 1911 magazine interview with Flynn, while 

Morello had a crippled right arm, Lupo was ten years younger, more polished, and "wore 

rings on both hands, used pomade in his hair, and gave off the odors of an east side 

perfumery shop."123 
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Both embraced a simple business model, terrorizing fellow Italians and others too 

weak to fight back and extorting cash in exchange for protection.  Flynn described 

Morello as the "brains of the organization," and Lupo charged with executing their joint 

plans.  As their base of operations, they invested in local businesses, Morello favoring 

barber shops, shoe repair shops, and restaurants, while Lupo ran grocery stores and 

imports.  Their later projects included questionable financial deals surrounding the 

construction and sale of cheap tenement housing, in which investors received empty 

promises while Lupo and Morello made away with profits.124     

The sequence of events presented by Flynn, beginning with the discovery of the 

dead body in the barrel on April 14, 1903, is worth noting.  The body in the barrel is, in 

some ways, really ancillary to the story of the capture of criminals Lupo and Morello.  

Flynn's narrative jumped from April 1903 quickly back to January 1903 Yonkers 

counterfeiting arrests, primarily to outline how the dead man's identity was revealed.  

Even without that portion of the narrative, Flynn's men would have continued surveilling 

and pursuing the Italians, ultimately exposing their counterfeiting ring.  The barrel 

mystery provided no fundamental clues in the counterfeiting and extortion charges later 

brought against Lupo and Morello.  Why, then, the temporal disruption in the story?   
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There are several conceivable reasons for the disruption.  First, the discovery of 

the dead body was Flynn's personal inroad to the case, so it makes sense that he would 

start the story there.  But it was really an inroad to a case unrelated to counterfeiting.  

Second, the story of the body and of Flynn's involvement in discovering its identity 

provided examples of Flynn's work practices and how he operated.  We clearly see from 

the beginning of the barrel murder narrative that once his interest was piqued, Flynn was 

relentless, perhaps even obsessive, never stopping chewing, pondering, grinding over the 

details of a case, even a case that wasn't originally his own.  We also see his skill with 

interrogations, utilizing strategies to manipulate suspects into confessing, implicating 

associates, or providing additional leads.  Lastly we see his encyclopedic knowledge of 

all crimes and criminals in the region and his ability to make connections between them.  

Flynn may have begun with the barrel murder narrative for other reasons.  

Perhaps it was to demonstrate so many of the attributes and practices of Black Hand 

operatives.  Maruena Benedetto was killed and stuffed into the barrel, and later Tomasso 

Petto was murdered for murdering Benedetto.  The chain of vengeance and violence was 

never-ending.  The importance of family relationships was obvious.  More than a small 

part of the impact of the story was fear, knowing that if a member of the Black Hand 

chose to betray a fellow Black Hander, there was no distance sufficient to protect him 

from revenge.  As well, Flynn knew the barrel mystery had captivated the public 

imagination.  With his growing sense of understanding the public psyche, he knew 

instinctively that like many dime novels, the violent crime would be a good beginning 

point for the story.  This developing sensitivity would serve him well as he continued his 
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media career, with books, films, and a weekly detective story magazine in his publishing 

future. 

Perhaps most importantly, the decision to begin the story with a temporal dogleg 

was important to Flynn's central thesis: "There is a Black Hand...It is not a figment of 

fiction."  He went on to argue that far from being an imaginary organization invented by 

newspapermen to sell papers, the Black Hand was "a group of men banded together by 

such obligations and for such detestable purposes as to readily test the credulity of the 

American mind."125  That he would have to begin his series of reflective articles for the 

Washington Post with this assertion speaks to the fact that many members of the 

newspaper reading public may have doubted the existence of an organization, operating 

within the boundaries of the United States, bent on terrorizing its citizens, extorting its 

citizens' money, and undermining its financial institutions through distribution of bogus 

money.  The story involving Benedetto, Petto, and Giuseppe De Priema demonstrates, in 

Flynn's mind, beyond any shadow of doubt that organized crime was alive and well in 

America.   

The NYPD had arrested several individuals as suspects and in hopes of 

identifying the dead man.  All those arrested, including Lupo and Morello, as well as 

Tomasso "Il Bove" (The Ox, for his large stature) Petto, denied recognizing the corpse.  

According to Flynn, NYPD made several key blunders in rounding up the suspects:  "The 
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police made the mistake of locking up the gang together, so that they could speak and 

plan together...The detectives also failed to examine all the letters and all the papers taken 

from the prisoners when searched."126  Typically ready to collaborate with other law 

enforcement agencies, in this instance Flynn quickly pointed out weaknesses in his 

colleagues' approach in order to insert himself into an investigation that piqued his 

interest. 

Flynn determined to see if any of the men he had recently sent to Sing Sing 

prison, specifically examining three men arrested for counterfeiting in Yonkers in 

January 1903, could shed any light on the case.  He sent Joseph Petrosino, of the NYPD 

Italian Squad, to investigate.  One of the prisoners, Giuseppe De Priema, positively 

identified the dead man as Maruena Benedetto, his brother-in-law.  Subsequent 

questioning of Benedetto's wife confirmed the identification.127   

It didn't take long for Flynn to put the pieces of this part of the puzzle together.  

He had arrested De Priema in January with two other counterfeiters in Yonkers.  One of 

their team, a mysterious fourth man, had escaped.  To extract the identity of the escaped 

suspect, he interrogated those in custody.  To give the others the impression that De 

Priema had squealed, he held De Priema longer than the others in the interrogation room 

and exited with him, shaking his hand and slapping him on the back and thanking him for 
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the information.  Within a few months, when the fourth man was caught thanks to 

constant Secret Service surveillance, the Sicilians naturally assumed De Priema had 

betrayed them and, true to the Sicilian way, marked him for death.  Since he was 

currently incarcerated, they turned to his closest male relative, his brother-in-law 

Maruena Benedetto.  Benedetto paid the ultimate price for Flynn's interrogation gambit, 

winding up dead in the infamous barrel.128 

By August 1903, all but Petto had been released due to lack of evidence.  As his 

men amassed evidence pointing to Petto's hand in killing Benedetto, Flynn became more 

convinced that there really was a Black Hand, fully organized and operating, spreading 

terror, discord and unrest within the United States.  Flynn also noted that the Black 

Hand's financial arm was constantly at work, raising funds for the legal defense of 

arrested members such as Petto.  In due course, Petto's lawyer sought his release from the 

Tombs.  Following his release, he relocated to Pittston, Pennsylvania, where, fully 

observed by Secret Service agents, he began to pursue his old habits, terrorizing and 

extorting money from local Italian miners.  True to the Sicilian law of violence and 

revenge, Petto soon he found himself shot down in the streets of Pittston, the target, 

according to Flynn, of a relative of Benedetto exacting vengeance.   

From 1903-1909, under Flynn's direction the Secret Service continued 

surveillance of Lupo and Morello.  They soon amassed sufficient evidence to arrest the 
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street-level criminals doing the work of the Black Hand, but Flynn's goal was to capture 

and convict the big fish.  Especially as the Black Handers experimented with 

counterfeiting, they employed an increasingly massive network of operatives and 

"pushers of the queer":  "men who distributed the bad money among the little Italian 

grocery stores and shoe shops, small merchants, and the like."129  Flynn realized that 

while arresting these low-level operatives might result in successful convictions, and 

might garner public success, Lupo and Morello would remain untouched in the 

background. 

During this period, the Black Hand continued its primary objective of extorting 

money from Italian shopkeepers and others.  Flynn outlined the organization's methods.  

The group sent so-called "Black Hand letters" to target business owners or private 

individuals, simply asking for money in exchange for safety.  While the primary targets 

were usually fellow Italians, the case of John H. Holmes of St. Louis demonstrates that 

extortion was not limited to Italian targets.  The 65-year-old Holmes actually "died of 

worry" after receiving numerous letters threatening dynamiting his home.130  The letters 

often threatened kidnapping, destruction of property, personal harm to family members, 

or worse.  One of the organization leaders, usually Morello, would be on hand to offer 

comfort to the shaken recipients and, in turn, to offer help.  Morello would often claim 
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that he could contact the senders and use his influence to seek a reduction in the amount 

of cash demanded.  Thankful targets would be appreciative, and Morello would escape 

with the letter, thus concealing evidence from authorities.131  Those who chose to 

disregard the letter would typically soon find themselves on the business end of a knife, a 

gun, or a bomb.  According to Mike Dash, like the anarchist arsenal, "Bombs were the 

favored tools of the exortionists."132 

During the long investigation and steady surveillance of Lupo and Morello, Flynn 

came to equate their criminal activities to what he called a new "mixed brand of 

terrorism" that exceeded even the dreaded Bolshevism as a threat to the stability of 

society.  This new variety brought together the violence and destruction of both the Black 

Hand and Bolshevism.  Indeed, Flynn said that Bolshevism would be "a welcome 

brother" compared to the villainy and terror caused by the Black Hand.  Left unchecked, 

Flynn said, the Black Hand, like its cousin the Sicilian Mafia, "would have increased its 

stranglehold upon the population to a point where the police might not have been able to 

guarantee the safety of its citizens."133  True to the definition of the Black Hand as a 

terrorist organization, Flynn identified the Black Hand as an active terrorist organization, 
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noting that in pursuit of their evil designs, it "commits crimes, assassinates persons, 

setting fire to houses, breaking in doors, exploding bombs, and kidnapping children."134 

During summer 1908, Lupo and Morello began talking about expanding beyond 

their standard extortion practices to explore a new moneymaking option: counterfeiting.  

Through the fall, they acquired supplies and property near Highland, New York, across 

the river from Poughkeepsie, sufficiently remote to be hidden from inquisitive eyes.  In 

November 1908, Lupo-Morello lieutenant Cecala recruited young printer Antonio 

Comito to the operation.  Comito, who suspected he was being employed to print shady 

publications such as obscene materials, was spirited away along with his lover Catherina 

to the small stone cottage in Highland, where they were kept for months against their 

will.135   

Soon, however, as he heard constant conversation among his captors about 

"nothing but homicides, assassinations, and robberies," Comito said that "it dawned on 

me that I was not dealing with honest people."136  Comito and Catherina subsisted mainly 

on potatoes, and Comito was not paid for his work.  He was told on numerous occasions 

that if he spoke of his counterfeiting work with anyone, his life would immediately be 

deemed worthless.137  When Lupo and Morello visited the farm, they attempted to recruit 
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Comito into joining the "Corleone Society," of which Morello was said to be president, 

describing the need for absolute secrecy in all their work.  He was told, further, that if 

chose to join, he would be christened and given a new name, as if born anew, into the 

family of crime, prompting Comito to recognize "the vast, hidden power of the Black-

Hand menace reaching as it does with arms steeped in gore all around the globe."138  

Clearly hyperbole, mixed possibly with exaggeration in Flynn's own retelling of the tale, 

Comito's words nonetheless reveal the fact that he was caught in a vast net of crime and 

violence.   

Flynn continued to build his network of informants and infiltrators, using 

informant Sam Locino to arrest and convict a Lupo-Morello agent named Boscarini.  

Boscarini, a "pusher of the queer," as street-level counterfeit money distributors were 

called, provided Locino with samples of the counterfeit bills the gang was offering.  To 

purchase the bogus bills at the going rate of 35 cents on the dollar, Flynn provided 

Locino with cash marked to enable tracking.  Initially refusing to testify in court and 

terrified that he would be marked for assassination, Locino was convinced by Flynn that 

he would be protected.  Following the trial and Boscarini's conviction, however, Lupo-

Morello guns found gaps in the protection and shot Locino in the street.  Ultimately 

surviving his wounds, Locino proved an important step in Flynn's plan to lull Lupo and 
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Morello into thinking that the government was satisfied bagging low- and mid-level 

operators and lacked evidence to convict the organization's top leadership.139   

As the Lupo-Morello counterfeiting enterprise grew, Flynn received intelligence 

from another highly-placed informant, known only as Logan.  Operating under deep 

cover, with Flynn claiming his real name was not even included in Secret Service files to 

protect anonymity, Logan worked his way up in the organization and became a trusted 

lieutenant.  At one point Logan was taken to the Highland counterfeiting operation and 

met Comito, who was clearly unhappy with the arrangements.  This connection with 

Comito, who became the government's "star witness," proved to be a turning point in the 

investigation.   

After Comito escaped from Lupo and Morello, Flynn personally convinced him to 

cooperate, demonstrating kindness and care while arguing that the federal government, in 

the form of the Secret Service, was the entity best equipped to destroy the Black Hand.  

At first hesitant, Comito soon realized that Flynn was "the representative of a power 

greater than that of the Black Hand, a power for law and order, which would protect him 

even against the secret vengeance of the men from Corleone."140  After disguising 

Comito, Flynn escorted him through restaurants and shops in New York so Comito could 
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identify people involved in the counterfeiting operation.  Knowing the almost 

unstoppable machine of Italian vengeance, Flynn extended this intensive protection of the 

key witness for the prosecution following the trial, spiriting Comito away to South 

America.141 

At last, in November 1909, Flynn launched what he called the "final roundup,"142 

tightening the noose around Lupo, Morello, and all levels of the Black Hand 

organization.  He had spent so much time plotting and gathering evidence, that the case 

was nearly airtight.  Picking up the major players drew some mockery, with Lupo and 

Morello both confident that their extensive legal defense fundraising would win the day.  

At an initial stop searching for Morello, an observant agent noted that Morello's wife was 

fussing with a baby's diaper, and on further investigation the diaper revealed it was full of 

Black Hand letters.  These letters, including one addressed to a New York lawyer 

demanding $50,000 for protection, became key evidence in the case.143  In all, 14 

counterfeiters and pushers were arrested on the same night for pushing bogus $2 and $5 

bills.  Having learned from the earlier arrests surrounding the barrel murder, Flynn 

arrested as many as possible as quickly as possible so that information couldn't be shared 

or warnings advanced.144 
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The trial, which opened in January 1910, included plenty of theatrics.  For the 

government, Flynn had rounded up numerous witnesses, including train personnel from 

the line that ran from Poughkeepsie to New York City, as well as an employee of the 

Poughkeepsie drugstore where Morello used the phone.145  A recipient of death threats 

himself, Flynn took great pains to remove media and others from the courtroom.  On 

many past occasions, key witnesses had been stopped by a signal from a Black Hand 

operative within the courtroom, and abruptly lost their ability (or courage) to testify.  

Flynn was determined that this would not occur in the Lupo-Morello trial, clearing the 

courtroom of all but essential personnel, including "obviously harmless Americans and 

such."146   

Lupo provided theatrics of his own, openly weeping as he recounted the 

mitigating circumstances of the murder he committed in Sicily years previously.  With 

lawyers and judges receiving threatening letters as well as offers of financial inducements 

to influence or abandon the case, Lupo and Morello likely believed to the end that they 

would be exonerated and set free.147  Just as they had earlier told Comito, "In America...if 

you pay the police or detectives they will leave you in peace," they brazenly attempted to 

pay off lawyers and judges involved in the case.  Ultimately the judgment was not in their 
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favor, with Lupo the Wolf receiving 30 years and Morello sentenced to 25 years, both in 

the federal prison in Atlanta.148  Striding out of U.S. Circuit Court following the 

sentencing, as the convicts were being marched to the Tombs prison, Flynn remarked 

drily to reporters:  "That will help some."149   

Flynn's 1919 retelling of the chase for Lupo and Morello concluded by drawing a 

distinction between the nefarious Black Hand Italian counterfeiter-terrorists and the 

"honest Italians."  He warned that the so-called honest Italians, paralyzed by fear, are 

"certainly sleeping. It is a restless, fearful sleep in which they are indulging."  Flynn 

promised that "If the honest Italian would help the police authorities by telling the facts 

when threatened there would be a swift ending of the Black Hand gang."150  While a 

noble sentiment, and undoubtedly true in the sense that additional assistance from Italian 

informants would speed prosecution of Black Hand operatives, Flynn's encouragement 

may have failed to hit its mark due to the fact that he had just spent many pages detailing 

the gruesome ends met by those who betrayed the Black Hand and the extensive efforts 

by law enforcement required to keep them safe.   

Concluding his 1914 recounting of the chase for Lupo and Morello in the 

Washington Post, Flynn attributed near-mysterious powers to the Black Hand:  "Across 

deserts, rivers, and seas the long arm of the Black Hand reaches.  In every State of the 
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Union its crushing grip may be felt…"  According to Flynn, Black Hand influence 

extended from humble shopkeepers and restaurant owners to the highest levels of 

government, where political interference made prosecuting their crimes difficult.  He 

noted that many witnesses of Black Hand atrocities met unfortunate deaths, and described 

how some shopkeepers, initially hesitant about paying Morello or Lupo for protection or 

contributing to their legal defense fund, changed their mind and gave generously as they 

recalled the murders that both criminals had committed back in Sicily and realized that a 

similar fate likely awaited them if they refused.151 

Flynn's final words in The Barrel Mystery echoed the best Progressive sentiments, 

pointing out that the once-terrifying Lupo and Morello, now behind bars, were unable to 

harm anyone.  No mysterious power could protect them from the cool, rational, long arm 

of the law.  He implored readers to discard notions that any criminal of any race was 

"infallible and may not be reached by the law."152   

There was no doubt in Flynn's mind that the Black Hand comprised an 

international network of criminal activity, even after the arrest of ringleaders Lupo and 

Morello.  At the heart of their organization was terror, according to Flynn: "Terror is the 

weapon of the Black Hand.  Through terror the society wrings gold from its hapless 

victims.  Through terror it holds its members to the horrible purposes for which it is 
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organized and squeezes from them the last ounce of energy in its service."153  In the end, 

only "steady hammering" by Flynn and an army of Secret Service agents, won the day 

and established the federal government as the prime organization prepared to meet and 

conquer the forces of terror.   
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CHAPTER THREE                                                                                              

"PRACTICALLY IMMORTAL"1:                                                                    

ANARCHISTS AND COUNTER-ANARCHISTS IN DIME NOVELS 

Flynn's exhilarating work in the U.S. Secret Service and the NYPD was often 

compared to the excitement and adventure packed into a dime novel, with press reports 

claiming that "out of it could be patched up the plot for a dime novel" and going so far as 

to characterize Flynn's exploits in bringing down the Lupo-Morello gang as "a dime 

novel in real life."2  With highly dramatized stories often torn from current newspaper 

stories, dime novels represent a blurring between reality and fiction, characteristic as well 

of Flynn's literary work.  With "the unaffected way in which the latter dime novel devotes 

itself to the manners and customs of its own period" and "an artless striving after what is 

known as 'local color,'" dime novels provide a fascinating window not only into the 

world, but into the expectations of a reading public in its first engagement with mass-

produced fiction.3 
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Writing as a cultural historian, Denning called for further examination of these 

"common if often despised texts to illuminate the cultures that produced and consumed 

them."4  Exploring the racist undertones of dime novels and other contemporary popular 

literary genres, Alexander Saxton described the "construction of a counterculture" that 

undermined contemporary ideas and mores related to work, race, and gender, which 

resulted in a "de-regionalizing" of heroes from Western cowboys to urban detectives.5   

Story-papers were dime novels' immediate predecessors, and carried much of the 

DNA that made dime novels popular.  Like dime novels, story-papers were filled with 

thrilling adventures, often tied to current events, typically targeted at young male readers, 

with unfailingly righteous and intelligent heroes and unerringly evil villains.  Women 

were typically objects without distinctive features to be fought over or sought after.  Like 

dime novels, story-papers were often informative, providing an introduction for readers 

across the country to the details of urban living and even navigating specific cities.  And 

like dime novels, story-papers were demonized or dismissed as "a tissue of 

extravagances, inaneness, contradictions, and want of probable cause" characterized by "a 

superabundance of adjectives and bad grammar."  While admitting that reading 
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something was better than reading nothing at all, one writer in 1879 lamented that the 

popular literature could have been so much better.6 

Adhering to realistic descriptions was a high priority for dime novel authors and 

publishers, increasingly drawing on current events for its content and "striving after what 

is known as 'local color.'"  Indeed, Bellows went on to argue, "Realism, rather than 

romanticism, is the dominant note to-day, not only in legitimate, but in sensational, 

literature."7  These descriptions are certainly born out in Flynn's professional and literary 

written work, whose pages are filled with gritty detail and breathtaking adventures.  For 

example, while working in Pittsburgh, he described one suspect in great detail, 

demonstrating his natural flair for the dramatic, noting that the suspect "has a hollow 

right cheek from an ulcerated tooth."8  These highly detailed nuances demonstrate the 

craving on the part of readers for increasingly realistic adventures, rather than the more 

melodramatic stories of the early dime novel years. 

General sentiment regarding dime novels, besides the enthusiastic reader base, 

was almost universally negative.  Dime novels were seen to be the source and inspiration 

for myriad forms of crime and deviant behaviors.  A Massachusetts newspaper noted the 

sour end met by a group of young boys who, following the pattern from "suggestive" 

dime novels, engaged in a game of cards with a loaded and cocked revolver set between 
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them.  In a heated moment, one of the boys, forgetting that the weapon was fully ready to 

do damage, grabbed it and accidentally discharged it while threatening a friend.  Luckily 

the bullet only grazed the young man's head without inflicting more permanent damage.9 

An 1879 article in The Youth's Companion decried the fate of a youth who, 

obsessed with "dime novels and sensational series," set out from home with $42 in his 

pocket to seek thrilling adventures like those about which he had read so avidly.  Robbed 

and forced to pawn his revolver in short order, Tommy found that he had had "adventures 

enough to suit him" and telegraphed home for return train fare.  "Tommy read trash, and 

was led astray," the article concluded decisively, adding a dire warning: "Keep poisoned 

reading out of the family."10 

Speaking at a Harvard University commencement ceremony in 1899, Robert 

Peabody Bellows identified the primary audience of the "tempting and inexpensive fare" 

of dime novels as "that portion of the public which is easily satisfied if it be but given a 

highly seasoned adventure, dished up in what it takes for democratic simplicity."  

According to Peabody, dime novels published in the 1860s by Beadle and Company of 

New York City started out with "the adventurous and bloodcurdling life of the plains," 

gradually transitioning to "breathe less of the free life of the frontier and more of the 

closer and more criminal atmosphere of cities."  While early dime novels, with their stark 
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black-and-white divide between heroes and villains, taught the strong moral lessons of 

good versus evil, over time villains took to smoking as well as more flagrant atrocities, 

eliciting increasing complaints from preachers, librarians, and others.11     

Part of the contemporary culture that opened the door for the popularity of dime 

novels was the National Police Gazette.  Originally started in 1846, the Gazette was 

acquired in 1876 by rogue publisher Richard Kyle Fox, of whom it has been written that 

"Vulgarity was his middle name."12  Through its colorful coverage of sports, crime, and 

theater, and daily focus on violence, sexuality, and religion, we have an important 

window on the past accessible in no other way.  One particularly scandalous recurring 

theme was "trousers for women," almost unthinkable at the time.13  The "lurid" and 

"sensational" pages of the National Police Gazette seemed to puncture the sensibilities of 

Victorian society and shift understandings of propriety in a world with ever-increasing 

access to mass-produced printed material.   

Guy Reel has argued that though it was "one of the most lurid and sensational 

journals of the era," the National Police Gazette gained in popularity in response to 

multi-faceted threats on American masculinity, including wage work that took fathers out 

of homes and out of schoolteacher roles to make them dependent on corporate whims, 
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leaving children to be raised by their mothers and taught by female teachers.14  

Industrialization, the changing employment environment, the women's suffrage 

movement, and the rising tide of immigration all contribution to male uneasiness and a 

shifting definition of "what it meant to be a modern man."15  The Gazette and other 

publications offered "powerful images of manliness," inspiring a generation of American 

boys to pursue boxing and law enforcement as pastimes or careers.16  Despite the 

prevalence of strong male characters, the Gazette also included strong female characters, 

no longer simply depicted as one-dimensional sex objects but as boxing and fighting, 

jumping out of windows and pursuing bad guys along with the heroes.17 

  The dime novel phenomenon emerged from story-papers in about 1860.  

Designed for lower-middle-class readers, the original dime publications of the firm of 

Beadle and Adams included books on etiquette, letter-writing, and other self-

improvement topics.18  But when Mrs. Anne S. Stephens wrote Malaeska, the Indian 

Wife of the White Hunter, in spring 1860, for which she was paid $250, the dime novel 

had arrived as a genre unto itself.19  The publications were hugely popular, and copies 

were sent by the truckload to soldiers from both sides during the U.S. Civil War.  Later 
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developments established dime novels at roughly 70,000 words, and half-dime novels at 

about 35,000.20  

This early work by Beadle and Adams was soon followed by others and, though 

alarms over increasingly sensational stories called for boycott, dime novels remained 

popular into the 1920s, when they were essentially subsumed by the emerging pulp 

fiction weeklies, including Flynn's, edited by William J. Flynn, which will be discussed 

later.  In describing the deterioration of the genre as a whole, Dredd argued that, hoping 

to capitalize on Beadle and Adams' success, many other publishers entered the field, 

leading to a decline in quality: "Each year showed advances in outright sensationalism 

until the culmination was reached in the typical shocker of recent memory."21 

Who were the dime novel writers?  According to Maurice, while early authors 

were imaginative newspaper writers who worked hard to do their best, even including 

themes from more classical literature, over time authors came to work for a monetary 

reward, exploiting current headlines to include crimes looming in the popular 

consciousness.22  Harvey reported that most authors received $100-$150 for a full-length 

dime novel.   In an extended interview with the magazine The Bookman, dime novel 

author Eugene T. Sawyer, described the time pressures placed on writers and how, by 

avoiding eating and sleeping and "living on coffee alone," he produced a 60,000-word 
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novel in four days.  Writing without a plan or outline, Sawyer often found that he had 

written his fictional heroes into "an apparently inextricable situation," which required the 

author pace and smoke awhile in order to conjure an appropriate escape from danger.  

This is especially impressive, considering Sawyer's claim that he "never revised a line or 

crossed out a word."23     

Following the early years where Buffalo Bill, Native Americans, and the untamed 

frontier loomed large on the dime novel stage, the setting for many later dime novels, 

including the Old King Brady and Nick Carter adventures addressed later in this chapter, 

was urban, most often New York City itself.  Gradually, according to Harvey, "the 

cowboy as a picturesque feature of the Western landscape has passed out, and the dime 

novel will know him no more.  This leaves the detective in possession of the stage."24  

Writing in 1902, Maurice noted that the treacherous urban landscapes depicted in dime 

novels captured "places of infinite horror and wonder," constant pirate traffic "in search 

of booty and opportunity for nefarious deeds," along with the deep gloom of the Five 

Points area and the "criminals of the most dangerous type" who lurked in the shadows of 

the lower East Side.25  Sawyer reported that he relied on maps and guidebooks to provide 

sufficient information to create realistic backdrops for his stories, noting that even using 
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New York did not require great detail because even New Yorkers were unaware of 

outlying locales such as Harlem and Brooklyn.26 

Stylistically, dime novels are written to the comprehension of a minimally-

educated class of reader, causing Maurice, observing "the very laudable brevity of their 

sentences," to wonder if dime novel authors were paid by the line or page, leading to 

many one- or two-word sentences in dime novel conversations.27  Writing in The 

Bookman in 1902, Burgess argued that for those readers seeking escape from the 

humdrum of everyday life, "the dime novel provides a thrill per page, the only real 

mental stimulus they are capable of."28  Indeed, as Harvey wrote in 1907, "In dime novels 

deeds and not words talk."29  The action not only moves the plot along, but it introduces 

the characters, wraps in the description of the physical environment, draws in the political 

situation, and leads hungry readers toward the inexorable conclusion.  Jenks noted that in 

dime novels, "the only crime equal to immorality" was to be boring and that space 

limitations did not allow for "slow and laborious psychological development," requiring 

heroes to be "not only quick on the trigger, have hawklike vision, muscles of steel and 

indomitable courage, but he must be resourceful."30  Finally, while dime novels were 

rarely purely historical in nature, they did frequently place historical figures such as 
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Buffalo Bill Cody and Jesse James into the tried and true dime novel formulas and 

scenarios, thus increasing the historical knowledge of readers, while at the same time 

instilling a love of reading, especially among young readers.31   

Popular culture pioneer Russel Nye, in outlining the history and development of 

dime novels in his classic study of emerging mass culture The Unembarrassed Muse, was 

particularly harsh on the genre, lambasting aspects from dialogue ("could be 

excruciatingly bad"32), to gory action and descriptions of death scenes ("uncomfortably 

vivid"33), to the simple fact that readers were required to suspend all sense of reality or 

credibility because of unfailingly happy resolutions to each episode ("The cavalry was 

never late, the hero's gun never missed"34).  Even so, Nye recognized the moral purity of 

the genre, where heroes were not only strong, witty, and self-reliant, but "resolutely 

virtuous…[with] absolutely no suggestion of sexuality."35  The dime novel's purpose was 

pure entertainment, designed to excite readers and provide engaging adventures, rather 

than to challenge attitudes or include mysteries that required advanced knowledge to 

solve. 
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Early dime novels were thoroughly rooted in moral principles and sought to 

inculcate moral lessons, especially in younger readers.  Orville J. Victor, sometimes 

called the father of the dime novel due to his work as the original editor for Beadle and 

company, was proud of the wholesome nature of the work he published in the mid-

nineteenth century, and even created a tight set of rules for morality and action that all 

authors were expected to follow.36  As we shall see, both Nick Carter and the Bradys 

were teetotalers, used clean language, and "thoroughly disliked to make any statement 

under ordinary circumstances that was not literally the truth."37  According to Jenks, 

writing in 1904, "Never was villainy allowed to triumph permanently, and in every plot 

the moral toward which the author aimed from the beginning of the first chapter was kept 

in view steadily until it was clinched by a denouement whose honesty could not be 

questioned."38  Describing the stark black-and-white absolutes of dime novels, author 

Sawyer stated: "Virtue must triumph, vice and crime must not only be defeated, but must 

be painted in colours so strong and vivid that there is no mistake about it."  In other 

words, the villains had to be complete villains, while heroes were possessed of pure, 

unassailable and unwavering virtue.39  As literature absorbs and reflects existing values 

of its society and readership, it may be hypothesized here that Americans desired dime 
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novel-style heroes, men who could decisively identify, chase, and overpower criminals 

and especially anarchists. 

Though, according to Jenks, dime novels were "designed to sell to the multitude, 

whose views and understanding of life were largely rudimentary," readers included 

people of all ages from all walks of life.40  Boys were drawn in by the pure action, and 

girls were captivated by the sentimentality as well as the "overwrought or mawkish 

sentiment and absurdity of plot."  Writing in 1905, Rankin complained that "The real tone 

[of dime novels] is that of commonplace lower-class daydreams," concluding that "The 

sure result of any long indulgence in the books themselves would be a growing disgust or 

a creeping decadence."41 Sawyer claimed that it wasn't only the lower classes that read 

the genre, claiming he had seen "bankers and capitalists gravely paying their nickels for 

the same tales their own elevator boys read."42 

William J. Flynn's youth coincided with the rise of the detective as dime novel 

hero, replacing the cowboys of the frontier.  The key aspect of the dime detective novel is 

the crime, which is usually a murder, followed by a lengthy investigation of clues and 

suspects, in which suspense builds until the identity of the culprit is revealed to be the 
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character readers would least suspect.  Through meticulous and thorough observation, 

Poe's Dupin set the standard for nearly being able to read suspects' minds.43   

Maurice notes an important attribute for dime novel author success: the ability, as 

did Arthur Conan Doyle, to develop "the art of weaving into their narratives episodes 

which are facts or of carrying their fiction to the edge of history."44  This point is 

especially applicable to the life and work of William J. Flynn, who, while at the forefront 

of public response to crime and terrorism, was also deeply involved in the composition of 

fictional works on these topics as well.   

Though publication continued through the 1920s, many contemporary articles 

decried the decline of dime novel popularity beginning in the late 1890s.  What caused 

the demise of the dime novel?  According to Johannsen, the rise of moving pictures after 

about 1904 sounded the death knell of the genre, as "tales of murder and bloodshed could 

be obtained without even the exertion of reading," a sentiment echoed by Cox.45  

Johannsen's assessment seems overly pessimistic, however, in light of the fact that the 

detective dime novels set the stage for the rise of the very popular print genre of pulp 

fiction in the 1920s and 1930s, as we shall see in a later chapter when we visit Flynn's 

post-retirement work as editor of a long-running detective magazine.  It is much more 
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likely that Hoppenstand's argument is correct that dime novels were less affordable after 

the Postmaster General determined that they no longer qualified for second class postage 

rates, thus causing a decline in popularity in favor of the now less expensive detective 

magazines, such as Flynn's Weekly.46 

A question about dime novels, debated in connection with the historical impact of 

any literary work, is the extent they may be taken to represent the attitudes of the greater 

population.  In his classic study of dime novels and working class culture, Michael 

Denning wrote that, in addition to learning about dime novels and their production and 

evolution over time, it was also important to study "what can be learned from them, as 

symbolic actions, about working class and ideology."47  Examining the "conflicting 

rhetorics" inherent in literary study, he went on to argue that "while they do not present 

'accurate pictures' of workers' lives, they can, if read historically, give valuable insight 

into workers' 'thoughts, feelings, and doings.'"48 Bedore has argued that literary critics 

and historians must go beyond just saying that dime novels are simply a "social mirror;" 

rather, scholars should question "detectives as symbols of rationality, hardboiled 

detectives reflecting concerns with an increasingly irrational world, [and] police 
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procedurals negotiating corporate culture."49  While it is certain that no literature can, 

intentionally or unintentionally, capture a perfect portrayal of the reality of any given 

time and place, undoubtedly some contemporary thoughts and attitudes are bound to 

make it into a text.  Greenblatt argued that literary works can be characterized by 

"sustained absorption" of prevailing cultural attitudes and mores. 50  This is especially 

true of series such as dime novels, imbibing, reflecting, and ultimately transcending and 

shaping received cultural values and contexts.  

In response to the argument that dime novels (or other fiction) were simply 

escapist, Denning countered that even escapist ideas and themes have value.51  While 

almost certainly unrealistic to a degree and imbued with elements that allowed readers 

young and old to escape from the drudgery of their working-class lives, it is important to 

reflect on how both anarchists and counter-anarchists are portrayed, indicating to an 

extent how readers perceived anarchists and what they expected from counter-anarchists.   

Turning to more recent research involving dime novels, these sources continue to 

be a rich trove for literary analysis and academic study, including the field of American 

Studies.  Studies utilizing dime novels appear in a wide variety of disciplines on an array 

of topics.  Dime novels often mentioned briefly in passing on the way to another 
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destination, as in studies that note dime novel antecedents to popular Western novels or 

as the cause for alarm that elicited more righteous, self-improvement manuals as well as 

the classic adolescence research done by G. Stanley Hall.   

On the other hand, dime novels are also used in more substantive ways in recent 

scholarship, often used in the larger ideas of race, gender, and class often seen in 

American Studies research.  For example, two recent studies focused on the portrayal of 

Native Americans in dime novels.  Tracing the entire arc of the development of the dime 

novel genre, Rebecca Wingo examined the shifts in portrayals of Native American 

women between Anne Stephens's well-known Malaeska, Indian Wife of the White 

Hunter, usually identified as the first dime novel published in 1860 with origins in a story 

dating to around 1836, and her later book, The Indian Queen.  Like the more famous 

work, Indian Queen also focused on a Native American woman violating social norms by 

crossing cultural lines.  Wingo concluded that a significant shift had occurred in the 

intervening years, with an emerging emphasis on scientific racism that "asserted that 

Indian blood prevented assimilation and that treachery and savagery were biological 

problems," at the same time reinforcing current gender roles for white women even when 

Native American women were portrayed as strong characters.52  While gender is not the 
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main focus of this study, as outlined later, the roles of strong female characters will be 

visited in terms of describing counter-anarchist heroes. 

Christine Bold also addressed the idea of Indigeneity in popular fiction, drawing 

on dime novels along with other aspects of Native performance such as dance and music 

to study the dynamic and adaptive nature of Native culture.  Bold argued for the use of 

dime novels and other forms of popular print fiction as "a permeable zone that sits within, 

and provides an arena for playing out, ideological struggles, cultural community building 

and material survival."   Noting the "slippery" nature of identities in dime novels, Bold 

analyzed the depiction of the character Go-won-go, an Indian pony express rider that 

appeared in a number of dime novels written by Prentiss Ingraham and published in the 

New York Dime Library series, which was in turn based on a contemporary Seneca 

performer named Go-won-go Mohawk, who played both male and female roles in Wild 

West shows as a sharpshooter and trick rider.53  Though Native American issues are not 

addressed in this dissertation, the slippery nature of identity, and the permeable 

membrane between fiction and reality, loom large as the semi-fictionalized memoirs of 

William J. Flynn take center stage later.   

From a pedagogical point of view, Adams-Campbell and Short make a case for 

using often-overlooked dime novels, arguing that "literature not only reflects the attitudes 
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of the time, but also produces racialized attitudes and associated behaviors in individual 

readers."  Dime novels, they claim, open a window to marginalized groups that appear in 

the periphery.  Close reading of individual novels can illuminate attitudes both by what is 

included and what does not appear.  They also trace the recent dime novel digitization 

efforts at their own institution, Northern Illinois University, as well as at Villanova 

University, Bowling Green State University, and the University of South Florida, all of 

which provided dime novel source material for this dissertation through digital means.54 

Finally, a 2017 study compared dime novel author Frederic Merrill Van 

Rensselaer Dey and novelist Theodore Dreiser's use of real contemporary crime stories as 

a basis for their fiction works.  According to Williams, dime novel authors utilized 

headlines and contemporary stories out of "authorial desperation" to meet desperate, 

impossible deadlines, while Dreiser used crime details to support his progressive agenda, 

allowing him to focus on specific aspects of criminal behaviors in America, especially in 

his novel An American Tragedy.  Williams recounts the history of dime novels, 

underscoring their long-recognized role in establishing what it meant to be an American, 

and the parallel modes of consumption and production with the newspaper 

industry.  Looking specifically at the Nick Carter series, he demonstrated the many ways 
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in which the line between fact and fiction was blurred, including the frequent appearances 

in early adventures of NYPD Police Inspector Thomas F. Byrnes, who led New York 

detectives from 1880 to 1895 and developed the infamous "rogues' gallery" collection of 

criminal photographs to aid in identification.55  The permeability of the line between fact 

and fiction has been and will continue to be an issue as Flynn's work, including The 

Eagle's Eye but also the Peabody Smith cases, are further analyzed here. 

Anarchists and Counter-Anarchists in Dime Novels 

As one of the earliest phenomena associated with a mass popular culture, dime 

novels can provide insight into attitudes, fears, and expectations of contemporary people.  

As claimed in the description of a collection of 1,400 dime novels given to the New York 

Public Library in 1922, dime novels represent "a clinic in the subject of mass 

psychology."56  A careful study of dime novels, therefore, can begin to address some of 

the key questions related to this study of the life of William J. Flynn, including:  How 

were anarchists represented in popular literature? What acts of terror did these anarchists 

commit?  And how did the fictional heroes address and respond to the anarchists? 
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For the purpose of this portion of our study, seven dime novels were reviewed, all 

published during Flynn's lifetime, and many during the time when he was actively 

leading three of the agencies most involved in fighting and responding to international 

anarchoterrorism.  As the well-educated son of moderately prosperous parents living in 

the publishing capital of New York City, it is also highly likely that Flynn, as a young 

boy, stood in line with thousands of other young people to purchase and read the latest 

adventures of such detective heroes as Nick Carter, Old King Brady, and Young King 

Brady.  It may even have been his reading of these adventure stories that inspired him, 

from an early age, with a dream of one day becoming a professional detective. 

According to communication theorist and media historian John Durham Peters, 

the historian's first task is not to immediately delve into a document's content, but to trace 

the document's journey into their hands.57  Dime novels and detective fiction were mass 

produced and thus ubiquitous, with large publishing houses employing hundreds of 

writers tasked with writing story after story according to rigid formulas.  Despite the best 

efforts of religious ministers, teachers, and librarians, dime novels and pulp magazines 

were read by hundreds of thousands and many have survived to the present.  Some are 

preserved in paper format, while many more are accessible through the digitization 

efforts of several institutions, including Villanova University, Northern Illinois 
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University, and the University of South Florida.  Many pulp magazines like Flynn's 

Weekly, on the other hand, are less widely digitized and are now only available in 

microfilm format at a handful of libraries, including the Library of Congress.   

Utilizing the indispensable search tools connected to Villanova University's 

digital Edward T. LeBlanc Memorial Dime Novel Bibliography, I searched for dime 

novels in which anarchists featured prominently.  Stories featuring detectives Nick Carter 

and the Bradys emerged as prime examples of relevant results.  Most of the plotlines 

involved urban environments, similar to the environments where Flynn grew up, worked, 

and thrived.   

Studying the phenomenon of the "avenger detective," Hoppenstand outlined the 

emerging dime novel detective as a "vigilante crimefighter" using a gun and possessing 

great strength, an uncanny ability with disguises, almost limitless financial resources, a 

team of able assistants, a quiet retreat for deep thinking and case analysis, and "strongly 

nationalistic" attitudes and opinions.58  This description applies to dime novel detectives, 

to later vengeful vigilante characters such as Mike Hammer and Batman, and, to an 

extent, to Flynn himself, though he was less vigilante and more government agent.  

Besides the idea of working outside existing law enforcement organizations, Flynn 

himself was the embodiment of the "avenger detective," down to the serial nature of his 

work.  Like the dime novel antagonists who kept coming back, counterfeiters regular 
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reappeared on his radar.  Occasionally he would shut down a network, but typically 

success was only a temporary reprieve.   

James Brady, or Old King Brady as he came to be known, appeared in 1885 on 

the pages of the New York Detective Library, later starring in Secret Service and New 

Secret Service.  In early adventures, Brady originally appeared as a New York Police 

Department detective, later working with the Secret Service as a kind of independent 

contractor, called upon by the Chief, or sometimes the President of the United States, as 

needed.  According to Cox, the "Old" in Brady's moniker, rather than simply noting 

advanced age, suggested "veneration, respect, even familiarity," while Young King 

Brady's youthful title denoted "someone already heroic at the start of his career."  The 

Bradys earned the title of "King" through their successful sleuthing record.59  

Accompanied by his sidekick, "partner and pupil" Harry (who later came to be 

called Young King Brady) and later the beautiful Alice Montgomery (former Australian 

secret service agent), Brady traversed the country hunting down criminals of all types and 

descriptions, including anarchists and human traffickers, and experienced run-ins with 

Native Americans, Chinese, Russians, and many others.60  Chinese characters made the 

most appearances, usually as stereotypical laundryman or as devious criminals.61  As will 
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be discussed below, Brady transcended the more intellectual approach to detective work 

of Sherlock Holmes and other contemporaries, instead engaging in hands-on surveillance, 

pursuit, and arrest of criminals, consistent with his professional background as a police 

officer.62  His iconic blue greatcoat with large brass buttons, and his large white hat, 

made him instantly recognizable almost everywhere, especially in his home base of New 

York City.  Like Nick Carter, the Bradys were clean-living individuals, on one occasion 

declining offers of alcoholic beverages by saying that when working "we generally keep 

pretty close to the water wagon."63 

Nick Carter had an equally rich history on the pages of dime novel publications.  

Like Old King Brady, Carter's adventures had a long history, first emerging as a character 

in another publication, debuting in 1886 as a story arc within the popular story paper New 

York Weekly.  Carter was an honest, teetotalling, clean-living, polite individual who was 

always ready to laugh off any setback in relentless pursuit of justice.  Eventually spinning 

off into his own Nick Carter Weekly and subsequent New Nick Carter Weekly and later 

including several book, film, and television iterations, Nick Carter was at the forefront of 

the detective genre for over a century.  With near-superhuman attributes such as speed 

and strength, Carter naturally forced authors to develop progressively more evil 
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supervillains.64  Among these, as we shall see, were numerous brushes with anarchists, 

nihilists, and terrorists.     

Our first questions deal with the anarchists themselves that appear in Nick Carter 

and Old King Brady storylines.  It is not our purpose here to debate the accuracy of these 

portrayals.  In a later chapter we will interrogate memoirs and other writings of actual 

anarchists Emma Goldman and Johann Most and their ideological predecessors, but the 

focus here is on how Americans may have imagined anarchists at the end of the 

nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth centuries.  While not a perfect measure of 

public perception, the popular press, by definition of its popularity, absorbed and 

reflected thoughts and expectations related to anarchists that must have resonated with 

the readers of the day.   

Anarchists and Their Methods 

Anarchists appear in dime novels usually as hirsute, long-bearded foreigners, 

typically smoking and sometimes inebriated.  Standard descriptions mentioned that they 

were wild-eyed and unwashed, and a series of less than laudatory descriptors:  "Dirt, 

slouchy looks, red noses, bleary eyes."65  A description from one Nick Carter story sums 
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it up and includes the common suspicion attached to immigrant populations:  "They were 

of the bewhiskered variety and of the unwashed type; furtive of eye and crafty in motion; 

aliens all."66 In another Nick Carter adventure, characters were surprised at meeting the 

anarchist designated as the "instrument," or the individual assigned to assassinate a public 

figure, because the man was tall, healthy, and moderately attractive.67  Italian anarchists 

were swarthy and wore flashy jewelry.68   

As might be expected, anarchists were members of the working class.  In one 

instance, a German anarchist, when questioned about the start time appointed for an 

anarchist gathering, responded, "We aren't millionaires. We have to work."  The anarchist 

meeting held later was convened at a sausage factory, an obvious blue-collar center.69  

Old King Brady saw the anarchists as "a wild-looking bunch" which spoke little or no 

English, and which typically met in some kind of "Anarchist's Lodge," where members 

referred to compatriots as "brother" and maintained something of a fraternal lodge 

atmosphere.70  One description cataloged the various synonyms readers would have 
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associated with the anarchist cause, identifying them as "terrorists, revolutionaries, 

anarchists, and nihilists,"71 blurring the lines between those who believed in anarchy as a 

philosophy and those who were willing to commit violent acts to achieve their objectives.  

Nihilists, which appeared regularly as dime novel villains, referred to radical Russians 

who plotted against the Russian throne, but became a term used almost interchangeably 

with anarchist, representing a huge subversive element in society, the "government's 

worse foe."  Nick Carter declared that one nihilist suspect was "really a terrorist at 

heart."72 

Anarchist ideology frequently emerged as hidden detectives listened in on 

meetings and secret conversations.  As Young King Brady eavesdropped on one anarchist 

meeting, not only did he overhear discussion of plots to assassinate the President of the 

United States, he also heard talk of the key tenets of anarchism: "...that all law should be 

done away with and every man left in freedom to do exactly as he pleased," echoing the 

philosophies of Bakunin, Galleani, and others.  Harry was able to fit in and win 

acceptance from anarchists by announcing that he was "against all forms of 

government."73  Unsurprisingly, anarchists were no great fans of law enforcement, 

dreaming of an ideal state characterized by the freedom from the tyranny of police.74  
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Indeed, as Nick Carter and his assistants overheard at a secret anarchist meeting, the 

ultimate goal was "individual liberty," a noble if misguided goal.75 

Like suicide bombers of the twenty-first century, dime novel anarchists were 

prepared to offer their lives in pursuit of ideological aims.  In most cases, this meant a 

willingness to die while bombing an assigned target.  Those anarchists selected as 

"instruments" for committing acts of violence in Nick Carter stories regularly confessed 

that they were ready and willing to die for the cause if escape was not readily 

attainable.76  The fictionalized version of Leon Czogolsz, appearing in the Brady 

adventure The Anarchist Queen, expressed that he was willing to die in order to carry out 

his order to assassinate the President of the United States, anticipating he would be 

judged a hero by history for his deed.77  Emma Gold, the fictional stand-in for anarchist 

Emma Goldman, warned the Bradys against neutralizing Leon Czogolsz, claiming that 

another faithful anarchist would always arise to hear and respond to the call to take direct 

action.78 

Both terrorists and detectives used multiple modes of transportation to navigate 

the Gilded Age landscape.  Like William J. Flynn, who often engaged in high-speed 

chases using hacks or teams and wagons, Nick Carter and the Bradys chased anarchists 
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using wagons, trains, streetcars, and boats.79  In hot pursuit on one occasion, Nick Carter 

commandeered a bicycle on the street, but only after asking politely, and proceeded to 

continue his chase.80 

Though highly secretive and frequently in motion to conceal their identities, 

anarchists did occupy physical and geographic space.  The typical space for anarchist 

meetings, as depicted in dime novels, was a working-class location, such as a sausage 

factory or the back room of a Chinese laundry.  In one Brady case, the decorations 

adorning an anarchist hideout included framed portraits of Italian anarchist Gaetano 

Bresci and the Haymarket anarchists, indicating reverence for these advocates of 

"propaganda by the deed."81  The need for secrecy made moving the meetings randomly 

throughout the city an imperative.82  In the case of one Nick Carter adventure, meetings 

were held in complete darkness and participants donned disguises to conceal their 

identities.  Meetings also included tests of bravery as a means of ensuring enduring 

radicalization.83 

Radicalization was portrayed as a process that stemmed largely from an 

individual's upbringing, but which included a complete transformation into a new person.  

For example, Zenobia Zara, "raised on a diet of bombs" by a mother who was "a very 
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demon of terrorists," bemoaned the fact that she had little chance to escape a life of crime 

and terror associated with promulgating the ideology of anarchy:  "I was never allowed to 

have a soul. I was suckled on crime...I am not bad at heart.  It was my training."84  In so 

saying, this character captured prevailing late nineteenth century attitudes toward crime, 

complete with assumptions that one's upbringing set the stage for inevitable later actions.   

On the other hand, once radicalized, anarchists received a "cause name," signifying that 

they had been reborn as true believers in the anarchist ideology, regardless of their past 

actions or experience.85  

Anarchist methods include an array of criminal activities designed to undermine 

the stability of American society and draw attention to anarchist ideologies.  In one dime 

novel, the anarchists' goal was "to destroy the lives and property of the rich men of New 

York."86  From the earliest episodes, anarchists engaged in kidnapping and calling for 

ransom, focusing on both the detective heroes as well as associated innocents.87  Arson 

and murder were also popular methods, and on more than one occasion heroes were 

bound and left in a building which was then set on fire.88  In one Brady adventure, poison 

was administered to both Bradys, nearly killing them, after which their paralyzed bodies 
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were dropped with heavy weights into a river.89  Crimes often converged, such as the plot 

that centered on a fictional capitalist who had amassed great wealth while preying on the 

poor, in which the victim was to be robbed, kidnapped, held for ransom, and murdered, 

after which anarchists planned to destroy his home and his factory.90   

Like later terrorists, dime novel anarchists were fully prepared and willing to 

harm or kill innocent bystanders.91  However, unlike most later twentieth and early 

twenty-first century terrorism, these early attacks were rarely perpetrated on the 

American public.  Though, as in the case of the 1920 Wall Street bombing, innocent 

bystanders were killed, typically the primary target was politically driven against a 

specific individual, such as a politician (e.g., the President) or a capitalist (e.g., someone 

who grinds on the face of the poor).   

Anarchist tools and targets indicated commitment to innovation in carrying out 

their mission.  Anarchists continually tried new and inventive methods for carrying out 

their plots, including "dynamite drops," which "crunched between the teeth exploded 

with a force sufficient to produce death by brain concussion."92  Larger plots tackled 

major targets for destruction, such as the plan to sink the new American battleship, the 

Arizona.  In this case, prior to the major attack which was slated to sink the ship through 
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the use of large bombs, numerous acts of sabotage undermined the vessel's progress, 

including fire and a broken crane.93  In one Nick Carter adventure, an anarchist group 

collaborated to fake the death of one of their number in order to forestall the pursuit by 

agents of the Russian government.94 

Financing, as always, represented a challenge for anarchists.  Often originating 

from immigrant backgrounds and usually from the working classes, anarchists lacked 

funding for elaborate schemes.  In one case, after assigning one of its members to commit 

political assassination, an anarchist group took up a collection to cover his expenses.95  

This collection of contributions is reminiscent of the Black Hand method, encountered by 

William J. Flynn in his prosecution of Lupo and Morello, in which organization members 

gathered funds to secure legal support when one of their number was arrested. 

Anarchists were also fond of infiltrating law enforcement agencies.  In one Old 

King Brady novel, anarchists were able to supplant a U.S. Navy admiral with an 

impostor.96  In The Anarchist Queen, an anarchist infiltrated the White House by 

developing a romantic relationship with a worker there.97  In another novel, an anarchist 

mole named Rubenstein even wormed his way into the ranks of the usually unbreachable 

U.S. Secret Service, wreaking mayhem through misuse of the public trust placed in him 
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as a representative of the federal government.98  The fact that Rubenstein was able to 

deceive unsuspecting citizens into doing the bidding of the anarchists by flashing his 

Secret Service credentials is a testament to the level of trust in the organization by 

members of the public even in these early years, the exact timeframe when William J. 

Flynn was an agent, regional director in New York City, and ultimately Director in 

Washington, D.C.  

Typically the anarchists appearing in dime novels were fictional characters.  In 

the Brady adventure The Anarchist Queen, however, the line separating fact and fiction 

became very thin as the detectives attempted to chase down "the most dangerous and 

notorious anarchist in the United States," a woman named "Emma Gold."  Gold was 

described as a "short, pudgy woman of forty, with a homely face and eyeglasses on her 

nose," and later called the "most dangerous woman in America today."99  Like the real 

Goldman, Gold's brand of anarchism was fiercely opposed to all law and religion, and 

though she spoke several languages and was obviously very intelligent, "her doctrines 

made an infidel of her."100   

Clearly based on Emma Goldman, the role of this character in leading the 

anarchist network reveals the idea that women could be leaders of such organizations, 

and also that contemporaries were still linking Goldman with overt terrorist activity, 
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including the McKinley assassination.  John Post, a character based on actual German 

anarchist and Goldman mentor Johann Most, also appeared in the same novel, publishing 

the same anarchist periodical as the real Most, Freiheit.101  Likewise, in the 1908 Nick 

Carter multi-issue story arc addressing Carter's counterterrorist activities, a woman 

named Zenobia Zara, though described as beautiful and "bewitching in her loveliness" 

and possessing a "beautifully sweet and musical voice," emerged as the cool, respected 

leader of multiple anarchist groups.102   

Gender and Identity in Dime Novels 

As Peters has argued, while "reality is held to be rich in incidentals and fiction 

poor once we turn away from center stage,"103 the interrogation of dime novels reveals 

important layers of meanings at the periphery, away from center stage.  For example, 

descriptions of many groups include racist or ethnic stereotypes through description of 

linguistic differences.  Language is often portrayed as broken, especially when 

representing Russian or German characters, such as: "Who va you den?"104  In one case, 

even when both Nick Carter and his Chinese informant spoke together in Chinese, the 

rendering put the informant's language into pidgin English.  Beyond language, the dime 
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novel narrator made sweeping generalizations about Chinese culture, stating that "a 

Chinaman will religiously live up to any contract he enters into," a trait that Nick slyly 

uses to manipulate an informant.105  Further, physical descriptions also drew on racial 

stereotypes, such as the "fat Teuton" referring to a German bartender, or this snapshot of 

an anarchist: "His hair was long, shaggy, and very black.  The same may be said of his 

beard.  His features were of the Hebrew type and most strongly marked."  In addition, his 

dress "needed improvement."106  

Language represented a stark divide in the process of "othering" the anarchists.  

One description of an anarchist gathering underscored the linguistic diversity as well as 

the preponderance of immigrants and foreign nationals among the anarchist population:  

"...such a Babel of tongues was never heard.  Was their speech Polish, Hebrew, 

Bohemian, or what?...it sounded like the gibberish of a cage full of monkeys, and the way 

their hands went in gesticulation helped to bear the illusion out."107  Attempting to recall 

the name of a Russian nihilist slated to speak before an anarchist crowd, one secondary 

character dismissively called the speaker "Rashmousky or Hashmousky or something like 

that."108  Similarly, referring to the name of an anarchist saloon, the narrator of one Nick 

Carter story stated: "The unpronouncable name had three z's in it.  Z's and ch's and sch's 
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seem to run hand in hand with anarchistic tendencies."109  In the case of Admiral Brown, 

an "evil Jap" administered deadly poison to both Bradys.110  As a creative flourish, dime 

novel authors claimed to decline relating the names of anarchist hangouts, usually 

because they were "simply unmentionable, being a perfect jargon of jaw-breaking 

syllables."111  Such description delineated English as "safe" and other languages, 

especially Eastern European languages, as inherently evil. 

Gender is an important characteristic of anarchist depictions.  Most dime novel 

anarchists were men.  However, each anarchist gathering and group consisted of at least a 

handful of female participants as well, with some including "many women."112  And as in 

the Brady case involving "Emma Gold," women could and did rise to become leaders of 

large anarchist organizations, doling out assassination or bombing assignments.  In some 

instances, a gendered division of labor still lingered, as in in one Nick Carter story where, 

at the point of making assignments for assassination, the women at the meeting were 

asked to withdraw because "this will not be a woman's work."113  Likewise, gendered 

descriptions permeate dime novels, as in this description of the daughter of a Russian 
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anarchist, who had inherited "her father's temperament and love of intrigue and 

fearlessness.  She is like a man almost in that last quality."114   

In the 1908 Nick Carter story arc including the female anarchist Zenobia Zara, the 

villain was portrayed as very beautiful, adding an element of sexuality not typically seen 

in dime novels.  At the same time, principles of anarchism were attached to Zara's 

feminine attributes, after which narrators argued that anarchists were not only evil but 

mentally unstable, implying that females were unstable by nature.  In so gendering the 

anarchist cause, dime novel authors may have been playing upon popular beliefs about 

the instability of female emotions.   

Considering matters of gender on the counter-anarchist side, though Brady team 

member Alice Montgomery was something of a revolutionary character as a female 

detective, she was introduced as a "well-known female sleuth," perhaps denoting lack of 

familiarity with females in such roles or incredulity anticipated on the part of dime novel 

readers.115  As she deftly picked locks to enter a building in search of an anarchist 

meeting, the narrator noted that Alice "knew how to handle a case like this as well as a 

man."  Beyond her innate skill in creating disguises, she was also fluent in multiple 

languages, including German.116  Dime novels placed women at the heart of the action, 

making decisions, picking locks, and taking risks along with the men, which may have 
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contributed to more generalized perceptions of women as competent and capable.  

Though the rhetorical comparison with her male detective colleagues causes 21st century 

readers to wince a bit, for the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Alice's 

appearance on dime novel pages along with the Bradys represented a major step toward 

gender equality, at least in a literary sense.  It is by no means impossible that young 

readers, both male and female, imbibing these storylines where women fought crime 

alongside male counterparts, were prepared at some level to seek, consider, and obtain 

suffrage for women in just a few short years.   

Boundaries that would have stopped most regular people were no hindrance to 

detective heroes.  As discussed elsewhere, lockpick and disguise skills allowed detectives 

to traverse boundaries that may have been otherwise impenetrable.  Fluent Chinese 

enabled Nick Carter to move freely through many environments that would have been 

closed to those lacking such skills.117   

Another famous dime novel detective, Diamond Dick, differentiated between 

good and bad Italians:  "For Italians in general Dick had the highest respect, but when he 

met scoundrels like these members of the Black Hand, who were anarchists, as well, he 

felt that they should be crushed out of existence, just as he would put his foot upon a 

poisonous snake."118  Not only did Diamond Dick distinguish between good and bad 
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Italians, but he also noted that some Black Hand members, while scoundrels, were not 

necessarily anarchists or violent in their ideology or activities.  This is corroborated in 

dime novels studied here, as in one Old King Brady adventure, where as the heroes 

infiltrated the anarchist ranks through disguised appearance and advanced language 

skills, they learned from an anarchist that it was possible to be an anarchist without 

turning to violence to achieve political ends.  Likewise, Nick Carter's mastery of 

apparently all languages, including Chinese and Russian, enabled him to infiltrate or 

eavesdrop on anarchist group meetings.119  Nick Carter observed that at least one 

anarchist attending a secret meeting was not interested at all in anarchist ideology, rather 

following the group because he had fallen in love with one of the female anarchists 

deeply involved in "the Cause."120   Harry and Alice were able to pull off the same caper 

as well.121 

Ideologically, from the perspective of those tasked with preventing terrorist 

attacks and prosecuting their perpetrators, anarchists were "at war with the world."122  

Old King Brady found their expression of ideas to be "long-winded and ignorant," and 

that, while claiming the highest ideals, anarchists often held personal grudges against 

those who ever crossed or defied them.123  Indeed, Brady was determined to exact a cruel 
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"guilty until proven innocent" approach when dealing with terrorists.124  In addition to 

exacting revenge upon hated enemies, anarchists were also determined to recruit and 

radicalize individuals, especially young people.  They tended to focus on individuals such 

as orphans, with few or no family connections.125 

For a group known to typically eschew organization and view oversight as 

oppression, the anarchists held a remarkable number of meetings, which, while secret, 

were easily infiltrated.126  Fictional anarchists held regular meetings at secret locations, 

and belonged to a fraternal order that included representatives from anarchist chapters 

located across the country and included calling each other "brother."127  

Like many dime novels, the oldest in our study, Mr. Lazarus of Ludlow Street; or, 

Old King Brady among the Anarchists of New York, published in 1891, involved innocent 

characters caught in an anarchist web.  Innocent bystanders and collateral damage are the 

fodder that, through the force of spectacle, makes terrorism an effective communication 

tool for radical political change.  In Mr. Lazarus, two "every day young men" from 

Connecticut, seeking better fortunes, came to New York City and found jobs as a 

newspaper reporter and shipping clerk, before being drawn into an anarchist attack.128   
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The anarchist's calling card consisted of dynamite and handheld bombs, 

sometimes simply held in a coat pocket, and sometimes wrapped in leather to appear as a 

baseball or in paper to appear in a candy box.129  Though each anarchist seemed ready 

with a bomb, not all were capable of making the bombs.  These supplies were typically 

housed at a fixed location and the bombs assembled by a single, specially-trained 

anarchist.  The bombs, usually compact in size, were prepared in strength to be able to 

destroy structures of varying sizes or even simply as a tool for assassinating an individual 

person.  Even when death was not the prime objective, bombs were utilized to destroy 

property, as in one case where Nick Carter faced anarchists planning to bomb a prison in 

order to liberate incarcerated colleagues, while in another bombers destroyed the front of 

a private home, almost providing a blueprint for the 1919 attacks on Attorney General A. 

Mitchell Palmer and others.130  Dime novel anarchists were also quick to draw and use 

revolvers, and to use chloroform in subduing enemies.131  Perhaps most hauntingly, 

anarchoterrorists were fully willing to lose their own lives in process of executing an 

anarchist bombing directive, presaging the suicide terrorism so prevalent in the late 

twentieth and early 21st centuries.132   
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Counter-Anarchists:  The Detectives 

The emergence of ubercriminals in the form of dastardly anarchists called for 

superhuman heroes.  In his study The Rise and Fall of the White Republic, Alexander 

Saxton analyzed how "the construction of vernacular heroes…remained crucial to the 

ideological process in America throughout the nineteenth century."133  As noted 

elsewhere, dime novels were used not only to introduce readers to and help them navigate 

new urban environments, but also to underscore American ideology and define what it 

meant to be an American.  These "vernacular heroes" rose to hero status through innate 

superiority and few weaknesses, and typically brought with them many bourgeois 

accoutrements, including fine clothing, cigars, and comfortable sitting rooms where they 

could think through difficult cases.   

For Old King Brady, "the greatest detective in the world, for he never lost a 

case,"134 standing up to the anarchists was more than just a job and paycheck from the 

Secret Service.  Rather, he felt driven, at a visceral level, to root out the evil and preempt 

future attacks on innocent Americans.  As he said to one group of anarchists, he felt that 

their ideas were allowed within the framework of American liberties, but that "anarchy 

makes you people commit crimes which compel us to crush you."135  He saw anarchy as 
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fundamentally foreign, a European encroachment on American soil, and expressed 

frustration with their methods, especially political assassination, that killing one 

individual rarely leads to any enduring systemic change.136  Likewise, Nick Carter saw it 

as a triumph whenever he was able to reduce the number of anarchists at large in the 

world.137 

The Bradys "kept a bachelor's hall," meaning that they lived together and had no 

romantic attachments, and in fact, no other attachments outside their work of making the 

country safe.138  While not an absolute prerequisite for fighting crime, this attribute 

certainly fits in with American literary tropes stretching back to the Leatherstocking 

Tales and Last of the Mohicans, and to an extent reflects a need on the part of Americans 

to believe that there is someone, unattached and undistracted by familial concerns, who is 

out there fighting for their safety and protection.  At the same time, judging from the 

popularity of the Bradys and Alice as a counterterrorist-crimefighting team, readers were 

not opposed to a team-based approach.  Like Old King Brady, Nick Carter also led a 

changing team of assistants, all of whom called him "chief."139 This beloved moniker, 

often applied to William J. Flynn in all his roles, bespeaks the status of a teacher, mentor, 

and friend.   
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Not only did readers prefer their detective heroes single and undistracted, but they 

liked consistency.  Old King Brady, for example, was steadfast in his commitment to the 

large blue greatcoat with large brass buttons and numerous pockets, along with the broad-

brimmed white hat.  While this was almost certainly a tool used by dime novel authors to 

facilitate immediate recognition like Harry Potter's forehead scar, the fact that Brady 

could don his full regalia in less than 6 minutes even when awakened in the middle of the 

night bespeaks a level of attention to detail and, more important, a degree of reliability 

needed by the American public in a highly chaotic time.140 

In early adventures Old King Brady appeared without the team that formed later, 

including Harry Young King Brady and Alice Montgomery.  While it is obvious that the 

fictional heroes of any given generation are not entirely accurate reflections of reality, 

they may still provide insights into the expectations that media consumers have from 

real-life officials.  While the adventures of fictional characters Jason Bourne or Jack 

Bauer are certainly over the top and do not reflect the true day-to-day activities of those 

who fight crime and engage in counterterrorism, the popularity of these media forms may 

demonstrate what the consuming public hopes that those fighting for their safety are able 

to do. 
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At this stage, Brady was still affiliated with the NYPD as a detective, with an 

office at the central headquarters building.141  Though a man of advanced years with a 

bushy white eyebrows even when currently on the NYPD detective force, he possessed 

"herculean strength."142  Even so, he was not above using his age as a means of winning 

sympathy in order to disarm opponents or gain access which would be denied to younger 

men.143  In fact, Brady had no noticeable weaknesses, except that he was not a great 

marksman.144  Like many dime novel characters, he was easily identified by a unique 

outfit of sorts, including a large blue greatcoat with numerous pockets and a broad-

brimmed white hat.145   

We have seen that in the early years, dime novels were purposely published 

complete with moral lessons throughout, giving them a bit of a hokey flavor when read 

today.  Though with time action and violence increased on dime novel pages and drew 

the ire of critics, moral lessons still abounded.  For example, as Old King Brady drew on 

informants among the homeless population in New York City, the author noted that it 

was because he often went out of his way to help the suffering and poor that he often 

found friends in surprising locations.146  In pursuit of suspects, Nick Carter paused to 
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interrogate young people on the streets for information, and when offering them money 

for their trouble, he insisted they take their earnings home and share with their 

mothers.147 

Physical fitness stemming from proper diet and rest may be added to the list of 

subliminal moralizing embedded in dime novels.  Especially in the case of the Bradys, 

characters took care of themselves, including proper rest and diet.  Both Old and Young 

King Brady were able to quickly fall asleep at any time in order to rest up for the final 

act.148  Similarly, Nick Carter took time for rest whenever possible, stopping once to 

sleep for two hours, after which "he awoke greatly refreshed."149  As a result of such 

physical preparation, Nick Carter was able to move swiftly whenever necessary, 

including one occasion when dove dramatically, twisting in midair, to catch a bomb 

tossed by a female detainee before it hit the ground and detonated.150  Along with good 

physical health, Nick Carter exhibited signs of good mental health as well.  For example, 

Carter was always ready to laugh off the stress and danger of his counterterrorist work.151   

Like fictional counterterrorist Jack Bauer, Brady often demanded swift decisions 

and instant action from those with whom he interacted.  To the young man from 

Connecticut whose associate was kidnapped by anarchists, Brady demanded 
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aggressively: "You place yourself absolutely in my hands? You will do anything I 

say?"152  Through demanding unflinching obedience and emphasizing temporal 

immediacy, key strategies utilized as well by William J. Flynn, Brady was able to secure 

collaboration from others and coordinate efforts to thwart anarchist plots.  He also used 

temporality to ensure the safety of innocent targets of terrorism, shouting at a factory 

owner that there was no time for debate and demanding immediate evacuation.153  Young 

King Brady was also adept at using time as a persuasive bludgeon, shouting at the real 

Admiral Brown, "Assert your dignity--your rights!  Come with me!...The honor of your 

name requires it.  Come now!"154 

An important skill honed to a high degree by both Nick Carter and the Bradys was 

the ability, with the bare minimum of materials, to utilize costume, apparel, makeup, fake 

beards and mustaches, and whatever other resources were at hand, to completely 

transform themselves into another person.  Old King Brady's famous blue greatcoat, 

replete with pockets stocked with hats and supplies for any disguise, could itself change 

shape so as to be unrecognizable.155  When it came to disguise, according to the narrator, 

Brady "is second to no man alive."156  Harry was close to Old King Brady in this skill, 

able himself to completely change his appearance while standing briefly in a Chicago 
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alley.157  Nick Carter, never without his makeup kit, was able to transform himself into "a 

perfect representation of a Chinaman," and skillful disguise even allowed the Brady team 

to cross gender barriers, with Alice dressing as a man and Harry as a woman in other 

adventures.158 This disguising ability may be symbolic of many things, including the 

desire on the part of nineteenth century Americans to somehow "blend" into the unfurling 

juggernaut of urban modernity.  Appropriate disguises would allow them to face the 

future with confidence despite their trepidation at tackling the unknown.   

In relation to the disguise qualifications for a detective, the ability to infiltrate 

anarchist organizations by disguising one's voice was also critical.  In this area, Nick 

Carter's fluency in Chinese, Russian, and German, as well as his ability to "absorb 

knowledge quickly," were indispensable.159  Old King Brady, who "in a matter of voice 

disguise there is no greater example living," could do a wide range of voice changes, and 

was thereby able to infiltrate numerous anarchist groups.160  In fact, at one point during 

such an infiltration, Brady was able to so effectively modify his standard appearance that 

he was confused by anarchists as one of their colleagues seeking to impersonate Brady 

himself.161 
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Another indispensable skill for both Nick Carter and the Brady team was lock 

picking, and the ability to never be without the tools needed to pick a lock.162   For the 

Bradys and for Nick Carter, no door was ever truly closed.  If doors represented 

limitations on their ability to pursue suspects and solve crimes, the ability to pick locks 

with ease symbolize the expectation that using whatever means necessary, those entrusted 

with protecting Americans from terror and mayhem will utilize all resources at their 

disposal in order to prevent terrorist acts and to bring perpetrators to justice.   

Interrogation was also an important skill.  In one adventure, Nick Carter not only 

broke smoothly into Polish when interrogating a captured anarchist, but he also 

effectively extracted information through a battery of rapport-building ("I would be your 

friend if you let me") and physical threats for noncompliance.163  Nick Carter's innate 

ability to read suspects' reactions and thoughts made him a relentless interrogator and a 

virtual human lie detector.164  Finally counterterrorists needed, like Nick Carter, to 

unhesitatingly break into houses and trespass on private property in pursuit of clues and 

suspects.165  

The Bradys often focused on documents.  Reminiscent (or perhaps predictive) of 

Flynn's capture of a trove of top-secret documents exposing a widespread German spy 
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ring during World War I, the Bradys acquired anarchist documents in a number of their 

adventures, allowing them, as Flynn would also do later, to preempt planned attacks and 

capture suspects.166  While it may seem far-fetched that highly secretive organizations 

plotting criminal activity would maintain extensive records of their evil deeds (including 

plans for future bombings, kidnappings, and arms deals), the existence of anarchist 

documents represent larger thoughts about the organizations themselves.  Essentially, the 

documents symbolize a conception of anarchists as organized and planning.  As we have 

seen, especially in Flynn's repeated assertions that "There is a Black Hand," it seems that 

there was widespread doubt about the organization or even existence of criminal and 

anarchist elements.  A steady theme in the dime novels studied here was that despite what 

people may think, the anarchist organization does exist.167  Describing them as 

sufficiently organized to produce their own documents places them at a level of cohesion 

and unity of purpose, and potentially reflects a level of fear on the part of the general 

reading public that anarchists are capable of plotting major terrorist attacks. 

As in modern counterterrorist practices, the importance of good intelligence, 

especially in the form of good informants, cannot be overstated.  Sometimes selection of 

informants is unusual, as when Old King Brady utilized a former Pinkerton detective who 

was now addicted to morphine and struggling to keep his head above water in San 
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Francisco.  This "hop fiend" informant actually claimed that he was a better agent when 

high.168  Nick Carter drew on the expertise of a French detective colleague who had 

"gotten into difficulties in his own country," further implying that association with those 

who had broken the law empowered detective heroes to enforce it.169  Nick Carter 

utilized messenger boys and the postal service to deliver messages and also to observe 

and report back to him about their surroundings.170  As in later fictional representations, 

informants, especially those who had been on the "inside" of anarchist circles, often 

bargained for immunity from prosecution or early release from prison in exchange for 

information, while some informants were ideally suited to help the detectives because 

they were not true believers in the anarchist cause and easily turned.171   

Surveilling and tracking terrorists required patience.  Nick Carter and his various 

assistants were accustomed to protracted stakeouts and extended periods of close 

surveillance and tailing suspects.172  When questioned as to why he did not make arrests 

as soon as sufficient evidence was available, Nick Carter testily replied to a fellow 

detective:  "I wish, this time, to take them red-handed if possible, and I want them all."  

He determined that "he would not again return to his own home until after he had 

rounded up these law-breakers; and he resolved that he would do it so thoroughly this 
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time that their activities would be ended for some time to come."173  As a shrewd 

observer of human behavior, Nick Carter was often willing to wait and watch for clues to 

emerge, as in one case where he "determined to take a chance with this beautiful young 

woman, by which she might betray herself…[and] prove her complicity."174  The Bradys 

steadfastly refused to make arrests too soon, in order to trace anarchist networks back to 

their leader sources.  In the Admiral Brown case, when all others called for immediate 

arrest based on intelligence that Admiral Brown was a saboteur, Old King Brady insisted 

on leaving the admiral alone and seeing what would develop with time.175  In time he was 

proven correct, and his patience paid off in the capture of a nest of anarchists rather than 

a single actor.  Even when many anarchists were arrested, detectives lamented the loss of 

key leaders.176 

Like Flynn's inability in real life to always capture his criminal, the Bradys were 

sometimes disappointed as well.  At the end of the Anarchist Queen case, the evil Emma 

Gold was set free due to lack of evidence, which would be disheartening to any law 

enforcement official seeking to stop the rise of anarchoterrorism in America.  The trial 

was preceded by nationwide anarchist raids in which hundreds were rounded up and 

incarcerated.177  This was almost precisely the game plan following the mail bombings of 
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1919, in which no perpetrators were ever discovered and ultimately, the Justice 

Department, with Flynn's involvement, conducted many raids and deported hundreds to 

Russia.   

Dime novels demonstrate that hero-detectives were also fully prepared to do 

whatever it took to subdue their suspects, even when this included physical violence and 

crossing some moral lines.  Both Bradys, but Harry in particular, typically carried pistols 

to protect themselves, and Harry was not averse to firing into a crowd of anarchists even 

at close range.178  In particular, Young King Brady was adept at catching anarchists by 

the throat and pinning them to the ground while awaiting interrogation or arrest.179  Nick 

Carter's erstwhile sidekick Patsy, when detained by anarchists, delivered a savage 

response, landing solid blows to his victim's Adam's apple.  Though under "ordinary 

circumstances" he always told the truth and did what was morally right, Nick Carter lived 

by the maxim: "To do a great right, do a little wrong."180 Old King Brady was not above 

offering monetary incentives--"that balm which heals all wounds"--to ensure compliance 

and cooperation.181 

For realistic flavor, dime novels often included connections to existing law 

enforcement personnel or agencies.  In one Brady adventure, the U.S. Secret Service 
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Commissioner for Chicago joined the Bradys in their quest to vanquish an anarchist 

league, while in another they met with the Secretary of the Navy, and in yet another they 

met the President of the United States himself.  

Organizational concerns occupied a significant amount of time for the Bradys.  In 

one case, assigned to chase down anarchists in Chicago, a local agent complained that 

Old King Brady had been assigned to travel from New York to intervene, when he had 

been assigned specifically to track the anarchists because of his language skills.182  The 

status of the Bradys as independent contractors was often emphasized at the end of the 

adventures when they noted that they collected "the usual Secret Service fee" in 

remuneration for their counterterrorist labors.183  Even while loaning a French detective 

colleague money to purchase needed disguise supplies, Nick Carter warned that he would 

need an expense account.184 

As we have seen in the life of William J. Flynn, even in the early days of 

counterterrorism, jurisdictional conflicts arose between nascent organizations such as the 

Secret Service and the Bureau of Investigation as they interacted with each other and with 

local law enforcement organizations.  In general, local police tended to be portrayed as 

weak, panicked, and ineffectual, and as a result, dime novel detectives only called on 

local police as an absolute last resort, and usually only after the case at hand was 
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substantially solved.185  On another note, in one case Nick Carter sent an assistant to 

NYPD headquarters to get a "list of the socialists with anarchistic tendencies."186  

Reference to such a list implies that authorities maintained such lists, and future events, 

such as the "anarchist raids" following the bombings of 1919 and 1920, including the 

deportation of hundreds of suspected anarchists on the Buford, bear out the fact that such 

was the case. 

At least some of this animosity among agencies appears in the Bradys' Admiral 

Brown case, in which the U.S. Navy called upon the Brady team to ferret out a plot to 

destroy a new American battleship, the Arizona.  Before the action even began, the 

Bradys insisted on nailing down terms of their contract, including the federal agency 

responsible for originating their assignment and the rate and timeliness of pay.  Old King 

Brady's concern was that Uncle Sam was "slow pay" outside of the Secret Service, and 

only promises of a full appointment directly from the Secretary of the Navy persuaded 

him to settle for a Navy assignment.187   

In the same novel, the conclusion leaves readers hanging when, after being 

captured and arrested by the Bradys, the terrorists managed to escape while in U.S. 

Marshal custody en route to a preliminary examination by a Commissioner.  Old King 

Brady questioned whether such actions were due to ineptitude or "that the marshal acted 
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under orders from someone higher up," pointing to a larger conspiracy from within the 

government to allow terrorist leaders to go free.  Though this would doubtless be 

frustrating to an agent committed to reducing the number of terrorists running amok in 

the world, the Bradys seemed to shrug it off with a degree of nonchalance: "What could 

the detectives say or do? Nothing except to send in their bill."  Indeed, though the 

anarchist leaders escaped the Brady net, it was a happy ending as long as they received 

payment for their work.188   

As mentioned, the Anarchist Queen novel blurred the line between fact and 

fiction and brought the Bradys into the most interaction with real officials, including the 

President of the United States, William McKinley.  Though his name was never included, 

the fact that he was shot at the end at the Pan-American Exposition in Buffalo makes his 

identity clear.  In the dime novel, McKinley directly refused entreaties from the Bradys, 

who were tracking anarchist Leon Czogolsz, to fall back under more extensive Secret 

Service protection and avoid large crowds while visiting the exposition.  Instead 

McKinley, "a well-liked man," insisted on continuing to shake hands and greet people in 

large crowds, ultimately leading to his demise.189  In the same novel, the Bradys came 

into contact with William P. Hazel, the Secret Service New York Bureau Chief, an 
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obvious fictionalized version of William P. Hazen, the director under whom Flynn 

worked in his earliest years as a Secret Service agent.190 

A common framework for understanding literary or media representations of 

terrorism is the lens of temporality.  Terrorist attacks are typically planned and executed 

in narrow windows of time, and counterterrorist efforts seek to thwart such attacks before 

they occur, adding another layer of anticipatory temporality to the equation.  Alice's cry--

"Not a second to be lost!"--as she brought in the cavalry to clean up and make arrests near 

the end of an adventure underscores the constant emphasis on time in terrorism studies.191  

When chasing terrorists, attacks are almost always imminent, as when Harry overheard 

anarchists plotting violence:  "The time has come to act.  To-morrow night the final blow 

will be struck."192 

In dime novels, authors often apply temporal fixity to their stories to add a more 

realistic flavor.  For example, rather than simply launching with the story, implying that it 

could have potentially occurred at any time, one author introduced events by stating that 

the plot occurred "several years ago,"193 as if the narrator is recounting the events over 

dinner with a friend.  Temporality is also used to further align with reality, as in one case 

where, though the action had ended, temporal events continued to unfold into the future, 
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including the escape of some of the criminals from law enforcement custody.194  Thus the 

lack of temporal closure at the conclusion of the story allows for projection into the 

future.  Messy endings are more realistic endings, and suggest that events may still be 

occurring out there, somewhere, up to the present time. 

In addition to close linkages with temporality, terrorism is often linked with 

geography as well, with the sense of place providing necessary backdrop to the 

anarchists' cause or to the message they seek to convey through direct violent action.  In 

the late nineteenth century, as now, New York City was a focal point for the violence 

inherent in the anarchists' cause: "...a city where mysterious crimes and strange 

happenings are so common as they are in the great metropolis."195  Anarchists often 

appeared, as in one Nick Carter adventure, on the city's East Side, where so many 

immigrants made their homes, or across the Hudson River in the anarchist capital of 

Paterson, New Jersey.196  True to form, dime novels also fulfilled their educational role, 

outlining much of how the city that never sleeps works for the benefit of those across the 

country who would never have opportunities to visit in person.  Chase scenes were 

particularly effective at providing highly detailed descriptions of streets, buildings, bars, 

and conveyances.197  Other stories did the same with other cities, including Chicago, 
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which had its own array of underground passages and secret tunnels between city 

buildings.198  The Bradys' Admiral Brown case took place in and around San Francisco, 

where readers were introduced through multiple earthquake scenes to the prevalence and 

destruction of the region's seismic activity.199   

In terms of spaces, each detective had a special location to which they could 

retreat and devote time for thinking through the details of current cases.  Nick Carter had 

his study, where he often conferred with informants,200 and the Bradys often cogitated in 

their personal library.  Cigars often figured in these periods of pondering.201  This 

"thinking space" allowed the detectives to seal themselves off from the rest of the world, 

thus escaping the clamor and chaos of encroaching modernity, and also reflecting the 

need for the public to believe that their public officials were smart enough and 

sufficiently capable to ward off the threat of international terrorism on American soil by 

sheer brainpower.  The retreat to thinking space is reminiscent of this description of 

William J. Flynn from one of his obituaries: 

Ever the bulldog, the Secret Service chief never let go. The evidence might 
not be forthcoming just at the moment but Flynn never forgot. He would 
shut himself up in a room with a box of his favorite black cigars and reason 
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out his theory. This done he would go after the evidence, analyzing motives 
as he went along, and generally got his man.202 

This description of Flynn's thinking method denotes two phases in the process, 

beginning with thinking in a quiet separate space, alone with his cigars, followed by 

dogged pursuit of the evidence.   

In conclusion, while perhaps not perfect measures of public perceptions of 

anarchists and counter-anarchists, dime novels capture conceptually the outlines of these 

groups in the public imagination.  Typically from working-class immigrant backgrounds, 

anarchists were ruthless killers ready to utilize bombs, guns, or other deadly weapons to 

undermine capitalism and usher in a state free from government and police oppression.  

Fighting the anarchists, detectives were clean-living, resourceful, and intelligent 

individuals who were also willing to stop at nothing in order to avert terrorist violence.  

Teasing from the dime novels the readers' idealized counterterrorist agent, we see that 

Americans craved a leader with extensive experience and the ability to subvert 

anarchoterrorist activity from whatever source.  In short, Americans needed a hero, and 

that individual was William J. Flynn. 
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CHAPTER FOUR                                                                                                             

"WORK, PATIENT WORK, HOMELY WORK, INGLORIOUS WORK"1:            

NYPD DETECTIVE BUREAU, 1910-1911                                      

In an article in the April 1911 Metropolitan Magazine, several prominent New 

Yorkers were profiled, including William J. Flynn.  Pointing to the crimes that seemed so 

rampant throughout New York City, including murders, kidnappings, and anarchist 

bombings, the article described how "a large section of the city's population [was] kept in 

constant terror."  As seen earlier in Flynn's career, the nefarious "Black Hand" 

organization appeared to be spreading terror and mayhem throughout the metropolis.  

Newly elected New York Mayor William J. Gaynor, noting that the Italian gangs 

responsible for many of the acts lacked fear of God and respect for the law, approached 

Flynn and enticed him so that he "shifted from the service of Uncle Sam … to the service 

of Father Knickerbocker."2 

At this point, along with the Pinkerton Detective Agency and William J. Burns, 

Flynn was arguably the most famous detective in America.  In a newspaper interview just 

after his appointment to the New York Police Department, a reporter observed:  "Of 
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romance there has been little in the American Sherlock Holmes's life."3  Comparisons 

with Sherlock Holmes came naturally:  Like the famous fictional British sleuth, Flynn 

was measured, patient, and given to analyzing and thinking deeply about his cases until a 

solution emerged.  Flynn would become the bane of counterfeiters and child kidnappers, 

but not generally due to flashy surprise attacks.  Rather, his methods involved the "steady 

hammer" of relentless pursuit and of patiently waiting for a suspect to make a mistake 

and reveal himself.4 

Flynn was appointed as the NYPD Second Deputy Commissioner in October 

1910, and resigned his post at the end of April 1911.  Though he was with the NYPD for 

less than a year, one article stated:  "In those months...he struck terror into the 

underworld."  In a series of reforms, Flynn broke abruptly with his predecessors and 

NYPD tradition, sending office staff out on patrol, adjusting organizational and reporting 

structures, and changing up administrative practices.  He and his men used innovative 

and aggressive methods, in some cases reminiscent of those seen in the pages of popular 

dime novels.5 

Throughout this period, the public indicated increasing impatience with police 

incompetence and corruption, as evidenced by numerous investigations.  It was into this 
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environment of distrust in police protection that violent anarchists and other criminals 

launched numerous deadly disruptions.  According to Foucault, disruptions can be the 

key to historical understanding, through close examination of the previous status quo and 

the reaction to the disruption by relevant players.6  In facing the new threats of the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, lackadaisical law enforcement, including 

leadership appointments driven by political connections and ambitions, was no longer an 

acceptable solution.  Relying on corrupt policemen and official was untenable in the face 

of such danger, and the public demanded law enforcement, including counter-anarchist 

forces, that was equal to the task.  William J. Flynn, with decades of experience on a 

national level, was just the man for the job.  Through providing a degree of stability and 

reducing crime in New York City, Flynn brought to bear the full force of his image as 

federal protector, enhancing the public perception of the federal government as the level 

of law enforcement most capable of addressing the crisis.  In an era of decentralized law 

enforcement, when local authorities regularly relied on private entities such as the 

Pinkerton's Detective Agency, Flynn embodied the true power of the federal state to 

address the challenges of modern life and restore order to a fractured society.   

It is not our intention to cover the history of the NYPD or even of the Detective 

Bureau in its entirety.  Instead we will provide context for and examine the specific 
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reforms Flynn attempted to incorporate during his short term of service, and their place 

within the larger progressive reform movement of the late nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries.   

As Johnson and Czitrom have written, researching the history of the NYPD is a 

difficult task due to limited access to source material.  Early NYPD records were 

destroyed during wars, fires, and hurricanes, forcing historians to rely heavily on 

newspaper accounts, as Czitrom has stated, "to put flesh on the bones of the 

investigation."  Czitrom warns of reporters playing fast and loose with description and 

quotations and urges fellow scholars to double-source all information culled from 

newspaper accounts.7 

Historian James F. Richardson's work paints a picture of the New York police 

from the NYPD's founding in 1845 through Flynn's youth and early professional years, 

and sets the stage for Flynn's interaction with and employment by the NYPD from 1910-

1911.  According to Richardson, the NYPD at the close of the nineteenth century was, as 

ever, mired in power struggles, primarily between mayors and police boards, with many 

expansions and contractions in size and authority of the board of commissioners over the 

years.  A serious difficulty was the restricted authority of the police superintendent, who, 
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until 1895, was unable to make assignments or give orders without board approval.8  The 

campaign for a single police commissioner continued through the 1880s and was not 

formalized until 1901.9     

Both Richardson and historian Marilynn Johnson have demonstrated that the 

nineteenth century New York police force was characterized by police brutality, leading 

to widespread distrust of officers.10  Like many (if not most) municipal departments in 

New York, the NYPD was deeply entangled with the Tammany Hall political machine.  

In her comprehensive study of police violence in the NYPD, Street Justice: A History of 

Political Violence in New York City, Johnson further explains that police corruption 

seemed to blossom in poorer areas, and that the more violent officers were often assigned 

to these neighborhoods.11   

George Washington Walling, who served as superintendent of the New York 

police forms from 1874 to 1885, wrote describing the political entanglements with the 

NYPD in terms that could have been used to describe the situation in Flynn's day:  "Full 

well do I know the power of that might combination--Politics and Police.  I attempted to 

make a stand against it, but the result was most disastrous to myself...So long as this 
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combination is allowed to exist, just so long will delay and corruption have a grasp upon 

that which should uphold the honor, integrity and well-being of our citizens."  Though 

tending toward the melodramatic, Walling went on to describe his 34 years of service in 

law enforcement, detailing brushes with abortionists, murderers, gamblers, thieves, bank 

robbers, and beggars.  In his conclusion, Walling mused ruefully that the age-old clash 

between Democrats and Republicans, wrangling over political gains rather than over the 

needs of ordinary citizens, lay at the root of much of the evil in municipal government.12  

Walling was also an early proponent of removing responsibility for elections from the 

NYPD.13 

New York City has long been obsessed with the behavior and efficiency of its 

police department.  The Lexow Committee and its investigation of corruption within the 

ranks of the NYPD is indicative of public distrust of the department tasked with its 

protection.  Organized from 1894-1895 with Chair Clarence Lexow and comprised 

mostly of Republican legislators, this committee of the New York State Senate arose in 

part in response to demands of social reformer and Presbyterian minister Rev Charles C. 

Parkhurst, discussed in chapter one.14   
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Stretching to over 10,000 pages of testimony from 678 witnesses, the committee 

report addressed police interference with elections in about 1,077 pages, while nearly 

9,500 pages dealth with "blackmail, extortion, and corruption."15  Many prime positions 

within the NYPD ranks were outright purchased, and it was further found that NYPD 

coffers were partially supplied by money paid by whorehouse, tavern, and casino owners 

as "protection money" for officers to look the other way.  Though many of the reforms 

suggested by the committee were ignored or downplayed, Tammany Hall took a hit in the 

election of 1894 and reform platform candidate William Strong became New York City's 

new mayor. In turn, Strong appointed Theodore Roosevelt as police commissioner, 

launching a series of reforms within the NYPD. 

Among the outcomes of the Lexow Committee was the revelation of the degree to 

which the NYPD, tasked with securing local elections, had been used as a tool by 

Tammany Hall to ensure its preferred outcomes, going so far as to harass and intimidate 

Republican voters, invade election booths, and outright canvass for Tammany Hall 

candidates.16  In addition to this election tampering, the police were also found through 

Lexow Committee testimony to be involved in brutality, confidence schemes, and a 

general sense that many on the force felt themselves to be above the law.17  Over 600 
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total witnesses, including hundreds of New York policeman accused of police brutality, 

dubbed the "Clubbers' Brigade," were called before the committee to testify.18 

One key committee conclusion underscored the corruption rampant at all levels of 

the NYPD, and failure of the force to uphold its responsibility to protect all citizens: 

"...the police department, from the highest down to the lowest, was 
thoroughly impregnated with the political influence of Tammany Hall, 
and...the suppression and repression of crime depended, not so much upon 
the ability to enforce the law, but rather upon the will of that organization 
or faction to have the law enforced."19 

Thus the committee's primary conclusion was that removing Tammany influence 

from the NYPD was paramount.20  The report further acknowledged that, as widely 

claimed, demoralization among the force was a significant problem.  The primary 

responsibility for the state of demoralization, the report claimed, rested with the corrupt 

system of policemen paying for their appointments, which in turn caused the men to seek 

to recoup the funds through graft and bribery in order to pay back their friends who 

helped them into office.21  The report called for greater conformity with civil service 

reform in order to hire and retain the most qualified individuals for law enforcement 

positions.22  Finally, the report recommended radical reorganization of the force in order 
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to enhance efficiency, with commissioners empowered to summarily dismiss anyone 

lacking proper qualifications for their position on the force.23 

Among the weaknesses of the Lexow investigation, as Johnson has argued, is the 

lack of diversity in committee membership or data gathering.  Its study focused 

exclusively on brutality committed against white citizens in middle-class neighborhoods, 

almost completely ignoring the poorest classes, African Americans, or labor-related 

exchanges.24   

Though the Lexow Committee failed to approve some of the key institutional 

changes sought by reformers, including the nonpartisan control of the police force and 

separation of the force from election responsibilities, it was successful in others, such as 

the replacement of the nearly powerless superintendent with an empowered chief of 

police and external auditing for police financial records.  The committee's findings are 

also credited with the Republican landslide, including the election of reformer William L. 

Strong as New York City mayor, in 1894.25 

Theodore Roosevelt was appointed NYPD police commissioner in 1895 by 

Mayor William Strong.  Later in life, reflecting on his time in this role, Roosevelt is 
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known to have stated only half-jokingly that the Commissioner job was a more difficult 

job than being President of the United States.26 

As outlined in chapter one, Reverend Charles Parkhurst, minister of the Madison 

Square Presbyterian Church, became president of the Society for the Prevention of Crime 

in 1891.27  Parkhurst's infamous nocturnal excursions through the darkest parts of New 

York City's seedy underbelly revealed evil, including extensive police corruption, that 

horrified his parishioners and led to the formation of the Lexow Committee.  Beginning 

in 1892, Parkhurst railed against police malfeasance in his public sermons, pointing the 

finger of blame at the corruption of Tammany Hall that loomed like a puppetmaster over 

all police affairs. 

In 1894, Republicans swept state and local offices, pushing out the long-hated 

Tammany Democrats.  Amidst a wave of reforms in education, health care, water quality, 

and public bathing, Theodore Roosevelt was appointed police commissioner.  In this 

capacity, Roosevelt toured the streets of New York City at night, identifying lax police 

behaviors and officers dealing too closely with criminal elements.  He saw the leaders of 

Tammany Hall as his "mortal foes."28 
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Until the arrival of Theodore Roosevelt as Police Commissioner in 1895, the 

police generally had an adversarial relationship with reformers.  Calls by highly 

moralistic organizations for ends to police taking payments to offer protection to brothels, 

saloons, and gambling houses were not appreciated by most policemen.29  Reforms by 

Roosevelt and others generally circled around the themes of efficiency and morality.  The 

professionalization of the police force was a major thrust of Roosevelt's time with the 

NYPD, as well as of Flynn's, as was the crusade against immorality and filth of urban 

American society.30  Roosevelt was destined to make enemies because of his hard-

charging, inflexible approach which saw the world in black and white with no allowance 

for grays. 

Roosevelt took a hard line against crime and saw his job as law enforcement, 

plain and simple, without regard for public opinion.  Even in response to those who urged 

sympathy for young girls forced by circumstances into prostitution, and though he 

himself lamented that dealing with prostitution was "one of the saddest features of police 

work," he insisted that prostitutes and their managers be prosecuted to the full extent of 

the law.  He also attacked gambling in all forms, concerned, as H. Paul Jeffers has shown, 

because "it victimized those least able to afford losing money."31  Though his relentless 
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enforcement of the so-called blue laws were not entirely embraced by the populace, 

Roosevelt led the charge in establishing order and structure on the NYPD, beginning by 

throwing out corrupt administrators such as Police Superintendent Thomas F. Byrnes.32   

Roosevelt wasted no time in shaking up the department, with one of his earliest 

actions being the ouster of long-serving police superintendent, Thomas F. Byrnes.  

Famous for instituting the "Rogues' Gallery" and heralded as "the greatest thief taker in 

the history of the New York police," Byrnes later came to represent the corruption that 

Roosevelt sought to root out of the department, and according to Hickey, "there was no 

room in the department for two big roughriders at the same time," so Byrnes' ouster was 

written on the wall at the time of Roosevelt's appointment.33  At one time, Byrnes 

manipulatively threatened journalist Lincoln Steffens with withholding information about 

police operations if Steffens reported the department's work in an unfavorable light.34  

Long-serving contemporary policeman John J. Hickey, noting that "Byrnes ruled 

supreme from 1883 to 1897," explained that while Inspector Byrnes hired some of the 

finest detectives in the history of the NYPD, he was also "not very kind to us men under 

him."35 
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Soon after, though many groups proposed weakening existing excise laws to 

allow for partially "wet" Sundays, Roosevelt launched on a course of strict enforcement, 

including full closure of saloons on Sundays.  Though unpopular, Roosevelt's position 

was that the law needed to be enforced not only to maintain order in society, but also in 

order to maintain respect for the law.36  Richard Zacks has argued that in his rigid 

adherence to and enforcement of the laws seen by so many as antiquated and defunct, 

Roosevelt actually impeded the reform movement in the NYPD.37   

He further pressed for reforms of police enforcement of laws banning prostitution, 

including insisting that police officers stop the practice of sleeping with suspected 

prostitutes as part of evidence-gathering.38  He discovered disparities in enforcement of 

the so-called blue laws, or restrictions on sale of liquor on Sunday, finding that well-

connected bar owners could rely on political and personal connections to see that another 

saloon was in the enforcers' sights rather than their own.39   

Roosevelt was also relentless in enforcing professional behavior among the police 

force, taking to the streets of New York City at night for his infamous "midnight 

rambles," often with his friend and reformer Jacob Riis, to catch policemen breaking the 

very laws he sought to enforce.  Unable to locate a roundsman or patrolman, or finding 
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police officers in bars or whorehouses, Roosevelt would visit the station house and 

demand to speak to the sergeant on duty.  Later Roosevelt claimed that he relished these 

nocturnal treks not only because of the information gathered about police activity, but 

also because he was able to observe all classes of New Yorkers.40 

As for so many others who occupied the police commissioner role, the tide 

eventually turned against Roosevelt due to shifting political trends and his inflexible 

approach to his job and to the law.  Though Roosevelt's work as commissioner was 

prominent and consistent, it was not, as Richardson has argued, to have a lasting effect 

with "Tammany always waiting in the wings."41  He resigned in April 1897.42  In many 

ways, as argued by Berman, Roosevelt's NYPD experience "ended on a note of 

frustration and defeat" due to lack of lasting change.43 

The year 1897 was momentous in many ways for New York City.  Though moral 

outrage following the Lexow Committee report had inspired some level of reform, 

following reformer Mayor Strong's administration, the population seemed to have had 

enough.  Democratic mayoral candidate Robert Van Wyck, under Tammany Hall's 

thumb, campaigned on a platform of "To Hell with Reform."44  The same year also saw 
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the creation of Greater New York, with the police departments of all five boroughs 

consolidated into the NYPD.  Tammany was back in control, and appointments to 

positions within the NYPD were tossed about like political footballs.  Worth noting is the 

appointment of William Devery, New York's last police superintendent, and its first 

Police Chief following consolidation in 1898.  Unlike Roosevelt, Devery did not enforce 

the Sunday ban on alcohol, and even deployed "reserve detectives" to help collect bribes 

for Tammany Hall.45  Though honored by at least one officer as a "grand old policeman" 

for being forced to travel a "hard road,"46 Devery was a Tammany stooge to the core, 

Devery reveled in corruption, scoffed at detectives, and brought political machinations to 

a new level.47   

In the years between Roosevelt's reforms and Flynn's appointment in 1910, the 

NYPD was reconstituted or reorganized numerous times, and a continually shifting cast 

of characters did little to instill faith in the department or the political system to which it 

was so deeply attached.  For example, in 1901 the NYPD was reorganized, this time 

implementing the long-called-for reform of a single police commissioner.  The infamous 

William Devery, after being dismissed previously, was recalled as First Deputy 

Commissioner under Tammany Hall stooge Colonel Michael C. Murphy.48  
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Commissioners changed with disturbing regularity, all based on political affiliations as 

the public held Tammany in favor or got sick of them.  Greater order was established 

under Commissioner Francis Vinton Greene, who created organizational divisions within 

NYPD with clear lines of accountability, and required officers to make daily reports of 

activities on each shift.  But even Greene was soon bumped when the political winds 

shifted and Tammany resumed control.49 

Allegations of election tampering by NYPD persisted unabated well into the 

twentieth century.  Brigadier General Theodore Bingham was appointed Commissioner 

1906.  Drawing on previous reports about police misbehavior, Bingham cracked down 

ruthlessly on internal discipline, Imposing military order on the department.  According 

to Whalen and Whalen, Bingham extended power of an independent police department, 

including authority to appoint detectives, which he wrested from the mayor's office.50 

As in each of his professional positions, Flynn was realistic about swift results, 

preferring to apply in the NYPD the same "quiet, indomitable persistence" that had made 

him so successful in the Secret Service.  Expectations were high, but even the press was 

realistic about what made NYPD officials effective.  As one reporter put it:  "Will Flynn 

be able to keep up his work? The answer is in but one word: Politics."51   
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At the time of the appointment, the population of New York City had grown to 

approximately 5.25 million.  The NYPD consisted of approximately 9,384 total 

policemen, including 458 detectives.52  According to Robert Henry Cordella's master's 

thesis on the history of the NYPD Detective Department, plainclothesmen "enforce the 

gambling laws, Alcohol Beverage Control Law, and the Rules of the Police Department 

relevant to the conduct of night clubs and cabarets," while detectives "handle police 

business that does not come within the scope of the Uniformed or Patrol Force.  The 

Detective Division investigates crimes, identifies criminals, and performs a type of 

preventive police work which the regular patrolman cannot manage on account of his 

uniform."53  With years of experience in the Secret Service, this plainclothes undercover 

work was Flynn's specialty.   

Taking office on January 1, 1910, New York City Mayor William J. Gaynor 

pursued an aggressive reform agenda, beginning with curbing corruption and nepotism on 

the police force. Stopping short of a full ban on the use of nightsticks, Gaynor instituted 

extensive reporting structures and high accountability for any situations involving 

violence and police officers.  He especially sought to rein in police violence associated 

with strikes and peaceful protests.54 
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On October 20, 1910, Police Commissioner William F. Baker and his deputy 

Frederick H. Bugher announced their resignations from the NYPD.  Mayor Gaynor 

wasted no time in appointing lawyer James C. Cropsey the new Commissioner, with 

Clement J. Driscoll and 42-year-old William J. Flynn as First and Second Deputy 

Commissioners, respectively.55  As part of his resignation, Bugher claimed the 

department was sadly demoralized and said that complete reorganization was needed to 

enforce discipline among the police ranks.  To his new commissioner, Mayor Gaynor, 

who had campaigned on promises of cleaning up the NYPD, proceeded to outline in a 

letter his reform recommendations, including the need to root out corruption among the 

"higher officers" and stop graft, suggesting that all plainclothesmen should report to a 

single authority such as Flynn.  Finally, he enjoined "outward order and decency," calling 

these the "first duty of the police force."56   

It is difficult to say what Flynn really thought of his appointment.  His recorded 

public response was optimistic: "It's a tough job, but I'm going to give it a wrestle...I'll 

stake my reputation and a lot of hard work on making good.  I have in mind an entirely 

new plan of work."57  Essentially, he planned to deploy Secret Service methods in the 

NYPD, turning New York's detective force into Scotland Yard-caliber investigators.  In a 
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later interview for a magazine article, however, Flynn's assessment was more grim, 

calling the NYPD Detective Bureau "more or less of a joke" with frequent personnel 

turnover, especially at the administrative level, and a host of entrenched practices and 

procedure.  He admitted that "much good work has been done, but the great 

preponderance has been either in the line of pompous stupidity or rascally corruption."  

The author of one article stated boldly that Flynn would have to work hard to prove that 

he was neither stupid nor corrupt.58  Finally, the newspaper-reading public unfamiliar 

with Flynn's methods quickly learned that the new deputy commissioner was not in this 

line of work for the glory and recognition, but instead committed to "Work, patient work, 

homely work, inglorious work."  Indeed, Flynn stated, "the least said about detective 

work, the more will be detected."59   

Though Cropsey and Driscoll had both done notable work in their previous 

appointments, Flynn was the only appointee with actual law enforcement experience, and 

whispers of Flynn's potential elevation to the Commissioner role were already spreading 

on the day he arrived.  As First Deputy Commissioner, Driscoll, having been tested and 

found exceptional due to his work in the Bureau of Weights and Measures, would be 

responsible for "complaints of gambling and disorderly resorts."60  As Second Deputy 

Commissioner, Flynn would oversee the NYPD Detective Bureau, and it was fully 
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anticipated that he would launch a complete overhaul of the bureau within a few weeks to 

bring it into conformity with the investigative and law enforcement standards of the U.S. 

Secret Service.61  According to Cordella, one of the most glaring disadvantages of 

appointment of civilian police commissioners was that, lacking any true experience in the 

field, they needed help with everything.62  One wonders if Flynn was saddled from the 

beginning with the burden of results, and to an extent of carrying his fellow police 

administrators who had no direct exposure to law enforcement. 

Writing in 1913, after he had returned to employment with the U.S. Secret 

Service, Flynn envisioned steps the NYPD needed to take in order to improve efficiency 

and decrease corruption.  Speaking of the relentless "newspaper hopper" which must 

constantly supplied with stories, Flynn complained of the way sensationalist "yellow 

journalism" reporters harassed public officials until finding someone to blame.  Related 

to this, Flynn boasted of his 80% conviction rate in the Secret Service, while noting that 

"the Secret Service, however, does not reckon time, but results," suggesting that the rush 

to arrest needed to be curbed in the NYPD.63   

Flynn's 1913 writing outlined his progressive police reform agenda, some of 

which he was able to accomplish during his time as Second Deputy Commissioner.  First 

and foremost, Flynn dreamed of a "true detective force," where it was clear that 
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detectives were more than simply beat cops who had shed their uniforms, that detective 

work was largely brain work and required intelligence and quick thinking, and that the 

chief had unfettered "power to hire the best men he can get wherever and however he can 

get them."  He argued that the identities of the detectives needed to be kept absolutely 

secret, to the extent that in some cases only the chief could identify his own men, and that 

detectives need not be stereotypical brawny fighters, as smaller men could more easily 

climb up and down fire escapes and through holes in fences.  In addition to a police 

department free from politics, Flynn envisioned police success as dependent on close 

cooperation with fellow city departments, allowing enforcement to be undertaken by the 

most appropriate departments, such as the Excise Department pursuing liquor law 

violations and the Health Department addressing prostitution cases.64 

In the first full gathering of the newly-reconstituted Detective Bureau, Flynn and 

his deputy, Chief of Detectives Inspector Russell, made it clear that things were 

changing.  The detectives were not hired due to political considerations or in response to 

financial bribes, but because it was thought they would be good and efficient detectives.  

Russell lectured them with Flynn's familiar refrain:  "A detective is not a patrolman, and 

a patrolman is not a detective," echoing Flynn's laments in his article "What is Wrong 

with the Police?"  Russell also introduced the Flynn policy of absolute secrecy, 

transforming the detective squad into a true "secret service," and the need to hide their 
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identity whenever possible to ensure maximum effectiveness, especially when infiltrating 

organizations.  Later after dark on this first day, Flynn set out on his own "midnight 

ramble," stopping in at precinct houses throughout the city, striking fear into the hearts of 

busy and unsuspecting lieutenants by loudly introducing himself.65 

The predicted reforms in Flynn's area were not long in coming, for, as one 

editorial noted, "Big of body as Flynn is, one does not talk long with him before realizing 

that his ideas are big too."66  Less than a month following his appointment, Flynn 

announced sweeping changes for NYPD plainclothesmen.  Effective immediately, 

detectives would no longer report to precinct captains, instead reporting through a 

separate chain of command leading to Flynn, modeled after the centralized organizational 

structures of Scotland Yard and the Secret Service.67  In a major twist, Flynn informed all 

staff, including central office clerical staff, that they would be required to take their turn 

on street patrols.  Ironically, these modifications included an assertion that the detectives 

"will have nothing to do with gambling," which, as we shall see, was soon violated.68  

Finally, due to the proliferation of sub-bureaus within the detective squad under previous 

administrations, the names and faces of detectives were known throughout the city.  

Flynn intended to put an immediate stop to this by requiring his men to use masks or 
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otherwise conceal their identities whenever possible, adding a shot of dime novel 

disguise skills into the mix.69   

Foucault discusses at length the concept of the role of surveillance by the state, 

first describing strict quarantine procedures in Europe at the end of the seventeenth 

century in attempts to quell the spread of the plague within a community, then moving on 

to Jeremy Bentham's proposed Panopticon.  This theoretical architectural arrangement 

would allow for surveillance of all, the purpose of which was "to induce in the inmate a 

state of conscious and permanent visibility that assures the automatic functioning of 

power."70  In a sense, terrorists displaced disciplinary authority and became a type of 

Panopticon.  Once citizens felt they were unsafe and that terrorists mat attack at any time, 

they (like occupants of Foucault's imaginary prison) became fearful of action.  On the 

other hand, Flynn's objective, as a representative of the disciplinary power of the state, 

was to re-take the central observation and surveillance-based power back from the 

anarchoterrorists, thus asserting control over all society (including terrorists and other 

deviants), and inducing compliance with the law.  Flynn accomplished this in part, where 

so many others had failed, by bringing a wealth of professional law enforcement 

experience to his position and also by taking the Panopticon mobile.  Unlike many police 

leaders who received their positions due to political connections and sought to hide in 
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their offices, Flynn hit the streets along with his men, raiding counterfeiting operations 

and gambling houses, sending the message to would-be criminals that there was no where 

they could truly hide from the eyes and the power of the state. 

Historian Richardson identified many of the NYPD shortcomings, including lack 

of efficiency and professionalism, which drove many of Flynn's attempts at reform.  

Richardson notes that police found enforcement of moral laws such as those banning 

gambling and Sunday drinking difficult first because they themselves were personally not 

opposed to the banned behaviors, and second because the reformers calling for strict 

enforcement were in the minority.71   

It is obvious from the tone of contemporary newspaper reporting that people were 

taking notice of Flynn's reforms.  In one case, the Times noted pointedly that one of 

Flynn's "new-style detectives, whose record in the department dates back only a few 

weeks," had successfully infiltrated a social club to pave the way for a full raid of the 

illegal gambling establishment.  This foregrounding of the lack of experience, coupled 

with emphasis on the excellent training from Flynn, highlighted the success of the Deputy 

Commissioner's efforts to reform the NYPD Detective Bureau and break with its 

politicized, unprofessional past.  The detective's integrity and toughness were also 

celebrated as the paper reported that he stood his ground against a crowd of belligerents 
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who charged him when they discerned his true identity.  Reinforcements arrived in the 

nick of time.72   

As ever, Flynn was required to interact and collaborate with other organizations 

and departments.  Most frequently, he was involved with the vice squad, which operated 

under the direction of First Deputy Commissioner Driscoll.73  As we shall see, conflict 

over duties assigned to these two divisions led in part to Flynn's dissatisfaction with his 

NYPD employment. 

Even in the age of reform, political connections loomed paramount as Flynn 

pursued his relentless course of unbiased, unabashed crimefighting.  Coming late in his 

brief tenure at the NYPD, the case of the Electo Club is illustrative of feathers being 

ruffled at many levels due to Flynn's enforcement of the law.  According to the Times, 

following a raid that netted 73 arrests and a "fortress" of gambling paraphernalia, 

detainees were held at the local station where politicians and others came to identify and 

bail them out at "a flat rate of $500 each."  The Times further noted that the raid occurred 

in the district of Police Captain Cray, whose brother-in-law Charles F. Murphy led 

Tammany Hall for decades.74  It was just these types of political considerations that often 

frustrated Flynn and may have led to his premature departure from the city's police force. 
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A large proportion of Flynn's time at the NYPD was spent in attempts to make the 

bureau more efficient.  According to Whalen and Whalen, Flynn instituted numerous 

reforms in the short time he served with the NYPD, beginning with the immediate 

dismissal of 150 long-time detectives who he saw as "dead wood."  In short order, Flynn 

proceeded to divide the city into districts overseen by lieutenants and captains, rotate 

detectives among districts to keep them fresh, and require detectives to submit daily 

activity reports, as he had done during his Secret Service work.  Due to an agreement 

with Mayor Gaynor, all detectives reported to Flynn alone, and Flynn was allowed to 

keep the identities of his men totally secret, including from Commissioner Cropsey.75  

This no doubt fed some of the animosity that arose within the NYPD administrative 

office.   

One early success from Flynn's time as Second Deputy Commissioner stood out, 

leading one magistrate to call the case "a piece of work which...was one of the finest in 

the history of the Police Department of this city."76  This case, which involved facing 

down the infamous Black Hand network over the kidnapping of two young Italian boys, 

was so important and memorable that it was one of the few mentioned specifically in his 

obituary, inspiring this claim:  "He was the first New York detective to find kidnapped 

children in the possession of the kidnappers, the Longo and Rizzo boys, who were stolen 
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in Brooklyn."77  Flynn was involved from the very beginning.  As one detective noted 

following the case's successful resolution, "The case had all been mapped out by 

Commissioner Flynn, and...he had from the start personally directed the operation which 

ended in the capture of the criminals."78 

Kidnapping was a favorite approach of the Black Hand.  In addition to passing 

counterfeit bills through their unsuspecting fellow countrymen, Italian terrorists known as 

the Black Hand sought to terrify residents of Italian neighborhoods by kidnapping 

children and demanding ransoms.  Concurrent with the taking of Giuseppe Longo and 

Nicola Rizzo, eight-year-old Michael Fritzi and nine-year-old Margeurite Ferri 

experienced brushes with kidnappers.  Taken with his friend while playing in the street, 

Fritzi was enticed into following a stranger to a movie theater with promises of fun and 

candy.  When candy was not forthcoming, Fritzi's friend abandoned him and escaped.  

While the other kidnapped children which we shall discuss here had happy endings and 

were returned to their families, we are left with uncertainty regarding Fritzi's fate.  

Considering statements in the newspaper reporting of these crimes, and the way that 

Fritzi dropped off the radar, it seems that the unresolved kidnapping was the more likely 

outcome when a child disappeared.79 
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On the other hand, though rare, the story of Margeurite Ferri had a heartwarming 

ending.  On her way back to school after lunch at home, little Margeurite was approached 

by a stranger with promises of a party.  At first fully willing to take his hand and go with 

him, Margeurite, who was being raised by a widower father following her mother's death 

years before, grew suspicious when told that her parents were waiting for her, and was 

saved due to the lucky proximity of a police officer.  To protect Margeurite in the 

following days, policemen on beats along her path to school conducted a protective 

escort, and all the children in her school escorted her home.80 

The kidnappings were part of a common extortion scheme, which interestingly 

held some built-in flexibility depending on the likelihood of forthcoming ransom money.  

The original ransom demand for Fritzi and Longo was $5,000 for the former and $15,000 

for the latter, reduced to $5,000 for both once the extortionists had spoken with their 

victims by telephone and realized just how destitute they really were.  Kidnappers hinted 

that they would be willing to come down on their ransom request even more based on 

what the families could cobble together.81 

On the same day in November, Longo's cousin Nicola Rizzo was also kidnapped 

while playing outside his home, and as time passed, Flynn's men scoured the city for 

clues.  They were rewarded in short order with eight arrests following a daring raid on 
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December 8, only days after the initial kidnappings occurred.  The raid included vicious 

fighting at close quarters as well as a dramatic chase down the fire escape to capture a 

suspect who "fought like a wild beast" and wore a facial expression like "a snarling 

hyena."  Though Flynn's detectives were typically closed-mouthed about procedures, it 

was revealed that part of Flynn's success was attributed to his personal involvement and 

his instruction for three detectives, who in turn reported their progress daily back to 

Flynn himself.  One New York Times article heralded the case as "the first time in the 

history of the Police Department of this city…[that] the band of Italian kidnappers and 

blackmailers" had been caught.82 

Shortly thereafter, Nicola Rizzo was released by his captors and found wandering 

the streets of Harlem.  Flynn was on the scene in minutes, bearing a gift of a sweater for 

the recovered boy, and driving him around in his personal vehicle in an attempt to 

identify any relevant locations or clues.  At court proceedings, Magistrate Tighe gushed 

that Flynn's quick solve was proof "that the Detective Bureau is in splendid hands, and 

that under Commissioner Flynn the reign of intimidation among the Italians is at an 

end."83 

Closely following Rizzo's release, several other missing children were returned to 

their homes, presumably, according to the newspapers, out of fear of arrest by Flynn and 
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his deputies.  Success of this magnitude, almost unheard of in the NYPD where the 

public eye focused instead on corruption and weakness, tended to instil confidence in the 

police force.  Such confidence, it was hoped, would lead to greater sharing of information 

with the police.  Lieutenant Anthony Vachris, head of the Italian Detective Bureau, 

lamented that many Italians, even when blackmailed or family members were held for 

ransom, refused to share information with police out of fear of retribution, or fear of 

being drawn into protracted legal action where they would be detained while awaiting 

their chance to testify.  He also suggested that the resistance to involving the police was 

rooted in a sense of duty and self-reliance, inherited from the old country in Sicily, that 

individuals need to bear their burdens and solve their own problems with the knife or 

gun.84   

As usual, Flynn declined to share his methods, even with NYPD administration, 

for capturing the kidnappers, refusing even to offer names of all the detectives involved 

in the rescue.85  Though slipping in a slight complaint that Flynn's secretive "methods do 

make news gathering more difficult than it used to be," one newspaper editorial promised 

that "Mr. Flynn need fear no criticism of his methods from the newspapers" due to his 

resounding success.86 
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By the end of December 1910, kidnappers Stanislas Pattenza and Maria Rappa 

were sentenced, the judge declaring as evidence that Flynn was "putting the fear of God 

in their hearts" that he was able to find two children kidnapped by the gang and return 

them safely.87  In addition to the ransom letters demanding cash and threatening to 

behead the child and kill the parents, it was found that similar threats were made against 

Flynn himself.  When questioned about the threats, Flynn fearlessly shrugged them off, 

saying "he will be able to take care of himself."88  Following the conclusion of the caper, 

according to the New York Times, Flynn "looked very tired as he walked to his 

automobile, but he also looked very happy and confident."89 

At the same time that the kidnapping case occupied so much media attention, 

Flynn was also deeply involved in two murder cases.  In the first case, a young man 

named John C. Warner, employee of the Fidelity Development Company, was brutally 

accosted, stabbed, and left for dead on Seventh Avenue as he made his way to catch a 

train to join friends for a hunting trip.  He managed to catch the attention of a policeman, 

and though doctors were optimistic, Warner's condition quickly worsened and he died.  

Living by their policy of absolute secrecy, Flynn assigned several of his men to chase 

down the killers, and that they were "to keep at it until they could report results."  Thanks 

to Flynn's swift deployment of investigators, it was quickly learned that the killers, who 
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were all union members and involved in the express driver and chauffeur strike, acted 

under the misplaced assumption from strike headquarters that Warner was a 

strikebreaker.  Once Flynn had solved the case, suspects were soon arrested.90 

In a second murder case, a dead body was discovered in a trunk in a private 

residence.  Though the body was found in 1910, the individuals, former boarders in the 

home where the trunk was stored, had not been seen at least since 1906.  Keen as ever, 

Flynn immediately determined the identity of the dead man to be French artist Alfred C. 

Callier and directed detectives to pursue his missing friend, waiter William Lewis.  

Though former friends claimed they could identify the body if given access and some 

within the police department suggested that family members from France should be 

brought to New York, Flynn gruffly refused, stating with graphic detail that "it would not 

be possible for anybody to identify the body, as it was only a skeleton with a few shreds 

of flesh clinging to it."91  Instead, Flynn retained a medical college professor to examine 

the body, ultimately identifying Callier by his teeth.92  The chase for Callier's killer led to 

Providence, Rhode Island, where a man answering to the description of prime suspect 

William Lewis had recently died of injuries related to a fall from a wagon.93  Sadly, the 

detective dispatched by Flynn to Providence to investigate returned to New York 
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disappointed due to the intervention of the Rhode Island Attorney General, who balked at 

opening Lewis's grave, stating that there was no justification for disinterment per Rhode 

Island law.94  At that point, perhaps due to the wave of success and accolades related to 

the kidnapping cases, the case faded from newspaper reports and into obscurity. 

Flynn received high praise in the press for quashing other crimes as well.  He was 

lauded in the pages of the New York Times for reducing the number of burglaries in New 

York City to the lowest levels since the reign of Inspector Byrnes.95  Though it was not 

his heart's greatest desire to crash gambling establishments, Flynn pursued the 

assignment to curb illegal gambling in New York City with typical vigor and 

thoroughness.  So successful was he in his anti-gambling campaign that it was said, 

shortly after his separation from the NYPD, that:  "As Deputy, his greatest success has 

been in suppressing, or at least minimizing, public gambling. Flynn's resignation is a loss 

to the Police Department."96  Flynn instilled in his men the same sense of boldness and 

confidence that he carried.  On one raid in February 1911, NYPD Lieutenant Collins 

leapt through a hole cut in an exterior wall, revolver drawn, into a crowd of over 200 

people and coolly took control: "You're all under arrest."97  
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From the beginning, Flynn was relentless in pursuit of gambling hall operators.  

In a single night in December 1910, his men raided three gambling houses in rapid 

succession, blasting through multiple doors at one location and rappelling in via a rooftop 

skylight at another, arresting dozens on warrants.98  In February 1911, Flynn's raiders hit 

four gambling houses in one night, "four brigades of raiders against the doors of four 

suspected gambling houses at the same moment."  The latter series of raids netted 51 

individuals arrested.  Flynn assisted in the raids himself on that evening, operating the 

hydraulic jack for the first time to knock down doors effortlessly.99  Amidst this 

remarkable series of successes, when asked about some suspects who had managed to 

escape the dragnet, Flynn confidently replied:  "Never mind...if we didn't get them to-day 

we'll get them some other time."100 

As to tools and methods, Flynn was known to personally appear before a raid and 

distribute axes and crowbars to his men.  As doors were often the most obvious barrier to 

gambling-house raids, tools to batter through them were very valuable, including axes 

and a "hydraulic jack capable of a ten-ton thrust."101 In one raid, Flynn's men, apprised of 

intelligence that the building's only weakness was the roof, removed a safety grill and 
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dropped down through a skylight to engage in a "brisk fight" with the operators.102  In 

trademark Flynn style, absolute secrecy was maintained in each gambling raid, such that 

none was ever apprised of the police incursion until it was too late to escape.  At one 

point, in order to maintain the total anonymity of his detectives, once the perimeter was 

breached he had his detectives stand behind doors to hide their identities.103  On other 

occasions, detectives wore masks, causing even more fear among those in the gambling 

houses.104 

Flynn's ideas were, according to one interviewer, "entirely different" than those of 

his predecessors. "He has no use for sensationalism. He does not believe in making 

arrests just to satisfy a public clamor."  With too many haphazard arrests, later 

determined to lack evidence, suspects often went free.  "That is not Flynn's way...Once 

Flynn makes an arrest, it is reasonable to expect a conviction." 105 

Flynn's success in the gambling house raids, while notable, may have been to 

some extent the root of contention within the police department.  On his three-raid night 

in December 1910, critics noted that Flynn was eminently successful but questioned why 

Deputy Commissioner Clement J. Driscoll, typically tasked with suppression of vice and 

gambling, was not in charge of the affair.  The official explanation was that Driscoll was 
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still recovering from a recent automobile accident, but we are left to wonder about 

discord in the ranks that would lead to Flynn's resignation within just a few months.106   

Discord slipped from the periphery into the foreground in February 1911.  Under 

the headline "Gaynor Rebukes Head of Police," one article described how Mayor Gaynor 

brought together Commissioner Cropsey and Second Deputy Commissioner Flynn, who 

at the time were "barely on speaking terms" and were essentially communicating only 

through their private secretaries.   Gaynor's intention in bringing them together was to 

have "one of those heart-to-heart talks" designed to restore harmony between Cropsey 

and Flynn.  To Commissioner Cropsey, Gaynor had a clear message:  Flynn had a free 

hand in running the Detective Bureau; do not interfere.  Citing only differences in 

thoughts on managing the Detective Bureau, the two men declared their feud ended and 

harmony restored.107   

It was not to last.  In March and continuing into April 1911, city officials came to 

clash over whether the city was facing a "crime wave," including an increase in thefts, 

pickpockets, and burglaries.  Mayor Gaynor publicly alleged that New York really was 

enduring a wave of criminal activity, while Commissioner Cropsey responded that while 

he doubted the existence of a crime wave, he did feel that if crime was on the rise it was 

due to the fact that the NYPD was "run by amateurs" and needed vital experience, as well 
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as the return of a great chief such as "a Byrnes...or a Devery."  Cropsey carefully tiptoed 

around Flynn's status, stating that Flynn "seems to be a man who knows his profession," a 

rich statement from Cropsey who had no law enforcement experience whatever.108   

The announcement hit the newspapers on August 27, 1911: "Flynn Has Quit His 

Police Job."  In light of Flynn's unmatched success and "yeoman service" in capturing 

kidnappers, reducing burglaries, curbing gambling, and solving murder cases old and 

new, the public collectively scratched its head.  Early assumptions pointed to friction 

with Commissioner Cropsey or First Deputy Commissioner Driscoll.109   Others 

generally assumed that he resigned because he was coming down too hard on criminals 

who had influential friends within the administration.110  Still others suggested that "...it 

is generally supposed that he was not allowed a free hand in his war upon the criminal 

classes."111 

Though Flynn claimed in an interview that he had no issues with Commissioner 

Cropsey, Whalen and Whalen argue that Flynn's consistent refusal to share information 

about his methods or department organization, always falling back on his special 

dispensation to do so from Mayor Gaynor, grated on his fellow police administrators.  In 
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March 1911, following a hotly-disputed "crime wave" in New York City, it was alleged 

that Flynn's men were making arrests based on criminal history instead of thorough 

investigation and accumulation of evidence and testimony.  Some rumors circulated that 

Flynn would or should be the new Commissioner instead of Cropsey, but Flynn shut 

down the whisper campaign, citing his difference of opinion with Mayor Gaynor on the 

use of force.  While Gaynor sought restrictions on police officers' use of force, Flynn 

stated: "There's no doubt that there's a whole lot of law and order in the end of a 

nightstick."112 

Initially declining to make any comment on the matter, Flynn later unleashed a 

lengthy tirade, ticking off grievances as if from a prepared list even as he claimed it 

wasn't any specific thing that simply made it untenable to continue.  He insisted that he 

just joined the NYPD to work as a detective and to organize the NYPD's detectives for 

greater efficiency, he was soon "saddled with a lot of extraneous matter," including the 

Bureau of Repairs and Supplies and the Vice Squad, including what he called "this 

gambling business."  He went on to state that Cropsey and Driscoll both used detectives 

without Flynn's permission, and that he felt that there was a "systematic campaign to 

discredit him."  Some sources stated that he was bitter that he had not been selected as 

Commissioner.  In any case, Flynn thought it best to resign to preempt "open quarrel."113 
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Flynn's issue with New York City leadership may have been the incessant finger-

pointing and self-aggrandizement associated with local politics.  Mayor Gaynor 

trumpeted as his own accomplishments the Detective Bureau reorganization, greater 

safety and "personal liberty," and the general success of the NYPD, denying the existence 

of the widely-reported crime wave.114  Flynn, on the other hand, complained that about 

70% of his time was spent in gambling raids ("not my specialty"), the Detective Bureau 

was chronically undermanned, and that he was hampered by Mayor Gaynor's regulations 

regarding reduced use of nightsticks ("There's a whole lot of law and order in the end of a 

nightstick").  He would consider the Commissioner position, but only if given a "free and 

untrammeled hand."  Flynn was also tired of blame for the crime wave, which, drawing 

on department data, he dismissed as "normal" for the season of the year.115  Certainly his 

reference to police administration as "the crookedest layout" and staffed by individuals 

known to be crooked did not endear him to his colleagues.116 

Leaving the NYPD, Flynn was said to be "bitterly disappointed" at his treatment.  

Originally hired with the intention of increasing efficiency in the Detective Bureau, Flynn 

found that through Commissioner Cropsey's machinations, he was hamstrung in 

launching many of his intended reforms, and was relegated to the duties "of a mere 

raider," assigned primarily to reduce illegal gambling in the city as "suppresser of 
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gambling resorts."  Flynn still managed to make a splash in this capacity, launching 

intensive raids that netted 283 arrests and captured $81,000 worth of gambling 

paraphernalia.  Even so, Flynn was "deeply humiliated" at the limitations placed on his 

work and the leaks through police administration that threatened to undermine 

effectiveness of his gambling house raids.117 

As news of the announcement spread, gambling house operators and their patrons 

celebrated across the city.  Officially, Mayor Gaynor expressed regret that Flynn would 

be returning to the Secret Service, stating that he had been "on loan" from the federal 

government for a period of six months, and was returning now that his term had 

expired.118  Some individuals expected Flynn to open up further about his work with 

NYPD, but when called before a grand jury investigation on crime and corruption, he 

spoke for less than fifteen minutes.119 Within just a few days, Flynn was replaced by 

former Pinkerton detective George S. Dougherty, and left immediately for Washington 

D.C. to resume his duties in the Secret Service, even as Commissioner Cropsey cruelly 

transferred out men who he thought would be sympathetic to Flynn and relegated them to 

desk jobs.120 
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An interesting coda following Flynn's NYPD employment was his return in 

August 1912 to work as investigator of the New York Aldermanic Committee tasked 

with investigating police corruption.  Like the Lexow Committee, this committee was 

indicative of the public's general distrust of the police department, and it seems that Flynn 

may not have been particularly excited about the appointment, stating in his letter of 

temporary resignation from the Secret Service that "I don't propose to remain any longer 

than necessary on the matter I am to undertake."121  This committee, formed following 

the murder of gambler Herman Rosenthal and called the Curran Committee after its 

chairman Henry H. Curran, was given broad power to investigate the police department 

as a whole.122  At the time of his appointment as committee investigator, the New York 

Times identified him as head of the Secret Service Eastern Division, indicating that he 

had returned to his previous employment.   

At the time of his commitment to the committee, the Times article described 

Flynn's "plans to resign his Federal position temporarily" in order to assist in the Curran 

Committee investigation.123   Fresh from his work on the NYPD Detective Bureau, Flynn 

worked with the Curran Committee as an investigator until his resignation on November 

20, 1913, in part because of his imminent appointment as national head of the U.S. Secret 

Service to succeed Chief John E. Wilkie, his one-time boss.  According to one New York 
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Times article, though "Mr. Flynn's relations with the committee were of the most pleasant 

character," Flynn was likely to have been quitting his role with the Curran Committee 

soon anyway, because "Mayor Gaynor had held up the bills of the committee,"  

specifically $900 in reimbursements that were due Flynn himself. 124  

Though possessing a broad charge to investigate police corruption, the Curran 

Committee got off to a rocky start when members announced that anyone testifying 

before the committee would enjoy full immunity from later prosecution, eliciting an 

outcry in the press over this creation of an "immunity bathtub."  City attorneys 

immediately attempted to block the committee's investigation, claiming that there was 

potential for too many "rascals" to go free.  Public debate ensued, then, over who should 

be called as witnesses.  Returning to New York in the midst of this fracas, Flynn was 

asked if he still intended to take on the role with the committee.  Likely with one eye on 

the position of Secret Service Director about to be vacated by John Wilkie's 

reappointment as head of the Customs Office, Flynn diplomatically declined to respond 

pending further discussion with his boss, Secretary Macveagh. 125  

Flynn's appointment to the Curran Committee was arranged after Chairman 

Curran visited Treasury Secretary Franklin Macveagh and Secretary of War Henry L. 

Stimson.  Due to their knowledge of Flynn's work and professionalism both in the Secret 
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Service and especially in his investigation of the sugar fraud case, they readily approved 

a leave of absence to assist Curran and his committee's police graft investigation.  In spite 

of this approval and an open door to return to the Secret Service when his work for the 

committee was completed, it seems that the appointment was seen to "upset" Macveagh's 

plans to appoint him as head of the Secret Service.  126 

The Committee met and organized on Wednesday, August 28, 1912, electing 

Henry H. Curran Chair and appointing Flynn as chief investigator, with monthly stipends 

of $1,000 and $800 respectively.  The committee was charged with broad authority to 

look into "police graft and inefficiency, and into the internal machinery of the Police 

Department."  The committee was counseled at its initial meeting to avoid prosecuting 

individual cases or criminals, but instead to draw on witnesses who could provide a 

general picture of conditions within the department as a whole.  When questioned at this 

early stage about his role with the committee's work, Flynn was still noncommittal, 

stating that "if he accepted the appointment of the committee it would be for the distinct 

purpose of studying the machinery and organization of the Police Department and not to 

meddle in any scandal," demonstrating refusal to be drawn into political machinations 

within municipal government.127 
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Simultaneous with the formation of the Curran Committee, a self-appointed 

"Citizen's Committee" formed to "protest police conditions."  Distrustful of any 

government action, the group came together to conduct its own investigation of issues 

within the NYPD and press Mayor Gaynor and his administration for reform.  Gaynor 

fired back with a snarky letter, recounting the constant "opposition and embarrassment" 

he had experienced in seeking to reduce or eliminate graft within city government, 

wishing the group well and thanking them for their efforts while noting pointedly that "I 

noticed that the Mayor was not invited to the public meeting, and from the tone of it I felt 

that it was not organized to assist the Mayor."128   

Mayor Gaynor was more responsive when called upon by the Board of 

Alderman's Curran Committee, which identified him as their first witness.  The 

committee invited the mayor to testify first regarding "the administrative relationship of 

the Mayor and the Police Department and the policies which have been adopted to secure 

efficiency and to deal with particular problems of police activity," and to share his 

thoughts about what changes he recommended in order to strengthen the police chief's 

authority to enforce the law, reduce crime, and "stamp out corruption."  The mayor's 

office responded immediately that Gaynor would be available to testify.129   
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Flynn's role was fleshed out shortly after making his official announcement that 

he would join in the Curran Committee's work.  According to a newspaper article, "He 

will not be expected to do any detective work for the committee, but, from his experience 

of the ways of crooks and his actual service in the Police Department, it is believed that 

his services will be of the utmost value to the Aldermen conducting the inquiry."130 

On November 10, 1912, the New York Times reported that as part of the Curran 

Committee investigation, it obtained from NYPD Police Commissioner Rhinelander 

Waldo letters from Flynn to Mayor Gaynor.131   Subsequently published in the Times, the 

letters were revealed to contain Flynn's account of a proposition by an ex-cop who 

approached one of Flynn's men and proposed a rapprochement between Second Deputy 

Commissioner Flynn and First Deputy Commissioner Clement J. Driscoll, who were on 

bad terms.  According to Flynn, the proposition, found to have originated with Driscoll's 

brother, was designed to bring the two to more friendly relations, "And if Flynn and 

Driscoll get together they can open up the city and everything will be running nicely, and 

we can all get some money."  In addition to this proposition, the communication included 

a warning that First Deputy Commissioner Driscoll would "rip the house down" if the 

advance was rebuffed, as well as a threat that "these people sending me, know that you 

and Flynn are doing business with gamblers."132  Incensed, Flynn immediately contacted 
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the mayor directly, including a sworn statement by his lieutenant that had been 

approached.   

As a member of the committee, Flynn was tasked with exploring potential 

avenues for investigation.  For example, when claims of theft arranged by police officers 

"to procure promotion" came to the attention of the committee, Flynn was dispatched to 

Dannemora Prison to interview convicts.  He found consistency in the convicts' accounts 

and determined that a team of officers had, in fact, drawn the individuals into a purse 

theft, leading one into a life of crime.133   

Eventually the matter of the letters Flynn wrote to Gaynor and his claims of 

improper behavior were summarily dismissed due to lack of corroborating evidence.  The 

committee called the letters "absolutely valueless" and former Deputy Commissioner 

Driscoll, who was actually in attendance at the Curran Committee hearings, said that "the 

attack on him in the letters was not worthy of a reply."  In addition, the committee stated 

that if credible, the report from Flynn should have been followed up at the time the 

alleged events occurred.134  

The most common finding in the Curran Committee was that NYPD officers and 

detectives had actually arranged robberies, duping young people into committing crimes 

which could be readily detected for the officers' gains.  In one case, a burglar calling 
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himself a "stool pigeon" related that he had been paid by NYPD detectives to persuade 

individuals to commit robbery in the city, then assist the robbers in gaining access to the 

target location.135 

The report of the Curran Committee rushes through a laundry list of other 

longstanding, familiar crimes associated with the NYPD.  Due to a lack of discipline and 

erratic enforcement efforts by the Mayor and the Police Commissioner, extortion by 

police officers was common, especially in exchange for protection of "gambling and 

disorderly houses."136   

The Curran Committee's evaluation of the Detective Bureau, recently vacated by 

Flynn, stated explicitly that theoretically its function was "the detective of crime and the 

apprehension of criminals.  It has nothing whatever to do with the enforcement of laws 

against gambling, prostitution and the illegal sale of liquor."  The committee's report 

criticized Flynn's removal of 290 men and hiring of 254 men, calling the changes 

"unscientific" and unsystematic, at the same time supporting Flynn's calls for detectives 

who had real "promise of detective skill."137  The committee also recommended specific 
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procedures for administering discipline to policemen accused of corruption or 

delinquency.138 

Flynn quit the Curran Committee over issues associated with his pay, which was 

held up for some months after he resigned.  A Times article stated that the pay issue 

needed to be "more thoroughly investigated by the Comptroller" before going to Mayor 

Gaynor for approval.139  This dispute over salary echoes with statements from the Secret 

Service dime novels, in which agent Old King Brady refused to accept payment from 

other agencies or departments within the federal government, instead preferring the 

reliability of pay distribution from the Secret Service.140   

In conclusion, Flynn's work with the NYPD was, in many ways, an extension of 

the way he behaved professionally while working for the U.S. Secret Service.  He 

focused on results, but did not seek the glory of recognition available through the press.  

Instead, he patiently and relentlessly pursued his prey until capture.  Like Sherlock 

Holmes, he sifted and revisited the evidence again and again, using deductive reasoning 

to identify suspects and get inside the heads of the perpetrators.  As a capable 

administrator, he sought professional development opportunities for those under his 

command, urging NYPD detectives to obtain as much training as possible.  These 
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principles formed the foundation of Flynn's approach to fighting terrorism, not seeking 

immediate arrests but rather watching and waiting until he was able to capture the big 

fish.     
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CHAPTER FIVE                                                                                                       

"BULLDOG": U.S. SECRET SERVICE DIRECTOR, 1912-1917                                 

U.S. RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION SECRET SERVICE DIRECTOR, 1918-1919 

A newspaper photo of Chief Flynn taken in 1915, in the thick of the investigation 

of the German invasion plot, shows a jaunty, bold stride and bowler hat and a newspaper 

at his hip.  The related article, under the headline "Flynn After Conspirators," outlined the 

chase for those attempting to bomb ships bound for Europe from the U.S. carrying arms 

or supplies.  Secret Service efforts had already resulted in arrests of Robert Fay, Walter 

Scholz and others for conspiracies in New York. Flynn was at the peak of his career, 

enjoying the confidence of administration officials, his own men, and the American 

public alike.1 

After decades of service as a special agent, field office manager, and chief of the 

northeast region headquartered in New York City, William J. Flynn was appointed 

Director of the U.S. Secret Service by President William H. Taft in December 1912.2  

During this period he continued and broadened responsibilities for the Secret Service, 

thwarted wartime plots by German spies, protected the President, oversaw the security of 
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railroads nationwide, and became an even more high-profile leader in the American law 

enforcement community.  According to Melanson, as the ninth director of the U.S. Secret 

Service beginning his service in 1912, Flynn was the first to take the Director title rather 

than Chief and hit the ground running:  "Flynn would soon prove that he possessed not 

only a knack for rooting out counterfeiters, but also a talent for counterespionage."3  

Unlike other heads of federal agencies, where top jobs were often doled out in 

accordance with political patronage, Flynn's rich experience and qualifications made him 

a perfect fit for the top Secret Service job. 

By the end of his tenure, as he was appointed to head the Bureau of Investigation 

and specifically tasked with fighting America's anarchists, Flynn would be recognized by 

U.S. Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer as the country's foremost anarchist hunter.  

How did Flynn achieve this accolade?  What experiences preceding his later 

appointments earned him such a title?  In this chapter we will explore the philosophies 

and methods of prominent contemporary anarchists and their immediate ideological 

forebears, including Mikhail Bakunin, Peter Kropotkin, Johan Most, Luigi Galleani, 

Emma Goldman, and Elizabeth Gurley Flynn.  We will also examine how, through his 

own writings and interactions with the press, Flynn created the persona of America's 
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prime counterterrorist operative while serving in some of the top counter-anarchist 

position in America. 

Anarchy and Anarchists 

During William J. Flynn's tenure on the national leadership stage in the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, legislation passed by the U.S. Congress and 

signed into law by the President grew increasingly antagonistic towards anarchists, 

reflecting a general fear of destructive violence waged by foreigners.  While some 

legislation was drafted in the wake of the 1886 Haymarket Square incident, none gained 

sufficient traction to pass either houses of Congress.  The Anarchist Exclusion Act, 

heartily endorsed by Theodore Roosevelt and designed to bar potential anarchists from 

entering the U.S., was passed in March 1903 following the 1901 assassination of William 

McKinley, but did little to stem the tide of immigration.  On the other hand, casting a 

broader net, the wartime Immigration Act of 1918 expanded the definition of anarchists 

and reduced protections for those foreign-born individuals who had become U.S. citizens.  

According to socialist and anarchist agitator Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, whose background 

is outlined below, the 1918 act "provided for the deportation of aliens who are anarchists 

or who do not believe in organized government, and of aliens who believe in or advocate 

the overthrow by force of the U.S. Government, or who are members of any organization 

which so advocates," and resulted in the deportations of influential Italian anarchist Luigi 
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Galleani, as well as of Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman, both sent to Russia on 

board the Buford in December 1919 with 247 of their comrades.4 

Mikhail Bakunin 

According to anarchy scholar Paul Avrich, to contemporary anarchists Mikhail 

Bakunin (1814-1876) would have been every bit as well known and widely respected as 

Karl Marx, calling him anarchism's "foremost champion and prophet."  Unlike Marx 

philosophically, however, Bakunin was not content to await the natural processes of 

history to bring about revolution, instead abandoning his privileged heritage and leaving 

Russia at age 26 to become a "professional revolutionist."  In fact, Bakunin frequently 

attacked Marx's theoretical and gradualistic approaches for stifling the workers' drive and 

energy.5   

Bakunin's most famous pamphlet, God and the State, was at its heart a 

"repudiation of authority and coercion in every form," lashing out particularly at 

governmental and religious authorities.  Any government, including those theorized by 

such lights as Marx and Rousseau, interfered with the direct freedom required by 

individual personal liberty.  Bakunin placed the eternal struggle between liberty and 

coercion in the Garden of Eden, identifying Adam and Eve as possessing "two precious 
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faculties--the power to think and the desire to rebel," and characterizing Satan as "the 

eternal rebel, the first free thinker and the emancipator of worlds."6  Claiming that "All 

religions are cruel, all founded on blood," Bakunin went on to state that "if God really 

existed, it would be necessary to abolish him."7  He was no less direct in his indictment 

of human government, even by "men of virtuous genius or talent."8  Bakunin stated the 

heart of anarchist doctrine: "This is the sense in which we are really Anarchists...In a 

word, we reject all legislation, all authority, and all privileged, licensed, official, and 

legal influence."9  He called on all people to rise up, shrug off the oppression of church 

and state, and "take into their own hands the direction of their destinies."10   

In another pamphlet, Letters to a Frenchman on the Present Crisis, Bakunin 

underscored the means that would be required to ensure the overthrow of existing 

governments, setting the tone for much of the fiery anarchist rhetoric that would 

dominate the narrative of public violence and "propaganda by the deed" in Flynn's day: 

All of us now must embark on stormy revolutionary seas, and from this very 
moment we must spread our principles, not with words but with deeds, for 
this is the most popular, and the most potent, and the most irresistible form 
of propaganda.  Let us say less about principles...but let us at all times and 
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under all circumstances be adamantly consistent in our action.  For in this 
lies the salvation of the revolution.11 

Peter Kropotkin 

Like Bakunin, Peter Kropotkin (1842-1921) turned his back on privileged 

heritage to become a lifelong career revolutionary, exiled to the West from his native 

Russia and returning only after the Russian Revolution of 1917.  His Conquest of Bread 

has been called "the clearest statement of his anarchist social doctrines."12  First 

published in France in 1892, the essay's key theme is that the means of production, 

though developed by society as a whole, is concentrated in the hands of a few, a situation 

that can only be rectified by the overthrow of all privilege and coercion by the state and 

the economy.   

Questioning the rich minority who controlled the economy, he argued:  "Each 

discovery, each advance, each increase in the sum of all human riches, owes its being to 

the physical and mental travail of the past and the present. By what right then can anyone 

whatever appropriate the least morsel of this immense whole and say - This is mine, not 
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yours?"13  He also called for elimination of the "superstition" that exists to support the 

idea of the State and Government as providential and beneficial.14 

Kropotkin refused to predict or define the ideal social structure in any type of 

communist or socialist utopia, instead leaving that to the people.  Deriding the oppression 

of the wage system, he advocated for full anarchist communism, a collectivist society 

where distribution is based strictly on need, not on any relation to work done.  Further, he 

saw anarchy and communism as two sides of the same coin: "Every society, on 

abolishing private property will be forced, we maintain, to organize itself on the lines of 

Communistic Anarchy. Anarchy leads to Communism, and Communism to Anarchy, 

both alike expressions of the predominant tendency in modern societies, the pursuit of 

equality."15 

Though he encouraged the highest in ethical behavior, Kropotkin advocated 

passionately for "propaganda by the deed," especially in his more militant early years.  

Arguing against Tolstoy's philosophy of non-violent resistance, he promoted the idea of 

political assassination and other violent direct action as a means of ending the coercion of 

government and ushering in anarchist collectivism.16  In Kropotkin's worldview, wealth 

must be expropriated from the rich and used to fund means of production in the new 
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society, then each individual may with complete liberty decide what type of work they 

want to do, and pursue that dream.17  To those who would urge a gradualist approach, 

Kropotkin insisted: "We would not have the revolutionary impulse arrested in mid-career, 

to exhaust itself in half measures, which would content no one." He further argued that an 

attack on any private property required an attack on all in order to ensure the success of 

the Revolution.18 

Johann Most 

In Isaac Cronin's very useful collection of terrorism-related primary-source 

writings, Johann Most's work is categorized as "pre-history."  Indeed, if Bakunin and 

Kropotkin conceived of the idea of "propaganda by the deed" and took the first bold steps 

toward justifying violence in pursuit of political ends, Johann Most was, to be honest, 

primarily a propagator of these men's ideas.  Yet he was extremely effective in doing so, 

and established a network of connections with many others, including Emma Goldman, 

who would carry the torch of anarchism (including anarchoterrorism) for decades to 

come.   

Noting Most's passion and his tendency toward extremism, his biographer, 

Frederic Trautmann, declared that Most "is easy to like and easy to hate, for he did 

nothing halfway. When he wanted to drink, he got drunk; when he sought change, he 
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urged revolution; and when he wanted an official removed, he demanded murder."19  

Most vehemently opposed authority of any kind, religious, political, social, financial, or 

otherwise, always advocating that the powerless utilize violence to topple existing 

regimes and power structures, though he never engaged in violent terrorist acts himself.  

Indeed, as President William McKinley languished in Buffalo following the well-known 

and fatal attack by Leon Czogolsz, Most penned a vivid call to anarchist action:  

If we wish to attain the end we must wish for the means also; if we wish the 
life of peoples we must wish the death of their enemies.  If we wish for 
humanity we are obliged to wish for murder.  We say: "Murder the 
murderers.  Save humanity by blood and steel, poison and dynamite."20 

Born in Bavaria in 1840, the "Arch-Anarchist" Most, according to his obituary in 

the New York Times, was "always in hot water with authorities" and "had no occasion to 

complain of a lack of hospitality on the part of American jailers," having served several 

sentences, including an extended incarceration for his incendiary rhetoric in the Freiheit 

following the assassination of President William McKinley.  Fiercely antiauthoritarian 

from his school days, he bounced around Europe, supporting socialist movements and 

causes, eventually landing in England, where he began publishing his famous publication, 

Freiheit.  When the paper was seized and destruction threatened, Most fled to the United 

States in 1882, settling in New York but logging thousands of miles traveling the country 
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agitating his comrades toward violent insurrection.  Most's illustrious career ended 

following a brief illness in March 1906.21       

Most's seminal pamphlet, The Science of Revolutionary Warfare: Handbook of 

Instruction Regarding the Use and Manufacture of Nitroglycerine, Dynamite, Gun-

Cotton, Fulminating Mercury, Bombs, Arsons, Poisons, etc., launched him onto the 

international stage as an advocate of propaganda by the deed.  His earnest entreaties 

about "the importance of explosives as an instrument for carrying out revolutions 

oriented to social justice" inspired revolutionaries for generations.  Noting the 

unnecessary complexity of existing textbooks on making explosives, Most argued that it 

was much more effective to acquire ready-made dynamite, so readily available and 

widely used for a variety of purposes.  He proceeded to offer specific step-by-step 

instructions for acquiring, preparing, placing, and detonating explosives for maximum 

impact.  In the pamphlet, Most also identified the primary challenge for would-be 

anarchoterrorists--funding--calling on revolutionaries to "Save your pennies!!"22   

Another of Most's well-known political pamphlets, The Beast of Property, 

published in 1884, captured both his commitment to collectivist efforts as well as to the 

use of raw violence to destroy capitalism and usher in communist utopia.  Most railed 
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against property as the beast which "now rules the world, makes mankind miserable, and 

gains in cruelty and voracity with the progress of our so-called civilization."23  Dominant 

classes are lords over labor, which is held in place in poverty to increase the riches 

already held by the wealthy.  The solution?  According to Most, there was no question 

about the solution needed: "unrelenting, pitiless, thorough war of extermination! Gentle 

overtures are for nought," going on to deride those who would use such "silly attempts" 

as elections or education to effect lasting social change.24  Only direct "war of the poor 

against the rich," led by "a well-trained revolutionary nucleus at all points" and including 

unabashed "massacres of the people's enemies" will ensure lasting peace and social 

justice for all classes.25  This bloody battle is to be followed by establishing orderly 

communes, where there would exist no rents or debts, all real estate would be held 

collectively, the commune would provide jobs and the necessities of life for all its 

members, and "By far the greater part of the day can be spent in the enjoyment of life" 

thanks to full employment and concentration of united labor.26  From such fiery and 

radical rhetoric, it was no surprise that he was frequently on the radar of law enforcement 

officials and that his calls to action inspired a generation of anarchists.   
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Luigi Galleani 

Another fiery radical who constantly advocated "propaganda by the deed" was 

Luigi Galleani.  Born in 1861, Galleani spent time in Switzerland, Egypt and other 

countries, occasionally returning to his native Italy and ultimately emigrating to the 

United States in 1901.  He landed in the American hotbed of anarchist activity, Paterson, 

New Jersey, and quickly took over as editor of a popular Italian anarchist periodical.  

Deported in 1919, Galleani was widely thought (including by William J. Flynn) to be 

responsible for the 1919 mail bombings and at least involved in the 1920 Wall Street 

bombing, though by the time of the latter he had been deported.   

Few of Galleani's writings have been translated into English, with the exception 

of the tract "The End of Anarchism?" which was a response to an interview in which 

fellow Italian militant Francesco Saverio Merlino suggested that anarchism was on the 

wane.  Galleani wrote that "anarchism is neither dead nor dying" and went on to describe 

"anarchists' experimentation with new forms of social existence, production and 

distribution."  Galleani decried the sham of public elections and the "absurd and arbitrary 

notion of compensation," demanding that all means of production be owned in common 

and that each person make a contribution if physically able.  He defined anarchism as 
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"the non-existence of authority…it means the freedom of the autonomous individual—all 

individuals—within the free society."27 

Emma Goldman 

Like her mentor and erstwhile lover Johann Most, Goldman was not an original 

theorist or thinker, but rather excelled at agitation, traveling thousands of miles to deliver 

speeches and whip anarchist crowds into frenzies.  Born in Russia in 1869, Emma 

Goldman grew up in an environment crackling with power struggle, especially after her 

family moved to St. Petersburg, where, following the assassination of Czar Alexander II 

the previous year, the conflict between the aristocracy and the workers stood perpetually 

on the edge of violence.  After working in Russian factories making corsets and gloves, 

Emma followed her older sisters to the United States in 1886, soon finding similar 

employment in the grueling garment industry.   

From her home in Rochester, Goldman followed the trial of the Haymarket 

bombing suspects, bitterly disappointed with the outcome and inspired to activism by 

Johann Most's Freiheit (Freedom).28  Writing her autobiography decades later, Goldman 

wrote passionately about the Haymarket affair.  She described a "quiet and orderly" event 

where several anarchists addressed a public meeting of striking McCormick Harvester 
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Company employees in Chicago's Haymarket Square, with Chicago Mayor Carter 

Harrison and other officials present to assure peaceful proceedings.  Late in the meeting, 

however, police arrived in force and demanded the meeting disperse.  Amidst the 

violence that erupted, an explosive was detonated, resulting in the deaths of seven police 

officers and several civilians, and wounding many others.  Claiming that "anarchy was on 

trial," Goldman went on to rail against a biased judge and threatened witnesses, resulting 

in the conviction of eight men, including five sentenced to hanging.  As Goldman 

considered the affair, and learned more about it during her early anarchist days in New 

York, she became convinced beyond doubt that the Haymarket men were innocent.29    

In 1889, she moved to New York City, where at the age of 20, she felt that "All 

that had happened in my life until that time was now left behind me, cast off like a worn-

out garment."30  She later described first hearing the "prophetic voice" of Johann Most, 

claiming that "the spoken word hurled forth among the masses with such wonderful 

eloquence, such enthusiasm and fire, could never be erased from the human mind and 

soul."31   

Within days after arriving in New York in 1899, Goldman was introduced to 

many in the anarchist community, including her future collaborators, co-conspirators, and 
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lovers, Alexander Berkman and Johann Most.  She was immediately entranced by Most:  

"Most became my idol.  I worshipped him."32  According to Most's biography, Goldman 

loomed large in Most's turbulent personal life: Most's "affiliation with Emma Goldman 

was platonic, then sexual, then platonic again."33  Goldman developed an ongoing 

relationship with Alexander Berkman, who later spent years in prison for his attempt to 

assassinate staunchly anti-union Carnegie Steel Company chairman Henry Clay Frick.   

In speeches and essays, Goldman would continue to blame "ignorance and insane 

hysteria" for ongoing attempts to link her with the McKinley assassination.  She defended 

assassin Leon Czogolsz but denied that she had incited him to carry out the killing.34  

Like Most, Goldman traveled extensively throughout the United States as well as Europe 

to speak to labor representatives and encourage workers intent on striking.  Also like 

Most, she spent considerable time incarcerated in a variety of jails and prisons.  Though 

by the time of McKinley's assassination her rhetoric had toned down somewhat as she 

worked as a nurse, she was still identified as one of the country's foremost anarchists and 

accusations, however baseless, flew.  Drawn back into the anarchist limelight, Goldman 

began publishing the anarchist magazine Mother Earth in 1906.35 
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Goldman was deported along with Berkman at the height of the original Red 

Scare, largely orchestrated by Flynn under the direction of U.S. Attorney General A. 

Mitchell Palmer, in 1919-1920, following a prolonged incarceration on Ellis Island.  

Rationale for the deportation of 249 individuals on the Buford was violation of the 

Anarchist Exclusion Act, which, Goldman argued, only applied to non-citizens and 

should not have been invoked in her case as a U.S. citizen.36  Nevertheless, Goldman was 

sent to Russia, launching from New York on December 21, 1919.  Until her death in 

1940, she roved through Russia, France, Spain and other locations throughout the world 

to encourage revolution and support rights of workers. 

In her seminal essay describing "what Anarchism really stands for," Emma 

Goldman acknowledged that Anarchism, as "the most revolutionary and uncompromising 

innovator," naturally draws the ire of those who seek to maintain existing power 

structures and the social status quo.37  Goldman went on to argue that while anarchism 

often led to violence and destruction, ignorance was a more destructive force.  Like other 

anarchist theorists explored here, Goldman's prime targets were religion, property, and 

government, each of which limits human liberty.38  Her ideal societal construct included 

the "free grouping of individuals for the purpose of producing real social wealth."39   
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As to methods for achieving these lofty ideals, Goldman acknowledged that each 

locale must determine for itself how to do so.  Since a gradualist parliamentarian 

approach tends toward the failure and defeat of true reform and the rise of political 

corruption, violence is almost inevitably a part of the quest, as anarchy stands "for the 

spirit of revolt, in whatever form, against everything that hinders human growth."40  

Thus, in the end, "Anarchism therefore stands for direct action, the open defiance of, and 

resistance to, all laws and restrictions, economic, social, and moral."41  In the flow of her 

surging and passionate rhetoric, it is easy to see why she was such a popular speaker, and 

so effective in motivating crowds to pursue anarchistic goals regardless of consequences. 

Elizabeth Gurley Flynn 

The first volume of activist, communist, and anarchist Elizabeth Gurley Flynn's 

memoirs appeared in 1955, while she was serving a prison sentence in Alderson, West 

Virginia for advocating violent overthrow of the government.  It covered a significant 

portion of her activist years, including how she became a committed Socialist and IWW 

agitator, fought for civil liberties in opposition to the 1919-20 Palmer Raids during which 

William J. Flynn played such a prominent role, and attempted for nearly a decade to 

secure the release of accused anarchists Sacco and Vanzetti.  Like Emma Goldman, Ms. 

Flynn was a whirlwind of activity, appearing to speak in public in workers' behalf in 
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nearly every strike and labor action during her active years. Describing the "long and 

bitterly fought" struggles of the working class for improved conditions, she wrote:  

"Nothing was handed on a silver platter to the American working class by employers.  

All their hard-won gains came through their own efforts and solidarity."42  In her efforts, 

which spanned all corners of the country, Ms. Flynn rubbed shoulders with the socialist 

luminaries of the time, including founding members of the International Workers of the 

World (IWW) William D. "Big Bill" Haywood and Eugene V. Debs, both of whom she 

met in 1911.43  

Of the anarchists described here, only Elizabeth Flynn mentioned William J. 

Flynn in her written works.  In her memoirs, Ms. Flynn noted that Chief Flynn oversaw 

the Bureau of Investigation when the Radical Division was created, with the "aspiring 

red-hunter" J. Edgar Hoover at its head, in order to round up suspected anarchists for 

deportation.  She went on to outline Chief Flynn's role in the Sacco and Vanzetti case, 

including the arrests of Robert Elia and Andrea Salsaedo in connection with the 1919 

mail bombings case.  After detention and interrogation by Flynn and his men, Salsaedo's 

body was found in the street below the Bureau of Investigation offices, and Elia was 

immediately deported, according to Ms. Flynn, "before his story could be told."  

Bartolomeo Vanzetti came to New York to investigate the matter on behalf of his 
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anarchist associates in Massachusetts, and quickly returned to make his report.  He was 

soon arrested along with comrade Nicola Sacco and tried for multiple crimes, until the 

murder of a shoe factory paymaster and guard in April 1920 provided fodder for their 

arrest and trial.  Ms. Flynn worked tirelessly for their release until they were both 

electrocuted in August 1927.44 

Like Emma Goldman, Ms. Flynn did not contribute significantly to the 

intellectual foundations of socialism or anarchism, but was remarkably adept at 

advocating for and encouraging workers to fight for their own rights, and she was 

forthright as well in her advocacy for the use of violence to achieve socialist ends.  In 

perhaps her most well-known essay, "Sabotage," Ms. Flynn stated that "The strike is the 

open battle of the class struggle, sabotage is the guerilla warfare, the day-by-day warfare 

between two opposing classes."45  In the essay, published by the IWW and circulated 

widely in pamphlet form, Ms. Flynn provided an array of options for workers to 

undermine their employers, from simple "withdrawal of efficiency" through not working 

very hard,46 to more active measures such as interfering with the quality of work and 

even "putting the machines on strike" by damaging equipment including train cars in 

order to hamper capitalist exploitation of workers.47  These passionate writings provided 
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generations of socialist activists with moral justification for sabotaging the work of 

employers. 

Such were the personalities and ideas in circulation at the time Flynn was engaged 

in his greatest anarchist-chasing years.  Violence was openly advocated by Emma 

Goldman, Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, and other activists, who called for the end of all 

government at any cost, including the sacrifice of the lives of workers.  Fiery rhetoric led 

in many instances to desperation.  It was into this powder keg that Flynn stepped on to 

the national stage.   

Flynn's Service as U.S. Secret Service Director, 1912-1917 

Soon after his release from the NYPD, Flynn, back at the helm as Head of the 

Eastern Division of the Secret Service, returned swiftly to the work curbing 

counterfeiting which had earned him such widespread notoriety.  He did not look back or 

waste time pining over the series of false starts and conflicts with the NYPD.  When in 

March 1913 rumors about the removal of NYPD Commissioner Rhinelander Waldo 

swirled in the press, Flynn's name was among those floated as a potential replacement.  

However, when asked if he would consider such an appointment, Flynn responded 

bluntly that he wouldn't take the job "for $1,000 an hour."48  Instead, he focused on the 
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work of the Secret Service, including suppression of counterfeiting, presidential 

protection, interagency coordination, and anarchist chasing. 

As Director, Flynn's travel calendar was relentless.  Many telegrams to and from 

Secret Service headquarters detail his movements throughout the country, touching down 

in Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake City, Portland, and San Francisco in 1913 alone.  As one 

obituary stated, Flynn remained true to his reputation as a tough, swift-moving operator:  

As Secret Service head, Flynn "uncovered German propaganda galore during the World 

War, found 12,000,000 pounds of sugar hidden in New York, uncovered liquor grafting, 

ran down bombing anarchists and generally maintained the bulldog reputation. Now, 

however, he was a bulldog with a greyhound's legs."49  These characteristics would serve 

him well in his ongoing fight to suppress not only counterfeiting, but a rising tide of 

domestic terrorism. 

Counterfeiting Suppression 

Flynn's involvement in counterfeiting suppression efforts continued unabated with 

his ascendancy to the director position.  The Secret Service's records in the National 

Archives in College Park, Maryland, are full of tips from around the country reporting 

fake bills or coins, as well as examples of counterfeit money collected by agents 

throughout the country.  One telegram from Kansas City alerted Flynn that the vicinity 
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was "flooded with cfts."50  Flynn also dealt regularly with local law enforcement officials 

seeking rewards or reimbursements for uncovering counterfeiting-related crimes.  In May 

1913, a sheriff from Pinal County, Arizona, wrote Flynn requesting a reward of $40 to 

cover expenses related to his investigation leading to conviction of individuals passing 

fifty-cent coins.51  Finally, Flynn deployed agents to areas where counterfeit circulation 

was expected to be high, such as around the expositions in San Francisco and San Diego 

in 1915.52 

Presidential protection 

As a Secret Service agent and as Eastern Division head, William J. Flynn was 

often tasked with protecting the President of the United States when traveling within his 

jurisdiction.  In 1904, for example, when President Theodore Roosevelt visited the New 

York area, Flynn along with two other agents was assigned to watch the president's party 

until their train departed for Washington, D.C.53  As regional chief, Flynn was 

responsible for presidential protection while the president's entourage passed through 

New York City.54  Later, as Secret Service director, Flynn regularly exchanged 
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correspondence with presidential secretaries inquiring about itineraries and members of 

the presidential party.55  It often fell to Flynn to not only oversee the president's 

protection, but to make arrangements for seating and receiving-line flow in order to avoid 

"congestion" and ensure the "most expeditious movement of the line."  During one such 

visit to New York City, President Taft's secretary instructed Flynn that "It is of course 

desirable to have the crowd approach the President from his left."56  Haunted by the 

shadow of McKinley's assassination, nothing was left to chance, and no detail was too 

small for Flynn to address. 

Flynn was bombarded with threats on the life of the president as he traveled the 

country.  In a report written from Vermont to Assistant Chief William H. Moran at Secret 

Service headquarters, Flynn noted he had received threats on the life of President 

Woodrow Wilson, including one from an African American threatening to shoot the 

president in retaliation for his "attitude toward the Negro race."57  At Woodrow Wilson's 

second inauguration in March 1917, Flynn called every Secret Service man to 

Washington, D.C. to aid in protecting the president.  In coordination with the Department 

of Justice and District of Columbia police, as well as the National Guard, Flynn saw to it 
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that "a veritable wall of protection [was] thrown about the Chief Executive" and that all 

in the area were thoroughly examined.58 

The term "presidential protection" extended beyond the immediate physical 

security of the Commander-in-Chief.  For example, in January 1905 Flynn reported that 

he had sent agents to talk to an individual who had written to solicit a $1,500 personal 

loan from the president, noting that the culprit "promised to desist from annoying the 

President with any further communications."59  We are left to wonder about the exchange 

and what "persuasive" methods the Secret Service agents employed to elicit this 

commitment. 

Interagency coordination 

Foucault's approach involves studying power relations by analyzing relationships 

between organizations and entities, and the study of counterterrorism is certainly an 

applicable instance of such interagency interactions.60  There was little if any 

coordination among local, state, and federal law enforcement agencies with regard to 

countering anarchist activities during this period.  William J. Flynn went to great lengths 

to collaborate with other law enforcement agencies throughout his career, from his 
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beginnings as a jailkeeper at Ludlow Street Jail to his work in the New York Police 

Department to his service as Director of the U.S. Secret Service and later chief of the 

Bureau of Investigation.  In these capacities, Flynn had little incentive to cooperate with 

others, as such behavior would be outside the discursive formation, to draw on 

Foucauldian language.  However, Flynn's tendency to collaborate with law enforcement 

colleagues from various agencies represents steps taken, intentionally or unintentionally, 

to move the discourse of counter-anarchism from one of disjointed efforts by disparate 

agencies, to cooperate efforts led by the federal government.  

As administrator of a federal agency, Flynn also spent much of his time 

coordinating with other government departments, a key aspect of his counterterrorism 

strategy and certainly one of the attributes that made him a prime candidate to be 

America's foremost anarchist hunter.  For example, in November 1914, he received a 

letter from A. Bruce Bielaski, the director of the Bureau of Investigation, a role Flynn 

would occupy in due course.  Bielaski reported that BI agents had uncovered a number of 

counterfeiting cases and asked for assistance in the ongoing investigations.61  On another 

occasion, Flynn cooperated with the Bureau of Investigation to expose an individual 

claiming to be a U.S. Secret Service agent.62  In an age when each agency and many 
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private entities retained their own "secret service" operatives, this interagency 

coordination was vital in solving crimes.  In another situation, after "three obscene, 

anonymous communications being addressed to Secretary of the Navy threatening lives 

of the President and Secretary Meyer" were received, Flynn was instructed to "cooperate 

with the Post Office inspectors in an effort to identify the writer of the anonymous 

communications."63 

Cooperation with local law enforcement agencies was vital to the success of 

Flynn's counterterrorism program, yet it was always tricky.  It was clear that, in an era of 

expanding federal agencies, local law enforcement was somewhat confused by the roles 

of the Secret Service and the Bureau of Investigation.  One request from officers at Fort 

Adams, Rhode Island, asked Flynn and the Secret Service to investigate allegations of 

graft, suggesting that if Flynn didn't want to pursue the matter he could hand it over to the 

BI instead.64  In his first annual report as Director, Flynn, optimistically brushing aside 

the often-contentious matter of conflicting jurisdictions, praised local law enforcement, 

acknowledging "the great cooperation accorded the service by the local authorities 

throughout the country.  Their assistance has in many instances simplified the work of 

our operatives and made more satisfactory the results attained."65  He walked a narrow 
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line, protecting his own departmental turf while seeking to expand powers without 

becoming subservient to any other organization, at the same time drawing on local 

expertise over which he had no direct control. 

News coverage in the last year of Flynn's service as Director noted growing 

conflict over jurisdictions, especially in wartime.  One New York Tribune article in 

particular described how, since the U.S. had entered the conflict, in addition to the Secret 

Service, agents of State, Justice, War and the Navy had all been deployed in various ways 

to hunt German spies, lamenting that these "newer, less experienced and almost utterly 

uncoordinated detective and inquiry bureaus."  Though the Secret Service had 

successfully uncovered multiple German plots, there were rumors in Washington of the 

formation of a single intelligence agency which would leave the Secret Service 

completely out of the equation, relegating the organization to counterfeiting suppression 

and presidential protection.66  As a devoted employee of the service for most of his adult 

life, it is almost certain that these rumors must have shaken Flynn to his core. 

Other Duties 

In an avalanche of incoming mail, Flynn also received numerous reports and 

offers of dubious reliability from many individuals.  One would-be code specialist wrote 

to Flynn, giving a full written sample of secret written code which the writer offered to 
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share with the Secret Service, "Thinking that the government can have a use of such a 

writing."67  Though he held no responsibility for the U.S. Postal Service, it fell to Flynn 

as well to investigate a series of chain letters that were circulated in the mails during 

World War I.  Like 21st century emails and social media posts that ask readers to say a 

prayer and forward to find salvation, the chain letters of Flynn's day called on recipients 

to pray for peace--in other words, to oppose American involvement in the war--and to 

copy and forward the letter to their friends.68 

In his role as Director, Flynn was also required to review materials about the 

Secret Service to be published in print or produced in film.  In May 1912, he received a 

request from the Crystal Film Company to review a proposal to produce "a motion 

picture drama of a gang of counterfeiters etc."69  In 1917, the Secret Service office 

received a request from Dr. Francis Rolt-Wheeler to publish a book for young readers 

about the operations and adventures of the U.S. Secret Service, and this was referred to 

the Chief.70  In these considerations, we may question Flynn's motives in making 

publishing decisions, since anything published would be in competition with his own 

Eagle Eye memoir and film series about the Secret Service's role in stopping a German 
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plot.  However, as Dr. Rolt-Wheeler's book was later published, it is presumed that Flynn 

approved the material, even if it did encroach on the market for his own writings.  The 

popularity of such publications and films, in fact, may have inspired Flynn to produce his 

own works about Secret Service exploits.     

Pre-World War I and Eagle's Eye 

Flynn's anarchist chasing days began with his career in the Secret Service, 

investigating counterfeiters who sought to undermine the stability of the U.S. government 

by devaluing currency and sowing distrust in public institutions as well as private 

businesses, an inherently anarchistic if not always overtly violent strategy.  In his early 

career as a Secret Service agent, Flynn was stationed at the docks to watch for a vessel 

called the Sumner, and then to search it for a stowaway Italian anarchist named Pietro 

Pelligra.71  As Director, Flynn was responsible for comprehensive surveillance of 

anarchist activities, including monitoring of anarchist publications.  One letter on file in 

the National Archives notes the acquisition of the anarchist magazine Fuerza Consciente 

for analysis by the Secret Service.72  This latter assignment indicates that Flynn and the 

Secret Service grasped the importance of the battle with anarchoterrorism as an 
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information war, a battle to associate government forces with good while monitoring the 

images and narratives put forth by the opposition. 

Arguably William J. Flynn's signature story, leading to public perception of his 

qualification to pursue and convict anarchoterrorists, repeated often in his memoirs, 

serialized in films, and even reprinted by his children following his death, was how the 

Secret Service uncovered and thwarted several major German plots under his leadership 

in the precarious years before the U.S. entered World War I.73  Assisted by novelist 

Courtney Ryley Cooper, Flynn first published stories of his escapades in newspapers, 

which were then published as a book in 1919 entitled The Eagle's Eye: A True Story of 

the Imperial German Government's Spies and Intrigues in America.  An ad for the book 

in Publisher's Weekly heralded its significance, claiming that it was "a book that will be 

read for years to come as was 'Uncle Tom's Cabin,' a book that everyone in the United 

States appreciates."  The comparison with Harriet Beecher Stowe's well-known classic 

may have been overstepping, but the rationale was clear:  "A novel, yes, and so was 

'Uncle Tom's Cabin,' but in this case every detail is true to life."74  Like Uncle Tom's 

Cabin, Eagle's Eye was designed not for factual accuracy, but to capture the spirit of the 

times and the types of adventures in which Flynn's Secret Service operatives were 

involved.  Indeed, Flynn seems to have put together high-adrenalin adventure stories to 
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go with real events, such as the burning of a munitions plant in Hopewell, Virginia, about 

which little information was released publicly.75   

Yet Eagle's Eye, while based on "facts furnished by William J. Flynn," was at the 

same time a work of fiction.  Flynn appeared in the book but he was not its hero, yielding 

this role to a character named Harrison Grant, leader of the intrepid detectives comprising 

the "criminal chasing brotherhood" of the Criminology Club, who had as "their chief aim 

in life, the apprehension of the genius criminal."76  In the book, the Criminology Club 

approached Flynn requesting wartime assignment, and, as the Bradys and Nick Carter 

were often deputized in government service, it was given the task of defending the U.S. 

against German incursion and espionage.  Like Flynn, Club members utilized the latest 

technology, including successfully planting a dictograph in New York's Hohenzollern 

Club, where German nationals often gathered to discuss their plot against America.77   

The anarchists in Flynn's wartime study were primarily Germans, ostensibly in 

the United States as diplomatic personnel while secretly seeking to overthrow the U.S. 

government.  The German players included military attache Franz Von Papen; Karl Boy-

Ed, naval attache; Dr. Heinrich Albert, "paymaster for the Kaiser's spy army in 

America"78; Ambassador Johann von Bernstorff; and intelligence operative and master of 
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disguise Franz von Rintelen.  These characters sought, as outlined below, to convince the 

American people to stay out of the war, and to undertake sabotage in order to ensure that 

they were not able to do so.  Flynn also counted as anarchists members of the Industrial 

Workers of the World, established by "a cracked-brain, illogical theorist" to destroy 

anything standing between the worker and higher wages.79  From his comments, it is 

clear how Flynn viewed the IWW and other labor activists.    

Along with Harrison Grant, the counterterrorist heroes in Flynn's book included 

Dixie Mason, undercover Secret Service agent who had infiltrated the German diplomatic 

ranks as lover of Heinrich von Lertz.  Several times during the book's adventures, Dixie 

almost revealed her identity to Harrison Grant, only to withdraw as she recalled the 

instructions from Chief Flynn himself to "Tell no one."80  A young man, Jimmy 

McAdams, also rises to prominence, reminiscent of Young King Brady in the dime 

novels, and Dixie's black maid steps in for some heroic actions as well.81 

By Flynn's account, the Germans treated the U.S. as another front in their 

expanding war, "a battlefield upon which to make their advances and counterthrusts 

against the Allies, regardless of the consequences to the land for which they professed 

such friendliness and such regard."  With Von Rintelen at the helm, millions of dollars 

were spent in building up a secret German spy network on American soil, along with a 
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vast propaganda effort designed to persuade Americans that war with Germany was not a 

good idea.82  The Germans utilized the latest in wireless communication technology to 

exchange messages directly with their masters in Europe.83  German methods also 

included chemical warfare,84 bombs for every occasion,85 stirring up labor unrest,86 and 

stealing the Wright Brothers' patents in order to manufacture their own airplanes.87  The 

key strategy, appearing in the book as well as real life, involved the gathering of 

intelligence from German operatives stationed throughout the U.S., details on ship 

movements as well as crop conditions and industrial capacity, which in turn informed the 

Germans' plans to manipulate American popular opinion and hamper their abilities in the 

war.88   

As to counterterrorist methods, Grant and his team frequently manipulated 

German leadership, such as the attempt to kill U.S. naval personnel and thus cripple the 

Americans as a naval power.  Grant kept a German agent at the intended bombing 

location until the Germans called it off.89  In stopping a torpedo attack on the American 

fleet, Grant was as violent as James Bond or Jack Bauer, killing German operatives, then 
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commandeering a remote control unit in order to deflect the torpedo from its course.90  

Taking out the enemies' communication systems was always a priority.91  Accentuating 

the temporal urgency associated with terrorist attacks, Grant and colleagues utilized 

"machines," vernacular for automobiles, in their races to share information and chase 

Germans.92  Much of Grant's work involved acquisition of German intelligence, extracted 

forcibly from German agents or discovered when breaking into residences and offices.93  

Harsh torture and interrogation also revealed many German secrets.94  The central event 

was the fortuitous discovery of secret German plans carried by Dr. Heinrich Albert, 

inadvertently left on a public train.  In Eagle's Eye found by aspiring young detective 

Jimmy McAdams, the portfolio with German documents was in reality caught by Secret 

Service agent Frank Burke, who was observing Albert.95 

Ultimately, thanks to Harrison Grant's "infernal luck," sufficient evidence was 

gathered to warrant Von Rintelen, Albert, Von Papen, Boy-Ed, and even Ambassador 

Von Bernstorff being expelled from the U.S.96  Von Bernstorff, busy to the last minute 
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packing and burning documents in his library fireplace, left the country in February 1917 

amidst a swirl of dinner parties and receptions.97  In an ironic twist, though presiding 

over the agency that uncovered evidence that led to his ouster, Flynn was charged with 

providing protection for the ambassador and his party as they made their way from 

Washington, D.C. to Hoboken and thence to New York City.  In ensuring the 

ambassador's safe arrival to board the steamer Frederick VIII for Germany, he 

coordinated closely with the Secret Service, the Hoboken Police Department, and the 

NYPD.98  One New York Sun article observed that the Frederick VIII was booked to 

absolute capacity, the heaviest load of passengers ever carried, due to certainty that it 

would be safe from increasingly frequent German U-boat attacks on the high seas.99     

Following the exit of the German conspirators, Grant and Dixie shifted their 

sights to domestic anarchists, focusing on the IWW.  Counterterrorism, as an ideological 

battle, involved attacking the theoretical, intellectual backbone of anarchy by raiding and 

confiscating those sources of information designed to further the sabotage of American 

industry, a direct response to the writings of Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, described above.100  

On the labor front, strikers undermined the effective operation of U.S. economy and 
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society, and any attempts at disruption were seen as outright attacks on the American way 

of life. 

Eagle's Eye is a fascinating study of how Flynn often walked the precarious line 

between fiction and reality.  Eagle's Eye describes acts of terrorism and sabotage, such as 

the sinking of the Lusitania and the bombing of the Black Tom munitions plant, which 

actually occurred and which the fictional heroes were close to discovering but ultimately 

unable to prevent.101   It also includes numerous plots, such as the German bombing of a 

ball attended by many U.S. Navy personnel, the attempted torpedoing of the U.S. fleet, 

and German subterfuge inciting labor unrest and fomenting strikes, which are unknown 

to history but were thwarted by Grant and his team.  We are left to wonder what to make 

of these latter events.  Were they actual plots which the Secret Service in reality 

successfully blocked, and Flynn has changed the names of those agents involved to 

adhere to his strict policy of operational secrecy?  As one article noted, "the activities of 

the Secret Service are truly a secret," and Flynn himself often pointed out that there were 

agents whose names were nowhere to be found in Secret Service records because of the 

need to maintain absolute secrecy.102  It may also be the case that Eagle's Eye describes 

how Flynn would like to have seen the events unfold, including the swift action and 

unwavering loyalty of operatives.   
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In Eagle's Eye, the line between fact and fiction is further blurred by description 

of Harrison Grant's "shock-haired and dreamy-eyed" sidekick, Jimmy McAdams.  At one 

point in the story, young Jimmy is described reading a "nickel thriller" about Old King 

Brady facing off against counterfeiters.  Far from castigating the cheap popular literature, 

observing Jimmy's reading, Harrison Grant promised: "Keep on reading that stuff, 

Jimmy, and you'll be a detective before you know it."103  In subtitling the book "A True 

Account" we would expect insider accounts of stories impacting national security, but 

Eagle's Eye really provides nuggets of actual events wrapped in many layers of fiction, 

turning the reality of turbulent times into the questionable veracity of a dime novel.  In 

doing so, Flynn placed his work within the narrative of dramatized counterterrorism, akin 

to the television series 24 and Homeland in the 21st century.  

Following Flynn's success in thwarting German terrorist plots on American soil, 

intelligence from many sources arrived regularly alerting him to new plots.  In May 1916, 

for example, he received a letter discussing a plot unearthed at the British Embassy 

involving "a combination of Germans and Irish revolutionaries contemplated an invasion 

of Canada from this country."104  In pursuing the Irish plot, Flynn drew the ire of Sinn 

Fein operatives in the U.S., who, unable to openly attack President Wilson due to the 
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Espionage Act, thrashed Flynn in their publications as "a common liar" and the author of 

"impudent fakes."105  A year later, Flynn was apprised by the State Department about a 

dispatch from the Canadian Consul that "A prominent member of German society here 

said today that President Wilson will be killed before January first."106  Counterterrorism 

efforts center around the acquisition and analysis of leads such as those Flynn received on 

a daily basis.  He dispatched agents to follow up on leads and also called on members of 

the civilian watchdog group, the American Protective League, to watch after suspicious 

persons as well.107 

After the U.S. entered the world war in April 1917, Flynn took on war-related 

responsibilities, and sought to expand his authority whenever possible.  In November 

1917, Flynn made headlines as he and agents stormed eight warehouses searching for 

food stores beyond legal limits.  At least some of the food found was being stored by 

hoarders and war profiteers seeking to turn a profit once American supplies ran low.108  It 

may be the case that these additional duties were evidence that Flynn was expanding his 

array of power, which in turn left crimefighting colleagues at the Department of Justice 

feeling snubbed. 
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Part of Flynn's work involved tracking anarchists around the country, including 

deploying agents to infiltrate anarchist organizations.  In his own memoir, former Secret 

Service agent Harold Keyes described infiltrating an organization planning Bolshevist 

schools across the U.S., similar to the terrorist cells we would see in the 21st century.  

Within the organization, Keyes recalled observing those who participated in anarchist 

activities simply as an intellectual pursuit, while others "favored a more active and 

practical, and even at times physical, means of spreading their doctrines."109  The 

anarchist groups that Flynn chased included not only those who advocated the overthrow 

of the government by force, but also those who sought to undermine American 

institutions, such as draft dodgers and those spreading "anti-registration propaganda."110 

Resignation from Secret Service 

News broke in late December 1917 that Flynn had submitted his resignation as 

Secret Service Director to Treasury Secretary William G. McAdoo.  Citing the fact that "I 

have been in the harness for nearly thirty years and need a rest more than anything else," 

Flynn deflected rumors that he was about to be appointed NYPD Police Commissioner.  

Though he had met a number of times with New York Mayor John F. Hylan, Flynn 

denied that the commissionership was on his mind when he resigned, and went on to cite 
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his doctor's recommendation that "he would have to let up for a while or wreck his 

health."111  The Associated Press report of his resignation painted an even more dire 

picture, adding that the move was "at the urgent request of his family" and that his doctor 

had told him that if he didn't take a break, "he would have a breakdown from which there 

would be no recovery."112 

Speculation about Flynn's potential appointment as NYPD Commissioner 

lingered in the press for months.  Most articles followed the pattern of a Christmas Day 

description of Flynn's exploits in the NYPD, from the sheer number of gambling-house 

raids ("about 55") to the wise method of taking down names of anyone in the 

establishments, which in turn discouraged patronage.  That the most vocal opponents of 

Flynn's candidacy for the Commissioner post were gambling-house proprietors who 

recalled his nonstop attacks as Second Deputy Commissioner in 1910-1911 speaks to the 

efficiency and long-lasting impression of Flynn's work in the NYPD.113    

As the rumors about an NYPD appointment faded, speculation emerged about 

possible reasons for Flynn's departure from the Secret Service, especially "rumors of 

friction and lack of sympathy between the many Federal bureaus engaged in watching, 

rounding up, and interning enemy aliens."  According to multiple news articles, Flynn 
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felt his authority to fight crime and prevent terror attacks was "hampered," and appealed 

first to Treasury Secretary McAdoo, and then directly to President Woodrow Wilson.  

Wilson, however, anxious to avoid the appearance of favoring his son-in-law McAdoo, 

declined to act, leaving Flynn in the unenviable position of requesting approval from the 

Department of Justice in order to carry out standard investigations.114  Though some 

reports noted the need for a centralized spy system to manage the work of Secret Service, 

Department of Justice, and others, and the rich experience that would qualify William J. 

Flynn to lead such an organization, this appointment was also not be realized.115 

Following Flynn's departure from the Secret Service, he slipped under the radar, 

becoming almost invisible on the public stage for most of 1918.  However, it soon 

became apparent that he was not about to wait for his next law enforcement position to 

materialize.  In the meantime, he began publishing memoirs, first with The Barrel 

Mystery, about the surveillance and capture of counterfeiters Lupo and Morello, and then 

with The Eagle's Eye, detailing the Secret Service's uncovering of the German plot to 

destroy American munitions prior to the U.S. entry to World War I, both of which were 

released in 1919 and likely contributed to his prominence in the public imagination of 
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protecting the homeland against terror.  Eagle's Eye was also adapted for the big screen 

into a 20-part series.   

U.S. Railroad Administration Secret Service 

Restless as always and unable to restrain himself from chasing criminals, Flynn 

was not to be unemployed for long, however, soon called into service at the head of the 

U.S. Railroad Administration's own secret service.  For decades, before the widespread 

adoption and use of automobiles, U.S. railroads had been the key to shipping and 

transportation.  As the war in Europe expanded, eventually reaching American shores, 

railroads became a touchpoint in the battle against German sabotage and against 

anarchism.  As Flynn transitioned out of the U.S. Secret Service, his next assignment 

came in relation to protecting American railways in the immediate postwar period as 

Chief of the Secret Service and Police Section in the Division of Operation of the U.S. 

Railroad Administration.116  Though relatively short-lived, lasting from January 1, 1919, 

through June 30, 1919, Flynn's mark on the USRA was undeniable. 

Each week, the USRA Secret Service and Police Section issued a "News in Brief" 

publication outlining crimes and convictions related to railroads across the country.  The 

last circular bearing Flynn's signature, dated June 30, 1919, is representative, and noted 
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crimes and sentencing in such diverse locations as New York City; Buffalo, New York; 

Charleston, West Virginia; Niagara Falls, NY; Springfield, Illinois; and Savannah, 

Georgia.  The circular described extensive theft, including theft of railway equipment, of 

shoes, and of meat products, as well as an elaborate system of motor trucks used to move 

stolen goods to other cities for resale.  Finally, the circular also elucidated instances of 

cash theft, usually from ticket offices, and brutal, often racially-divided violence.117  It 

seemed that nothing was safe from railroad thieves: other circulars note lawnmowers, 

plate glass, tires, cigars, ladies silk underwear, men's silk shirts, jewelry, whiskey, and 

even "large quantities of lard" as targets for theft.  Inspectors theorized that thieves were 

especially drawn to whiskey since, due to prohibition of alcohol sale and transport, 

individuals were very unlikely to report stolen alcohol.118  Nor were crimes committed 

entirely by typical bandit types: on another occasion, the weekly report noted that 25 

railroad employees, including brakemen, switchmen, and engineers, had been arrested for 

"pilfering" miscellaneous goods from freight cars and working with proprietors of 

saloons and pool houses to resell stolen goods.119 
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Circulars from June 1919 describe a landscape not far removed from the outlaw 

days of the Wild West, anarchistic in its undermining of a nationwide system of 

transportation and distribution on which all Americans depended, and terroristic in the 

level of violence committed and fear engendered.  The June 16 "News in Brief" detailed a 

train holdup, where bandits acquired $17,000 in payroll and escaped in an automobile 

after an intense gunfight with train authorities.  Another incident involved George W. 

Owens, arrested in St Louis for trafficking in stolen silk.  Owens promptly escaped from 

jail, killing the local sheriff and his son in the process.  Later arrested again, tried, and 

convicted to a life sentence for murder, the USRA circular tells the grim end:  "After the 

sentence was pronounced he was taken from the court room by a mob and hanged in the 

court yard."120   

From the U.S. Railroad Administration records that survive, it is difficult to 

determine to what extent William J. Flynn was personally involved in investigating or 

prosecuting crimes committed on America's railroads.  However, Flynn was certainly 

involved, and documents record that from the outset of his involvement with the USRA, 

Flynn issued his trademark demand for a "free hand" in his job.  No doubt responding to 

a request from Flynn, USRA General Counsel John Barton Payne recommended removal 

of restrictive language in Flynn's official responsibilities in a brief memo, arguing that "it 
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will often happen, as it has in the past, that the Chief of the Secret Service must act 

instantly...sometimes even without waiting for any authority; and I am afraid this would 

tie his hands and seriously interfere with his efficiency."121  This "free hand" request, 

echoed in almost every one of Flynn's federal positions, is a cornerstone of his 

counterterrorism approach: the need to be able to respond as needed to imminent threats 

without the burden of superiors or bureaucracy looking over his shoulder or second-

guessing his frontline decisions.   

With descriptions of railroad employees, bandits, and other outlaws, we might 

also question the extent to which anarchists were behind any of the plots outlined in the 

USRA circulars.  Though the crimes described may not have been the work of anarchists 

in the vein of Kropotkin, Goldman, or Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, in committing theft and 

other crimes these robbers certainly undermined faith in the ability of institutions and 

government agencies to protect American citizens, even within the borders of their own 

country.  In undermining faith as well in railroads, the perpetrators took aim at the 

financial viability of American railroads, leading perhaps to the decline and fall of rail as 

the preferred mode of transportation throughout the nation. 

It was while working with the USRA that, on two occasions in 1919, a series of 

mail bombs were sent to prominent political leaders throughout the country.  Though 
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damage was minimal, the bombings clearly sought by targeting government officials to 

hasten the downfall of the U.S. government.  This familiar objective indicated the 

fingerprints of anarchists who had turned to violence to achieve their goals.  With a 

nation in crisis, America turned to its greatest anarchist hunter, William J. Flynn, for 

salvation.   
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CHAPTER SIX                                                                                                        

FRAMING FLYNN AND POPULAR NEWS COVERAGE:                               

BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION DIRECTOR, 1919-1921 

William J. Flynn became the voice of American attempts to stem the tide of 

anarchoterrorism.  In fact, in November 1920, as the search for the culprits of the deadly 

September 16 Wall Street bombing grew colder by the day, the New York World printed a 

theory that the bombing was labor-related, and that the bomb was intended to destroy the 

extension of the Stock Exchange offices, then under construction.  Local authorities from 

the District Attorney's office working closely on the case came to consult with William J. 

Flynn, Director of the Bureau of Investigation.  However, Flynn was away from the BI 

offices at the time, and "In the absence of Chief Flynn, none [of the local agents] would 

consent to be quoted."1  Later, in March 1921, after five men were detained in New 

Orleans under suspicion of connection with the Wall Street bombing, when Department 

of Justice officials were pressed for information they responded that Chief Flynn "would 

do any talking that was to be done."2  These anecdotes demonstrate that Flynn had 
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ascended to the highest anarchist-chasing role in the United States, and that others 

refrained from speaking when such an experienced and intelligent leader was at the helm. 

In this chapter and the next, we turn our focus to William J. Flynn and the popular 

media, especially as revealed by the newspapers and magazines of the time, to explore 

how they framed the terrorist attacks.  Unlike previous incidents, where investigators 

lacked a public face or spokesperson, the attacks of 1919-1920 saw the rise of Flynn as 

the individual who came to represent the government's war on terror and anarchy.   

The ways in which Flynn crafted his public messages about the "bomb outrages" 

and their aftermath, including his own protracted investigations, tell us a number of 

things about perceptions of terrorist violence at the dawn of the twentieth century.  First, 

we are provided with Flynn's own perceptions, as the country's foremost counterterrorism 

expert, of the violent attacks through the mails in April and June 1919, and on the streets 

of New York City in September 1920.  Second, we are able to see to an extent the 

message that he thought members of the press and the general public wanted to hear.  

Finally, by extending our reach beyond Flynn's own words to include the portrayal of 

these events in the popular news media of the day, we are able to shed light on 

contemporary understanding of terrorism and its purposes, as well as expectations for 

those engaged in the fight to stop future terrorist attacks.   

Prior to 1919, the most widely-publicized terror attacks were the Haymarket 

Square bombing in Chicago in 1886, and the bombing of the Los Angeles Times in 1910.  

These events, while horrific, were the last attacks of a rapidly-receding era of public 

violence, in which attacks were treated as crimes, and prosecuted locally, with most 
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investigative work done by private investigators such as the Pinkerton Agency or the 

Burns International Detective Agency.   Crossing state lines, involving the postal service, 

utilizing terror as spectacle, and targeting innocent bystanders made these new attacks a 

different phenomenon altogether.  Further, suspects in both the Haymarket and L.A. 

Times bombings were identified almost immediately, with the following investigation 

consisting essentially of a manhunt for the perpetrators.  Instead of focusing on an 

extensive investigation, much more time, effort, and media coverage were devoted to the 

trial, sentencing, and execution.  In the case of the bombings in 1919-1920, specific 

perpetrators were never identified.    

The bombings of 1919 and 1920, launched in peacetime, were also fundamentally 

different than schemes carried out by German agents during the war.  The attacks were 

unexpected, not tied to specific conflict between nations, and utilized one of the most 

commonplace modes of human interaction, the postal service, to deliver the "infernal 

devices."   In the Wall Street bombing, the device was detonated on an ordinary day on 

the streets of New York City.  This new pattern, in which violence was woven into the 

fabric of everyday life and activities, was a new twist that left Americans helpless and 

exposed. 

Finally, the terrorist attacks discussed in this chapter were also different in that, as 

they extended the stage on which the conflict with anarchy was conducted, they pitted the 

larger U.S. Government against the terrorists.  No longer would local police forces or 

even larger national networks of private investigators such as Pinkerton or Burns be 
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sufficient to face the continued threat.  Expectations about what the federal government 

should do to protect American citizens extended and increased.   

There were certainly other potential spokesmen who could have emerged in the 

aftermath of the 1919-1920 attacks.  A primary candidate would have been U.S. Attorney 

General A. Mitchell Palmer, whose suburban Washington, D.C. home was severely 

damaged by a bomb in June 1919.  Raised a Quaker in Pennsylvania, Palmer harbored 

presidential aspirations and was seen by some as the most influential individual in the 

Cabinet following Wilson's stroke.3  Delivering often fiery and exaggerated rhetoric, 

Palmer's position as Attorney General and the terrorist investigations were a stepping 

stone to higher office.  Flynn, lacking political ambitions, spoke openly and regularly 

with the press but avoided the tendency to politicize or grow overly dramatic. 

Framing Theory 

At its most basic level, framing is the process of crafting messages for delivery to 

an audience, usually with the intent of conveying a specific message or eliciting a desired 

behavior.  Both speakers and listeners carry within themselves an array of mental frames, 

and a message is most likely to be comprehended and acted upon when the message maps 

align and resonate.  Essentially, as Hallahan has argued, "Framing puts information into a 
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context and establishes frames of reference so people can evaluate information, 

comprehend meanings, and take action, if appropriate."4  

Framing theory rests on a constructivist approach to understanding the world.  As 

opposed to relying strictly on cold hard facts, constructivists, in the tradition of Jean 

Piaget, see the world as constructed through social interactions.  In this line of analysis, 

media consumers are presented with competing representations of reality, with 

individuals bearing the onus of evaluating the frames.  Framing is a "quality of 

communication that causes others to accept one meaning over another."5 

Framing is sometimes considered to be second-level agenda setting.  Agenda 

setting refers to the manner in which media control what content comes to consumers' 

attention, and framing then addresses the way in which facts and stories are presented in 

order to influence consumers in a particular direction.6  For example, a recent study by 

Blaney examined cardinal appointments made by Pope Francis in highly politicized terms 

of conservative and liberal approaches.  In this case, the narrative of the Pope's 

appointments was presented (first-level agenda-setting), bringing it into the public 
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marketplace of ideas in the first place.  However, it was further presented as a political 

process through the storytelling of mass media outlets such as CBS News.7 

Frames can overlap and are in a constant state of flux, regardless of how vigilant 

storytellers may try to be in maintaining a particular story or explanation of reality.  A 

"frame contest" occurs whenever competing perspectives to a particular story exist.8  

Such competitions for valid framing often occur in mainstream media as officials attempt 

to control news stories or their interpretation.   

Many discussions of framing theory refer to an oft-repeated statement that while 

media do not necessarily tell people what to think, they "can be strikingly effective in 

telling people what to think about--and how to think about it."9  Through these processes, 

however, media provide a primary sensemaking role, making meaning from the chaos of 

daily life and helping consumers see what is important or relevant to themselves.10 

Because of its ambiguous and often messy approach, some scholars have 

expressed frustration with framing theory's "lack of a commonly shared theoretical 

model" as well as a general lack of consistency and an ambiguous overlap with other 

theoretical constructs such as agenda setting and priming.11  In spite of such criticism, 
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framing theory has seen an increase in use in a variety of fields in recent years,12 

including education,13 psychology,14 and other social sciences.15   

Among theories of human communication, framing theory provides a particularly 

appropriate interface with historical studies by exploring how historical actors 

comprehend their environments, tell stories, and make sense of both what they do and of 

what happens to and around them.  The true strength of framing theory, as with historical 

study, is to flesh out the context in which events take place, including the almost-

imperceptible frames that guide individual behaviors and choices.16 

One of the founding fathers of framing theory, Robert Entman, identified 

selection and salience as the key aspects of framing.  Through selection, particular 

aspects or perspectives are chosen for presentation to an audience, and through salience, 

some aspects of the story are made to appear more important or compelling "by 

placement or repetition, or by associating them with culturally familiar symbols."17 
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Entman also discussed the importance of the ways in which media consumers 

carry and apply frames.  In general, people utilize frames to simplify and organize their 

own experience and belief systems, and are more likely to accept new information when 

presented within frameworks matching their own.  As Fairhurst and Sarr have stated, 

frames of public communication must align with audience mental models in order to be 

persuasive and informative.  Connecting with these "mentally stored clusters of ideas" 

held within the hearts and minds of message receivers helps speakers get their message 

across and increase persuasive power.18  Making these connections also increases the 

probability that spokespersons like Flynn modify messages to attune to public needs. 

As noted above, framing analysis is used in many fields.  However, framing is 

used frequently in the field of communication and media studies because of its 

connections with agenda setting and audience analysis.  Framing is especially prominent, 

as we see in tracing the words of William J. Flynn, in the communication sub-field of 

public relations.  In seeking to tell desired stories, public relations has a natural affinity 

with framing theory. 

Methodologically, some scholars apply a specific array of frames to a text, while 

others take a less structured approach.  For example, Hallahan recommends applying 

seven specific frames:  situation, attributes, choices, actions, issues, responsibility, and 

news.  Applying these predetermined frames allows for consistency among studies and 
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between scholars.19  Others, such as Nicolini and Hansen, allow the text to generate its 

own frames.  In studying narratives associated with the Women's March on Washington, 

they found that "four distinct frames emerged" organically, instead of imposing 

frameworks upon it.  In other words, there are frames inherent in the text, awaiting 

teasing out by scholars.20 

Scholars generally agree that frames are important not only for what they include 

and highlight, but what they omit or obscure as well.21  Thus as we proceed to examine 

the media framing of the 1919-1920 bombings, as well as how Flynn himself framed the 

bomb outrages, we look carefully for statements that are not included, or for key points in 

the investigation when he chose to remain silent.  In doing so, Flynn may have led the 

public and his superiors to believe that more progress was being made than really was.  

Hallahan has stated that framing techniques, including through what is both included as 

well as by what is excluded or omitted, used by public speakers tend to direct attention of 

consumers, leading them toward desired conclusions.22 

Finally, framing may involve temporal element as well, expressed by Fairhurst 

and Sarr: "When we frame can be as important as what we frame."23  As we explore 
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Flynn's approach to crafting stories, we will see that he generally had little time to devote 

to writing speeches or crafting stories.  Instead, pummeled with questions as he alighted 

from trains and automobiles, he was forced to develop narratives on the fly.   

Timeline 1919-1921 

On the eve of May 1, 1919, several packages loaded with dynamite were sent 

through the U.S. mails.  With targets among those who had spoken out against 

communists, socialists, and immigration, the attack was thought to be designed to usher 

in a "reign of terror."24 However, following the reports of injuries sustained by personnel 

in the offices of Seattle Mayor Ole Hanson and Georgia Senator Thomas Hardwick, a 

quick-thinking postal service employee discovered several other undetonated bomb 

packages, thus averting further mayhem and disaster. 

In this early round of bombings, no single individual was chosen at the national 

level to take up the fight against anarchy and terrorism.  To an extent, by virtue of his 

position in response to the use of the postal system to send explosives through the mail, 

New York Postal Inspector in Charge William E. Cochran led the investigation.  Born in 

Pennsylvania, Cochran had been the Inspector in Charge for New York since 1913.  For 
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the month of May 1919, the press was very attentive to Cochran's leadership and 

movements, but he did not truly rise to a position of spokesmanship.25 

A second batch of bombs, also sent through the mail, followed on June 2, 1919.  

This time, the packages containing much larger explosive devices were more successful 

in reaching their destinations, which again included public officials who had crossed 

swords with immigrants, anarchists, and socialists.  One explosion rocked the 

Washington D.C. home of Attorney General A. Mitchell Palmer, destroying the front 

porch and entryway and damaging the neighboring home of Naval Undersecretary 

Franklin D. Roosevelt.    

Unlike the Haymarket Affair, which resulted in arrests within just a few days, the 

bombings of 1919 and 1920 were not only instantly impactful but lingered in the public 

imagination as they languished, unsolved.  While anarchoterrorist networks were not 

apparently involved directly in the Haymarket violence, following the June 1919 

bombings, the U.S. Department of Justice launched a major investigation, as the New 

York Times reported, "convinced that the nation faces an organized campaign of anarchy 

and terrorism which calls for heroic action."26   

As former head of the U.S. Secret Service, Flynn was seen as the most competent 

for the post, and Attorney General Palmer telephoned him within hours of the bombing to 
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offer him the job leading the investigation.  Calling Flynn "a master detective," the New 

York Times was lavish in its praise, stating that "Flynn has a vast amount of knowledge of 

anarchist activities...Flynn has a worldwide reputation as a detective who never gives 

up."  When asked to "get into the fight," Flynn accepted Palmer's appointment promising 

a "determined campaign to crush anarchism in America," but only after insisting that he 

would have a free hand in running the investigation into terrorist activities.27 He adopted 

a George Washingtonian reluctance to accepting the post, won over by a desire to do his 

duty to protect and serve:  "I have tried hard to go home to New York and rest, but it 

seems that some duty always beckons me back here" to Washington, D.C.28 

Within just a few days, the specter of deportation of immigrants materialized in 

the media, with one article noting that "Preparations were made for a general round-up" 

of agitators and that "wholesale prosecution and deportation of alien anarchists" would 

soon be underway, and that the Department of Justice "Red Squad" had 2,500 suspected 

radicals under some level of surveillance.29  Following the June bombings, it did not take 

long at all for deportation talk to appear in the media.  On June 22, under the banner 

headline of "Deportation of Reds by Wholesale Planned," Flynn was described as 

"intimating" that "The United States may resort to wholesale deportation of 
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Bolsheviki...wholesale deportations might be imminent."30 This notion of sending back 

agitators to their "homes" rested on the assumption that all were immigrants.   

On December 22, 1919, the transport Buford set sail with 249 suspected 

communists, anarchists and other radicals, the end result of months of investigation and 

tracking of over 60,000 individuals, many of whom had been in custody for over 44 days.  

Anarchist icons Emma Goldman and Alexander Berkman (and hundreds of the "lesser 

fry") were aboard the ship destined for Russia, known as the Soviet Ark.  As the ship 

passed out of view, one-time attempted assassin Berkman shook his fist at Flynn and 

promised that they would be returning someday to "fix" him.31  This dramatic deportation 

led to further Russia-bound transports in early 1920, but as time passed support for 

similar measures began to wane. 

In May 1920, on the heels of nationwide fear instigated by Attorney General 

Palmer of assassinations and attacks, a glimmer of hope appeared in the investigation.  A 

young Italian printer, Andrea Salsaedo, and his associate Robert Ella were arrested in 

connection with the April 26 and June 2 bombings.  Following intensive and prolonged 

interrogation in Bureau of Investigation offices at the Park Row Building, Flynn was 

certain that he had his man in Salsaedo.   
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Alas, on May 4, according to eyewitnesses, Salsaedo calmly walked to the 

window of the room where he was being held, and jumped, leaving behind only 

speculation about his motives.  On one hand, perhaps he was afraid of further 

interrogation, incarceration.  On the other hand, he may have been more fearful that his 

testimony would implicate other Italian anarchists and incite vengeful retaliation.  Ever 

positive, Flynn maintained that Salsaedo had made a full confession and that "the death 

of this man...will not hinder our prosecution of the others."32  Yet from this point on, the 

investigation seemed to fizzle, with Flynn dropping almost entirely out of the public eye 

until the explosion on Wall Street on September 16, 1920. 

Just after noon on Thursday, September 16, 1920, "an infernal machine" was 

detonated on Wall Street in the heart of New York's financial district, just across the 

street from J.P. Morgan offices and near the U.S. Treasury's new subtreasury and assay 

offices.  All told, some 38 individuals were killed in the blast or its wake.  As head of the 

Bureau of Investigation, Flynn was soon on the scene to take charge of the investigation.   

Called America's "master crime," the bombers accomplished the task with a bomb 

placed in a horse-drawn wagon.  Threatening circulars were found in a nearby post box, 

signed by "The Fighting Anarchists of America": "We will tolerate the imprisonment no 

longer. Free the political prisoners or it will mean death for all of you."33  Claims that it 
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may have been an accident were soon dismissed.  Initial leads centered on tracing the 

horseshoes, the TNT, and the identity of the wagon driver.  A parade of individuals were 

accused or suspected, but the District Attorney never felt evidence was sufficient to bring 

to a trial.34 

Initially, Flynn announced that the Wall Street bombing would not be cause for 

launching "a general round-up of Reds," while other government officials intimated that 

the hold on roundups and deportations was due to heated criticism from the public.35   

With little concrete progress in the case, officials eventually turned to deportation yet 

again to satisfy those who craved assigning blame to the immigrant population.  In 

December 1920, 23 alleged Communists were deported to Latvia.36  After a flurry of 

desperate interrogations of unlikely suspects, Flynn was dismissed and renowned 

detective William J. Burns assumed his duties as Head of the Bureau of Investigation on 

August 19, 1921. 

Flynn's Frames 

How did William J. Flynn portray the efforts of himself and others to fight 

anarchoterrorism at the dawn of the 20th century?  Without access to Flynn's personal 
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papers, it is difficult to hear his own voice consistently, and he was famously reticent 

about the interior workings of criminal investigations.  During this two-year period in 

which he led high-profile, active investigations and also led the Department of Justice's 

Bureau of Investigation, he did, however, speak frankly with reporters on a regular basis.  

He regularly took them into his confidence and gave the distinct impression that he was 

revealing insider information not available to everyone.37  In doing so, he introduced an 

initial frame that all were involved in the fight against terrorism.  The federal 

government, armed with sufficient agents and resources, was best suited to the fight 

against terror, but individual Americans were a part of that fight as well.     

To an extent, Flynn framed the fight against international terrorism with the 

simple fact of who he was, identifying himself as a force that was capable of capturing 

perpetrators and preventing future attacks.  Terrorism historian Walter Laqueur has 

argued that at its heart, terrorism is a strike against the government, and Flynn's image 

was designed to reassert that authority.38  He was a man's man, robust and masculine:  

"Big, broad-shouldered, a wholesome strong bulk of a man,"39 a heroic figure.   

With a long personal history of serving the nation through fighting crime and 

anarchy, Flynn worked his way up through the Secret Service to become one of its early 
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directors, served the New York Police Department and reformed its investigative 

detective squad, and led the railroad secret service during the war.  Even as one of the 

nation's top crimefighters, he was a punchy Irish cop, always willing to be on the ground 

with the officers breaking down doors or chasing down suspected anarchist agitators.  

Almost immediately following the June bombs, Flynn went on record as desiring to "get 

into the fight."40  Harkening back to Theodore Roosevelt's culture of masculinity, this 

was just the image of a tough, hands-on enforcer who could be trusted with protecting the 

people.   

In spite of his apparent eagerness to be involved in this new form of warfare, 

Flynn projected an almost Washingtonian reluctance.  He clearly did not relish the 

administrative tasks of working within the Department of Justice bureaucracy.   "I have 

tried to go home to New York and rest, but it seems that some duty always beckons me 

back here" to Washington, D.C.41  Such sentiments could only serve to endear him to the 

general public and leave the impression that Flynn was one of them.   

Prior to his appointment as chief investigator of the June 1919 attacks, Flynn's 

words were quoted as prophetic evidence when he said that "the IWW is the most active 

and radical organization in this country."42  In making such statements, Flynn constructed 

an archenemy, a bogeyman on whom could be hung the country's ills, up to and including 
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terrorist activities.  While not always aimed at the IWW, Flynn's words portrayed the 

enemy anarchists as bent on undermining American democracy, regardless of who might 

be harmed or killed in the process.  He also tended to blur the lines between anarchists or 

socialists on the one hand, who may advocate for significant political change through 

legislative means, and true terrorists, those willing to engage in outright violence to 

achieve their political goals, on the other.  For Flynn, all represented threats to Americans 

and as such needed to be rooted out and eliminated. 

Flynn spoke to reporters regularly, even when he had little or new information to 

divulge.  While direct quotations were certainly reported, references abounded as well to 

what he "intimated." In a remarkable way, he pulled back the curtain on his activities and 

informed reporters how he was pursuing his prey, drawing the American public into the 

chase in the process.  In his first press conference on June 6, 1919, for example, he 

informed the world that they were working "on a process of elimination," tracing the 

whereabouts and activities of thousands of anarchists and radicals.43   

Flynn's openness with media also suggests his best attempts at reaching beyond 

the Washington and New York bureaucracies to connect with the people.  This was a 

strong indicator that he knew terrorism was changing.  It was no longer the case that only 

heads of state would be targeted for assassination.  Now, instead, those who employed 
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tactics of terror were happy to increase the spectacle of their actions by harming or even 

killing innocent, unrelated bystanders.   

A key aspect of Flynn's framing of the investigation and of his larger 

counterterrorist efforts was the emphasis he placed on having "a free hand"44: that he 

would not be fettered by bureaucracy or red tape in his efforts to capture the perpetrators.  

The image of a government agent who did not necessarily play by the rules is a common 

trope in counterterrorism portrayals in literature and film.  On the television series 24, 

Kiefer Sutherland played Counter Terrorism Unit agent Jack Bauer, who, like Flynn, 

frequently flew from place to place to investigate clues and chase down suspects, often 

sidestepping the law in his quest to protect American citizens from terrorist violence.  As 

critic John McQuaid noted, "Jack Bauer operates outside the rules because the rules 

themselves are a point of vulnerability that put us in danger."45  In an era when private 

investigators ruled the day with regard to national law enforcement, Flynn's "free hand" 

was important in convincing Americans that the federal government was best suited to 

combating terrorist activity on a national or global scale. 

Much of Flynn's framing of the fight against terror was due to creative works 

about his previous exploits, some of which were released to the public even as 

investigations progressed.  For example, in December 1919, alongside articles about the 
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mass deportation of suspected radicals, there appeared an advertisement for Flynn's book 

The Barrel Mystery.46  Later, in April 1920, even as public support for the seemingly 

endless investigation was waning, a large advertisement in the New York Times promoted 

the Flynn film Chang and the Law, describing it as "Another Chief William J. Flynn 

Detective Thrill."47   

This blurring of the line between gritty real-life terrorism investigations and the 

swaggering adventure of counterterrorist activities as portrayed in film and dime novels is 

a recurring theme in the study of the literature of terrorism.  Considering the release of 

Flynn stories and films even as he worked at the highest levels of American 

counterterrorist organizations causes us to wonder about the effects each had on the other.  

Did the release of his creative work detract from the gravitas of his position as a law 

enforcement official?  Or, conversely, did his high-level work in protecting Americans 

from anarchist attacks fuel sales of his books and films?   

Through his words and actions, Flynn advocated for a bold response to those who 

would destroy the government of the United States, and added a personal commitment to 

demonstrate relentless quest to protect the American people.  Arriving in New York on 

June 6, Flynn made a statement to the press, claiming that progress was already being 
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made in the early stages and that "We are not going to let up in this work," yet refusing to 

discuss any details until further progress was made in the case.48   

At many moments throughout all the investigations, as important developments 

occurred, Flynn would divert men and efforts to the issue at hand and go himself to the 

scene, thus sending the clear message that he was firmly in charge, that he was to be  

trusted, and that he was accountable to his men and to the people.  For example, in 

October 1920, Florean Zelenska was arrested in Pittsburgh.  Having been seen coming 

and going with a suspicious bag around the time of the bombing, and with a trunk full of 

anarchist and communist literature found in his lodging, Zelenska was a prime suspect.49  

However, after numerous eyewitnesses to the bombing were unable to identify Zelenska 

after being shown his photograph, Flynn eliminated him as a suspect, concluding that 

"none of the real conspirators would have left himself as open to suspicion" as 

Zelenska.50 

With the Wall Street bombing, even before his appointment as the chief 

investigator, he rushed to New York, arriving at around 10:00 pm on the evening of the 

explosion and stating for the press that he didn't feel he had sufficient information yet to 

warrant expressing an opinion as to whether it was accidental or premeditated."  The next 

morning he was on the street, inspecting the damage for himself, meeting with police 
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officials, bankers, and his own Bureau of Investigation officers.51  He was never beyond 

going to the scene himself to examine evidence or conduct interrogations.  Even as the 

Wall Street investigation dragged on and public criticism became more striking, Flynn 

raced to Philadelphia when there arose the possibility of clues related to the identity of 

the bomb wagon driver.52 

An extension of this narrative is the image of Flynn being personally involved in 

efforts to capture perpetrators and prevent future attacks.  In the midst of the May Day 

1920 threats on the public peace, Flynn had his men reporting to him hourly.53  When 

high-level communiques were stolen from the U.S. State Department, Flynn rushed to 

New York City to personally take charge of the case.54  Flynn was personally involved in 

the interrogation of Andrea Salsedo, the Italian printer suspected of both the April and 

June 1919 bombings, who fell fourteen floors from the Bureau of Investigation offices in 

the Park Row Building in May 1920.55  He relished opportunities to be closely engaged, 

framing an active, dedicated response to terrorism.   

Unlike many bureaucrats, Flynn could be not only refreshingly involved, but 

remarkably decisive.  In the wake of the Wall Street bomb, he stated clearly and 

forcefully to reporters that there would be no immediate call for rounding up or deporting 
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suspected Communists, that Big Bill Haywood was not being linked to involvement with 

the bombing, and that Edward Fischer, who claimed responsibility, was in an 

"incompetent mental state" and not being seriously considered.  He also went so far as to 

state that he knew the identities of those responsible for the Wall Street outrage, already 

sowing the seeds of a frame of overconfidence in his progress.56 Within two days he 

further elaborated that he believed the outrage was "the work of an Italian bomb mob."57  

He was forthright in proclaiming that he and his fellow agents were deeply committed to 

solving the crimes:  "I cannot make prophecies, but I will say this much: The 

Government never sleeps and it never quits.  Our job is to get those men, whether it takes 

a day or a lifetime." 58 

In January 1920, riding high following the positive response to the initial 

December 1919 deportation on the Buford, Flynn was brimming with confidence.  

Following a series of conferences with Department of Justice officers from locations 

throughout the country, Flynn "declared he thought Bolshevism and other radical 'isms' 

had ceased to be a menace in America."  He went on to assert that "The radical situation 

can be considered well in hand."  He concluded by praising the deportations, which, he 
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claimed, "have had a great effect in clarifying the situations. These deportations will 

continue."59 

While he could be bold about his commitment, in general Flynn was reticent 

about making undue claims or promises about progress.  In the Wall Street investigation, 

Flynn played close to the vest, declining comment numerous times.  When asked 

specifically about the Galleani suspected of involvement in the April 1919 mail 

bombings, Flynn responded that law enforcement officials were watching the Italians but 

not treating them as suspects.60  It seemed that early certainty about Italian anarchist 

involvement faded as time passed and the net widened. 

In some respects, investigators treated the bomb outrages as typical crimes, 

pursuing clues and lines of inquiry.  For example, the sandal (virtually the only remnant 

of the unidentified bomber at Palmer's home) was traced to where it had been purchased 

and repaired.  Later, threads from a suit fragment recovered near Palmer's home (what 

Flynn referred to as "the best clew yet") were traced to clothing stores.61  Following the 

clues in this manner allowed Flynn as spokesman to claim a certain degree of 

hopefulness, as breakthroughs could occur at any time.  This also allowed him the 

flexibility to hedge on when developments might be revealed:  "I do not care to say now 

where the clues will lead.  Neither will I state when further developments will come.  It 
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may be a week.  It may be a month."62  Because more evidence, including printed 

circulars and remains of both horse and wagon, were available in connection to the Wall 

Street bombing, Flynn was more optimistic.63 

References in the media of the day abound with what Flynn "intimated," teasing 

that he had more information than he was able to reveal to the press.  Famous for his 

variations on "no comment," Flynn openly stated that he would not speak unless he had 

information to offer.  Flynn seemed to be aware of the need to avoid over-promising on 

results for his burgeoning investigation.  He dispensed many firm "No Comments" to the 

members of the press corps over the course of the investigations.  On one occasion, he 

emphasized: "We do not expect to take any action to-day...I cannot say when any definite 

action will be taken."64 Not a politician, Flynn's statements to the press were typically 

terse, sometimes almost to the point of hostility, as if he were outright refusing to share 

information.  This was, in itself, a fulfillment of his promise that rather than "shoot 

wildly," he would not reveal details until he had details to reveal.   

Flynn's rhetoric reflected many temporal elements that contributed to a time-

bound framing of terrorism and its prevention.  Typically he did not address specific 

times for future attacks, but regularly suggested such things as the potential for attacks, as 
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in July 1919 when he said that "the red gang may break out any time."65  While chasing 

numerous clues in the Wall Street bombing case, including the printed circulars, the 

horse, and the wagon, Flynn remarked on the latest clue that "It looks good, but like any 

clew, it may blow up at any time."66  Thus temporality was employed to frame the open-

endedness of the situation: not only could a vital clue emerge at any time, but so could 

additional violent attacks.   

Temporal references further underscored the potential for developments in the 

cases.  His team was always on the cusp of a major breakthrough or resolution, just 

around the corner from that major discovery, the one clue that would unlock the mystery.  

At the outset of the investigation following the Wall Street bombing, he emphasized the 

importance of finding the identity of the wagon driver, noting that "If we can identify 

them we should have clear sailing."67 

Perhaps most importantly, Flynn's charge was not simply to capture those 

responsible for sending the April and June bombs through the U.S. mail service.  That 

would be too small a task.  Rather, he was to "direct the Government's force in the 

conflict with the 'anarchist fighters.'"68  His statements as well as actions framed the ways 

in which terrorism was changing at the dawn of the twentieth century.  Not only were the 
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radicals ready to wreak havoc among the general public, counterterrorist agents were 

ready to fight back as needed. 

Terrorism, it would soon be seen, could take different forms.  In late July, it was 

announced that the U.S. State Department had lost classified communiques from either its 

Washington DC offices or from the American Peace Commission, then convened in Paris 

for negotiations to officially close the global conflict of World War I.  Flynn rushed 

immediately to New York City from Washington, indicating that perhaps there was 

thought to be some connection with the radicals and the June 2 bombings.  His haste to 

get to New York may also indicate that, six weeks after the attacks, the case was growing 

cold and officers needed some new clues to breathe life into the investigation.  Flynn 

contended for the former, claiming that radicals were to blame for the stolen dispatches.  

However, the evidence was not revealed at this time.  Ever taciturn about releasing 

unconfirmed information to the press, when asked about the identity of the dispatch thief, 

Flynn said, "I have some very positive views on this matter, but just now...I am not in 

position to say anything concerning the investigation, beyond the fact that we are making 

very satisfactory progress." 69 

Flynn demonstrated his understanding of the larger purposes of terrorist attacks.  

In a world that was well acquainted with political assassinations as a key strategy for 

destabilizing society and undermining a nation's government, terrorism as spectacle and 
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as a form of communication was a relatively new phenomenon.  As early as the day 

following the Wall Street bombing, Flynn stated to reporters that "In my opinion this was 

not an attack on J.P. Morgan and Company. I believe that those responsible picked out 

the financial center in order to create a demonstration."70  As terrorism studies scholar 

Bruce Hoffman has argued, there are multiple audiences for terrorist attacks, usually with 

the larger purpose of sending secondary messages via publicity and media coverage.71 

Terror also changed in that, as opposed to political assassination to initiate regime 

change, the Wall Street bombing showed that terrorists were now willing to kill innocent, 

uninvolved, unrelated bystanders as a means of capturing public attention to their cause.  

Noting the "sad, mad futility of the whole affair," one newspaper reporter observed that 

with significant shrapnel included with the explosives, the intent of the bombers was 

clearly to maim and kill anyone nearby, regardless of who they were.72 

Flynn was a master of his craft, having solved numerous crimes throughout the 

country, cementing his reputation as one of the most famous detectives of the day.  He 

was well steeped in the best practices of tracing criminal behavior.  Flynn was open to 

not only new and innovative crime fighting methods and techniques, but to drawing on 
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the experts of others when needed as well.  His real strength lay in his ability to work 

together with experts and colleagues.   

For example, in early June 1919 Flynn called upon an "anatomist" to use the 

remains of the Palmer house bomber to reassemble a mockup of the suspect's facial 

features.73  In addition to intensive questioning of over 100 horseshoers, Flynn ordered 

chemists to examine the fragments of bomb, horse, and wagon on Wall Street in 

September 1920.74  As late as October, Flynn invited "noted chemist" Dr. Walter T. 

Scheele, who had collaborated with German forces during World War I, to New York to 

examine evidence and discuss the type of bomb that was used.75 

Flynn's approach to fighting terror was highly collaborative.  Within days of his 

appointment, he met with the New York agents of the Bureau of Investigation and the 

U.S. Secret Service, as well as with the New York Police Department.  Admittedly, this 

was part of his overall approach that "I don't believe in shooting wild, and we are going at 

this thing methodically and thoroughly."76  In anticipation of attacks on July 4, he held a 

conference with police chiefs from across the nation to enlist support and assistance for 

the Bureau of Investigation's pursuit of the June 2 bombers.77  In 1920, following the 

Wall Street bombing, multiple agencies deployed, with the Department of Justice and 
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Bureau of Investigation officers soon on the scene along with representatives from the 

Post Office secret service and the Department of Agriculture, the latter because of the 

involvement of the horse drawing the wagon which carried the bomb.78 

A common thread in the framing of federal response to terrorist attacks is of the 

need for organizational change.  Within days of the June bombings, Palmer and Flynn 

promised "Complete reorganization of the criminal-catching bureau of the Department of 

Justice and the coordination of all the agencies combating radicalism in its most vicious 

form."79  Later, as speculation about various posts ramped up following Warren G. 

Harding's inauguration in 1921, rumors flared that there would be a great consolidation of 

police and investigative forces, with a proposal to bring all under the control of the 

Department of Justice, including the Secret Service as well as Prohibition enforcement 

agents.80  Crenshaw has called terrorist attacks "black swan events," an occurrence with 

catastrophic impact that "with benefit of hindsight, is treated as if it were predictable."81  

It seems a natural tendency to engage in knee-jerk reorganization in order to cover up for 

something that someone should have caught.  Such action rings down through the years 

to more recent times, as when George W. Bush announced days after the attacks of 
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September 11, 2001, the creation of the Department of Homeland Security, tasked with 

bringing intelligence gathering under one organization. 

As with the investigation and prevention of terrorism through the ages, 1919-1921 

saw numerous clashes between federal and local law enforcement authorities.  Flynn's 

bold assertion of authority contributed to the acceptance of federal preeminence in 

fighting terror.  In June 1919, federal officials were dismayed as they arrived at the scene 

of Palmer's home, realizing that local police had not secured the venue, instead allowing 

people to trample the clues and walk away with potential evidence.  The same 

Washington Post article noted that federal agents would rely heavily on local police 

forces in New York, Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh to capture suspects.82  Federal agents 

were also disappointed when local authorities acted on intelligence without even 

attempting coordination, as when New York City police received a tip that the Custom 

House was going to be bombed at midnight on January 13, 1921.  Police enlisted the 

Secret Service to assist in enacting precautions and searches, but when questioned, the 

Department of Justice pointed to the fact that Chief Flynn wasn't even in New York as 

clear evidence that nothing important was going on.83 

Flynn faced a new geography of terror and acted within an entirely new national 

landscape of counterterrorist activity.  Geographically, because terrorists could strike 
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anywhere, the fight against them had to be highly mobile, flexible, and able to relocate 

whenever needed in response to late-breaking developments.  The attacks had been 

national in nature, striking public figures from coast to coast.  While the hotbed of 

anarchist activity was thought to be in and around New York City, Flynn had to be 

everywhere and the investigation had to be a truly nationwide effort.  Initially, Flynn 

projected that the headquarters for his work would be in Philadelphia, though he 

anticipated being on the road throughout the country much of the time, traveling between 

cities where the "bomb outrages" had occurred and tracing the hives of anarchist action.84  

Later in July Flynn made a "whirlwind visit" to Boston to meet with the U.S. Marshal's 

Office and Department of Justice officials.85  He was in Pennsylvania in September 

investigating possible radical connections with the steel strike.  Events in Gary, Indiana 

were linked to terrorist activity.86  In January 1920, Flynn was in Seattle and Spokane, 

underscoring the ever-expanding, nationwide nature of the investigation.87  Unlike many 

crimes, which could be centered on a single locality, the new counterterrorism did not 

have the luxury of geographical fixity. 

The investigation reached desperation levels in the summer of 1921.  Two 

suspects, Tito Luigi in Scranton and Giuseppe de Filipos in New York, were taken into 
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custody.  Flynn was not optimistic about the likelihood of their involvement in the plot, 

but was reported to be racing between Washington and New York as he was personally 

involved in the interrogations.88 

The ongoing interplay between private and public responsibility for preventing 

and investigating terrorist activity was evident throughout these investigations.  The 

interplay of private and public investigators is a common frame throughout this period.  

Even in the early days of the 1919 investigation, detectives of the MacKay Detective 

Service were instrumental were instrumental in uncovering a bomb plot designed to take 

out the Brooklyn Bridge.89  Even as Flynn was appointed and set about the task of 

moving the investigation forward, private detective magnate Allan Pinkerton sounded off 

in the media about the need for a centralized secret service with professional detectives 

located across the country to eradicate radical elements.90  Similarly, just after the Wall 

Street bombing in September 1920, private detective William J. Burns, then on retainer 

for J.P. Morgan and Company, issued his own statement setting forth his theory that the 

explosion "was a premeditated attack and was not accidental."91 
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Just prior to Flynn's dismissal, he and Burns appeared to be in competition for the 

position, with rumors percolating that Burns was waiting in the wings to assume 

command of the both the Wall Street bombing investigation and the Bureau of 

Investigation itself.  The New York Times hinted at the growing sense of desperation 

when it reported that "...the search for those who set the Wall Street bomb had become a 

personal contest between Flynn and Burns, on which each has staked his reputation."  

The same article went on to note that both Flynn and Burns had publicly indicated that 

they knew the perpetrators, and that they each knew more than the other.92  In a larger 

sense, as the Flynn-Burns struggle continued for appointment to the highest federal 

counterterrorist post, this period saw the preeminence of federal authority in 

counterterrorism solidified.   

A changing aspect of the fight against global terror was that authorities did not 

have the luxury of devoting all their time and resources to resolving these crimes.  Other 

crimes demanded Flynn's attention even as the terrorist bombing investigation proceeded.  

The bombings did not occur in a crime vacuum, and their investigation (even as the trail 

grew colder with the passage of time) was forced to jockey with other crimes for the 

allocation of resources.  In October 1919, when the Volstead Act opened the door to a 

period of national Prohibition, Flynn was already being pulled into enforce the law.  His 

first case pitted him against officers of his own agency engaging in early Prohibition 
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profiteering.  Like others who had committed similar crimes under the Wartime 

Prohibition Act, in 1919 federal officers conspired to violate the newly-passed liquor law 

by selling protection to local alcohol distributors.93  Flynn was particularly saddened by 

this turn of events, as it involved his own trusted men.  As he investigated the plot, he 

told reporters that "it was the first time in his career that he had been forced to 'clean 

house' in such a fashion...He said that during the years he spent at the head of the Secret 

Service there had never been a scandal of this kind."94 

Also related to Prohibition liquor laws, the Bureau of Investigation was called 

upon to investigate the disappearance of large quantities of whiskey marked "for export."  

Observing that New York saloonkeepers still had adequate supply despite this theft, 

Flynn suspected that the alcohol was being stolen and re-sold.  Flynn himself participated 

closely in this investigation, rounding up cafe owners and roadhouse proprietors to testify 

before a grand jury regarding where their liquor supplies were coming from.95  As time 

progressed, Prohibition-related crimes demanded more and more attention.  In December 

1920, Flynn was personally involved in investigating the death of a prohibition agent who 

was related to Joseph P. Tumulty, President Woodrow Wilson's secretary, at the request 

of the White House.96 
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Along with other crimes, Flynn's steely commitment to find the terrorist 

perpetrators was further diluted with a series of lawsuits in 1920, first by a waiter who 

claimed that he was arrested wrongfully during a hotel waiters' strike97 and later, along 

with Attorney General Palmer, in connection with the death of Salsedo.  Salsedo's widow 

claimed that her late husband was not only wrongfully arrested but also assaulted and 

tortured by officers, and subsequently lost his mind and committed suicide due to the ill 

treatment.  The Department of Justice responded that Salsedo had been held for his own 

good because he had given information on other anarchist plots and faced potential 

violent repercussion from fellow agitators.98   

Other cases claimed Flynn's attention following Wall Street as well.  Just five 

weeks after the explosions that rocked Wall Street, a woman was charged with 

conspiracy to steal $1 million worth of platinum from a U.S. Army plant in Jacksonville, 

Tennessee.  Significantly, Flynn himself questioned the suspect, indicating perhaps that 

the prioritization of the Wall Street case had slipped.99 

As a rule, Flynn stayed out of the political spotlight.  Others with greater political 

ambitions, however, were not so restrained, including Flynn's boss, U.S. Attorney 

General A. Mitchell Palmer.  Palmer, himself the target of explosives in the June 2 

bombings, soon entered the fray making bold and bombastic statements:  "There is no 
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room, as there is no need, in this country...for those who resort to violence to impress 

their ultra-radical views upon the people or the government. They will get nowhere by 

such methods."  He concluded with:  

"Those who can not or will not live the life of Americans under our 
institutions and are unwilling to abide by the methods which we have 
established for the improvement of these institutions from time to time 
should go back to the countries from which they came."100 

Such fiery rhetoric could have but few motivations, primarily Palmer's own quest 

for leadership on the national political stage.  His political aspirations, including an eye 

on the White House, had been noted widely, and his statements at this time seem to give 

credence to his lunge for the limelight.  Incendiary remarks would likely only have the 

result of drawing radicals and other would-be agitators into retaliatory action.  Contrast 

this language with the more sedate, no-nonsense style of William J. Flynn, who was more 

likely to state outright that there were no imminent arrests, than to politicize the issue or 

get the press lathered up by overpromising. 

Politicization of counterterrorism was an ongoing challenge.  During the Wall 

Street investigation, William J. Burns of the International Detective Agency offered a 

reward of $50,000 for information leading to an arrest in the case.  Strangely, information 

could only be shared exclusively with the Burns agency.  Clearly Burns was conducting 

an entirely independent investigation without saying who employed him.  This 
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competition with the official federal investigation, including vying for vital information, 

seems almost unthinkable in our day.  On the other hand, this seems to demonstrate 

Burns' naked ambition which would ultimately lead to taking Flynn's place as head of the 

Bureau of Investigation in 1921.101 

As the inauguration of Warren G. Harding drew near in March 1921, politics 

edged to the fore with discussion of Flynn's continued appointment as head of the Wall 

Street bombing investigation.  The subheadline indicated the precarious state of Flynn's 

position: "Practically assured of present job."  It seems odd that Flynn, a lifelong 

Republican and "a charter member of the Riverside Republican Club, the oldest 

Republican club in the city,"102 had held his own so well under Wilson's Democratic 

administration, but that the new Republican administration would threaten to discharge 

him so quickly.     

 In 1921, Henry M. Daugherty, appointed to succeed Palmer as Attorney General, 

seemed to come into his new office swinging at Flynn.  It would seem that the new 

administration saw Flynn, faithful Republican though he was, as a liability due to his 

inability to bring the crime to full resolution.  Daugherty said publicly and "a bit tartly" 

that he had "never seen Mr. Flynn" and suggested that while Flynn still had offices in 

New York City, "Flynn might be running a bureau of his own there."103  He seemed to be 
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suggesting either that Flynn was working on the side and not making much progress on 

the Wall Street investigation, or that Flynn might soon be opening his own shop in New 

York following his imminent dismissal.   

A final frame worth mentioning is the role labor played in terrorism.  Though 

well-documented elsewhere, labor unrest was inextricably connected with terrorist 

attacks and suspicions.  Big Bill Haywood and other IWW leaders were regularly 

interrogated as potential suspects following violent attacks.  Even as 11,000 New York 

Police Department officers were on duty or on call, and local investigations responded 

around the country to local threats on public buildings and officials, Flynn was on the job 

directing a small group of elite detectives tasked with responding to immediate threats.  

The largest looming threat was a rent strike, which to Flynn's mind appeared to be a 

portent of further violence.  Thousands of tenants throughout New York refused to pay 

rent, instead paying $2 to the organizing group.  In such behaviors, Flynn saw the 

breakdown of order, "which lays the foundation for a general uprising [and] which might 

be made the starting point for a serious Red revolution."104 

Media Frames 

As William J. Flynn framed the evolution of his investigations and crafted a 

narrative of the changing landscape of terrorism, so too did the editors and reporters of 
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popular newspapers. While certainly much overlap existed in these frames, through 

salience and repetition media coverage the media emphasized specific emergent themes, 

including swift recovery, imminent future bombings, prevention of additional attacks, 

and the accelerated arc of public criticism of counterterrorist measures.  Media coverage 

also included significant temporal framing as well as a frame contest between the image 

of radical terrorists as ignorant fools or as evil geniuses.      

In one sense, the simple frequency and number of articles related to terrorist 

activity is an indicator of some amount of agenda setting and prioritization.  For example, 

negotiations in France concerning the end of World War I hostilities would continue at 

some level until 1923.   Yet even in the summer of 1919, following postal explosives 

attacks in April and June, the number of articles on the events and the investigation 

tended to decrease significantly as time passed, perhaps because of a shift in priority to 

the talks in Paris.  A similar phenomenon occurred over the next two summers, causing 

us to wonder as well if the issue was less hotly discussed during summer months due to 

Congressional recess.  With fewer politicians concentrated on stirring the pot, its salience 

tended to recede. 

It is significant to note the way in which the gender line was crossed in 

investigations of terrorist attacks.  Specifically, at a time when men were seen to 

represent the ills of society and the majority of the criminal class, there were no such 

boundaries when it came to terrorism.  In the days immediately following the June 1919 

bombs, a key "person of interest" was "Dynamite Louise" Berger, a woman with known 

ties to Leon Trotsky and whose brother had been killed in a mysterious explosion in 
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1914.105 Later, a woman from Cleveland was interrogated because of the "Bolsheviki 

literature found in her possession."106  So-called "anarchist queen" Emma Goldman was 

among those targeted as sufficiently radical in her agenda to be deported in December 

1919.   

At first blush, such facts may speak to a gender equity in the realm of terrorism 

suspicion, with women examined by investigators just as closely as were males.  Yet with 

further thought, it seems that such attention may have been due to more than a desire for 

equality.  Rather, the connection to females as potential terrorists may have resided in the 

presumption on the part of investigators that most attackers, if not acting through a desire 

to commit evil, did so because of mental health issues.  For example, when Edward 

Fischer confessed to bombing Wall Street, following a swift initial investigation, Flynn 

and others dismissed his claims, noting his "incompetent mental state."107  Perhaps the 

reason that women were more readily included as suspects relates to the assumption that 

women were less mentally sound than men, and thus more likely to commit such 

atrocities.   

Swift recovery and return to normal life was touted in the press as a means of 

fighting the terrorists.  On the day following the Wall Street bombing, newspapers 
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emphasized that business was proceeding as usual in the financial district.  In doing so, 

they sent two messages: First, that the bombers' attempts to halt the march of capitalism 

had failed; and second, that their attempt at "calculated, cunningly planned and deftly 

executed wholesale murder" could not stop the enterprising nature of the American 

people.108 

Additional imminent bombings were a common trope, with warnings of the next 

bomb made public almost immediately.  After the Wall Street bombing, a makeshift 

bomb was found at Reid Avenue elevated station in Brooklyn, and soon doused by a 

quick-thinking officer.  In response to a threat that Grand Central Station would be blown 

up, hundreds of detectives were deployed to inspect the premises and protect the public.  

A "rickety buggy" was seized in Brooklyn because it was reminiscent of the "almost 

prehistoric vehicle that figured in the Wall Street blowup."109 

Media coverage included a frame contest between opposing descriptions of the 

perpetrators, as either bumbling fools or as evil criminal masterminds.  A significant 

trope in media coverage of terrorist attacks of this period framed terrorists as ignorant or 

plain stupid.  In 1919, newspaper reporters found those sending bombs through the mail 

to be "baffled miscreants" for two reasons, beyond the fact of numerous misspelled words 

and grammatical errors in related circulars: first, because the plot was uncovered through 
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the fact that postage was lacking; and second, because the perpetrators seemed to think 

that these prominent men opened their own mail.110   

Yet at the same time, the attacks were clearly part of a well-organized plot against 

the United States, utilizing intricate explosive devices, and referred to in the press as 

"calculated, cunningly planned and deftly executed wholesale murder."111  These 

opposing frames would continue, seesawing back and forth throughout the investigations.  

Perhaps the initial frame of terrorists as ignorant could have survived more robustly if 

American law enforcement officials had been able to catch and convict them.  

Temporal elements abounded in the investigation rhetoric almost from the outset, 

making the conversation and the fear hinge not just on geographic proximity, but on the 

fact that attackers could strike at any time even as investigators closed in on their 

identities and whereabouts.  Within a week of the initial April 1919 bombings, articles 

lauded the "rapidly narrowing investigation" based on "exceptionally strong clues" that 

would lead to arrests within 24 hours.112  May 6 saw the first hints of doubt, with the New 

York Times suggesting that the investigation was already stymied and facing an 

insurmountable "blind alley."113  On May 7, authorities promised arrests "at any hour."114   
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Following strong intimations of an impending July 4 attack (which resulted in 

little if any disturbance), media and authorities next turned sights on July 14, Bastille 

Day, as a potentially significant date for an attack.115  In April 1920, Attorney General 

Palmer stirred the pot by announcing publicly that "many Federal and State officials and 

other prominent figures" had been "marked by the Reds for assassination on May Day." 

He pointed to sustained raids, arrests, and deportation of agitators as the best cure for 

May Day strikes or other uprisings.  In response, by Palmer's order, additional 

Department of Justice agents were dispatched to Washington DC, New York, 

Philadelphia, New Orleans, and Chicago, with some areas "honeycombed with 

detectives."116  On the other hand, in spite of the furor over the supposed assassination 

list in Palmer's possession, Flynn remained "more than usually reticent. He refused to 

express any opinion as to the reality of the plot menace, nor would he go into details as to 

the preparations made to handle the situation."117 

Such promises, however, tend only to increase expectations from news reporters 

as well as from the members of the general public.  Eventually, as the investigation wore 

on, the narrative shifted, from one of confidence based on the swiftness of investigators 

in doing their jobs, to one of investigators being thorough in their work, as when an 
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anonymous investigator said that the investigation could continue for "several days, a 

week, or even a month...No matter how long it takes, this investigation will continue until 

this case is solved."118 

A significant aspect of the frames associated with the 1919-1921 investigations 

was a subtle shift beyond tracking down perpetrators of a crime to preventing future 

violent criminal actions.  With Haymarket Square, and with the L.A. Times bombing of 

1910, the response was purely reactionary, authorities racing to launch a manhunt.  

Beginning in 1919, prevention inched its way to center stage.  Within days, protection 

was increased at public buildings and the homes of prominent government officials.  

Further, with additional bombings threatened on important days such as July 4, 

authorities attempted to assure the public that "every precaution was being taken by 

police throughout the country to forestall the radicals."119   

Flynn told some reporters that in addition to the more organized agitators 

associated with "the lawless element plotting against the government," there were 

possibly other "irresponsible persons" who might use dynamite or other explosives "to 

give vent to their particular or peculiar notions."120  Even the fiery and politically 

motivated Palmer stated: "I really am quite as interested in their prevention as in the 
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punishment of the perpetrators."121  In a Washington Post editorial dated June 21, 1919, 

authors called upon officials to do everything in their power to prevent future outbreaks 

in addition to tracking down perpetrators of previous attacks, signaling the shift from 

purely investigative to additional preventative expectations placed on the government.122 

Underscoring and echoing Flynn's framing of the new, expansive geography of 

terror, the media played on popular fears by emphasizing that it could appear anywhere 

and at any time.  Thus, the steel strike in Pennsylvania was seen to be an outbreak of 

socialists.123  Radical influences appeared in Gary, Indiana.124 As if urbanization had not 

caused sufficient distrust among neighbors, now Americans saw potential terrorists 

lurking at all times around every corner. 

Deportation was emphasized as a key solution to the problem of violent 

radicalism in hundreds of newspaper articles.  The deportations, beginning with the 

Buford, were heralded as "beginning of the end of revolutionary movements in the United 

States" and an important step in regaining the image of the Bureau of Investigation and of 

the federal government as a whole.    Though some protested that it appeared that "the 

radical and labor movement is a legitimate open game for all bureaucrats, [i.e., Flynn]" 
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Flynn confidently claimed that they would capture "the last of the radicals for whom they 

held deportation warrants within 48 hours."125   

As is typically the case with terrorism coverage, identifying successes by means 

other than an absence of attacks is difficult.  Intelligence failures are easily identified, 

especially after the fact, while successful countermeasures can be credited only 

theoretically.  During the response to the May Day 1920 threats, the lack of any serious 

uprising or attack was attributed to Flynn "and the enhanced protection of federal, state 

and local law enforcement."126  

Perhaps what is most striking about the media's contributions to the framing of 

terrorism during this period is the shifting patterns of criticism.  For example, in 1919, 

there was very little criticism and the country seemed to unite behind Flynn and others 

tasked with solving the case.  But with time, support for the investigation of the 1919 

bomb outrages waned.  This deterioration of public support may have had its roots in the 

very strategies that breathed life into the investigation--namely, the deportations of 

suspected IWW members, Communists, socialists, and other radicals.  Over time, there 

arose a sympathetic backlash, beginning with the formation in late 1919 and early 1920 

of a "Committee of American Women," whose mission was to provide care for the 

women and children left behind after their husbands and fathers were deported on the 
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Buford and other vessels.127  The tide continued to turn as 1920 wore on, with lawyers 

and others denouncing the ongoing raids by Department of Justice and Bureau of 

Investigation officials, including Flynn.  Concerned officials, lawyers, judges, and 

professors signed a letter attacking the treatment of detainees as brutal and detention 

without warrants as unconstitutional.128 

Few criticisms of Flynn found their way into the newspapers, but occasionally 

derogatory sentiments survived to be printed.  One New York Tribune article asked 

plaintively:  "The Department of Justice has an army of spies acting in organizations of 

foreign workers everywhere. Why has he [Flynn] not unearthed the instigators of the 

bomb plots of last year?"129  Following the complete absence of attacks and 

assassinations promised by Attorney General Palmer on May Day 1920, one editor 

mocked "the widely advertised date of the inauguration of soviet rule in America."  

Noting only one arrest, the article went on to state that "The Red revolution scheduled to 

come to America yesterday must have missed the boat...The performance failed dismally 

to live up to the advance notices."130  A headline about a week after the Wall Street 
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bomb, "Bases Bomb Hopes on Slender Clues," seemed to underscore the bleakness of the 

situation and prophecy of a long, drawn-out investigation in the months ahead.131 

While criticism was slow to emerge in 1919, within days following the Wall 

Street bombing critics noted that the death toll had risen to 35 and that "...the failure of 

one line of investigation after another to lead to other than negative results gave rise to 

the impression that officials were generally losing hope of a quick solution of the mystery 

and settling down to a long, tedious systematic search for the guilty."132  While 

previously systematic thoroughness had been presented as a positive attribute 

highlighting the investigators thoroughness, by 1920 the public had to a degree lost 

patience with slow-moving federal investigations.  It seemed that Flynn's full lack of 

closure on the 1919 bombings was being openly mocked in the press. 

By early 1921, public support for federal calls for assistance in thwarting future 

attacks had dwindled.  Following the latest threat of a bomb attack with attendant 

precautions and searches, it was noted that many people did not take police warnings and 

precautions seriously.  With no explosion as promised at midnight, one wit said that it 

was "one of the least thrilling bomb plot scares in a long time."133 

These frames emerged from William J. Flynn's own statements and the coverage 

of his investigations in the popular press of the day.  The frames, which gain salience 
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through repetition and emphasis, point to an unprecedented attempt consciously or 

unconsciously to describe for the general public a new brand of terrorist activity.  Flynn's 

personal reflections on his career in law enforcement and counterterrorism, detailed in the 

next chapter, further shed light on how Flynn sought to portray the work of thwarting 

anarchists to public readers. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN                                                                                                                

"ECHO IN THE PAST"1:  LATER YEARS, 1921-1928 

Private detective work 

Following William J. Flynn's retirement from public service in 1921, he soon 

opened a private detective agency, headquartered in New York City with at least one 

satellite office in Boston2, which operated until his death in 1928.  Articles announcing 

the opening of Flynn's agency touted his longtime government service, his near-

eradication of counterfeiting in the region, and his part in "crippling the German 

espionage system here" up to and during World War I, and noted that his detectives were 

his former agents from the Secret Service and the Bureau of Investigation.3  Because 

private detectives were generally only patronized by well-to-do clients, it was likely that 

Flynn dealt mostly with wealthy individuals through his agency.4   

Noting that Flynn became head of the Bureau of Investigation at the request of 

President Woodrow Wilson, these laudatory announcements made no reference to the 

unsolved 1919 mail bombings or the 1920 Wall Street bombing, instead spotlighting the 
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fact that "his work resulted in the deportation of Emma Goldman, Alexander Berkman 

and other agitators."  Flynn set firm limits on the scope of work his agency would 

undertake, open to "general and corporation work" but definitely declining to "furnish 

strikebreakers or enter the labor field."5  A May 28, 1922 New York Times listing of the 

day's radio programs included a show entitled "Check Forgers by William J. Flynn," 

promising "combative measures" from the great manhunter on avoiding fraud by the 

"organized gangs of forgers and penmen, whose operations extend from coast to coast" 

and bilk banks and businesses of over $40 million annually.6 

Other than what appears in newspapers, we know little about Flynn's private 

detective agency and the cases it took.  It may be the case that the stories Flynn wrote in 

his retirement years, especially the Peabody Smith adventures published in Argosy All-

Story Weekly, were based loosely on experiences from his agency.  A retired Secret 

Service agent, Smith often worked with or for wealthy individuals in his own private 

detective work, potentially another blurring of the line between fact and fiction in Flynn's 

world.  According to author Mike Dash, who conducted interviews with Flynn's children 

in researching Flynn's role in the rise of the American Mafia, his children took over much 
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of the agency work in later years, but family squabbles upset clients, causing Flynn 

untold stress and perhaps contributing to his abrupt death.7 

Detective fiction 

In writing about his exploits and crafting fictional stories, Flynn thought of 

"things in a new way," pushing limits of the existing order, venturing outside the existing 

discursive formation to carve out a new perspective on federal identity and create a 

larger-than-life persona for himself as a competent counter-anarchist.8  Rather than 

injecting real characters into his fiction, as many dime novels did in early years with 

repeat appearances of NYPD Inspector Thomas F. Byrnes in Nick Carter stories, he 

injected elements of fiction into recountings of his own professional experiences.  He 

drew on the surveillance and investigative work against Germans during the World War 

and dramatized them by fictionalizing his exploits and consolidating heroic Secret 

Service agent action into the single character of Harrison Grant.  Where other authors 

used real officials as characters in their stories, Flynn took realistic threats such as those 

posted by anarchists, counterfeiters, and German saboteurs, and by utilizing capable 

heroes, crafted a story of law enforcement competence.  In doing so, he reassured an 
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American public terrified by near-constant technological, demographic, social, and 

economic disruption.  Utilizing his extensive experience, he wove tales of federal 

responsibility and responsiveness that encouraged trust by American citizens. 

Historically, Flynn's post-retirement writings, both his memoirs from Flynn's and 

his fictional Peabody Smith stories, fell after the decline of dime novels and story papers, 

and before the rise of the "hard-boiled" fiction of Raymond Chandler and Dashiell 

Hammett.  Early crime and detective authors included Edgar Allan Poe (and his 

aristocratic detective Dupin), Wilkie Collins, and, of course, Arthur Conan Doyle.9  

Panek has also argued that the development of crime fiction in America, and its dramatic 

increase in popularity in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, was directly 

tied to urbanization, and that the most unique thing about American detective fiction is its 

geographic placement in urban environments.10  As we have seen in dime novels, the 

detective motif arose to replace the cowboy as the favored protagonist as frontier settings 

gave way to urban environments thanks to transportation and infrastructure developments 

during this period. 

As dime novel popularity began to taper off at the beginning of the twentieth 

century, pulp fiction magazines, including Flynn's and its later derivatives, began to 
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flourish.  The pulp genre absorbed much of the dime novel oeuvre, with limited character 

development, flimsy storylines, and persistently happy endings.  Like dime novels, which 

had been produced by stables of writers retained by large publishing houses like Beadle 

and Adams and Street and Smith, pulp magazines were also mass-produced, following, 

according to Russel Nye, "a rather rigid formula, never realistic, never disturbing, never 

disappointing."11  As will be discussed below, the work of William J. Flynn, with novels 

written in dime novel style and later stories in pulp, became a bridge between the pulp 

period and the subsequent hard-boiled detective fiction of the 1930s and 1940s, fleshing 

out multidimensional characters, utilizing Flynn's own real-life experiences to add 

authenticity and "a touch of the real," and including at times failures, even as Flynn's 

efforts failed during the terrorist attacks of 1919-1920.   

In a book of essays on the historical emergence of the detective novel, Sita 

Schmitt pointed to the French literary tradition, including its frequent themes of 

oppression as well as the "French reputation for its super-efficient detective force."12  

European influence cast a long shadow in Flynn's work.  When he became second deputy 

commissioner at the NYPD, he referred often to the efficiency of Scotland Yard as an 

aspirational goal for the department, and French author Gaston Leroux contributed 
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multiple serial articles to Flynn's magazine.  So many references to French and British 

police and detective work appeared in Flynn's that one reader was led to write desperately 

to the editor to "cut it out" and focus more on American law enforcement stories.13   

Detective libraries and dime novels, though still in existence, had been steadily 

losing ground after 1900.  Changes in copyright law precluded using international stories 

for free; also, postal rates increased and were more widely enforced.14  Though spurned 

as the object of academic study, the so-called "golden age" of crime fiction continued 

from about 1914 to 1945, relying heavily on a plot-puzzle format that relied on carefully 

timed release of clues that led highly stereotypical, one-dimensional characters step by 

step to the solution of the crime.15  This period was followed by the more well-known 

developments associated with Chandler and Hammett, which saw the rise of the detective 

as a more multi-dimensional and human anti-hero, certainly imperfect and often 

sarcastic,16 angry, and as likely as not to make immoral choices.17  As time passed and 

the hardboiled genre expanded, detective novels tilted away from "neat, straightforward 

endings."18  In both fictional stories as well as memoirs, Flynn typically did have 
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generally neat and tidy endings, often capped with a little joke.  However, the gaping 

holes in this pattern are his real-life experiences associated with the mail bombings of 

1919 and the Wall Street bombing of 1920, neither of which were truly solved in the 

sense of tracing clues back to a perpetrator convicted by overwhelming evidence.  

Instead, the Buford deportation in December 1919 was as close as either got to resolution.   

Part of the shift from rural to urban environments for fictional detective work was 

a function of modernity, for as Swamintham has argued, "Crime is a function of 

modernity." We are simply fascinated by those who break the law and disrupt established 

societal norms.19  This explains why Flynn and other contemporary mystery stories were 

so popular, even more so with Flynn because his stories were so firmly rooted in real 

events.  Readers were thrilled, terrified and titillated to read about the rise of the 

American mafia in The Barrel Mystery, the near-success of German agents in America in 

The Eagle's Eye, and the subversion of the American economy and society through 

counterfeiting and other means in his other works of fiction and near-fiction.   

Within the field of literary criticism, there has long festered a question of whether 

crime fiction or spy novels can be taken seriously as a genre of literature worthy of 
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study.20  Writing in the Times Higher Education, Bradford called this aversion to 

scholarly treatment of detective fiction "criminal neglect."21  He also argued that authors, 

who often used pseudonyms when writing mystery fiction, were clearly ashamed of their 

work in the field.22  Like its dime novel progenitors and its hardboiled descendants, much 

of the detective fiction of Flynn's day was largely formulaic, causing Dove to lament:   

"How shall we take seriously a story in which we already know in a general 
way how it will come out, in which anybody who makes an early confession 
to a crime is almost never guilty, or in which the point of view may suddenly 
change, brazenly excluding the reader from important developments?"23 

Crime fiction is not entirely respectable, and may not have been in Flynn's day 

either.  Yet in many ways Flynn's work served as a bridge to bring the genre forward.  

His unashamed mixture of fact and fiction, though the bane of some of his readership, 

may have served to legitimize mystery fiction as a literary field and lay the foundation for 

even more popular authors to come.24  Indeed, the "stories of fact" that appeared with 

regularity in the pages of Flynn's tied the mystery and detective fiction to reality, giving it 

a flavor of authenticity and implying, further, that it was not fiction at all, but simply 
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dramatized fact, and therefore legitimate material for both personal reading and academic 

study.   

The classic work which established a framework for serious study of detective 

fiction was established by Todorov in his seminal 1977 essay, "The Typology of 

Detective Fiction."  In the essay, Todorov argued that a mystery novel, and especially 

those stories published in the heyday of the pre-hardboiled "whodunit" that thrived 

between the world wars, contained "not one but two stories: the story of the crime and the 

story of the investigation."  Typically the story begins after the crime has taken place, 

leaving behind evidence, and the investigation proceeds as the detective moves on from 

clue to clue on an epistemological journey until sufficient evidence has been amassed to 

identify the culprit.  According to Todorov, the first story is the "fable," or what actually 

happened, and the "plot" is what the author presents, which can and often does lead the 

reader astray.25   

Cothran and Cannon have argued that many readers of mystery and detective 

fiction enjoy the mental exercise of exploring, along with the detective, all the 

possibilities, evaluating evidence, and constructing meaning, at the same time addressing 

"the human struggle to make sense of the fragmentary past, the uncertain present, and the 
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unknowable future."26  This exploration calls to mind Flynn's typical approach to solving 

crime, locking himself in a room with a box of his favorite cigars and thinking through all 

the clues until the solution emerged. This is often the scenario faced by Peabody Smith in 

Flynn's stories as well: The narrative begins with a crime having already been committed, 

and the principal characters, uncertain of how to proceed, contact Smith to assist with the 

investigation. Once within the narrative, Smith then moves the story forward by drawing 

out the clues needed to solve the case, leading readers on the epistemological journey 

exploring what is known, unknown, and unknowable, described by Cothran and Cannon. 

Building on Todorov's relatively simple typology, Boltanski called espionage and 

detective stories "the most widespread narrative forms today on a planetary scale," and 

claimed that as such, they "play an unprecedented role in the representation of reality."27  

He further argued that in the mystery-solution pattern, the policeman represents the 

nation-state, and starts with questions or a crime, then works backward to find a solution.  

The role of the state is to ensure "stable social reality, part of the backdrop of 
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normality."28 Having served in so many law enforcement capacities, it may certainly be 

the case that Flynn represented the nation-state.  The fact that, following the critical mail 

bombings of 1919, the highest officials in the nation turned to him as perhaps the 

country's only hope lead us to believe that he was the embodiment of American law 

enforcement, the lone protector of American values and society.  However, in contrast to 

Boltanski's claim, we question the stability and normalcy of the period in which Flynn 

wrote.  The years of his public service witnessed the rise of the American Mafia, the 

onset of World War I, Prohibition, and the spread of anarchoterrorism.  It was truly a 

chaotic time.  Perhaps, instead of restoring order to a stable environment, Flynn's work 

was prized because it described detectives (both real and fictional) who were able to 

solve crimes and restore a modicum of stability, even as the surrounding environment 

was chaotic.   

Boltanski argued that with the emphasis on an all-powerful and all-knowing 

policeman who is capable of ultimately solving all crimes and returning society to its 

normal state, detective stories carry an inkling of anti-democracy thread, carrying the 

implication that were the state sufficiently powerful, unhindered by the restraint of the 

people, it could eradicate crime and terror altogether.29  This certainly rings true with 
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Flynn's experience.  In every post, he requested or demanded, and usually was given, a 

"free hand" in order to be unfettered by the meddling of politicians, bureaucrats, or other 

civilians, essentially dismissing the democratic society he ostensibly sought to protect.   

Leon Panek, who wrote extensively about crime and mystery fiction, and 

specifically about the behaviors of fictional police and private detectives, also built on the 

notion that with the help of a sharp detective, the crime or disruption of normality could 

be resolved and returned to peace and calm:  "...the notion that, properly handled, crime 

need not be a threat to Americans or to America.  This view could not last long in the 

twentieth century."30  Subsequent developments, including the rise in blackmailings, 

kidnappings, and murders, would bear out this prediction.  Other scholars, including 

Bradford, have echoed the idea that the crime or terrorist attack represents a puncturing 

of stable reality, and the role of investigators is to return society to the pre-crime status 

quo.31 Bedore went so far as to state that "the return of order is the key – and perhaps 

only – function of detective fiction," with "return of order" meaning not only stability 

following fictional crime, but larger societal stability as technological developments and 

urbanization contributed to near-total subversion of existing order.32 
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Ironically, the literature of this period began to see protagonists in the form of 

detectives and police officers who were closer psychologically to the deviants they 

chased.  Citing Chesterton's The Man Who Was Thursday, Boltanski pointed out that, as 

nation-state and anarchists sought to expose the conspiracy of the other, the chase for the 

anarchist culprits converged on the chief of police, discovered to be the anarchist leader, 

concluding that "order and chaos are inseparable."33  In other words, the stereotypically 

straight-arrow dime novel heroes were no longer equal to the task of capturing the 

emerging criminals and anarchists of the twentieth century.  Effective law enforcement of 

the future would require the ability to think along the deviant lines of the criminals they 

hunted, causing Panek to ask: Is the detective simply a "criminal turned inside out?"34 

Much of Flynn's post-retirement work centers on the work of private detectives.  

Like Flynn himself, Peabody Smith, a retired Secret Service operative, worked as a 

private detective.  According to Panek, the character of the private detective "arose from 

the merging of detectives, cowboys, and romantic heroes from dime novels"35 and was 

representative of the importance of methodical, scientific thought and the rise of the 

"expert."36  Distrustful of intellectuals generally, through fictional portrayal of the 

"invincibility of the detective and the assurance of a solution" Americans came to believe 
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that there were in fact competent enforcers of the law who could protect them against 

increasingly unruly elements.37  Real private detectives such as those employed by 

Pinkerton were often hired by wealthy individuals because they were thought to be more 

reliable than the public police.38  The idea of resisting the public police and instead 

turning to private protection may seem quaint in the twenty-first century, but so might the 

idea of spending an entire professional life chasing down counterfeiters.  Yet Flynn's life 

was filled with adventure, mystery, suspense and addressed both of Todorov's typologies, 

describing the crime as well as the investigation. 

With an impressive resume, Flynn represented the highest level of 

professionalism, fully qualified to chase anarchists, counterfeiters, and other criminals, 

filling the descriptions of the greater acceptance of experts.  In both fictional accounts as 

well as memoirs, Flynn, like dime novel heroes, Flynn or his men were always in the 

right place at the right time to discover a crime, catch a criminal, or acquire a satchel of 

German intelligence documents outlining domestic sabotage.  At the same time, in the 

ultimate test, when he faced anarchists in 1919 and 1920, Flynn's great deductive powers 

turned out to be insufficient to capture the culprits and bring the cases to successful 

resolution.  In his biggest cases, when it counted the most, the convenient clues and 

ready-made solution were elusive.   
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Alewyn described one detective story convention that holds true in Flynn's work, 

namely that the criminal is known to the reader from the beginning.39  While his fictional 

works were typically structured more along the lines of Todorov's two-story typology, in 

his "Headquarters Gossip" columns, he would chuckle about a specific criminal, tipping 

his hand completely as to the identity of the culprit in his story, and then reflect on the 

story of the investigation.  For Flynn, when writing for an audience, he held to 

established norms and patterns.  But when reflecting on his own professional experiences, 

it was the search that was exciting--the relentless pursuit, the interrogations, the 

uncovering of random clues, the high-octane chase scenes--rather than the Holmesian 

unveiling of the "whodunit" at the end of the story. 

In tracing the genealogy of mystery novels, Bradford has argued that until the rise 

of hard-boiled fiction such as the work of Raymond Chandler, mystery and detective 

stories were not entirely realistic, instead serving to support middle class values and 

stereotypes and "protect readers from the grim realities of a world in which criminality 

and violent death stalk the lives of ordinary people."40  Indeed, this rings true in both 

dime novels and in Flynn's work.  Other than the grisly murder resulting in the body 

stuffed in a barrel in The Barrel Mystery, there are precious few dead bodies.  Certainly, 
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as NYPD detective chief and in his other roles, Flynn would have become well 

acquainted with death and murder, but as a benevolent narrator he shielded his readers 

from these more distasteful aspects of reality.   

Why should historians be interested in the content of fictional works such as dime 

novels and proto-pulp fiction detective magazines?  Historians utilize all types of 

documents to shine lights on the past, many that are dull and some that are exciting.  

Discussing the importance of utilizing mystery novels in exploring their contemporary 

time period, Browne and Kreiser have argued that "It is the historian's job to separate 

truth from fiction, and equally important, to discover the truth in fiction."41  Though he 

was not a historian, Flynn chronicled the law enforcement and counterterrorism strategies 

of his day.  However, in his richly textured embeddedness in the world of fiction, from 

his own fictional works to the fictionalization of actual events he experienced, to the 

blending and juxtaposition of reality and fantasy in his detective magazine, Flynn walked 

the fine line between truth and fiction his entire career, at times shaping reality through 

fiction, and at others being shaped by it.   

Browne and Kreiser went on to point out the perhaps all-too-obvious fact that 

"crime-fiction writers reveal a page of life full of people and events that often are 

neglected in traditional history books."42  This is especially true in Flynn's case.  The 
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anarchists with whom he interacted and who he chased, precursors to our modern-day 

terrorists, were often ignored, and even ways they were described and stereotyped in 

fiction provide clues to general sentiments produced by authors and publishers to appeal 

to the reading public.  Likewise, because of the emphasis on Secret Service duties related 

to investigating counterfeiting, Flynn's work draws back the curtain on how 

counterfeiters, anarchists in their own way through seeking to undermine existing social 

orders, and largely forgotten in an era when counterfeiting has been all but eradicated, 

sought to sow the seeds of societal chaos.   

Hanging over all detective, espionage, and terrorism stories is the issue of 

temporality, what Winston and Mellerski called "the tyranny of time."43  Temporality 

permeates each aspect of crime narratives, from the time it takes for a criminal to commit 

an illegal act, to the time required by the investigating detective to amass clues in search 

of the truth, to time set aside for police paperwork or for convicted criminals to be 

incarcerated.  Literary critics have carved out expansive space for the study of 

temporality in literature, and this will be the primary analytical lens through which we 

view Flynn's post-retirement literary work. 

Writing generally about the analysis of fiction through the lens of temporality, 

Bourne and Bourne posited that fiction, in describing fictional worlds, describes possible 
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worlds, which are in turn comprised of alternative potential time streams based on actions 

taken by characters.44  In fighting crime and chasing criminals, law enforcement officers 

must make snap decisions about who to pursue, what clues to follow up on, and which 

suspects to interrogate, among many other variables.  Likewise, criminals make 

decisions, some before the commission of the illegal act and some afterward, but each 

impacting time, such as the time they have to leave a building where a bomb has been 

planted, the time needed to evacuate a city where their counterfeit bills have been noticed 

by the U.S. Secret Service, or the time they will be incarcerated due to an unfavorable 

conviction.  Each decision, in turn affects the environment and conditions in which 

subsequent decisions can be made.  If the wrong lead is followed, perhaps the 

investigator is not able to discover appropriate clues leading to a solution.  If the criminal 

makes the wrong decision about an escape route from the crime scene, perhaps they get 

shot by an officer rather than making a clean getaway.  Thus, temporality weighs heavily 

on the minds of law enforcement officials, including William J. Flynn, to follow the right 

clues and make the right decisions in order to avert a terrorist attack or other crime, and 

in turn to protect the lives of innocent Americans.  In reverse, regret, a firmly temporal 

emotion, haunts the lives of officials, including Flynn, who made the wrong decisions or 
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followed the wrong clues, leaving a case, such as the 1920 Wall Street bombing, 

unsolved. 

Methods for temporal analysis of literary works are outlined by many scholars.  

For example, in the aptly-titled Time, Tense, and American Literature: When is Now?, 

Weinstein, writing about the works of Edgar Allan Poe, Charles Brockden Brown, and 

Theodore Dreiser, declared, "Temporality is in shards, and these novels reflect that 

incoherence and help to explain it."45  She went on to catalog several modes of analyzing 

temporality in literature, including sequencing of events and individual experience of 

time,46 historical context,47 postponement of action,48 use of time-measuring items 

(clocks, calendars),49 the deployment of adverbs,50 the use of gerunds,51 the use of 

temporal-order words (now, meanwhile, at the same time),52 verb tense,53 and the sense 

of immediacy framed by frequency of the use of the word "now."54  Though Flynn 

consistently utilized past tense for his narratives, occasionally quotes within the stories 

turn to present tense in order to give a greater sense of "presentness" and immediacy.   
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In a fascinating study of the George W. Bush administration's use of temporal 

markers to manipulate public opinion in the War on Terror, Jarvis referred to temporality 

as the "forgotten dimension" of social analysis, declaring that "Whatever else we think 

we know about time, we certainly know that it is not experienced or lived in a uniform or 

universal manner."55  Perceptions of who we are, what we love, and what we fear are 

deeply rooted in temporality.56  Jarvis further argues that readers should abandon 

preconceived notions related to time, including generally accepted perception of linear 

and progressive temporal flow, due to the lack of true temporal fixity in both literary and 

social worlds.  It is best, rather, to acknowledge that there are no absolutes in this world, 

and that all institutions, identities, and relationships have come into being through a 

complex series of events over time.57   

Finally, Gourley found new avenues for literary study by applying questions of 

temporality to the terrorism-related works of Thomas Pynchon and Don DeLillo.  He 

suggested that the "societal perception of time" accelerated in the years following World 

War I, Flynn's active timeframe, when "previous concepts of past, present, and future 

were placed under interrogation, for they no longer seemed entirely appropriate, 
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considering the immediacy, and growing speed, of events of this period."58  Temporal 

disjunctions such as the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, tend to rupture existing 

perceptions of time, and this period, including the world war, Prohibition, increased 

urbanization, increased crime, and spreading anarchoterrorist attacks, provided 

substantial disruptions to stability.  Tying into processes of urbanization and 

modernization, Gourley also discussed crowds as indicators of a temporal trend toward 

urban population concentration,59 memories as temporal intrusions of the past upon the 

present,60 and an "eternal present" engendered by a rapid rise in the use of technology.61  

Many of these factors come into play as we examine Flynn's post-retirement writings 

under the microscope of temporality in the following section. 

Detective Fiction and Flynn 

Published by Red Star News, Flynn's hit newsstands on September 20, 1924.  It 

was during this period that William J. Flynn's fingerprints can be seen most readily, 

specifically in a series of memoirs referenced previously and titled "My Life in the Secret 

Service," published in six installments between the October 4 and November 8, 1924 

issues.  His signature appeared in each issue, usually multiple times, either in his own 
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articles, on covers introducing that week's contents, or in previews of upcoming weeks' 

stories, and the magazine banner trumpeted "William J. Flynn, Editor: Twenty-Five 

Years in the United States Secret Service."  Time Magazine's laudatory announcement of 

the release of Flynn's noted that Flynn himself was at work in the publication, carefully 

curating new stories and identifying new writers capable of rivaling Poe, Collins, and 

Conan Doyle.62 

Unlike other detective magazines, Flynn's ran fictional stories by such renowned 

authors as Agatha Christie, Earle Stanley Gardner, and Mary Roberts Rinehart, right 

alongside nonfiction recollections by police and prison officials such as longtime NYPD 

Police Commissioner Richard Enright and Newark, New Jersey, Police Chief Michael 

Long, who retold accounts of crimes, investigations, and prison breaks.  This inclusion of 

both fact and fiction was a constant source of reader opinion, with some praising the 

mixture and others deriding it and threatening to cut their subscriptions.  From 1926-

1928, the magazine changed titles to Flynn's Weekly ("Detective Fiction with the Thrill of 

Truth"), which saw another series of Flynn memoirs entitled "Headquarters Gossip," 

published sporadically between March 1925 and May 1926.  The title changed again, to 

Flynn's Weekly Detective Fiction from June 1927 through May 1928, just months before 

Flynn passed away.  Chief Flynn's name still figured prominently in the final issues 
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before the magazine was retitled Detective Fiction Weekly (Formerly Flynn's), which ran 

until 1941.  By this time, Flynn's name no longer appeared in the publication.   

In his collection of stories from the world of hardboiled novels, Peter Haining 

wrote that Flynn "played a major role in introducing the tough cop into hardboiled fiction 

as a central figure."  Flynn's particular innovation in the genre, according to Haining, was 

that he introduced "lawmen who were a match for gangsters and every bit as tough as 

private eyes."63  While policemen, and especially beat cops, were seen as simple 

upholders and enforcers of the law, detectives, on the other hand, were required to think 

like criminals, following deviance where it led in order to amass clues necessary to solve 

the current case.   

In Flynn's Weekly, under the series title "Headquarters Gossip," Flynn promised to 

deliver "little detached, highly interesting anecdotes" that occupied his memory from 

long years in public service, or, in the more dramatic subtitle: "Random Memories from a 

Life-time of Contact with the Kings and Princes and Lords of Crookdom."64  Therefore, 

from its beginnings, the magazine was focused on the past, and not just any past, but the 

past consisting of events personally experienced by the author.  Ironically, the title of this 

ongoing column, which continued well over a year, represented a temporal disjuncture all 

its own: Not only was Flynn no longer stationed at Secret Service, NYPD, or Bureau of 
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Investigation headquarters, he had no way to really know of the current gossip among the 

intelligence services.  The title referred by definition to an earlier time, indicating a portal 

between the crimes of the present and Flynn's memories of past cases. Unlike other 

magazines, boasting gripping and hair-raising stories of suspense and mystery with no 

fixed temporal markers, Flynn's offered true stories from his personal memory, declaring 

that "No writer of fiction would date set down a similar story on paper...truth is stranger 

than fiction."65  By injecting dramatized versions of his own work on past cases, Flynn 

made reality exciting and bridged the divide between fantasy and reality.   

Temporality 

From its outset, Flynn's was structured along temporal lines, advertised by 

reference to temporal jarrings wherein unpublished "random jottings" brought to mind by 

"a chance remark or a chance occurrence in the day's news"66  The pattern, at least for the 

earliest installments, was that Flynn would raise a recent crime story from the latest news, 

and then make some connections to one of his old cases.  In that very first installment, for 

instance, Flynn noted a recent story about an opium den with an ingenious mode of 

hiding the open, namely a secret sliding panel through which opium was raised from the 

basement after payment was lowered.  He then went on to tell the somewhat humorous 

story of his days as the regional Secret Service chief in New York, hot on the trail of 
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counterfeiters in Norwich, Connecticut, in which counterfeiting supplies were hidden 

beneath an ornery mastiff chained in the yard.67 

Flynn's approach to criminal nature was tinged with temporality.  He began one 

entry with: "Crimes, like history, usually repeat themselves."68  This cyclical 

understanding of crime and criminal behavior echoed throughout his work.  For example, 

in discussing the contemporary extensive network of automobile thieves, Flynn 

immediately connected the criminals' methods with those of bicycle thieves caught 

thanks to the Secret Service during World War I.69  The fact that bicycle-related crimes 

persisted even as automobiles became more common indicates the difficulty of assigning 

temporal divides to criminal behavior.  If a market exists for stolen goods, even if the 

larger general public has moved on to a newer object, criminals will find a way to 

continue the crimes of the past up to the present.   

Flynn was often a harsh judge of human nature, affected by perceptions of time.  

In general, no amount of prison time was sufficient to really change the nature of a 

criminal.70  He readily identified criminals' weaknesses, such as greed or covetousness, as 

their core character flaws, identifying them as the reasons for the individuals' ultimate 

downfall.71  On the other hand, the more time on the job for law enforcement 
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professionals, the better they inevitably became.72  Though Flynn's standard approach 

was to apply time until clues emerged allowing him to solve a case, he admitted that 

cases may turn cold, and that in some instances no amount of time is enough to induce a 

solution.73  Of one thing Flynn seemed to be very certain: "No criminal that I ever helped 

forgot it."74  Somehow, though criminals rarely benefitted from prison or reform efforts, 

advice from William J. Flynn was likely to stick permanently.   

As part of his frequent moralizing, Flynn described time spent in wicked pursuits 

as taking a hard toll on individuals, both physically and spiritually.  One example was 

that of a lifelong swindler and con man, who cheated would-be donors out of millions 

through feigned patriotism and support for American troops.  After a lengthy prison term, 

the swindler, now 48 years old, "ravaged by disease, induced by rich food and too much 

drink," had the broken body of a 70-year-old.  The criminal bemoaned his fate, noting 

that even when he was out of prison, "I've been a fugitive all these years...Every time I 

alighted from a train, each occasion I stepped down a gangplank, there was always 

stalking beside me fear--fear of walking into the arms of some waiting detective."  

Though nursed by a loving wife, the man soon died in the farmhouse where he was born, 

attended also by his own mother, ironically closing the loop of his life in the same 

farmhouse where he was born. 
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Through his career, Flynn used many conveyances to traverse the temporal 

landscape.  In earlier days, Flynn was known to "hire a rig" in order to pursue a suspect, 

even if it meant leaving established roads and heading into the trackless mountains.75  

Cars, or "machines" as they were more commonly known in contemporary terms, in 

which Flynn could ride through the night, a dangerous feat considering the lack of roads 

and adequate lighting in those early days of automobile use in America.76   

As with all law officers, much of Flynn's time was spent waiting.77  In case after 

case, Flynn and his agents would do all they could to catch a counterfeiter and then wait 

for clues to emerge.  In one memorable case, after a massive countrywide manhunt had 

identified the patterns of the counterfeiter's distribution so well that they could almost 

predict where he would strike next, the Secret Service was not quite able to catch the 

perpetrator.  Flynn warned merchants and distributed circulars alerting businesses, and 

then came the long gap: "And then we waited and worked and worked and waited and 

neither we nor anybody else got a clue."  Then, as so frequently occurred, a chance tip 

sealed the criminal's fate: In one store he pushed counterfeit bills to a local stationery 

shop by buying a fountain pen and taking the change in real money.  The clerk, however, 

reasoned that most customers tested pens before purchasing and called the authorities.78 
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Flynn's waiting was often involved in surveillance, and included many extended 

stakeouts.79  Applying the passage of time to a case opened the door for serendipity (or 

dogged pursuit) to pay off in generating clues, or for perpetrators to tip their hands.   

The crimes Flynn faced in his various roles each offer temporal dimensions.  

Some of the kidnapping cases with which Flynn was involved have been discussed 

earlier, and he further discussed kidnappings, especially child kidnappings, in his post-

retirement memoirs.  Flynn recounted at length the case of Dorothy Arnold, a bright, 

well-educated young Bryn Mawr student who disappeared in Central Park.  This case in 

particular seemed to haunt the great Chief: "It does not seem possible that she could have 

vanished...without some one knowing something about it.  Some one, somewhere, if still 

alive, must hold the key to the mystery."  Bereft of leads, Flynn was left to lament that 

only time held the power to resolve the case.80  At its heart, kidnapping was a crime that 

turned on temporality.  Like blackmail, kidnappers demanding ransom sought to increase 

wealth swiftly, short-circuiting normal processes of working and saving.  On the victim 

side, those being blackmailed or asked for ransom were often consumed by fear rooted in 

temporalities: that police will not be able to move quickly enough to save their threatened 

loved ones, that the threat will be delivered instantaneously based on 
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kidnapper/blackmailer omniscience, and that the blackmailer may already have moved so 

swiftly that he has bribed the police and secured their inaction. 

A key method employed by Flynn that connects to temporality is the use of 

interrogation.  Though 21st-century enhanced interrogation techniques were unknown at 

the time, Flynn employed his own brand of questioning in order to accelerate the process 

of extracting confessions from suspects.  Violence certainly tended to persuade suspects, 

as in the case of Andrea Salsedo, arrested under suspicion related to the 1919 mail bomb 

attacks, who endured Flynn's physically brutal questioning, confessed, and launched 

himself from a high window to die in the street below.81  Information, accurate or 

spurious, could be offered to "help" a suspect's memory and move beyond denials.82  

Admissions of guilt could also be extracted by increasing the rate of questioning in order 

to trip up the suspect, as in the case of a counterfeiter who slipped up in his denials 

during this exchange: 

 "Who were your accomplices?" I asked. 

 "I had none," blurted out Si. 

 "You made them yourself?" I shot at him quickly. 

 "Yes," said Si, who by this time was completely off his guard.83 
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Counterfeiting itself, the key crime Flynn faced throughout his Secret Service 

career, was at its heart evidence a matter of temporality and evidence of Kaemmel's claim 

that "The detective novel is a child of capitalism."84 Crime undermines the capitalist 

system, and inability to successfully solve the crimes points to a failure of capitalism.  

Temporally, counterfeiters eschewed the time-consuming process of acquiring and saving 

money.  Ironically, developing the materials and expertise to become a successful 

counterfeiter often took decades.  This investment of time, however, allowed for swift 

moneymaking once methods and skills were achieved and perfected.  "Pushers of the 

queer," as phony money distributors were known, were then constrained entirely by time, 

realizing that intervals between drops had to be sufficiently spaced so as not to arouse 

suspicion.  As is evidenced again and again in archival records of the Secret Service and 

in contemporary news media, once sufficient amounts of counterfeit currency appeared in 

an area, the Secret Service were swiftly on the scene investigating, forcing counterfeiters 

to move on to the next locality or face arrest and trial.  This swift response was a key 

aspect of Flynn's mode of dealing with crimes in general. 

Flynn railed against using political connections to secure appointments, which 

was in itself a manipulation of temporalities: "The very nature of the work of the police 

makes it imperative that they should be left free to work without fear or favor." Instead of 
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working steadily and rising through the ranks, demonstrating through experience one's 

fitness for a given position, seekers of advancement based on political connections hoped 

to accelerate the promotion process.  In addition to denying political patronage among the 

detectives, Flynn refused to accept the current conventional wisdom that, after putting in 

time as a beat cop, officers should be promoted to detective positions.  Instead, he 

demanded that his men work hard and develop specific skills or face being thrown out as 

"dead wood."85  

A crime about which Flynn reminisced in his "Headquarters Gossip" columns was 

the work of "dips," or pickpockets, whose entire livelihood was rooted in temporal issues.  

"The dip must work fast," Flynn wrote, not only in order to swiftly extract wallets and 

valuables unnoticed, but also because "he dare not be seen with his intended victim by a 

policeman" in order to avoid being charged with "jostling."  To enhance their temporal 

edge, pickpockets were total abstainers, according to Flynn, fearing that alcohol would 

induced shaking of the hands and thus slow them down.  Due to the greater visibility and 

reduced agility of older individuals, pickpockets typically aged out of the crime and 

moved on to other things by their early to mid-twenties.  Finally, time of day impacted 

pickpocket activities, with evening attacks requiring less skill than those committed in 

broad daylight.86   
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Peabody Smith 

"The Adventures of Peabody Smith" were published serially from October 28, 

1922 to January 13, 1923 in the popular Argosy All-Story Weekly.  Argosy is generally 

recognized as the first of the pulp magazines, having launched publication in 1882 and 

going through numerous mergers and title changes before ceasing publication in 1978.  

As with the "Headquarters Gossip" memoirs, each Peabody Smith installment touted the 

fact that the author was the former Chief of the U.S. Secret Service, reaching 

conspicuously beyond his unsuccessful experience as head of the Bureau of Investigation 

to his more glorious days. 

From the beginning, it was clear that Smith was different than other dime novel 

and mystery story heroes.  Instead of perfect features, he had gray hair, increasingly 

noticeable crow's feet,87 and "a face that was habitually sad, a melancholy face, the face 

of a funeral director."  Though he could smile on occasion, he spoke sparingly, but 

consumed English breakfast tea and Pittsburgh stogies whenever possible.88  The 

smoking of cigars, especially when deep in thought, is reminiscent of Flynn's process of 

locking himself in a room with a box of good cigars and not emerging until he had found 
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the relationships between clues and generated a solution.  Flynn described Smith as a 

patient man, usually refraining from comment until a client had completed their 

statement.  This patience in itself is a temporal characteristic inherent in the character, 

with patience demonstrating a willingness to apply the passage of time to extract needed 

information, if the slow application was more likely to get the job done than direct 

force.89 

The Smith character leaves us wondering if, like Harrison Grant in Eagle's Eye, it 

was an idealized version of the ultra-dependable agent Flynn believed comprised the staff 

of the Secret Service, or perhaps that he wished worked for him, capable of solving every 

case successfully; or, rather, that the character was an idealized version of Flynn himself, 

a kind of alter ego onto which he projected his fantasies about efficiency and success, 

tainted always with regret about the criminals who got away.  Long after he had retired, 

publications and news reports identified Flynn with his past self, the great Chief of the 

Secret Service, and likewise, even after his retirement from the service, Peabody Smith 

introduced himself as an agent when it was prone to open doors.90 

Further demonstrating the transition from pure dime novel heroes to the broken 

hardboiled antiheroes, Peabody Smith was not averse to breaking laws in order to achieve 
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successful ends in his investigation.  In one case, breaking into the home of a suspect, 

Smith paused for just a moment to consider the irony of the detective turned 

housebreaker, but concluded that he "had no time for moralizing," and continued on his 

mission.91  In another case as he broke into a suspect's home, Smith declared: "After you 

have been in this business as long as I have, you will find that it is often necessary to do 

illegal things for the general good."92   In making the argument that expediency 

supersedes moral considerations, Flynn drew on temporality to justify illegal acts.   

How audiences received Flynn's work is difficult to assess.  As Douglas has 

argued, there is no such thing as a monolithic unified "audience": some media consumers 

immediately accept and agree with a text, while others disagree and reject out of hand, 

while a likely majority negotiates entirely new meaning through their own individual 

experience with the text.  Furthermore, individual consumers may identify with multiple 

disparate texts, ideas, and groups simultaneously, making true audience analysis nearly 

impossible.93  From the enduring popularity of Flynn's magazine we may infer that it 

resonated with the general public, but it is difficult to address definitively how they 

interacted with and made sense of it.  Douglas encourages the analysis of intertextuality, 
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studying the way texts overlap and intertwine to create a prevailing "common sense," to 

reveal broader meanings.94      

In the case of the Peabody Smith stories, intertextuality becomes quickly apparent 

and is useful in extracting potential meanings from the text.  In the very first episode, 

"The Flaw in the Alibi," the story closely aligns with a true story Flynn related in a 

"Headquarters Gossip" column in Flynn's Weekly.  In both accounts, the narrative hinges 

on the criminal's alibi, in which the counterfeiter claimed that he found the bogus bills in 

a "large white envelope" lying on the floor, took out an ad in the local newspaper's Lost 

and Found column in a futile attempt to identify the true owner, and attempted to 

establish his integrity by reference to associates from his rural hometown.95  What is the 

significance of Flynn's repetition of this broad storyline, related in one instance as a 

factual case and in another as pure fiction?  As noted elsewhere, rather than inserting fact 

into fictional stories as did dime novelists and detective fiction authors of the day, Flynn's 

method was rather to fictionalize aspects of true crime stories, giving a "names changed 

to protect the innocent" vibe of authenticity.  In additional to the objective of depicting 

actual events in a dramatic way that would be appealing to readers, Flynn's underlying 

message was the competence of law enforcement to address increased crime, anarchism, 
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and violence in the Gilded Age.  It is further interesting to note, in this case, that Flynn 

actually related the fictional account prior to the factual report by about four years.   

Further exploring intertextuality, in the Peabody Smith stories the title character 

frequently relaxes from brain-intensive detective work by reading and referring to the 

works of Josh Billings.  A prolific author and humorist, Billings was a contemporary of 

Mark Twain who similarly spent his career writing books and articles, traveling the 

country and giving speeches to sellout crowds.  His writings, stories, aphorisms, and 

proverbs were penned in contemporary vernacular, making them often difficult to read:  

"If yu hav got a real good wife, kepe perfectly still and thank God evry twenty minnits 

for it."96  Smith frequently quoted Billings, though usually with better grammar: "Old 

Josh Billings had the right dope when he declared that honesty was the best card in the 

pack."97   

This inclusion of decidedly lowbrow humorous literature (even by the standards 

of the day) in an otherwise serious proto-pulp detective story raises several questions 

about Flynn's motive and the impact of the inclusion on readers, as well as the meanings 

they may have taken from it.  As to Flynn's motive in sharing, Billings died in 1885, so 

Flynn could not have been encouraging sales to help a fellow author, nor is it likely they 

were acquainted, with no other surviving references to any affinity for Billings on Flynn's 
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part.  Perhaps this was Flynn's way of confessing his secret preference for folksy 

humorous writings.  Ostensibly, the Billings references may have simply been something 

of a marketing ploy, a means of humanizing the otherwise bourgeois Peabody Smith 

character, bringing him down to earth and more relatable to a wider swath of the reading 

public and grow the reader base by appealing to multiple tastes and genres. 

On another level, however, this seemingly innocuous inclusion of the personal 

reading preferences of a detective hero may carry deeper significance.  Dime novel 

detectives such as Old King Brady and Nick Carter were serious-minded characters, 

occasionally dropping self-effacing quips or playfully exchanging witty jabs with 

associates or even enemies, but generally remaining focused on their righteous 

crimefighting objectives.  In a departure from these depictions, pulling back the curtain 

on Peabody Smith's reading habits demonstrates a multidimensionality of his character, 

an unexpected predilection for humorous writings by an otherwise serious-minded 

detective.  This added a layer of complexity to the character that presaged the 

multifaceted, complex, and often tortured anti-heroes of later hard-boiled authors such as 

Chandler and Hammett.  Like the reading public, Peabody Smith consumed unexpected 

media, along with more serious texts, negotiating them and deriving new meaning.  This 

additional texture in the Smith character represents an important first step in breaking 

down the highly formulaic and often one-dimensional character portrayals of the dime 

novel genre. 

The places in which Smith worked were urban, underscoring the transition from 

rural and frontier settings to densely-populated urban environments.  When rural settings 
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did appear in the stories, they were as hideouts away from Washington, D.C. or New 

York City.  Though many people consider a large city as a place to hide, in these stories 

leaving the city provided cover for fleeing criminals.  At the same time, rural values were 

extolled.  In one case, involving a young Congressman being bullied by evil lobbyists, 

though the appearance of the representative from a rural area was not well-dressed and 

even "undeniably homely," he remained true to his country values.98 

 In one adventure Peabody Smith declared:  "It's all a question of time,"99 

implying that all questions turn on temporal perspectives, while in another he stated after 

receiving several death threats: "I'll die when my time comes," indicating a willingness to 

accept the flow of time as it progresses.100  Issues of temporality permeate the Smith 

stories.  For example, as with Flynn's real-life experiences, Peabody Smith used a variety 

of conveyances to navigate landscapes.  When called upon by the Director of the Secret 

Service to undertake a special mission in New York, Smith took the next Congressional 

Limited train in order to expedite his investigation.101  At other times, when available, 

Smith utilized a "machine," or automobile.  When utilizing trains for transportation, 

passengers are able to select the fastest train, but once in motion, there is little they can 
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do to increase the time of arrival at the intended destination.  On the other hand, with 

individual automobiles, the responsibility for maintaining speed lay with the driver, as in 

the case when Smith drove a Congressman from a remote blackmailer's hideout back to 

Washington, D.C. for a critical vote.  En route, Smith pushed the vehicle to its limits, and 

"three different times it skidded and threatened to turn the entire party into the ditches of 

Virginia, and three times did it recover in a most miraculous manner."  Striking paved 

roads near the nation's capital, blowouts hampered the journey, but speedy repair shops 

ameliorated the delays.102  In another Smith case, automobiles were used as lethal 

instruments, violently pushing Smith and his assistant off the road in an attempt to hasten 

their deaths.103 

Gourley declared that memories are intrusions of the past upon the present, and 

memories played a critical role in case resolution by both Flynn and Peabody Smith.104  

Flynn described Smith as having a near-photographic memory.  In one case, Smith 

examined a suspect's desk, taking "a mental photograph of every article on that desk, 

every pen and pencil and each separate envelope."105  Having taken this "metal 
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photograph," Smith was able to carry with him an experience from the past, later to 

review it as if it were still present.   

Surveillance and research were both tied to speed, in that both provided critical 

background information necessary for the progress of Smith's investigations.  In one case 

as he pursued a suspected thief within the U.S. Treasury through consistent and relentless 

surveillance, Smith came to know "more about the personal habits of the principal 

employees than did the members of their own families," including what they ate for 

meals and what they did in their spare time.106  Smith devoured several newspapers daily 

so that he was up to date on the latest crimes.107  In one case, a journalist friend was able 

to furnish a large volume of photographs and portraits as Smith sought to identify a 

suspect, and Smith slogged through the photos until discovering his man.108  Gathering 

information reduced the amount of time tracking down leads and talking to people, or at 

the very least expedited and informed the interrogations required.  Smith typically 

undertook this research himself, poring over newspapers and photographs, and other 

times he delegated research duty to his assistants, Tim Burke or Tim Farley.109  Finally, 
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Smith was not averse to going long distances to find the truth, in one case traveling to 

Buenos Aires to interrogate locals and collaborate with local police.110 

Finally, Peabody Smith was a bridge in many ways between Flynn and fiction, 

and between the fading dime novel era and emerging hardboiled fiction.  Like dime novel 

hero Old King Brady, Smith was an old man,111 but unlike OKB he was frequently tired, 

even haggard, and often melancholy,112 not physically perfect or capable of doing 

anything he wanted without growing exhausted.113  Also unlike the ever-chipper dime 

novel hero, Smith did not always demonstrate a happy demeanor, often surly and 

sarcastic, exhibiting dissatisfaction and boorishness,114 indicating a transition between 

dime novels and the more "multidimensional" or flawed protagonists such as Philip 

Marlowe.  Instead of asking questions politely, he was likely to storm into a suspect's 

space and shout questions designed to throw the individual off guard or batter even non-

suspects with direct inquiries.115  He could be rude even to compatriots, such as when he 

shouted at a young man who felt he had been betrayed by his lover: "Buck up, you 

unimaginative cuss!"116  Like William J. Flynn, Smith was old and retired from the U.S. 

Secret Service, though blessed with a multitude of acquaintances who offered him many 
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opportunities to try his hand and retain his experience-sharpened skills by solving 

mysteries.  Unlike Flynn, however, Smith did successfully resolve each case, an idealized 

record that eluded Flynn, who was unable to crack the two biggest cases of his life, the 

1919 mail bombings and the 1920 Wall Street bombing.  Thus Smith presaged the rise of 

the hardboiled antihero and also provided Flynn with an outlet for the disappointments of 

his professional life.   

Death 

William J. Flynn, known far and wide as "the Chief" due to his lifelong leadership 

in the U.S. Secret Service, the New York Police Department, and the Department of 

Justice's Bureau of Investigation, died at midnight at his home in Larchmont, New York, 

after suffering from heart disease for two weeks.  Following a high mass at St. 

Augustine's in Larchmont, Flynn was buried in Gate of Heaven Cemetery in Kensico, 

New York (now Larchmont Cemetery in Valhalla, New York).117   

Besides his writing and editing, Flynn's post-retirement time was primarily 

occupied with his private detective agency and working in his garden.  As time passed, 

however, son Elmer and daughter Veronica, known for heavy drinking, drove away 

clients and all but drove the agency into the ground.  According to Mike Dash, who 

interviewed Flynn's children for his book on the rise of the American Mafia, the agency's 
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failure weighed heavily on the Chief, who became ever more reclusive, gaining 

significant weight and retreating to the safety of his favorite cigars.118  It may also be the 

case that he felt stress as well due to inability to solve his last big government cases.  

When asked if there are cases when the authorities fail to catch the perpetrator, Flynn's 

fictional Peabody Smith replied: "I have heard of such cases...but I suppose in some way, 

and at some time, every crime is discovered."119  We can imagine Flynn, like his fictional 

creation, looking wistfully into the past and recalling the ones that got away, while 

hoping that the future would hold resolution in response to application of the "steady 

hammer." 

Even in his death, Flynn blurred the lines between the past and the present, reality 

and fiction.  His son William announced in his New York Herald Tribune obituary that 

his father was about to "return to his post" in Washington, D.C.120  We are left to wonder 

what "his post" would have been.  Though his most recent assignment had been as 

Director of the Bureau of Investigation, we can deduce from his memoirs and the 

fictionalized, idealized version of himself in the Peabody Smith adventures that the post 

that he longed for, the position where he found the most professional satisfaction due to 

long stretches of successful resolutions of case after case, was in the U.S. Secret Service.  
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  Dash 392.   

119 William J. Flynn and George Barton, "The Adventures of Peabody Smith IV: The Persistence 
of Percival Jayne," Argosy All-Story Weekly (November 18, 1922): 248.   
120 "William J. Flynn, Long of the Secret Service, is Dead," New York Herald Tribune, October 
15, 1928. 
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The same could be said of Flynn as his description of his fictional creation, Peabody 

Smith: He "looked anything but the conventional detective.  He resembled neither the 

detective of fact or fiction.  He was not a miracle man...he was just himself."121     

Words from his New York Times obituary provide a fitting tribute: 

"Mr. Flynn was a quiet, unassuming man, of large build, was slow spoken 
and claimed no superhuman qualities for himself as a detector of criminals.  
He succeeded by his persistence, knowledge of human nature and of 
criminal nature in particular and his coolness and bravery at critical 
moments.  He won the devotion of all his men."122 

The "steady hammer" was silent at last. 

 

 

 

                                                 

 

 

121 William J. Flynn and George Barton, "The Adventures of Peabody Smith II: The Black Sheep 
of the Family," Argosy All-Story Weekly (November 4, 1922): 865. 
122 "W.J. Flynn, Noted Detective, Dead," New York Times, October 15, 1928.  
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CONCLUSION 

Throughout his career, William J. Flynn brushed time and again with anarchist 

elements, forces which sought to undermine and even overthrow the authority of the 

United States and of government in general, and who sought to use violence to achieve 

political ends.  As an agent and official of the U.S. Secret Service, he went toe-to-toe 

with counterfeiters, Germans, and others.  As Second Deputy Commissioner and head of 

the NYPD Detective Bureau, he battled more counterfeiters, kidnappers, murderers, 

thieves, and anarchists.  Finally, as Director of the Bureau of Investigation, he faced 

terrorists who used explosives sent through the mail and placed in strategic high-traffic 

public areas.  With this experience, Flynn was steeped in contemporary thinking of law 

enforcement and well-connected with officials in various government entities.  A burly 

no-nonsense agent of Irish descent, he readily engaged in chases, conducted 

interrogations of suspects, and chased leads, demonstrating clearly that he was prepared 

to do all that was necessary to protect the American people. 

The mail-bomb attacks of 1919, with targets including primarily high public 

officials, seemed to be an extension of the "age of assassination," removed from the lives 

of most ordinary Americans.  The Wall Street bombing of 1920, on the other hand, was 

more visible and targeted random members of the general public, shattering the 

perception of safety in the city.  Anarchism, preached as a general theoretical construct 

that would evolve eventually out of capitalism, was something different altogether when 

couple with the doctrine of "propaganda by the deed."  This line of thought, inherited 

from Bakunin and Kropotkin, and promulgated in the United States by Most and 
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Goldman, brought an edge to the anarchist movement that threatened to undermine the 

American way of life and make every street in the country a potential target for random 

violence. 

Flynn's writings and other popular contemporary works offer insight into people 

and organizations who sought to achieve their objectives through "propaganda by the 

deed."  For the most part, anarchists were one-dimensional characters, typically from 

marginalized or foreign groups, often identified as unkempt, hairy, and unclean, certainly 

qualifying as "others."  Both men and women appeared as anarchists, though female 

anarchists likely to be described as beautiful, even charming, providing a hint of 

deception based on sexuality largely absent from dime novel literature.   

Anarchist methods mirrored those of their real-life counterparts, especially the 

stereotypical use of bombs, which in fiction was often the key identifier of an anarchist.  

The historical scaffolding accomplished here through studying the life of William J. 

Flynn also reveals other methods used by anarchists, including counterfeiting, the crime 

Flynn spent most of his career pursuing.  Counterfeiting threatened the authority of the 

U.S. government to regulate its own currency, the stability of the economy, and the 

livelihoods of individual consumers and small business owners caught in the web of 

worthless bogus bills. 

America came to demand more of their public officials.  For decades, police 

corruption had undermined public trust, leaving a gap into which the highly competent 

and richly-experienced Flynn stepped, creating an identity as a capable leader.  The key 

attributes of his counterterrorist strategy were consistency and persistence, underscored 
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by a wealth of resources available to the federal government alone.  Unlike private 

detectives who worked for their own gain, and unlike often corrupt local police, Flynn 

built an image of government agents as upright and dedicated, with sufficient resources to 

resolve crimes, catch anarchoterrorists, and keep Americans safe.   

Following the footsteps of Nye, who advocated the examination of popular 

culture to uncover attitudes and attributes of cultural consumers, has indeed proven 

fruitful.  In this study, dime novels and detective fiction have become a central focus and 

provided the anecdotes Greenblatt described.  Examining all these sources together, 

linked by the unifying biographical theme of William J. Flynn's life and work, provides 

scaffolding to deepen understanding of the contemporary environment.  Dime novels and 

detective fiction both reflected and influenced current thought and attitudes, and study of 

historical documents in the National Archives and elsewhere provide the historical 

backdrop. 

Just as Halttunen studied sources that were in the hands of the demographic group 

she sought to understand, this study used materials such as dime novels and detective 

magazines that would have been in the hands of millions of individuals throughout the 

country, which provide a roadmap, if not perfectly reflective, of what people thought and 

sought.  Just as Halttunen found that conduct-of-life manuals promoted sincerity as a 

means of combating confidence men and painted women, dime novels and Flynn's work 

underscored trust in the federal government as a means of combating the anxiety around 

crime and anarchoterrorist violence in urban environments.    
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Foucault's theories of knowledge and power have proven highly useful in this 

study.  Flynn was part of an important moment in the shifting discursive formation 

around expectations for protection of the citizenry from terrorists and other crimes.  Until 

his time, most protection and crimefighting was done at the private level, with wealthy 

individuals who could afford to do so retaining private detectives.  Police were often seen 

as corrupt and the federal government as distant.  With his own expertise working with 

multiple law enforcement agencies, Flynn embodied a shift, sending the clear messages 

that police and government agents could in fact be trusted, and that the entity best suited 

to unifying efforts to combat the growing threat of anarchoterrorist violence was the 

federal government.  He did so by building an identity through his writings, and 

establishing himself, not as a super-detective, but as possessing sufficient resources and 

tenacity to get the job done, beyond what any local police force or private detectives 

could reasonably accomplish.    

Foucault's work focuses on the development of ideas through the power struggle 

inherent in contemporary discourse.  If dime novels are viewed as statements, they can 

then be examined to tease out content of contemporary discourse and piece together the 

prevailing discursive formation.  According to Foucault, a succession of statements 

becomes part of a discourse, eventually congealing into a discursive formation which in 
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turn sets the parameters within which future discourse may occur.1  Dime novels 

witnessed this discursive process numerous times, established originally as Westerns with 

cowboy heroes but gradually following American demographic shifts to focus on urban 

detectives as heroes.  These detectives, in early years working in Western settings, moved 

to urban environments, reframing the discourse and its purposes.  Later, as Flynn began 

his writing career, another shift took place, establishing the credibility and power of the 

federal government as best qualified to addressing the increasing societal ruptures of 

crime and anarchy.2  Flynn likely did not understand the discursive formation of which 

he was a part and which he helped to shape.3  He wrote what he knew and told stories 

that he knew would sell books and magazines, in doing so moving the discourse of power 

to reside firmly with the federal government.   

Foucault also focused on power, and power is at the heart of every aspect of this 

dissertation: from anarchists attempting to cast off governmental authority and power in 

the lives of American citizens, to the lack of power at the local level to prevent crime, to 

the power imposed by Flynn and the federal government to consolidate efforts to fight 

anarchoterrorism on a grand scale.  Though he was personally unsuccessful in capturing 

                                                 

 

 

1 Michel Foucault, The Archaeology of Knowledge, trans. A.M. Sheridan Smith  (New York: 
Pantheon Books, 1972): 168. 
2 Sonja K. Foss, Karen A. Foss, and Robert Trapp, Contemporary Perspectives on Rhetoric (30th 
Anniversary Edition) (Long Grove, IL: Waveland Press, Inc, 2014):  372. 
3 Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences (New York: 
Pantheon Books, 1970): 221. 
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the 1920 bombers, the stage was set to accept the federal government's power.  In 

switching Flynn for Burns, the government indicated that the resources and manpower 

were available, and a change in leadership would be enough to find answers, but that the 

ability to fight terror was firmly at the federal level.   

On a cue from John Durham Peters, by examining the "unnoticed background" 

from dime novels and other sources, several themes emerged regarding gender and 

identity, especially with Flynn's attempts to establish himself as the authority.  His 

regular meetings with reporters and interviewers led to an affinity on the part of the press 

for this avuncular leader.  Though he could be demanding professionally, he won the 

admiration of agents and officers in multiple law enforcement agencies.  Likewise 

Douglas's "shards of audience response" also became evident on close examination, along 

with the importance of intertextuality.  Flynn's inclusion of the works of humorist Josh 

Billings in his Peabody Smith stories for Argosy All-Story Weekly, in addition to 

humanizing the monolithic detective character, further edged the discursive formation 

along toward more multifaceted heroes.   

Finally, temporality forms a central theme throughout this dissertation.  

Temporality has proven to be a fruitful mode of analysis of both Flynn's historical 

persona and of the fictional depictions of anarchists in Flynn's work and contemporary 

dime novel literature.  This dissertation has revealed the pervasive nature of temporality 

in the sources examined, from surveillance and high-octane automobile and horse-and-

buggy chase scenes, to plodding examination of evidence and, in the cases of the Wall 

Street bombing, unresolved mysteries.  Flynn's key operational method was to apply time 
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to a case, trusting that given sufficient time, clues would reveal themselves and he could 

knit together the overarching story.    

Flynn's literary work represented a temporal disjunction as he took existing 

storylines, centered solely around fiction, and mixed them with factual events from his 

own experience in order to add texture to one-dimensional characters and plots.  In doing 

so, he paved the way toward the multi-layered characters and stories that would become 

the hallmark of later hardboiled fiction.  Flynn's post-retirement writings continued a 

lifelong trajectory of mixing fact and fiction, blurring the line between reality and 

fantasy.   

It is hoped that, in bringing to light the role William J. Flynn played in the shift in 

the public mind toward relying on the federal government to fight anarchoterrorism, that 

the door has been opened to further research on this fascinating period in American 

history, specifically on the valuable role mass culture has in revealing popular attitudes.  

Finally, it is hoped that in looking at William J. Flynn in detail, focusing on this integral 

individual so active on so many fronts during his time, that new life may be breathed into 

further biographical work to flesh out his life sketch.  As John Durham Peters has stated, 

"The past is open-ended because it was made in part by human beings, and human beings 
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are worthy of respect and remembrance. The dead must not be allowed to die again. 

Nothing less is at stake in history."4 

  

                                                 

 

 

4 John Durham Peters, "History as a Communication Problem," in Explorations in 
Communication and History, ed. Barbe Zelizer (New York: Routledge, 2008):  31. 
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